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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates whether the natural medicine and biomedicine professions could
cooperate for the benefit of patients within an integrated medical model. The investigation
contains a substantive narrative and historical overview ofthe evolution of medicine. This
provides a background to the investigation and an explanation of how the different medical
paradigms evolved.

As the natural medicine industries in Ausfralia, the United States, and the United Kingdom
evolved through private sector activity, they have only relatively recently atfracted the
interest of academia. For this reason the number of completed natural medicine doctoral
theses is not considerable, and none appear to have been in the area of this thesis. Further,
although there are numerous texts relating to the history of medicine, none adequately detail
the evolution of the history and philosophy of natural medicine. Therefore, in order to
comprehend the history and philosophy of biomedicine and natural medicine, and other
related topics, the thesis critically evaluates a diverse range of secondary source material
using philosophical-historiographical inquiry.

Analysis of the research literature clarifies — particularly from the perspective of natural
medicine — the evolution of medicine from prehistory to the Middle Ages when natural
medicine practice was separated from Church and State approved medieval physick. Also,
as medieval physick evolved into biomedicine, it fiirther separated from natural medicine. It
developed new paradigms, identified and treated new diseases, and made significant gains
in clinical science, surgery, technology, drugs and other products. However, its safety and
efiBcacy is coming under increasing academic scrutiny. Research also shows how natural
medicine usage increased in the 20th century, particularly from the 1960s, and is currently
used by 80 per cent ofthe world population.

For the natural medicine paradigm to be as equally regarded as the biomedicine paradigm in
a new integrated medical model, it needs to retain, amongst other things, its differences —
particularly the natural medicine concepts of hohsm, vitahsm, the mind-body connection,
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spirit, detoxification, digestion and immunity — which are clarified in the thesis. The thesis
also investigates various models of integrated medicine and determines that the AustraUan
Voluntary Integrated Model allows biomedicine and natural medicine practitioners and their
clients to cooperate within a model imderpirmed by mutual recognition and respect.

The sfrengths and limitations of this thesis arise from its originality. Because it fraverses
new academic territory it will be a useful base for fiiture research. Also, the sections relating
to the evolution ofthe history and philosophy of natural medicine are irmnediately available
for use in natural medicine and other educational programmes. The thesis concludes by
discussing fiiture research opportunities, which appear to be open to several academic
disciplines.
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PRELIMINARY NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY
It appears that the schism between advocates ofthe biomedicine and natural medicine
paradigms has resulted in difiering views as to the meaning of frequently used terms.
Power holders often reinforce their position by seeking to determine the linguistic agenda,
and thus dictate the parameters wdthin which most people think, or more often do not think,
about the power structures and relationships within thefr societies (Fanon & Noire, 1952).
Therefore, some preliminary notes on the terminology used in this thesis are required.

Micozzi (1996, p. 3) suggests that the term allopathic medicine is interchangeable with the
term biomedicine and that its difference from the "aftematives" is its "scientific"
underpirming. Biomedicine is described as:
a scientific paradigm with a particular history, as much influenced by social
history as it is by scientific laws ... Contemporary biomedicine conceptually
uses Newtonian physics and pre-Darwinian biology [and] relies on a
projection of Newtonian mechanics into the microscopic and molecular
realms. As a model for everything, Newtonian mechanics has limitations ...
The biological science of contemporary medicine is essentially preDarwiiuan in that it emphasizes typology rather than individuality and
variation, (pp. 4-5)
Some writers describe biomedicine as "allopathic", "scientific", "Westem", "modem" or
even

"cosmopolitan",

implicitly claiming the

glamorous cachet of modemity,

comprehensive competence, sophistication and global acceptance (Capra, 1982, p. 121).
Even more confiising is the word "traditional", which is sometimes correctiy used to mean
natural medicine (Bodeker, 1996, p. 279).

Medieval European university medical education was influenced by Graeco-Roman
theories, particularly those of Galen. The v^oxd. physick is used to describe both its medical
practice and its physicians. Physick became accepted by the Church and government as the
orthodox or conventional medicine. Physick evolved to become the allopathic-scientific
method, which was later referred to as the biomedical method, which mainly involves the
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use of pharmaceutical dmgs and surgery. Physick was considered to be Regular medicine
(and its practitioners the Regulars) because of its acceptance by the authorities.
Consequently natural medicine, which was sometimes merely tolerated by the authorities,
was referred to as Irregular medicine (and its practitioners the Irregulars). The term Heroic
medicine was given to at least part of physick in America for "the recklessness of this
practice", particularly its excessive bloodletting and overuse of toxic remedies such as the
mercury-based calomel (Griggs, 1997, p. 153).

In this study, the term natural medicine is used in the sense that the medical freatment
received assists the whole person to heal naturally or to maintain a positive health profile.
Hippocrates used the term similarly when he referred to "the healing power of nature"
(Porter, 1997, p. 59) and advocated that health required a temperate, balanced, holistic life
(pp. 59-60). He urged his followers to "do no harm" (p. 62) and reconmiended the use of
only safe, conservative, holistic freatments (pp. 60-61). Therefore, the word natural in the
term natural medicine refers to the effect ofthe treatment and not to the freatment per se.
Consequently, freatments such as acupuncture are not excluded from the inventory of skills
available to natural medicine practitioners.

It is broadly accepted in the natural medicine industry that the term natural medicine has
great pubHc appeal and has contributed to the growth of market share. Jonas and Emst
(1999) claim that the term "natural medicine" is used frequently in Germany and elsewhere,
and "attracts people to CAM [complementary and altemative medicine] practices who may
be afraid of the side effects of conventional therapies. People may assume that therapies
labeled natural are inherently safer, which is not always true" (p. 91). Powell (2003, p. 1)
suggests that the term is confronting to many biomedicine practitioners and health
bureaucrats. This may be the result of its success in the medical marketplace; perhaps it
implies a health paradigm that is too alien to biomedical science. Whatever the reason, the
term itself seems to have become a barrier to communication.

The terms applied to natural medicine are no less diverse than those for biomedicine. Words
like "altemative", "complementary", "integrated" and "original" should be value-free, but

are often used in a pejorative sense to suggest that natural medicine is peripheral, frendy and
unreliable. This study will show that it is natural medicine that has been normal, traditional
or mainstream for most people throughout history and pre-history, and it is the biomedical
method that is the new, the unusual, and the altemative.
The use ofthe word alternative to describe natural medicine suggests that biomedicine is
the method used by most people, and that natural medicine is secondary or peripheral. As
Stewart (1999, p. 10) points out, alternative suggests that the practice is a fiinge or
unorthodox activity. Natural medicine is thus implicitly or explicitly denigrated as being
"fiinge", "new", "frendy", "temporary", "unscientific", "unprofessional" and essentially
"unreliable" (Benson & Stark, 1996, pp. 234-235). Statistically, in terms of usage rates,
natural medicine cannot be considered to be "fiinge" at all.

Increasingly, parts of academia and government appear to be supportive of the word
complementary in preference to the word alternative. The term complementary medicine has
the connotation of "that which completes or makes perfect ... the quantity or amount that
completes anything ... either of two parts or things needed to complete the whole" {The
Macquarie Dictionary, 1996, p. 368). The suggestion here is that natural medicine is the
"complementary" partner. However, the term complementary medicine could equally be
applied to either biomedicine or natural medicine, as in reality they complement each other
to provide one whole medical market. It is in this latter sense that the term is more
appropriately applied.

Powell (2003, p. 1) states that some natural medicine practitioners believe that the use ofthe
term complementary medicine would, by comparison, seem to be less confronting, and thus
have the potential to open more bureaucratic and political doors to the natural medicine
industry. This could eventually improve its political influence and lead it, also, into the
corporatisation fold — with the resultant govenmaent financial and other support, and all the
restrictions that accompany corporatisation. However, Nester (1999, p. 25) explains that the
current use ofthe term complementary medicine incorrectly suggests that the role of natural
medicine practice is to merely complement biomedicine practice. Because of this, Powell
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(2003) sees the use ofthe term complementary medicine as a "propaganda tool designed by
the Establishment to make natural medicine practice subservient to biomedical
practitioners" (p. 1).

Although the main frend is towards the use ofthe term complementary medicine to describe
modem natural medicine, the term integrated medicine is also emerging. Integrated
medicine suggests a free medical market within which biomedicine and natural medicine
components would work in harmony for the primary benefit of patients. This term has the
advantage of emphasising the idea of union: "to bring together (parts) into a whole ... to
combine ... systems ... into one unified system" (Macquarie Dictionary, 1996, p. 913).
However, the term is incorrectly used in the United Kingdom (UK), the United States (US)
and the World Health Organisation (WHO), to suggest also that natural medicine merely
complements biomedicine and is subservient to it.

A recent trend in some professional circles is to use the term "complementary and
altemative medicine" for modem natural medicine (Jobst, 1998, p. 123), which merely
confuses the discussion. The term original medicine could perhaps also be used with
accuracy, but for the purposes of this study the term natural medicine will be preferred.
The concept of corporatism is cmcial to analysis ofthe provision of medical services.
Newman (1981, p. 47) states that corporatism is a method of societal organisation in which
individuals have few rights and effectively no voice except in so far as they are members of
or subject to a "corporation" through which governments license or control activities.
Within medicine in developed economies, this has usually resulted in a "representational
monopoly" for the biomedicine industry which receives most government fiinding "in
exchange for observing certain controls on their selection of leaders and articulation of
demands and supports" (p. 47). Corporatism therefore distorts the medical market through
the discriminatory allocation of govenmient fimds.

This multitude of terms becomes important when we consider the programmes being
conducted by various educational institutions. When the term modern natural medicine is
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used in this study, it generally refers to the body of knowledge and skills development
provided for in degree and post-graduate natural medicine programmes offered in the
Ausfralian private and public education sectors, and also to the professional services
provided by the graduates of those programmes.

Most modes of natural medicine are consciously holistic in their approach, appreciating the
"tendency in nature to produce wholes from the ordered grouping of units" {Shorter Oxford,
1992, p. 974). Capra (1982) explains that "holistic" derives from the Gr^ek holos, meaning
whole, from which the words "holy, hale, health and healing" also derive, and "refers to an
understanding of reality in temis of integrated wholes whose properties carmot be reduced
to those of smaller units" (p. 21). hi the WHO definition, (1978; in Bodeker, 1996), it
means:
vievsdng man in his totality within a wide ecological spectrum, and ...
emphasizing the view that iU health or disease is brought about by an
imbalance, or disequilibrium, of man in his total ecological system and not
only by the causative agent and pathogenic evolution, (p. 280)
Practitioners of natural medicine therefore focus on freating the whole person, taking into
consideration all aspects of the disease process, all signs and symptoms, Iffe history,
lifestyle, work, social and domestic environments, age and emotional state, and utilise a
range of techiuques. This is in confrast to the approach of biomedicine, which has tended to
focus on the diseased condition of one organ or system in isolation, sometimes taking no
exfraneous factors into account.

Natural medicine has traditionally included a variety of forms and approaches, many of
which are currently available. These include botanical medicine, food as medicine,
nutrition, massage, homeopathy, chfropractic, osteopathy, and exercise therapy. Other
therapies involving life energies, meridians and chakras include acupuncture, tai qi, qi gong,
reiki, yoga, vibrational work, and Shiatsu. Other fraditional elements include meditation,
religious activities, cultural events and processes, psychodramas, rites of passage, mentoring
and counseUing, and supportive social structures. The fimdamental philosophy of natural
medicine as practised professionally at the beginning ofthe 21st century is that
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the human body possesses enormous power to heal itself The principle
known as vis medicatrix naturae, the healing power of nature (from the
Hippocratic text On Ancient Medicine), is the foundation of natural medicine
philosophy and practice. Natural medicine, in all its modalities, is a holistic
approach to health. It takes into consideration physiological, psychological,
spiritual, social and lifestyle &ctors affecting health. Disease is seen as a
process rather than a self-contained entity. An understanding is developed of
the individual as an expression ofthe dynamic processes of life. There are no
single causes for disease: instead, there is a circular (or perhaps spfral)
interrelationship and interaction between physical, emotional, material,
psychological, psychospiritual and lifestyle factors, which can ascend to
health or descend to illness. (Copeland & McQueen, 1998, p.l)
Some natural medicine practitioners prefer to view those who seek their help as clients
rather than patients. Nester (1999) says that the use ofthe term client... acknowledges the
idea that people "can be partly responsible for their own health through their decisions,
actions, and lifestyle" (p. xviii). Nester says that the term patient cormotes a dependent
person passively receiving therapy, but "the term client, in confrast, suggests a person who
is essentially independent and capable of making judgments on the advice given ... by their
[sic] health care practitioner" (p. xviii). Where appropriate, the term client wiU be used in
this dissertation even though some natural medicine practitioners prefer to use the term
patient.

The study also refers to "quacks" which was a term usually derogatively ascribed to
irregular practitioners, whose practice was referred to as "quackery" (Martyr, 2002, p. 8).
This thesis suggests that the lack of agreement on natural medicine terminology may arise
because natural medicine has only relatively recently attracted the attention of academia,
and the number of completed theses is minimal. This thesis may therefore contribute,
amongst other things, to fiirther informed discussion on the usage and meaiung of natural
medicine terminology.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Rationale ofthe Study
Although the former US Surgeon General, C. Everett Koop (1996, p. xi), states that 80
per cent ofthe world's population uses natural medicine services and remedies, Alan
Fels (2003, p. 18), the former chairman ofthe Ausfralian Competition and Consumer
Commission says that Westem governments continue to encourage, legislate for, and
finance the monopolistic use of biomedical services and remedies. Fels also claims that,
in Australia and some other countries, certain biomedical monopolistic practices are
conducted contrary to national anti-monopoly laws (p. 18). Consequently, biomedical
professional incomes are maximised through monopolistic controls on the quality and
quantity of new entrants to the professions and their specialties (p. 18). However,
although the biomedical professions also use thefr corporatised power to discourage the
public use of natural medicine — and deny users of natural medicine the government
subsidy applicable for biomedical services — usage of natural medicine is increasing
(Begbie, Kerestes & Bell, 1996, pp. 545-548). This thesis shows, amongst other things,
how these monopolistic practices affect contemporary society, and how they originally
arose in the European Middle Ages through Church and government corporatisation of
the antecedents of biomedicine, and the proscription of natural medicine practices.

Fels (2003) also claims that consumers would benefit from the umestricted practice of
medicine, as then "the main thrust ofthe practitioners would be to emphasise the quality
of care that they offer rather than the price" (p. 18). Fels thus appears to suggest that
monopolistic biomedicine de-emphasises "the quality of care" (p. 18). As the concept of
care is apparently related to concepts of safety and efiBcacy, the biomedical paradigmatic
monopoly appears to be accomparued by questionable safety and efiBcacy standards. For
example, each year, adverse events in the practice of biomedicine in Australia cost about
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$4 billion dollars, affect more than 500,000 Australians, require about 80,000 hospital
admissions and cause about 11,000 accidental deaths (Barraclough, 2002). These adverse
events include iatrogenic illnesses, which are caused by the adminisfration of prescription
dmgs or other actions of biomedical practitioners, and nosocomial illnesses, which occur
as a direct result of hospital processes and procedures. Rice (1988) details how
biomedical practices in the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK) produce
similar medical failures, almost astonishing in their number. For example, the American
lafrogenic Association (2002) reports that American biomedical adverse events armually
cost about US$29 billion and cause from 44,000 to 98,000 accidental deaths. It can be no
exaggeration to assert that monopolistic biomedicine is in crisis.

Contemporaneously with these adverse events, there are two important changes in
Westem society in relation to natural medicine: there are increases in both usage, and
referrals from biomedical practitioners. In Britain, the British House of Lords Select
Committee on Science and Technology (2000) found that the use of natural medicine "is
widespread and increasing across the developed world" (p. 1). Further, the attitudes of
Australian biomedical practitioners towards natural medicine are changing. A recent
study reveals that more than 80 per cent of these practitioners have referred patients to
practitioners of various natural medicine modalities (Pirotta, Cohen, Kotsirilos, & Parish,
2000, p. 105).
In this thesis, it is argued that the crises in biomedicine — in addition to those which may
result from its corporatised monopoly — at least in part, arise from two key factors:
questionable medical paradigms and an overly rigid approach to procedures. It is shown
that medical paradigms appear to have retained questionable features left over from
practices with deep historical roots stretching back through the cultural evolution of
biomedicine. This has resulted in class-based professional attitudes with low regard for
human rights and human hfe. Also, biomedicine's reductionist clinical approach appears
to be overly inflexible, and pays insufficient attention to holistic approaches. Laura and
Heaney (1990) say that "biomedicine has had the tendency to depersonalise the

fiindamentally social aspects of health care by the progressive substitution of
technological irmovation for the phenomenon of human exchange" (p. 65). Although
biomedicine has promised much, it "has not delivered the level of health ... that it
promised. In many cases, it has even led to a reduction in community health through
iatrogenic disease" (Nester, 1999, p. 30).

The study also concerns itself with aspects of medical dominance: the relative power —
and the possibilities of empowerment — of actors in the medical process, and cultural
and class attitudes relating to respect for human rights and human life. Fulder (1998)
suggests that the relative power ofthe individual in the health care process is significant
as the locus of decision-making lies in the individual rather than in experts such as
medical practitioners. This means not merely that "patients" have a "right to know" and
to informed consent, but that all human beings have a duty to themselves to take preemptive responsibility for their entire health, life, and spirit, understood holistically.
Szasz (1973) is concemed that human beings do not necessarily become passive
"patients" and lose thefr civil and human rights when they become ill, as the right to
health and healing is very broad and includes the right to a frilly spiritually aware death
process as part ofthe individual's life journey.

There are two sets of social attitudes to medical practice that may be usefiiUy brought
together. One relates to the findings about natural medicine by Pirotta et al. (2000, p.
105) and Begbie et al. (1996, pp. 545-548), who point out the public acceptance of its
usage. The second is biomedicine's multi-faceted problems as evidenced, among other
things, by its iatrogenic and nosocomial illness rates. Therefore, the public interest could
be well served by the exploitation ofthe potential of natural medicine — to reduce the
rate of adverse medical events — through the evolution of a new integrated medical
model incorporating both practices. The ramifications of such integration are examined
in the thesis.

A review of the literature has revealed that the state of knowledge of the natural
medicine paradigm and its evolution is unsatisfactory, in that it is only evident through

the examination of numerous resources. Although natural medicine has been practiced
continuously for millennia, some of its paradigms, philosophies, theories, terminology,
practices, and public appeal are not universally comprehended or accepted in academia,
general society or even within the natural medicine sector itself. With the exception of a
body of literature relating to the history of biomedicine and its antecedents, there do not
appear to be any significant studies relating to the major topics of this thesis. One
probable reason for this is that natural medicine has only relatively recently become part
ofthe university academy, and that most of its graduates enter private practice and do not
become involved in post-graduate studies. This means that the number of completed
natural medicine theses is minimal. The foregoing appears to accord with the prediction
by Lincoln and Guba (2000) that studies of postmodem representational practices "that
are produced for scholarly audiences will, however, continue to be untidy, experimental,
and driven by the need to communicate social worlds that have remained private and
'non-scientific' until now" (p. 185). In recent years, reputable medical journals appear to
have increased their rate of publication of research related to purported natural medicine
topics. However, such research involves researchers who do not appear to comprehend
natural medicine theory or practice and who apply biomedical scientific paradigms to an
individual natural medicine remedy or process — with sometimes questionable
outcomes.

All of the aforementioned problems are to be expected in a medical model that has, until
recently, evolved outside of academia. This study addresses these problems and also
provides a record of pertinent aspects of the cultural evolution of medicine, particularly
from the perspective of natural medicine, thus contributing to the facilitation of informed
medical choice. Implications for the integration of biomedicine and natural medicine,
from a paradigm shift in societal comprehension of health, disease and the healing
process, are also discussed.

The literature also suggests that, in order to understand the contemporary societaldivision between biomedicine and natural medicine, there is merit in re-evaluating the
paradigmatic underpinnings of biomedicine. Consequently, there are grounds
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for

exploring the societal role and present position of power and dominance of biomedicine.
This thesis shows that contemporary practice paradigms have thefr roots in (a) the
evolutionary development of biology; (b) European cultural development from antiquity
(ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, Rome); (c) the Middle Ages in Europe, which
were characterised by the Black Death, the Inquisition and the overt suppression of
natural medicine; and (d) the development of chemical and "scientific" medicine.

The aforementioned rates of "accidental" biomedical adverse events suggest an
inexplicable degree of carelessness in its practice. Analysis ofthe literature suggests that
an understanding ofthe origins ofthe concept of care may allow a fresh interpretation of
this carelessness. This thesis shows that the concept of care arose in prehistoric times —
probably first in animals and then in the human evolutionary line. The widespread
evidence of care, particularly medical care, exercised even by animals to others in their
family or group may suggest that it is a natural process, and therefore that carelessness,
or more specifically, biomedical carelessness is an urmatural process. The implications
of this for a new integrated medical model incorporating both biomedicine and natural
medicine are examined.

It is important to the community and the advancement of natural medicine to clarify the
evolution of both biomedicine and natural medicine, and to show how the advancement
of natural medicine was hindered, how biomedicine has come to attain a social role of
great power while being vexed with serious adverse events, and how the public
acceptance of natural medicine provides the potential for its integration with
biomedicine. This study investigates topics that are significant for health care
professionals, politicians, health care plarmers, academics, students of natural medicine
and biomedicine, and the public in countries in which biomedicine currently holds a
leading or dominant market position, or is being promoted as the preferred primary
health care model. It responds to the call expressed by Bodeker (1998):
It is remarkable that such a widespread social phenomenon as the move
towards complementary healthcare in industrial countries and the
resurgence of traditional medicine in non-industrialised countries has
received so little attention from policy scientists. Uruversity departments

of public health and health policy around the world would do a service
to consumers and fiiture health providers if this field were to be
included in their research and educational agendas, (p. 128)
From this perspective, all of the matters referred to above are significant. The
establishment of the Office of Altemative Medicine in the United States National
Institute of Health, as a consequence of the increased public usage of natural
medicine, indicates a change in public attitudes in North America. Similar change in
Ausfralia is represented by the Federal Government's creation of the Traditional
Medicines Evaluation Committee and its evolution to the Complementary Medicines
Evaluation Committee. Public attitudes have similarly changed in Europe. Such
changes can precipitate major paradigm shifts by governments. This has probably
already commenced in Australia through the registration of chiropractors and
osteopaths and, in Victoria, Chinese medicine practitioners, and government fiinding
of natural medicine education and research in universities and the Technical and
Further Education (TAFE) sector. This study therefore provides a basis for public
discussion of the paradigm shift that will be required if the safety and efficacy of
health services are to be maximised in the public interest.

1.2 Aims and Objectives ofthe Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the natural medicine and
biomedicine professions could cooperate within an integrated medical model for the
benefit of patients. The understanding ofthe schism between these medical paradigms
requires an examination of the evolution of medicine — particularly through a
substantive narrative and historical overview of the historical, cultural and political
origins of the paradigms — in order to develop an integrated medical model which
encourages the development of genuine relationships between biomedicine and
natural medicine practitioners, based on mutual respect, recognition and cooperation.

This study therefore:
a) examines the paradigms, philosophical underpinnings, practice and societal
roles of natural medicine and biomedicine, with particular emphasis on those
that have evolved through European culture and that may have a bearing on the
relationship between the two systems of medicine; this examination takes the
form of a substantive narrative history that draws primarily on a critical
evaluation of a diverse range of secondary source material.
b) examines the differences between the natural medicine and biomedicine
systems, which are represented, among other things, by differing paradigms,
theories, practices, education, socio-political power, attitudes and public
support, in order to produce an integrated medical model based on mutual
recognition and respect; these differences are placed in thefr historical,
philosophical, theoretical and political perspectives.

1.3 IMethodology of the Study
This research focuses on a critical evaluation ofthe literature, using philosophicalhistoriographical inquiry — particularly through a substantive narrative and historical
overview of the historical, cultural and political origins of the natural medicine and
biomedicine paradigms. The foundations of medicine are examined through a
comparison of different philosophical bases, different theories and a critical evaluation
of operational definitions of concepts (Bums & Grove, 2001, p. 75). Issues are explored
in terms ofthe schema described by Bums and Grove (2001) "by extensively exploring
the literature, examining conceptual meanings, raising questions, proposing answers, and
suggesting the implications of those answers. The research is guided by philosophical
questions that have been posed" (p. 31).

The inquiry is both foundational and ethical (Bums & Grove 2001, pp. 75-76) in terms
of formulating a critique of dominant attitudes and their argued practical consequences
for clients, and for the role of medicine in society as a whole. The key ideas are

exfrapolated from historical events and supporting evidence. This study then examines
the implications of paradigm shifts in both biomedicine and natural medicine.

This study includes a philosophical-historiographical inquiry into the crises of
biomedicine, investigating the line of descent of attitudes that influenced concepts of
science, professional prerogatives, relationships with the client and society, and ethics.
The philosophical territory explored consists ofthe organisational and corporate culture
of biomedicine. That narrative is bracketed with firstly, a contextualising review ofthe
history of natural medicine, and secondly with a synthesising review ofthe philosophy
and ideology of modem natural medicine which by contrast highlights and illuminates
the ideological and practice problems of biomedicine.

The following types of questions inform the study: What are the paradigms,
philosophical underpinnings, practices and societal roles of natural medicine and
biomedicine and how did they evolve? How have the crises of biomedicine evolved? Do
these crises provide opportunities for the expansion of natural medicine services? Can
natural medicine and biomedicine be effectively integrated into a new medical model?

The historiographical method, amongst other things, involves three areas of
interpretative evaluation as described by Hodder (2000, p. 711). Ffrst, as different sets of
data are compared it is essential to ensure that different examples are comparable and
whether apparent similarities are real. The identification of context is always relevant
and as the boundaries of the context are never "given", they have to be interpreted.
Second, context of data is developed through recognition of similarities and differences.
Providing the boundaries ofthe context have been correctly identified it is assumed that,
within the context, similar events or things have similar meaning. This means that the
interpretations of context and of meaningfiil similarities and differences are mutually
dependant. Third, the relevance of general or specific historical theories to the data at
hand requfres interpretative evaluation.

Further, theoretical confirmation relies on the twin stmts of coherence and
correspondence (Hodder, 2000): "Coherence is produced if the parts ofthe argument do
not confradict each other and if the conclusions follow from the premises" (p. 712).
Whereas data can confront theory, this research will not assume that correspondence
between theory and data implies absolute objectivity and independence, "but rather
imbeds the fit of data and theory within coherence" (p. 713). However, whereas data
requfres linkage within theoretical arguments to cohere, "similarly the coherence ofthe
arguments is supported by the fit to data" (p. 113).

One ofthe difificulties of an historical analysis and of describing "accepted" models has
been highlighted by ideas developed under the philosophical school ofthought known as
postmodernism or post-structuralism. As Lincoln and Guba (2000) explain, there can be
no single "conventional" paradigm accepted by all social scientists as "in the postmodem movement, and in the wake of post-structuralism, the assumption [is] that there
is no single 'tmth' — that all tmths are but partial tmths" (p. 185). However, it should
be understood that postmodemism does not invalidate a study such as this; rather, it
merely adds a valid note of caution to all observation and analysis.

This thesis accords with the recommendation by Grbich (1999) that research such as this
— which employs secondary analysis — utilise both philosophical analysis and
historical method, whereby relevant documentation is located and the authenticity ofthe
documents, including books, joumals and other documents is established (p. 148).
Wherever possible, the research investigates the work of numerous researchers so as to
"avoid narrow interpretations towards any single researcher's pet theory" (p. 149). The
historical sources are interpreted by analytic induction "to produce a low level
explanation of generaUzation that can then be applied to other documents" in order to
generate categories or propositions "that inform the interpretation of other
documentation" (pp. 149-150).

Secondary analysis may be defined as "any fiirther analysis of an existing data set which
presents interpretations, conclusions or knowledge additional to, or different from, those

presented in the first report" (Hakim, 1982, p. 1). Hinde (1991, p. 249) states that
secondary analysis involves analysis of any data that has not been collected by the
researcher and, fiirther, that secondary data might be used, where the main thmst ofthe
work involves theoretical development. In this study, as theoretical development is built
on previous work, it fits naturally within the process by which new knowledge is created
(Dale, Arber & Procter, 1988, p. 44). Data is re-analysed "from different perspectives
and within different theoretical fi:ameworks" (Dale et al, 1988, p. 54), revealing
unexpected relationships between variables. The process assists "in elevating and
enlarging theory because the secondary analyst is compelled to mmmage through data
collected by other people, at other times" and it is possible that the researcher "may
broaden his theorising and choice of problems in the light of the exotic stimulus"
(Hyman, 1972, pp. 23-24).

The framework ofthe study accords with the observations of Bums and Grove (2001)
who state that a. framework is the absfract, logical stmcture of mearung that guides the
development of the study and enables the researcher to link the findings to a body of
knowledge. Further, their description of a "conceptual model" as a set of highly abstract,
related constructs that broadly explains phenomena of interest, expresses assumptions,
and reflects a philosophical stance (p. 131), is applicable to this study, for example,
where the beliefs and attitudes of biomedical and natural medicine practitioners are
found to be cmcial to the design of integrated medical models.

1.4 Literature Review
The achievement ofthe aims of this study requires comprehension of: (a) the nature and
evolution of medicine; (b) the history, rationale and other impHcations of the divide
between natural medicine and biomedicine; (c) the crises of biomedicine; and (d) the
paradigms, philosophical underpinnings, practice and societal role of natural medicine.
The references provided below are an adequate base on which to draw, in order to
achieve the research aims and thereby meet the objectives ofthe study.
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1.4.1 Prehistoric Evolution of Medicine
Chapter 2 deals with the prehistoric evolution of medicine. Although there is a
significant interest in the natural medicine community about the origin and prehistoric
evolution of medicine, little of it appears to be based on quality research. Consequently,
there are numerous un-researched speculations in the natural medicine literature that
appear to be based more on intuition and spirituality than science. This chapter therefore
examines the scientific record and emphasises archaeological and anthropological
evidence relating to evolutionary theory and philosophy.

Further, as mentioned previously, the state of knowledge of the natural medicine
paradigm and its evolution is unsatisfactory, in that it is only evident through the
examination of numerous resources. Consequently, the literature relating to the
prehistoric evolution of human medical and general care and theories of sickness and
healing include works by Allday (1969), Bronowski (1973), Capra (1982), Cochrane
(1996), Ergil, Ergil, Furst, Gordon, Janzen, Sobo & Sparrowe (1997), Fabrega (1997),
Gage (1893), Gould (1996), Griggs (1997), Rudgley (2000), Williams (1966), and
Wilson (1975). Also, Knight (1991) shows how the provision of medical care
significantly contributes to the core of cultural development in a community. Diamond
(1997) and Porter (1997) explain that as humans evolved from hunter-gatherers to
farmers, thefr general health and life expectancy deteriorated as they became susceptible
to new diseases.

As the concepts of care and cooperation are fimdamental to the provision of relatively
safe and effective medical services — suggesting that their absence may contribute to
adverse medical events -— their origins are investigated. Wright (1996) states that care
probably evolved as a method of preserving self interest rather than "for the good ofthe
species" (pp. 12-13). Shreeve (1995, p. 262) explains that whereas human femily
members had probably learned the value of cooperation more than one million years
ago, inter-group cooperation probably arose during the last Ice Age as group members
cooperated to hunt larger and more dangerous animals. Also, cooperation within groups
produced a competitive advantage over competing groups, maximising their chances of
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survival. In order to satisfy the need to make life easier, inter-group cooperation
followed, and the cooperation/competition nexus was moved in favour of cooperation (p.
297). This influenced the provision of medical advice, services and remedies.

The origins of human healing are often discussed in the natural medicine literature.
Griggs (1997), Kohler (1925) and Lyons and Petmcelh (1987) claim that as much of
early medicine was probably herbal-based, it is reasonable to suggest that humans could
have leamed from observing the behaviour of animals.

1.4.2 Natural Medicine from Antiquity
Chapter 3 deals with the evolution of medicine from the time that history is purported to
have commenced in ancient Mesopotamia, and then in Egypt, Greece and Rome. This
chapter relies mainly on Ergil et al., Lyons and Petmcelli (1987) and Porter (1997) as
their medical histories adequately describe most ofthe relevant material. However Nurm
(1996) is also broadly used in relation to the evolution of medicine in Egypt. Further,
Allday (1969), Inglis (1979), and Loudon (1977) complement the Greek and Roman
content.

The literature shows that Mesopotamian and Egyptian medical paradigms were
apparently corporatised, and were a mix of religious, magical, spiritual and medical
theories and beliefs. However, the non-corporatised Greek and Roman medical
traditions — particularly those influenced by Hippocrates and Galen — whilst also
promoting the healing power of nature, separated medicine from religion. These sources
also reveal a number of "early" medical paradigms that still appear to influence modem
natural medicine practice and are cmcial to this study. Significantly, a number of these
historical records also suggest that until the fall of Rome to the Goths in 476 and the
resultant increase in power ofthe Church of Rome, medicine was pluralistic and was
conducted without proscription in a free-entry market. A preliminary review of some of
these sources also suggests that the suppressions of this era and those ofthe later Middle
Ages show how the Church exercised its power—particularly as it proscribed the study
of medicine, monopolised formal medical practice through its monasteries for the next
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500 years, and corporatised Galenic medicine which remained virtually unchallenged
throughout Europe for about 1400 years. Such sources are therefore of sigruficant
historical importance to natural medicine.

1.4.3 The Middle Ages
Chapter 4 examines the evolution of medicine in the European Middle Ages. Cochrane,
(1996) states that although biomedicine and natural medicine share common roots, the
discipline that was to become biomedicine arguably took its essential separation point
from the foundation ofthe European medical schools and universities in the 10th to 12th
centuries (p. 51). University-trained physick (medical practitioners) were becoming
established in the cities when, in the 14th century, the great plague devastated Europe
(Tuchman, 1978, p. 94). That cataclysm led to a wave of religious and secular revolts,
and other massive social changes which threatened the power of "Church and State"
(Herlihy, 1997; Woodman & Dickson, 1996). Although nature had previously been
regarded as a source of life and healing, because ofthe mass-psychological consequence
ofthe plague and Church mle, it became regarded as an object of fear and a source of
death and disaster (Woodman & Dickson 1996, p. 34).

Sources describing the influence of the Judaeo-Christian culture on attitudes to
medicine, nature, women, sex, and life are numerous (Armstrong, 1986; Behringer,
1996; Ehrenreich & English, 1973; Gage, 1893; Hughes, 1952; Lyons & PefrucelU,
1987; Shorto, 1997; Szasz, 1973; Wamer, 1976). In that fradition, sickness was regarded
as a punishment for sin (Cartwright et al., 1994; Lyons & Pettiicelli, 1987; Porter, 1997;
Shorto, 1997). Pagels (1995) and Shorto (1997) explain that because healing was
therefore deemed to involve the forgiving of sins — which the CathoHc Church claimed
as its monopoly — a delicate political, religious and medical interface was created
between physick practitioners and the Church. Szasz (1973) claims that physick practice
became compromised as practitioners could work only under the direct supervision of
priests. Also, amongst other things, the agreement to demark the fields of body and soul
evolved the conceptual divide between body and mind, which was later to become
problematic for biomedicine.
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Sources showing how groups and individuals, including natural medicine practitioners,
were subject to Inquisitional religious and secular regulation and proscription over the
three centuries of the late Middle Ages, Renaissance and early modem periods are
extensive (Briggs, 1996; Cochrane, 1996; Ehremeich & EngHsh, 1973; Harris, 1975;
Ruether, 1975; Szasz, 1973).

Ehremeich and Enghsh (1973) explain how physick

practitioners participated in the Inquisitions as expert witnesses against the interests of
natural medicine practitioners. Sources for the apparent divide between the various
medical practices include mainsfream medical histories, as well as works by Ilhch (1990),
Laing, Esterson and Cooper (1968), Porter, Brook, Yacopetti, and Stokes (1998), Szasz
(1973), and Wilhs (1989). The literature also reveals that although informal natural
medicine practice was driven underground, its paradigm continued to be preserved,
predominantly by female healers.

1.4.4 From Physick to Biomedicine
Chapter 5 examines the evolution of European medicine and explains how the divide
between corporatised medicine and natural medicine widened. As the physick paradigm
gradually evolved to become biomedicine, it moved away from Galenist influences,
religious and spiritual theories, and natural folk concepts, and incorporated evolving
scientific thought including the Cartesian-Newtonian paradigm of materialist science.
However, the chapter commences with an examination of the power of the Church over
medieval physick — particularly as it suppressed scientific thought — using content from
Cassirer (1951), Gribbin (2002), Icke (1994), Lea (1954), Pinker (2002), Porter (1997),
Saul (1992), and Starhawk (1982). Also, Griggs (1997), Porter (1997) and others explain
the importance of two natural medicine practitioners — the Swiss-German, Paracelsus
and the English herbalist, Nicholas Culpepper — to the evolution of 16th and 17th
century medicine.

Cassirer (1951), Cahn (1990), Capra (1982), Gay (1973), Gribbin (2002), Heller (1978),
and Porter (1997) describe various scientific advances which influenced the evolution of
medicine; the disproving of Galenic
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blood

theory

by Harvey, developments in

evidenciary science by Bacon, Descartes' theories relating humans to machines, and the
fiirther evolution of science to reason through the work of Hume, Newton and
Berkenhout. However, Saul (1992) wams that as reason developed into rationalism, it
distorted society by separating itself from "the spirit, appetite, faith and emotion, but
also intuition, will and, most important, experience" (p. 15).

1.4.5 Medical Science or Medical Myth
Chapter 6 commences with the topic. Totalitarian Medicine, which reviews the
appropriateness of Westem scientific theory and practice, particularly in relation to the
biomedicine paradigm. This section relies on content from Bohm (1980), Cassidy
(1996), Habermas (1971), Held (1980), Lock (1997), Porter (1997), Saul (1997),
Shylock (1963), and Willis (1989).
The next section. Science and Myth, examines the extent to which biomedical theory
and practice are based on sound scientific underpirmings, the role of science and myth in
modem society, and whether deductive certainty is achievable. This section is supported
by content from Carter (1992), Cassirer (1951), Kohn (1986), Little (1995), Lock
(1991), Pinker (2002), Smith (1989), and Stock (2001).
The section on Capitalist and Corporatist influences contains content from Carter
(1992), Cohen (2001), Saul (1997), Williamson (1985), Willis (1989), and Wood (1999)
who review the influence of capitalism and corporatism on biomedical theory and
practice, emphasising conflict of interest issues, and the apparent ovemse of technology
and testing. In the section on Rule of Law and Professionalism, Saul (1997) and Walker
(1988) assess the evolution of medical professionalism in terms of problems that may
arise from barriers between practitioners and patients, created by professional distance
and language, and their influence on the incidence of adverse medical events.

The section relating to Technology assesses concems about increasing usage of
technology, particularly from the aspect of cost, the effects on the "doctor/patient"
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relationship, and adverse medical events. Content is provided from Inlander, Levin and
Weiner (1988), Rice (1988) and Walton (1998).

The final section, Adverse Medical Events, details the extent of that problem and
suggests major deficiencies in biomedical theory and practice. There are considerable
sources, including work by McCall (1996), Moynihan (1998), Robbins (1996), Walton
(1998), and Youngson and Schott (1996), which show that iatrogenesis and nosocomial
iUness are problematic for biomedicine. Much is written by biomedical practitioners
themselves, to suggest that biomedicine is afiflicted by questionable paradigms, practices
and professional culture. A representative sample of this literature will be used to
illusfrate the main themes of the critique, and to investigate whether the ideological
strands identified in the study can be seen to be manifested in the current stmcture and
problems ofthe biomedical profession and the delivery of health care services. As this
study is concemed with the question of the cultural evolution of a new, integrated
medical model comprising both natural medicine and biomedicine, it will be usefiil to
detail some relevant particulars of certain adverse events and their social impact in order
to provide a comparison with the safety, eflScacy and social impact record of natural
medicine.

Youngson and Schott (1996) show that adverse events are not new phenomena, and
detail the recorded history of adverse events over more than two millermia. De Ville
(1990) describes medical malpractice in the 19th century and the wave of litigation
against American physicians which followed. Fulder (1994), Inlander, Levin and Weiner
(1988), McCafl (1996), Moynihan (1998), Rice (1988), Robbins (1996), Walton (1998),
Weitz (1980) and Youngson and Schott (1996), among others, describe: (a) problems of
misdiagnosis and resultant mistreatment; (b) the use of ineffective dmgs and procedures,
many of which have not been appropriately and scientifically validated; (c) how healing
may be delayed by activities of biomedical practitioners and nurses; (d) the risks of
anaesthetics, surgery and infection inherent in the very occupation of a hospital bed; and
(e) the use of humans as "guinea pigs". Little (1995) argues that the rift between
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biomedicine and the public cannot be healed with more science, but requires a change in
educational philosophies and methods.

1.4.6 The Evolution of Modern Natural Medicine
Chapter 7 explores the evolution of the modem natural medicine paradigm in six distinct
sections. These sections are entitied European Influences, American Influences, Science
Empowers the Regulars, Resurgence of Natural Medicine, From European Nature Cure
to American Naturopathy, and The AustraUan Experience.

Griggs (1997), Lyons and PetmcelH (1987) and Porter (1997) have been drawn upon to
describe the temperate theme of post-Roman British natural medicine under the topic,
European Influences. Such temperance appears to remain a cmcial part of the
contemporary natural medicine paradigm. Griggs (1997) also explains how herbal
medicine gained prominence within the natural medicine paradigm, particularly as it
competed with physick, and how King Hemy VIII's Royal Charter protected its practice
— apparently to the present. Lyons and Petmcelh (1987) and Porter (1997) explain how
the evolution of European hydrotherapy and homeopathic theory and practice fiirther
expanded the natural medicine paradigm, and particularly influenced American practices.

Under the topic American Influences, Griggs (1997), Lyons and Petmcelli (1987) and
Porter (1997) are drawn upon to describe the influence of American Indian medicine on
the European settlers and the evolution of new medical practices such as osteopathy,
chiropractic and spiritual healing. Colby (1846) and Griggs (1997) claim that the
iatrogenesis which resulted from heroic North American physick resulted from, amongst
other things, excessive bloodletting and heavy metal remedies such as the mercury based
calomel. Colby (1846), Griggs (1997), Hafler (1994), Lloyd (1909) and Lyons and
PetmceUi (1987) are then drawn upon to describe the 19th century theories of Samuel
Thomson, and Wooster Beach — both of whom were alarmed by physick iatrogenesis.
Their theories and practices appear to have met the increasing public demand for safer,
more gentle natural treatments. Thomson appears to have unashamedly adopted a
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simple, but effective, homespun medical model based on ancient Greek natural medicine
theories such as the four humours, the need for bodily balance ofthe four elements of
earth, afr, fire and water, and the living of a balanced temperate life.

However,

Thomson's regimes of elimination of toxins through vomiting and the warming ofthe
body through steaming appear to have been more popular with the working class than
the upper classes. Beech believed that Thomson's anti-intellectual attitudes, which
encouraged the study of patients, instead of books had set back the cause of medical
reform. He was determined to use the best ofthe natural medicine and physick practices
— thus promoting his eclectic medical model which apparently utilised some physick
toxic substances. The conflict between the Thomsonians and the Eclectics appears to
resemble the contemporary debate within the natural medicine industry, between those
who see natural medicine as a stand-alone profession and those who see it as being
merely complementary to biomedicine.

Under the topic Science Empowers the Regulars, it is argued, by drawing on Griggs
(1997), Lyons and Petmcefli (1987) and Porter (1997), that scientific discoveries
influenced changes in physick practice — particularly the abandonment of heroic
methods — and that dmg-oriented medicine gained a monopoly. Also, they describe
how the Industrial Revolution facilitated the establishment of hospitals and public health
activities which increased the social and political power of corporatised medicine. As the
working class became more prosperous following the Industrial Revolution, the
herbalists' dark brown mixtures appeared to be old-fashioned when compared with new
glamorously packaged and marketed patent medicines. As the power of the medical
establishment grew, it appears to have continually harassed the natural medicine
professions, unsuccessfully seeking thefr suppression. Griggs (1997) describes how
dmg-oriented medicine gained a monopoly in North America following the 1910 inquiry
into medical education by Abraham Flexner. As Flexner appears to have concentrated on
disease rather than health, he recommended that all medical education be underpinned
by sciences which would prepare cUents for the emerging pharmaceutical corporations.
This resulted in the closure of all Irregular medical colleges.
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hi the section relating to the Resurgence of Natural Medicine, it is argued, by drawing
on Griggs (1997), that the resurgence of popularity of natural medicine in Europe and
North America occurred in the twentieth century. The reactions of the supporters of
corporatised medicine are also described. This includes suppression by government and
other agencies, and the use, and possible abuse, of science to disprove the safety and
efficacy of natural medicine. The attempted suppressions of natural medicine practice,
particularly since the 1960s are abuses of power by powerful interests, particularly as
they seek to remove freedom of medical choice from consumers. Although biomedicine
has gained a corporate monopoly in the West, and much natural medicine practice has
been proscribed, regulated or suppressed, usage of natural medicine has increased to 80
per cent ofthe world population.

In the section, From European Nature Cure to American Naturopathy, it is argued by
drawing on Endacott (1996), and Murray and Pizzomo (1990) that the evolution ofthe
American naturopathic paradigm was influenced by the European nature cure
paradigm. Bernard Lust, who created the term naturopathy, based his medical model on
the Hippocratic theory of the healing power of nature, the temperate lifestyle
recommended in post-Roman Europe, and aspects of European nature cure including
fasting, hydrotherapy, physical exercises and food therapy. This successfiil evolution of
the natural medicine paradigm over several millennia appears to have been dependant
upon the uncompromising retention of its essential underpinnings.

The section. The Australian Experience, deals with Aboriginal healing, the influence of
European settlers and physicians, various natural medicine practices, and the influence
ofthe 1960s social revolution. Drawing on Chevallier (1996), Cochrane (1996), Cribb
and Cribb (1990), Martyr (2002), Reynolds (1994) and others the thesis describes
various aboriginal natural medicine practices: including the use of goanna, emu and
eucalypt oils for massage and other processes; plant, clay and other food medicines;
sniffing of aromatic plants and mixtures; setting of broken bones; spiritual and magical
healing; healing ceremonies; bleeding and scarification; and steaming and fumigation.
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The role of European physicians and settlers in post-settlement Australia, is described by
Clacey (1852), Martyr (2002) and Oxley (1996). Also, Berigny (1855), Bradford (1897),
Martyr (2002) and Templeton (1969) describe the introduction of European homeopathy
and the creation of homeopathic hospitals. Further, Martyr (2002), O'Neill (1995) and
Powell (2003) describe the evolution of various natural medicine practices such as
medical herbalism and food as medicine, the development of professional associations
and natural medicine colleges, and the government recognition and regisfration of
certain modalities. Analysis of this literature suggests that following European
settlement, the influences on the evolution of the natural medicine paradigms in
Ausfralia and North America are similar, in that, the indigenous natural medicine
paradigm was influenced by, and influenced, the European natural medicine paradigm
which arrived with the settlers. Further the American and Australian natural medicine
paradigms then influenced global natural medicine theory and practice through the
export of their native remedies.

1.4.7 Integrated Medicine
Chapter 8 examines the schism between biomedicine and natural medicine in order to
develop an integrative medical model which allows their practitioners to work
cooperatively for the benefit of clients in an atmosphere based on mutual recognition
and respect. Le Fanu (1999) states that opportunities for the growth of natural medicine
have been provided by the biomedicine system itself: through the professional
dissatisfaction of its physicians; through public neurosis about health; and through
increasing medical costs. He also claims that these, along with a dearth of new drugs, the
failure ofthe Social Theory and The New Genetics, and the inappropriate application
and ovemse of technology, have marked the end ofthe Age ofBiomedical Optimism.

The increasing usage of natural medicine throughout the world has prompted the WHO
(2002, pp. 1-5) to promote the integration of natural medicine into national health care
systems. The WHO suggests that biomedicine and what the relevant institutions and
joumals call Complementary and Altemative Medicine (CAM) ought to work genuinely
together for the good of aU. That approach expresses an orientation to using natural
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therapies to supplement the services that biomedical practitioners currently confrol and
deliver. However, Coates & Jobst (1998) claim that integration requires a much more
challenging and at least equal two-sided approach, with the potential for much greater
systemic rewards.

The literature suggests that for natural medicine to retain its paradigmatic integrity
within an integrated medical model, it needs to retain its essential theoretical concepts
and beliefs, including homeostasis, holism, the mind-body connection (Woodham and
Peters, 2000, pp. 10-11), influences ofthe spiritual realm (Phalen, 1998, pp. 167-173),
vitalism (Micozzi, 1996, pp. 10-11) and immunity, detoxification and digestion
(Bratman, 1997, pp. 62-65). The importance of the retention of natural medicine
paradigmatic integrity is fiirther provided by Antonovsky (1991), Capra (1982), and
Kaplan (1994) who, for example, claim that the theory of holism is fimdamental to
natural medicine as it holds that the human being is not a machine, but a living being in
whom psychospiritual, emotional, moral and social factors impact both immediately and
in the long term on health and illness. The theory holds that medical understanding and
practice must take all those factors into account and freat the whole person, rather than
an organ, system or disease condition in isolation (Engel, 1977; Fulder, 1998;
Hofifinann, 1990). Further, Fulder (1998) claims that natural medicine often prescribes
different freatments for different people with the same apparent disease (in terms of
biomedical diagnosis), rather than the same treatment for all types of people with the
same disease. It is hypothesised that it is the whole person who requires freatment, not
the disease. Therefore, the best medical practice may involve education of clients and
the public in thefr own preventive heafth care. According to the World Health
Organization constitution, health is "a state of complete physical, mental and social
well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infimiity" (Fulder, 1998, p. 151).

Regardless ofthe need for the retention of natural medicine paradigmatic integrity, some
forces are moving parts of natural medicine in other directions. For example, Bratman
(1997, pp. 68) wams that the scientific transformation of American naturopathy has
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eliminated its "nature cure" influences and it "is increasingly becoming yet another
branch ofthe Westem scientific tradition" (p. 69).

Two models of integrated medicine are examined in the thesis. The House of Lords
(2000) reports on an existing UK model and Elhott Dacher (1996) describes his
theoretical US model. However, both models appear to provide for the dominance of
biomedicine practitioners over natural medicine practitioners, and therefore fail to meet
the aim of this thesis for the integrated model to be based on mutual respect, recogrution
and cooperation.

The thesis concludes with an examination of the four models of integrated medicine
already in operation in Australia; the Voluntary Integrated Model, the Client Controlled
Model, the Third Party Model, and the Complementary Biomedicine Model. Each of
these models are examined, in order to assess whether they meet the aims ofthe thesis.

1.4.8 Summary and Conclusions
Chapter 9 provides a summary ofthe research which is discussed in the thesis, and states
that natural medicine provides numerous research opportunities. Some of these
opportunities are described.

1.5 Conclusions
The literature suggests that, because of the rate of its adverse medical events,
monopolistic corporatised biomedicine may be in crisis wherever it is practiced. Claims
by the natural medicine industry as to the safety and efficacy of thefr practices continue
to be disputed by some sections ofthe biomedicine industry, while other sections adopt
parts ofthe natural medicine paradigm — seemingly oblivious to the need, as expressed
by the natural medicine industry, for it to retain its paradigmatic integrity. It appears that
an integrated medical model, incorporating both biomedicine and natural medicine has
the potential to increase consumer choice and reduce the rate of adverse medical events.
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The following chapter will commence the examination ofthe evolution of medicine.
This will begin with an examination of general human evolution and an analysis of
evidence ofthe evolution of human medical and general care up to the time of settled
agriculture.
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CHAPTER 2
PREHISTORIC EVOLUTION OF MEDICINE
2.1 Introduction
It is generally accepted among practitioners of natural medicine that the ancestry of their
practice goes back many millermia. As archaeology and anthropology are often more
interpretative arts than forensic sciences, questions about what humans were doing
before written history began are sometimes difificult to answer. Consequently, theories of
the social evolution of medicine are often in conflict with those of physical
anthropologists (Fabrega, 1997, p. xii).

However, as many natural medicine practitioners describe themselves as being more
"practical" or "spiritual" than "scientific", their explanations of the origins of human
medicine appear to be so influenced. Theories and beliefe about the origins of human
medicine abound, and include claims that humans possess special abilities — such as a
dowsing instinct (Griggs, 1997, p. 1), a general instinct similar to that of animals
(Griggs, 1997, p. 1; Lyons & PettucelU, 1987, p. 22), and unconscious, intuitive
selection and discovery processes (Low, 1990, p. 34). Other theories include leaming
through trial and error (Cochrane, 1996, p. 87), and by leamed information being handed
down and enlarged from generation to generation (Cochrane, 1996, p. 10). Some ancient
and modem societies have attributed some, and in other cases, all, such discoveries to
divine intervention through the medium of a god or gods, angels, saints, spirits, demons,
the devil, or by priest-healers, other mediums or individuals either in dreams, or in the
process of meditation, trances, prayer or other religious or spiritual activities. Some
cultures have accepted the "doctrine of signatures", in which it is believed that nature
has coded into the design of some plants, graphic irfformation which points to their
possible medicinal use (Griggs, 1997, p. 5), and which links humans and nature,
microcosm and macrocosm, and is interwoven with astrology (Porter, 1997, p. 41).
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Others believe that harmful plants such as stingers grow next to plants which can cure
their effects (Low, 1990, p. 36).

Cochrane (1996) summarises one of her theories:
Experiment and trial and error must have helped prehistoric people to
discover that willow bark would make a pain killer, that marigolds
stopped wounds festering and that witch hazel eased bmises. No doubt a
few died in the investigations, but that too added to the knowledge handed
down through the generations, (p. 87)
Diamond (1997, pp. 143-145) provides a different perspective, when he claims that
because of their fimited contact with other groups, hunter/gatherers would have had a
stable disease profile, and that their medical knowledge would have been accumulated
by intuitive and observational methods, along with the conscious exploration,
development and verbal fransmission of "plant lore".

Barbara Griggs (1997, pp. 1-2), a British herbalist, claims that the oldest form of human
medicine was herbal based, and that tribal healers used their highly developed dowsing
instinct to learn how to use herbs effectively. Griggs fiirther claims that wild animals
possess a similar instinct, as evidenced by their location near and consumption of plants
requfred to improve their health, and their avoidance of plants with potential toxic side
effects. Griggs also rhetorically asks, how else, aside from this instinct, could
commuruties, widely spread throughout the world, come to similar conclusions and
practices in relation to common herbs? An example of this common herbal practice is
the use of a hot water exfract of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis to aid menstmation, and for
fertility regulation among primitive peoples of Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, India,
Indonesia, Kuwait, New Britain, New Caledonia, Trinidad and Vietnam (Famsworth,
1980, pp. 7-8; Griggs, 1997, pp. 1-2).

However, Kohler (1925, p. 385) suggests that the evolution of human medicine was
influenced by the observation of, and leaming from, animal behaviour, and Fabrega
(1997, pp. 52-53) claims that the medical care practices of chimpanzees are related to
those of early hominids. Williams (1998, p. 24) suggests that if animals can attain
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medical knowledge and develop medical practices then humans must have also had
these abilities "from the beginning". He claims that natural medicine was invented
before the rise of Homo sapiens, as apes and monkeys can select and consume specific
berries and herbs for a variety of medical purposes, including birth confrol, and that,
when required, chimpanzees select leaves containing parasite-killing toxins. In order to
experience an emetic effect, they ingest a precise dose-related quantity without chewing,
so that the toxins are released in the mid-gut only.

This chapter will therefore examine the prehistoric evolution of human medical and
general care from the perspective of its theoretical underpirmings and from general
evolutionary theory. This vsdll include discussion ofthe influence of medicine on the
evolution of religion, and how the development of social cooperation was crucial to
medical practice. Discussion of developments in religion, art and society will reveal the
knowledge and skill levels of prehistoric peoples up to the time when humans evolved
farming practices and entered history.

2.2 Human Evolution — From Lemurs to Farmers
Bronowski (1973, pp. 36-40) claims that the hominid line began 50 milUon years ago
with the small tree-dwelling lemur, whose remains have been found outside Paris.
Evolution through the main ape-and-human line produced the relatives of humans from
about 5 million years ago. Fossil skulls found in Afiica suggest that these ancestors were
capable of walking on two legs and, when fiilly erect, were about 1.1 metres high, and
that their brains were the size of a modem big ape. By 2 million years ago the brain was
larger, thus aUowing for two major inventions. The first invention was a mdimentary
stone tool which requfred a simple blow to put a sharp edge on a flint or other stone
material. This design did not change for the next million years, possibly because these
ancestors had short thumbs, which restricted general manipulation; however, it did allow
for a power grip on the stone tool, with the thick end pressed against the palm. The tool
had numerous uses, but was a functional meat eater's tool, as it could be used to both
strike and cut. The second invention was sociaUsation. Skeletal remains show that most
of these ancestors died before the age of twenty, leaving many orphans who, like aU
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primates, werefiiUydependent on others for their survival through their long childhood.
Thefr cultural change would have been enhanced through community general care and
education, which also helped ensure the survival ofthe species.

During the last million years, human beings have made many new tools. This has
requfred a higher degree of manual dexterity in thefr production and use, which suggests
biological refiunement in the hand and its related brain centres. The elaboration of new
behaviour, such as skills refinement and the use of fire are examples ofthe biological
and cultural content of evolution. Because behaviour and behavioural changes leave no
fossils, researchers must rely on surviving bones, teeth, and tools to reveal changes in
behaviour and skill (Bronowski, 1973, p. 41).

There is no evidence of change ofthe modal form of human bodies and brains in the past
100,000 years, so during the last 10,000 years "the entire panoply of human civiHsation
for better or for worse has been built upon the capacities of an unaltered brain" (Gould,
1996, p. 220).

The 50 million year evolution of people has involved significant dietary changes. The
lemurs were nimble-eyed and delicate-fingered insect and fhiit eaters, and the early apes
and hominids were probably vegetarian. Consumption of animals, along with plant
foods, occurred by the time of Homo erectus, the Neanderthals, and Homo sapiens. Meat
consumption was based on small animals at first, and then larger ones. As meat is a
more concentrated source of protein than plants, its consumption reduced food bulk and
eating time by two-thirds, thus providing more free time — with far-reaching
evolutionary consequences (Bronowski, 1973, p. 42). This additional time allowed for
planning the hunting of larger and potentially more-dangerous animals, which could not
be tackled by mere bmte force. Natural selection helped to promote the tendency of all
primates to interpose an internal delay in the brain between stimulus and response, until
it developed into the frill human ability to postpone the gratification of desire
(Bronowski, 1973, p. 45).
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Group hunting activities required conscious plarming and organisation, and fostered
social action and communication through the development of language and special
weapons. Humans could successfully stalk, pursue and comer larger, faster and possibly
more dangerous animals only through cooperation. Also, Savannah hunting groups
could be successful only if their population density did not exceed two people "to the
square mile". As populations grew, the seasons changed and animals migrated; the stark
reality for hunters was that if they did not move, they would starve. Their movement was
prodigious, as they had migrated from cenfral to North Afiica by a miUion years ago,
had reached Java by 700,000 years ago, and China and Europe by 400,000 years ago.
Even though these migrations were extensive, geographically, the total world population
probably was, by then, about one million (Bronowski, 1973, p. 45).

The northem climate had been temperate for several hundred million years, yet as
humans arrived a sequence of three separate Ice Ages began. Shelter was taken in caves,
and fire was used for the ffrst time (Bronowski, 1973, pp. 45-46). As the ice boundary
advanced from the poles, consuming great quantities ofthe Earth's water, the sea level
fell 130 mefres. The Neanderthals, with thefr larger brains, appeared after the second Ice
Age more than 200,000 years ago, and became increasingly important, in evolutionary
terms, during the third and last Ice Age. This was a period of invention and
technological advancement, and it produced elaborate tools for more sophisticated
hunting practices, including spear throwing and the use of the fiilly barbed harpoon.
Tool making was generally enhanced by the development of flint mastering tools, which
facilitated the shaping of flint into razor-sharp edges (Bronowski, 1973, p. 46).

The Neanderthals and the Homo sapiens were mobile hunter-gatherers who lived mainly
in small tribal or family groups. The Neanderthal period ranged from about 200,000 to
about 40,000 years ago, and the Homo sapiens period commenced about 100,000 years
ago (Rudgley, 2000. pp. 153-154). The Neanderthals lived in Europe and Westem Asia,
and differed physically from Homo sapiens m several ways. They tended to be shorter,
their jaws were drawn more forward, they had a shorter nose, no chin, and their pelvis
was not designed for long-distance walking. However, they had a larger brain cavity —
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the size of modem humans — and were capable of speech. Whether the Neanderthals
became extinct through disease, or extreme changes in the weather, or competition
following contact with Homo sapiens who moved north from Afiica as they moved
south to the Mediterranean, or whether they inter-bred with the Homo sapiens, are
matters of conjecture. Their importance to this research is that they, like the Homo
sapiens, were caring to thefr fellows and had developed some sophistication in medical
knowledge and technique. Their care of others is observed in their efforts to bury their
dead from at least 60,000 years ago (Griggs, 1997, p. 1; Rudgley, 2000, pp. 155-157).

Humans survived the fierce test ofthe Ice Ages because they had the flexibility of mind
to recognise inventions and to turn them into commuruty property. Also, dietary changes
occurred through thefr greater reliance on animal food sources, and hunters on the edge
of the ice found it more productive to follow migrating herds of animals than to stalk
single animals (Bronowski, 1973, p. 46).

Porter (1997, p. 17) claims that farming developed in response to mankind's inherent
progressiveness rather than from population pressure and the depletion of game supplies,
which arose from the melting of the ice caps at the end of the last Ice Age, around
13,000 BCE. That Ice Age had commenced around 50,000 BCE and facflitated the
afready established hunter-gatherer migration out of Africa into all continents.

It is Ukely that prehistoric hunter-gatherers were similar to thefr contemporary
equivalents in that they worked about 4 hours daily to acquire their food. The term
"original afiQuent society" was applied to hunter-gatherers by American anthropologist
MarshaU Sahlins (1972; cited in Rudgley, 2000, p. 96;, because thefr material needs
were modest and easily satisfied.

As the hunter-gatherers migrated across the continents, they often lived in dangerous,
harsh and unpredictable environments, which frequentiy led to relatively short life spans
(Porter, 1997, pp. 15-17). Some suffered painfiil arthritis, or were lame from broken
limbs which did not mend correctly. As they migrated they were themselves colonised
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by potentially harmful creatures such as parasites and pathogens, including worms, fleas,
ticks, arthropods, and micro-organisms such as bacteria, vimses and protozoans. Porter
claims that one compensation for survivors was immunity from reinfection. Also, skin
wounds were susceptible to penefration by soil-bome anaerobic bacteria which could
produce gangrene and botulism, and animals such as wolves could spread anthrax and
rabies. Further, the consumption of raw animal flesh could produce general infection,
and transmit microbes of relapsing fever, bmcellosis and haemorrhagic fevers. Other
bacteria could produce syphilis and a similar skin infection, yaws.

Regardless of the above, skeletal remains reveal that the Neolithic hunter-gatherers
were, on the whole, in good condition. However, similar studies from five continents
show that following settled agriculture, general health and life expectancy deteriorated.
Just as is the case on existing family farms, the work can be exhausting and seemingly
never-ending. Also, settled agriculture infroduced new diseases to humans, as Uving
close to domesticated animals brought about transmission of several animal diseases
including rickets, diphtheria, beriberi and leprosy. Hunter-gatherers consume meat from
the relatively lean wild game. Settled agriculture brought about consumption of
domesticated cattle and other meat sources with their associated much higher fat content.
The later consumption of milk, cheese and other dairy products caused cholesterol levels
to rise, and the infroduction to humans of at least 30 different diseases that were
transmitted through milk (Diamond, 1997, pp. 88, 195-214; Rudgley, 2000, p. 96).

As hunter-gatherers became shepherds and farmers, the seeds of disease were sown
(Porter, 1997, pp. 18-19). Prolific pathogens, once exclusive to animals, were
transferred to humans — who now share 65 micro-organic diseases with dogs, and
slightly fewer with cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, horses and poultty. The proximity to
animals created many of the worst human diseases including tuberculosis and vfral
poxes such as smallpox from cattle; influenzas from pigs and ducks; rhinovimses and
the common cold from horses; measles from dogs or cattle; and salmonella from cats,
dogs, ducks, hens, rats, mice and reptiles. Arumal faeces in drinking water can spread
polio, cholera, typhoid, viral hepatitis, whooping cough and diphtheria. Permanent
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settlement provided great opporturuties for "insects, vermin and parasites, while food
stored in granaries became infested with insects, bacteria, fungoid toxins and rodent
excremenf (p. 19).

Regardless of all of these problems, the world human population grew — from around 5
miUion in 10,000 BCE prior to settled agriculture, to around 100 million by 500 BCE,
and may have doubled to 200 million by the 2nd century CE (Porter, 1997, p. 22). In
1990, it was 5292 mUhon and is estimated to be 12,000 miflion by 2100. Also,
population density increased as survivors of epidemics and other health challenges
acquired some protection from the ceaseless assault by micro-organisms, through the
mechanisms of evolutionary biological adaptation, resulting in the development of
sophisticated immune systems. Further, infants received some defence against germ
invasion through placental transfer and breast milk. The importance of immunity to the
natural medicine paradigm will be discussed later.

2.3 Human IVIedical and General Care
The development of human medical practice is consistent with an evolutionary frend that
may have begun in animals, and became specialised in the hominid line; that is, that
many behaviours involved in "care giving" that were associated with earUer adaptations
were elaborated (Fabrega, 1997, p. 60). In times of illness, nearly all individuals are
disposed to self-heal or self-medicate, and the disposition to heal onesel:^ or another,
appear to constitute a product of natural selection, and to be complemented by cultural
evolution.

Modem Homo sapiens emerged about 40,000 years ago, and are held to conform with
contemporary humans in relation to thefr anatomy, behaviour, genes, language and
associated forms of cognition. Knight (1991; cited in Fabrega, 1997) says that their
provision of medical care "could have operated as a root stmcture that generated such
basic human experiences as those involving vulnerability, suffering, need, hope, faith,
solicitude and caring, mortality, privation and loss, bereavement, and perpetuity" (p. 54).
Such a range of experiences could lead to the development of rituals and mythical
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narratives and provide a basis for "political agreements, mles and confracts that are
foundational to the maintenance of social stmcture continuity across generations" (p.
54). This suggests that the provision of medical care significantiy contributes to the core
of cultural development in a community.

Wright explains that the concept of care is related to altmism, compassion, empathy,
love, conscience and a sense of justice, which are the qualities that reputedly hold a
society together. All of these qualities have a firm genetic base, did not "evolve for the
'good ofthe species' and aren't reliably employed to that end", as they may be switched
on or off with bmtal flexibility to preserve self-interest (Wright, 1996, pp. 12-13).

As medicine evolved, individuals developed an awareness of concepts such as
fi:audulent illness and fiuudulent healing. Fraudulent illness involves cheating,
deception, the reaping of selfish rewards, and wasted group resources and time.
However, the evolution of this concept may have implications for the unconscious
creation of illness, and the unconscious but real psychosomatic bases of some illnesses
and their associated healing (Fabrega, 1997, pp. 61-63).

As some individuals choose to create fi:audulent illness, some others may choose to
participate in fraudulent healing. The natural authentic boundary to healing exists where
individuals offer a service "that could potentially help and was not wastefiil" (Fabrega,
1997, p. 64). Clearly, those involved in providing medical services have opportunities to
deceive, manipulate and cheat, and those who do, are either "motivated by self-interest
and engage in fabricated fictive acts ... to incur advantages from others", or exploit "its
potential for resources, power, or special privileges". It is implied that the "origins and
evolution of healing exploitation have roots in evolutionary biology", and can be
constmed as being part of cultural evolution. To be effective, medicine needs to be able
to recognise authentic illness, and be safe, efiBcacious and efiBcient (p. 64).

Fabrega (1997) believes that the early providers of medical care would have requfred a
substantial cognitive capacity to diagnose authentic disease conditions, and that their
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practice enhanced interpersonal bonding. As individuals requiring medical care could
exhibit suffering, pain and distress, in response, the health care provider could
experience empathy, compassion and altmism. It is possible that either or both parties
could also experience worry, concem, sadness, loss, grief and more "positive emotions
such as optimism, tmst, confidence, faith, reassurance, caring and hope". These
emotional responses "are mental states that were selected by important envfronmental
contingencies" (p. 67).

Fabrega (1997) also claims that the evolution of medicine has been influenced by both
biological/psychological and social/cultural factors. Healing is a natural response of
local individuals, as in times of trauma or illness, all group members would assist.
Although family members would usually assume greater responsibility, overtime, moreexperienced or knowledgeable individuals from outside the immediate family would
play a leading role, thus enlarging the family knowledge and skills base. This would lead
to the classification of disease into groups such as "minor/serious, acute/chronic,
traumatic/non-traumatic, safe/dangerous" (p. 71). These early cultural aspects of medical
care are elaborations ofthe basic psychological adaptation that is at the base of medicine
as a social institution. Later developments would see clarification ofthe role ofthe tme
healer, more personalised and specialised service to clients, and the competition between
healers would determine market rates. With the development of competition, consumers
would become more demanding and have increasing expectations, which would shape
the behaviours ofthe participants (p. 72).

Also, Fabrega (1997, p. 71) claims that although positive emotions may assist the
healing process, the emotions that are generated by faith and hope may serve as a
precondition for the patient, the healer, and others to use emerging ritualistic activities,
to seek help from the spiritual realm, possibly from ancestors' spirits. These activities
relate to religion, the supematural, the individual's fear of danger, and concems about
death and all that it precedes. As much illness terminates in death, those who believed fri
an after-life could continue their care after death. They would care for the body and
ensure its correct disposal. They may also care for the spirit through appropriate rituals.
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Providing for a departed relative, for example, could merely be seen as fiirther healing.
In this way, medical care "can be viewed as itself instrumental in the evolution of
concepts pertaining to the spiritual domain and afterlife and religion" (p. 73).

Conceptual refinements in medicine were facilitated by the Neanderthals and Homo
sapiens, who on meeting other similar groups would presumably exchange general
information and knowledge, including medical knowledge and skill, and medicines
(Cochrane, 1996, pp. 10, 48). In primitive hunter-gatherer societies there was a broad
division of labour; usually, men hunted the animals and women gathered the plants and
less mobile animal edibles. Therefore, it would probably have been women who
developed the basic techniques and knowledge base of natural medicine for everyday
nutritional use. Women would have been essential as midwives, and as teachers of
younger women about general tribal matters, and more personal matters, such as the
workings of thefr urogenital systems, particularly relating to menstmation cycles,
pregnancy and birth. As Gage (1893, p. 240) points out, women in primitive societies
and in post-Roman Europe were usually the herbalists, and it is still generally the case in
families across the globe that women are the primary family healers (Capra, 1982, p.
121).

Following death, whether the body is buried or not, the soft parts gradually disappear,
but the bones can remain for thousands of years. From these, archaeologists and
palaeopathologists have discovered evidence of prehistoric surgery and repafr to broken
bones, which suggest that limbs have been splinted, and considerable nursing care
provided (Allday, 1969, p. 7). There is evidence that medical care was exercised as early
as 95,000 years ago. A middle Palaeolithic Homo sapiens skull of an 11-year-old boy,
from a cave in Israel, shows a fraumatic head injury that caused a hole in the skull. The
bone had healed and the boy survived, due to the quality care he must have received
over a considerable period (Rudgley, 2000, p. 155).

Two Neanderthal burial sites provide fiirther evidence of "early" medical activity and
care. First, in Northem Iraq, a 46,000-year-old skeleton of a 40-year-old man revealed
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that the right side of his body was withered and underdeveloped, probably from birth,
and his right arm had been amputated just above the elbow. He also suffered from
arthritis and a number of traumatic uijuries to the head, and may have been blind in his
left eye. This man probably required considerable care and assistance for all of his hfe.
In his group of mobile hunters this would have posed many difificulties. Also, the fact
that his amputation was successfiil indicates a sophisticated level of medical knowledge
and surgical skill (Rudgley, 2000, pp. 154-155). Second, a 60,000-year-old Neanderthal
burial site in fraq contained six medicinal herbs that are still used as folk remedies in
Iraq and the West — including achillea, senecio, althea, muscari and ephedra. There
could be many explanations for the presence of the herbs in the grave, but with the
recent discovery of early Neanderthal medical knowledge and surgical skill, it is
probable that they also used the herbs medicinally (Griggs, 1997, p. 1; Rudgley, 2000,
pp. 155-157).

Stone Age people have left little evidence of all that they knew. Thefr obvious skills in
carving are significant, and their techniques of tool making are so difficult to emulate,
that only a few archaeologists are capable of it (Shreeve, 1995, p. 53). Thefr general
intelligence and skill are indicated by their ability to perform the delicate operation of
frepanation, whereby a small hole is drilled in the skull, probably to reduce pressure on
the brain and cure headaches. Thefr surgical technique required a delicate touch to
remove a part of the bone without damaging the brain. Evidence of Stone Age
trepanation comes from Babylon, Egypt, Pern, Mexico, China, and Europe (Allday,
1969, pp. 5-7; Cochrane, 1996, pp. 10, 48; Rudgley, 2000, p. 62). Stone Age people
were producing surgery quality obsidian scalpels which have been duplicated and used
in a trial in modem surgery — the surgeon claiming that it was better than a metal one
(Shreeve, 1995, p. 134).

Palaeopathologists can identify whether a hole in a prehistoric skull was made by
trepanation, and whether the bone healed to seal the hole during the patient's life. Of 400
treparmed skulls examined by one researcher, 250 had belonged to patients who
recovered from the operation, and the outcomes of the other frepanations are
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inconclusive (Allday, 1969, p. 7). This is, in itself remarkable, as prior to the "antiseptic
era", 18th and 19th century European surgeons were reluctant to perform trepanation,
because the great majority of patients died. This superior Stone Age success rate
suggests that some knowledge or skill available to their surgeons was later lost. The
earliest healed neurosurgical operation known is a frepanation performed 7300 years ago
on a woman whose trepanned skull was found in a Neolithic burial site in Alsace
(France). This and the other discoveries testify to the high level of skill, and anatomical
and medical knowledge of these prehistoric surgeons (Rudgley, 2000, pp. 60-61).

As surgery on soft tissue does not usually leave any signs on the skeleton it is not
possible to assess Stone Age surgeons' skill and knowledge in this area. However, their
skill in dentistry is revealed in a drilled tooth located in the jaw of a 5000-year-old
Neolithic skull from a grave in Denmark. The drilled circular hole passes completely
through the tooth, is more than 2 mm in diameter; the grooves created by the drill are
evidenced on the wall ofthe hole (Rudgley, 2000, p. 62). It is not inconceivable that
surgeons who can amputate limbs, frepan skulls and drill teeth could also be involved in
soft tissue surgery.

The question of Stone Age use of herbal medicine poses a problem similar to that for
soft tissue surgery detailed above. The botanical remains from various prehistoric sites
across the world provide widespread evidence ofthe presence of medicinal plants, so
they were at least known to and harvested by Neolithic people, and used in some way.
The range of plants that could have been used fi)r their anaesthetic and other medical
properties include opium (from which morphine is derived), cannabis, henbane and
other nightshades with narcotic properties, and coca (the source of cocaine) (Rudgley,
2000, p. 62). It is probable that these plants and thefr derivatives were also used for
recreational, religious and other spiritual purposes.

Fabrega (1997) provides a biochemical theory for the increasing importance of herbal
medicine during the evolution ofthe hominid line. He theorises that the consumption of
plants containing secondary chemicals, termed allelochemicals, was essential for the
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detoxification of certain plant foods in order to enhance the growth, health and
behaviour of organisms. As hominid culture evolved, consumption of animal flesh and
other products increased, and consumption of plants containing the useful
allelochemicals decreased. This brought about a more elaborate use of herbs for specific
medicuial purposes, including the detoxification of the effects of plant and animal
substances such as bacterial contamination of food, and the role of bacteria in the flora
of the small intestine. The increasing usage and importance of herbal medicine thus
evolved through the "chemical ecology of adaptation and health" (p. 22).

Biological and cultural factors are related to the evolution and definition of medicine.
Although "the use of plants is the biological prototype for human medicine and the
ingestion of clay to absorb plant toxins has a biological basis", in the absence of a
cultural component these behaviours cannot be deemed to be medicine (Johns, 1990, p.
258). The cultural component emerged as "humans began to rely on leamed knowledge
and to communicate it from generation to generation". In this way the therapeutic use of
plants "evolved from a biologic, genetically determined behaviour to a cultural practice"
that may be recognised as medicine. From this, herbal medicine may be seen to be one
ofthe original forms of human medicine, and that its development arose from the ability
of humans to learn (p. 258).

2.4 Religion, Art, Society
Theoretical assumptions about biological and cultural evolution are usefiil in providing a
theoretical basis for the evolution of animals and humans, and to such matters as
medicine and concepts of care. However, the archaeological record allows for more
accurate and detailed description ofthe prehistoric life, including medicine, rehgion, art
and society.

Stone Age people have much in common with sections of modem society, as they were
intelligent, resourceful, artistic, creative, practical and skilfiil (Rudgley, 2000, p. xi).
They loved and they were loved, and they cared for their fellows and assisted them in
their times of need. They also had a spiritual side. Stone Age people in Europe and Asia
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drank wine, beer and mead, and from even earlier times used opium and carmabis (p. xi).
Prehistoric people developed spiritual and religious beliefs that were so compelling they
constmcted magnificent stone temples of breathtaking complexity above and below the
ground. The 23 prehistoric stone temples of Malta are the oldest surviving examples of
these temples. Constmction commenced around 5500 years ago — a thousand years
before the building of the Great Pyramid on the Egyptian Giza Plateau. The walls of the
Malta temples rise up to 6 metres above ground and some of the stone blocks which had
to be cut and moved on to the site weigh up to 50 tons. Evidence found on-site suggests
that the rehgion involved animal sacrifice and goddess worship (pp. 12-23). Evidence of
earher goddess worship was discovered in the Czech Republic, through a 26,000-year-old
fired clay sculpture of an Ice Age Goddess (p. 101). It is probable that the long history of
goddess worship related to the worship of "mother earth" or "mother nature". If so, the
worship would probably have revered the cycles of nature, and the adherents would have
sought to live their lives in harmony with nature.

During the last Ice Age, caves were often used as natural temples on mainland Europe.
Some ofthe caves in France contain engravings that were made up to 15,000 years ago
and paintings at Chauvet from 31,000 years ago. Radiocarbon dating in the cave at
Cougnac shows a differential of 10,000 years between the earliest and latest prehistoric
paintings, which are numerous depictions of animals (Shreeve, 1995, p. 307). None of
them show scenes of fighting or warfare, which is in confrast with the ancient Egyptian
art, where scenes of war and conquest are commonplace. One evolving theory is that the
animals were painted as a form of hunting magic, or as a symbohc way of bringing good
fortune to the hunters. When the 20th century artist Pablo Picasso visited the Lascaux
cave, with its exquisite paintings of horses and bulls, completed 17,000 years previously,
he said that modem artists had not invented anything new. Previously, art historians had
developed an evolutionary theory of art, which claimed that perspective was an
irmovation of the Renaissance; clearly it was merely a re-emergence of the lost
knowledge ofthe Ice Age. In 1994, when the 31,000-year-old Chauvet cave paintings,
were re-discovered, the artistic concept of perspective was taken back to even earlier
times (Rudgley, 2000, pp. 124-141). The important theoretical concept here is that much
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of what is leamed by one or more generations may be lost to later generations, unless it
is rediscovered. The history of medicine frequentiy shows that skills and knowledge
"have been lost because the new has been preferred to the old" (Allday, 1969, p. 7).

The French cave paintings have a religious and philosophical perspective. Rudgley
(2000, p. 143) points out that folk beliefs across many societies have seen the cave as a
symbolic womb, and its usually narrower entrance as a symbolic vagina. The animals
are therefore painted on the "womb of mother earth", or the Goddess. Bronowski (1973,
p. 54) wonders why Stone Age people expressed themselves in this way, on the walls of
caves in which they did not live and which were dark, secret, remote, hidden and
relatively inaccessible. He suggests that the caves could have been used to orientate
hunters to the dangers of the hunt, and assist them to overcome thefr fears. It seems
reasonable to suggest, then, that the caves probably had a multiplicity of uses, including
spiritual or rehgious observance, as an art gallery and as a form of educational centre in
which hunters could mentally rehearse, and in other ways be prepared for the hunt ofthe
animals depicted on the walls. Sitting on the floor ofthe darkened cave focussing on the
pictures on the wall as light is directed on to them, possibly as an older hunter describes
various scenarios, or possibly in silent mental rehearsal, is not so dissimilar from sitting
in a modem darkened lecture theafre observing an overhead projection presentation.

Further archaeological evidence of artistic development includes a 32,000-year-old ivory
carving of an exquisite miruature horse, found in Germany (Shreeve, 1995, p. 267), and
a 30,000-year-old mammoth tusk carved into a detailed 30-cm statue of a lion-man (p.
306). The general archaeological evidence suggests that the people who lived in the
Upper Palaeolithic period around 30,000 years ago probably introduced symbol, art,
metaphor, and story during a widespread creative explosion which also saw many new
inventions.

Shreeve (1995, p. 314) also theorises that the Neanderthal spirituality was similar to that
ofthe nature spirits of modem hunter-gatherers, except that whereas some Modems may
identify with the different spirits within the earth — the animal, the food or the blade of
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grass — and deal with them as separate entities, the Neanderthals' spirit was a single
vital force which was a part of all things, and therefore a part of all events, including
healing and ilhiess. This concept of vitalism, and its sigruficance to the natural medicine
paradigm, will be fiuther discussed later in this study.

2.5 Cooperation
The provision of medical services usually requires a degree of cooperation by the
participants. Whereas human family members probably leamed the value of cooperation
more than one million years ago, inter-group cooperation has proved to be more elusive.
During the last Ice Age, the Neanderthals leamed to cooperate with other group
members, as they were forced to hunt larger, more dangerous animals, possibly because
of thefr greater metabolic need for fat for warmth. The planning of the hunt requfred
increased social interaction and cooperation, as the hunters had not developed any new
hunting tools (Shreeve 1995, p. 262). This increased social interaction facilitated the
development of language and alliance. Negotiations between individuals or groups
requfre quality language, but successfiil negotiations also requfre a social climate
conducive to cooperative relationships. Some groups may have formed limited alliances
for specific projects, such as a hunt, and these would have had the potential to develop
into stronger general alliances, or degenerate into conflict (p. 311).

In this cHmate of cooperation, thoughts would be expressed, and move v^thin the group
to those capable of understanding them, potentially increasing the knowledge base of all
members of the group. Those who increased their knowledge base in this way would
have had a competitive advantage over those who did not. Cooperation within the group
would maximise the potential for knowledge growth by individuals within the group, so
cooperative groups would have a competitive advantage over neighbouring groups who
were less cooperative, and maximise their chances of survival (Shreeve, 1995, p. 262).

As cooperation makes life easier for humans, there are numerous examples of intergroup cooperation. Not only are humans unique in thefr capacity for inter-group
cooperation, they are dependent upon it for thefr survival. About 30,000 years ago
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xenophobic inter-group alienation was common, as groups attempted to outwit one
another; but one compelling explanation for the explodingly creative culture of the
period is that the cooperation/competition nexus was moved in favour of cooperation —
the species invested in "getting along with itself The payoff was equally impressive.
After four miUion years of stasis, humankind inherited the earth" (Shreeve, 1995, p.
297).

2.6 Conclusions
The biological and cultural evolution of humans in prehistory allowed them to create
magnificent arts and crafts, and impressive monumental architecture, such as stone
temples in which they practiced thefr religion. The development of religion was
probably influenced by advances in medicine, as the body and soul were cared for,
before and after death. The last Ice Age provided opportunities for humans to learn the
value of cooperation, as they organised to hunt larger animals prior to the move to
settled agriculture. The Agricultural Revolution yielded many cultural changes such as
settlement, new diets, and new work practices, but agricultural work was harder and
more time consuming than that required of the hunter-gatherer. Dietary changes,
including the consumption of domesticated animals, coupled with working and living
close to domesticated animals, transferred numerous new diseases from animals to
humans, and life expectancy was reduced. Humans therefore entered history, which
appears to be marked by the development of writing and recording in Mesopotamia and
Egypt, in a depleted physical state.
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CHAPTER 3
NATURAL MEDICINE FROM ANTIQUITY
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter fraced the prehistoric evolution of medicine up to the time of
settled agriculture — the new settlements creating an environment that seems to have
produced many health challenges. This chapter will follow the fiirther evolution of
medicine, from the time at which history is purported to have commenced. This account
will begin with the apparently corporatised ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian medical
paradigms, which were a mix of religious, magical, spiritual, and medical theories and
beliefs. The influence of the Christian Church in suppressing Egyptian language and
medicine following the Greek and Roman invasions will be discussed. Next, the noncorporatised Greek and Roman Medical paradigms will be examined from several
perspectives, including their infiuence on contemporary and later cultures. The
dominance of Greek and Roman medical paradigms will be assessed, particularly from
the perspective of Hippocratic and Galenic medical theories and practices, which, as
well as promoting the healing power of nature, separated medicine from religion, and
mfluenced European medicine for more than a millennia. Following the fall of Rome,
the power ofthe Christian Church increased throughout Europe, as it harmed the study
of medicine, and for five centuries monopolised formal medical practice through its
monasteries. This chapter will also refer to ancient natural medicine philosophies,
theories and practices which form part ofthe modem natural medicine paradigm.

3.2 Mesopotamia
3.2.1 Mesopotamian Cultural Evolution
Mesopotamia means "the land between the rivers", and was located between the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers in part of modem day fraq. This warm and fertile region was a
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"land of plenty", and by 3000 BCE contained some of the world's ffrst great
civilisations. In the Neolithic age (4000-2000 BCE), towns, frade and writing
developed. This region advanced the concept of agrarian and urban living, cities,
monumental architecture, agriculture, division of labour, art, government, trade, writing,
religion, and medicine. Other innovations included metallurgy, the wheel, the arch, the
60-minute hour, clock dials, uniform weights and measures, and asfronomy and
astrology which were used in medicine. All of the various Mesopotamian Kingdoms
have left considerable archaeological and written remains, which has allowed for
reconstructions depicting their dynasties and deities, their associated agrarian and
bureaucratic infrastmctures, and much of their medicine (Ergil et al., 1997, pp. 12-14;
Lyons & PettiiceUi, 1987, p. 59; Porter, 1997, p. 44).

Ergil et al. (1997, p. 13) state that the first known writing was developed around 3500
BCE, and that records were created by pressing symbols into damp clay tablets, which
were then dried and hardened through baking. Whereas these clay tablets may appear to
be relatively heavy, bulky and brittle, they have proven to be a far superior method of
recording and saving data than numerous paper and elecfronic recording and storage
systems developed in the last century, which are now unusable for a variety of reasons,
includuig from being eaten by insects, to loss of technological skill and knowledge. Of
the 30,000 tablets discovered, about 1000 relate to medicine, and mainly date from the
7th century BCE, but the healing fraditions they record are much older (Porter, 1997, p.
45).
3.2.2 Mesopotamian Medical Theory
The Mesopotamian medical paradigm was intertvdned with medical, religious, and
spuittial theories (Porter, 1997, p. 46). One tiieory held that health was a positive gift,
and illness was punishment for sin. The sin could involve an insufr to a particular god,
resulting in loss of protection of a guardian spirit, thus allowing possession by a demon,
and ilfriess from its particular disease (Lyons & Pettiicelli, 1987, pp. 63, 71). The
Mesopotamians also theorised that although supematural powers were the cause of most
illness, other causes of disease included the excesses of nature such as cold and dry
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climates, and the presence of dust, pufrescence and malnutrition. From the 2nd
millennium BCE they were also aware of the dangers posed by contagion, as they
moved whole villages to avoid the risk (Ergil et al., 1997, p. 25). Theory also held that
healing would be enhanced by astrology, the casting of horoscopes, and sooth saying
(Porter, 1997, p. 46).

3.2.3 Mesopotamian Medical Practice
Ergil et al. (1997, pp. 15-16), Lyons and Petmcefli (1987, p. 63) and Porter (1997, p. 45)
explain how formal medical practice involved a combination of religious rites and
empirical treatments. Divination was provided by a seer, prayer, purification rituals,
incantations and exorcisms by a priest, and medicines, bandaging and surgery by a
physician. Diagnosis was assisted by intuition supported by various techniques that
included the observation of a flickering flame and divination, the latter involving
examination of sacrificed animal livers.

Porter (1997) states that the most important medical text discovered is entitled The
Treatise of Medical Diagnosis and Prognosis, which contains 3 000 entries on 40 tablets,
with details of various symptoms. For example, one entry which may relate to
tuberculosis reads: "The patient coughs continually. What he coughs up is thick and
frequently bloody. His breathing sounds like a flute. His hand is cold, his feet are warm.
He sweats easily and his heart activity is disturbed" (cited in Porter, 1997, p. 45).

The tablets contain several laws that appear to regulate various aspects of medicine,
including freatment fees, and penalties for iatrogenesis and general treatment failure, on
class-based sliduig scales. For example, iatrogenesis causing the loss of an eye, or death,
of a gentieman could result in amputation of a physician's hands, but for a slave would
requfre the repayment of half the fee, or the replacement ofthe slave. It is significant
that iatrogenesis was considered to be such a problem that the law provided for the
physical and financial punishment of physicians for their mistakes. The level of medical
fees (PoUak, 1968, pp. 13-14; Porter, 1997, p. 46) suggests that the lower classes, who
could not have afforded them, would have been treated elsewhere.
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Whereas the above implies the existence of government-regulated medicine, Lyons and
Petmcelli (1987, pp. 67, 68) claim that barbers also practiced medicine and surgery.
Further evidence for the existence of non-regulated medicine is provided by the "Father
of History", the Greek, Herodotus (484^25 BCE), who wrote, "they bring their sick to
the marketplace, for they have no doctors. And there someone steps up to the sick man
and gives him good counsel" (Pollak, 1968, p. 12). PoUak holds that Herodotus was
wrong to claim that "they have no doctors" (p. 12), as there were physicians, then.
However, it is possible that Herodotus would have been aware of that, and was merely
commenting on the availability of physicians to the particular class of persons in the
marketplace at that time. The level of medical fees would have kept physicians out of
this part of medical practice, and the vacuum thus created could have been filled by
others. The marketplace scenario described above is not dissimilar from prehistoric
medical scenarios, where commuruty members would freely share knowledge and skill
with others in need. The physicians, who were also priests, were ranked among the
privileged classes of educated society, because they were educated in medical schools
attached to temples in larger population cenfres (Lyons & Petmcelh, 1987, p. 67).
However, the informal healers would probably have had no formal recognition.

The materia medica ofthe Babylonians was extensive and referred to 150 mineral
substances and more than 250 vegetable substances (Ergil et al., 1997, p. 23), as well as
various fats, oils, honey, wax, milk, and active ingredients including mustard, oleander,
and hellebore. Laxative medical agents included colocynth, senna and castor oil, and
through distiUation, they made essence of cedar and other volatile oils.

Ergil et al., (1997, p. 24) describes a tablet from about 2000 BCE which contains the
oldest medical record in existence, and details how doctors treated wounds. The "three
healing gestures" to be utilised were washing ofthe wound, which was not mentioned in
Egyptian medicine, makmg plasters, and bandaging. Fifteen separate prescriptions for
various medicines, ointments and plasters are recorded on the tablet, which included raw
material ingredients such as milk, thyme, date pahn, snake skin, beer, myrrh, fig.
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mustard, willow and salt. Surgery involved lancing boils, bloodletting, scraping the skull
to remove an abscess or cyst under the scalp, and possibly cataract removal. There are
also references to cutting into the chest (p. 28). Post-operative care required the
following:
Wash a fine linen in water, soak it in oil, and put it on the wound. Cmsh
powder of acacia and ammorua salt, and put it on the wound; let the
dressing stand for three days. When you remove it, wash a fine linen in
water, soak it in oil, put it on the wound, and knot a bandage over it.
Leave the dressing three more days. Thus continue the dressing until
healing ensues, (p. 28)
Some medicines were liquids which were dissolved in beer before drinking. One
example reads: "Cmsh to powder the seeds ofthe carpenteris herb, the gummy resin of
the markazi plant, and thyme; dissolve in beer and give to the man to drink" (Ergil et al.,
1997, p. 24). This 4000-year-old medical record is notable in that unlike later records
there is no mention of magic, sorcery or demons (p. 25).

The range of disease conditions recorded in the clay tablets, mainly from the 7th century
BCE, was extensive and included migraines, earache, pneumonia, anxiety, jaundice,
insomnia, tuberculosis, anorexia, hearing loss, impotence, toothache, bronchitis, sfroke,
haemorrhoids, mental illness, and gynaecological problems. Birth control was also
mentioned (Ergfl et al., 1997, p. 25).

Midwives and female relatives assisted with childbirth, and physicians could be
contacted if complications arose (Ergil et al., 1997, p. 27). Women could receive general
gynaecological assistance, through the use of prescribed medicines, for assistance with
conception and the easing of pain of labour and childbirth. Spontaneous abortion could
apparently be achieved by a special mixture of eight ingredients mixed in wine, and
ingested on an empty stomach. Coincidentally, an Assyrian law provided the death
penalty for a woman who wilfully self-aborted, as this derued a man the right to father a
chfld within a marriage.
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Lyons and Pettaicelli (1987, pp. 63, 68, 71) claim that Biblical Hebrew culture was
probably influenced by several Mesopotamian theories and practices. These include the
concept of illness arising from sin, which also became a basic concept of medieval
European Christianity, and still exists; the need to isolate the sick and ensure that they
are not touched; and the allocation ofthe Sabbath as a day of rest for physicians, as weU
as for everyone else.

3.3 Egypt
3.3.1 Egyptian Cultural Evolution
Egypt emerged in the third millermium BCE, and under the Pharaohs developed a
powerfiil regime, which encouraged technological innovation and virtuosity, as
evidenced by the constmction of the great pyramids from around 2000 BCE (Porter,
1997, p. 47). Like Mesopotamia, ancient Egypt made significant advances in art,
architecture and the general sciences, including medicine, and this was possible only
because ofthe river Nile, for without it, Egypt would be a desert (Ergil et al., 1997, pp.
29-31). The Nile created regular annual cycles of three seasons — flooding, seed and
harvest — which ensured prolific crops, including a wide range of herbs and vegetables.
Cattle, sheep and poultry were raised for food and sacrifices, and the Nile produced
waterfowl, fish, and papyms, which was made into writing material. The ancient
Egyptians were also involved in mining of gold, copper, malachite, tin, lead, galena,
alum, and nafron, for metal-working, mummification, beauty products and medicines.
The abundance of natural resources allowed for a division of labour which enabled
"people to become priests, scribes, artisans, midwives, magicians, musicians, weavers,
brewers, and doctors" (Ergfl et al., 1997, p. 31).

Parallels to Mesopotamian medicine are found in Egypt, which developed its medical
traditions about the same time. The oldest surviving Egyptian medical records are
contained in papyri ofthe second millennium BCE, and like Mesopotamian records they
encode far older traditions. The most informative medical records were discovered in the
19th century CE and are referred to as a Book of Wounds. They contain 48 case reports
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ranging from circumcision to the prognosis and freatment of various injuries, wounds,
fi:actures and abscesses (Porter, 1997, p. 47).

Egyptian writing was virtually indecipherable until the discovery ofthe Rosetta stone in
1799 during Napoleon's conquest (Lyons & Petmcefli, 1987, p. 77). The Rosetta stone is
a basalt stela bore, with a tribute to Ptolemy (196 BCE) carved in hieroglyphics, and
repeated in Greek and other characters — thus assisting the deciphering ofthe language,
and leading to a wider understanding of ancient Egypt. Also, prior to the discovery of
the seven known medical papyruses during the last century, knowledge of ancient
Egyptian medicine came from Greek and Roman sources.

3.3.2 Egyptian Medical Theory
As in Mesopotamia, the Egyptian medical paradigm comprised religious, spiritual and
medical theories. One theory held that people were a product of two different spiritual
elements: thefr ba and ka. Whereas ba refers to the soul, which is immortal, gives life,
and departs the body on death, ka "is the element that fixes the person as an individual
instance of thefr ba — a living, breathing animal" (Ergfl et al, 1997, pp. 31-32). A
healthy and rewarding life requires the double spirits — the animal ka and the spiritual
ba — to live in harmony, as disharmony leads to disease. In order to nurture and heal
both aspects of the whole person, disease treatment required a holistic regimen,
integrating physical and non-physical techniques of prayer, medicine, and magic, which
were of equal importance. Prayer involved the worship of many gods and goddesses,
who could be called upon to prevent or cure diseases. Also, incantations could be
directed to disease-causing malign demons or deities, instmcting them to leave the body.

Nunn (1996, p.l 12) claims that magic and rehgion were inseparable in ancient Egyptian
medicine, that magicians and priests of various gods worked as healers alongside the
physicians, that amulets were used to invoke protective gods, and that magic rituals
would have enhanced the curative value of suggestion and expectation of cure.
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Physical, emotional and spiritual health could be threatened by both earthly and
supematural forces, and there was a general fear that evil spirits would penetrate the
body through the orifices, and consume the person's vitality (Porter, 1997, p. 49).
Whereas health involved living a balanced life and being in harmony with the gods,
spirits and the dead, disharmony, or imbalance, yielded illness, which could be defeated
by supplication, spells, rituals and medicines.

The idea that humans were bom healthy, but disease could be caused by demons and
intestinal putrefaction, led to a philosophical macrocosm/microcosm theory placing
human existence in its natural environment. As the "life-blood" of Egypt was the river
Nile, the health of Egypt depended on the Nile and its canals being free of blockages and
resultant pufrefaction. Emetics and enemas were therefore used to evacuate the body on
three days each month, so rotting food and faeces could be moved out quickly to avoid
blockage, infection and pus formation (Porter, 1997, p. 50).

The Ebers papyms {c. 1550 BCE) from Thebes is the oldest survivmg Egyptian medical
book, and is named after its discoverer. It refers to scores of theories of diseases and
their remedies, including spells and incantations. Several sources show the prominence
of magic and the use of amulets, chants and supplications to a variety of deities. This
papyms refers to 15 abdominal diseases, 29 diseases ofthe eyes and 18 ofthe skin, ft
also lists 21 cough freatments. Reference is made to 700 dmgs and 800 formulae. These
include the use of herbs, but also refer to mineral and arumal remedies (Porter, 1997, p.
48).
The following passage from the Ebers papyms appears to be a theory of pulse diagnosis:
There are vessels in him to all his limbs. As to these: ff any doctor
(swnw), any wab priest of Sekhmet or any magician (sau) places his two
hands or his fingers on the head, on the back ofthe head, on the hands, on
the place of the heart, on the two arms or on each or the two legs, he
measures [or examines] the heart because of its vessels to all his limbs. It
speaks from the vessels of all the limbs. (Nunn, 1996, p. 113)
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The words "It speaks from the vessels of all the limbs" suggest a communication from
the pulse — that the pulses may be interpreted to provide some medical data. From a
traditional Chinese medical perspective, the relative strength, depth, regularity and
timmg ofthe pulse are easily identified by digital pressure on various arteries, and can
provide an impression ofthe vitality ofthe patient. However, whether these and other
pulse qualities were recognised by the Egyptians is currently unknown.

The specialisation of Egyptian medicuie was recognised in the 5th century BCE when
Herodotus wrote in a book entitled History ofthe Greek and Persian War that medicine
was "practised among them on a plan of separation: each physician freats a single
disorder, and no more" (Allday, 1969, p. 8). About a hundred years later the Greek
philosopher Aristotle commented on the pragmatism and flexibflity of Egyptian
medicine: "Even in Egypt a doctor is allowed to depart from his textbook instmctions if
the patient is not well after four days" (p. 8).

Some medical theories are not clearly described. For example, the medical papyri
fi:«quently refer to "placing the hand", and one of the papyri includes a virtual job
description by a person called Heryshefiiakht, whose two references to the use ofthe
hand suggest a specially developed skill in examination and diagnosis, although the
theory underpirming the practice is unknown:
I am Chief of the Priests, Chief of the Magicians, Chief Physician to the
King; who every day reads books, who freats the sick, who lays his hand
on the diseased whereby he knows them; gifted in the examination with
the hand, (cited in Allday, 1969, p. 10)
Nurm (1996, pp. 137-138) theorises that the personal and emotional nature ofthe
treatments provided by the priests, magicians and physicians would have produced a
placebo effect. This could particularly apply to another therapeutic method which
involved patients sleeping ovemight in special heating shrines in the inner precincts of a
temple, where in thefr dream state they could come in contact with a god, or an agent
such as a snake (Porter, 1997, p. 49).
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Nunn (1996, p. 136) fiirther theorises that "tender lovfrig care" (TLC) would have been
dispensed by Egyptian healers, and that it would have a measurable curative value for
many conditions, including chronic pain and psychosomatic disorders, hi relating TLC
to biomedicine, he said that the "effect is so powerfiil that formal investigation into the
efficacy of a new therapeutic modality must be tested against a confrol group which is
matched for equality of TLC". Another concept of TLC indirectly arose in frie New
Kingdom in a love poem, which questions the efiBcacy of physicians and magicians, and
theorises as to the healing power of love (Ergfl et al, 1997, p. 47):

When the physicians come to me,
My heart rejects their remedies:
The magicians are quite helpless.
My sickness is not discerned ...
My sister is better than aU prescriptions.
She does more for me than all medicines;
Her coming to me is my amulet.
The sight of her makes me well!

Nurm (1996) also claims the existence of theories ofthe modem concept of "food as
medicine", as medical freatment would have included dietary advice, which was
considered to be a therapeutic tool "rather than correction of a deficient diet" (p. 136).
Remedy selection was sometimes influenced by magical considerations, as occurred in
other parts ofthe ancient world. This is exemplified by the theory of "similia similibus"
— also a theory of modem homeopathy — whereby the state ofthe patient suggests that
it would be desirable to utilise plant or animal substances with similar characteristics,
"fri this connection Westendorf (1992) cited the prescription contairung ostrich egg for a
fiactured skull in which the skull was equated to the shell ofthe egg (Edwin Smith, Case
9). This is clearly closer to magic than to rational medicine" (Nurm, 1996, p. 13 8). Some
other theories are intertwined with practice, and will be described from that perspective.
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3.3.3 Egyptian Medical Practice
Part, at least, of Egyptian medicine was hierarchically organised and under govemment
control. As in Mesopotamia, the three formal divisions of healers were physicians,
priests and seers, but women were also permitted to practice. Court physicians were at
the apex ofthe medical hierarchy, and as the various gods govemed different body parts,
physicians also specialised in particular diseases, body organs, systems or parts. For
example, the senior specialist in enemas was known as "Keeper ofthe Royal Rectum"
(Porter, 1997, p. 49). Nunn (1996, pp. 132-133) claims that medical health workers also
included pharmacists, nurses, midwives, bandagers, massage therapists, and other
physical therapists who were involved in applying pressure to the body. Aromatherapy
was also practiced (Griggs, 1997, pp. 288-289).
Egyptian healers would decide whether treatment would proceed, or not, or whether the
condition was one with which they would contend. Their patient classification was
similar to that currentiy applied to disaster victims (Nunn, 1996, p. 28). Also, they had a
three-phase approach to patient management. Firstly, they Hstened to their patients'
symptoms, and then conducted a physical examination, using observation and palpation.
Secondly, they made their diagnosis and determined their freatment strategy. Finally,
they moved to freatment. If the patient's condition later changed, then the three phases
would be repeated. These three phases were adopted by the Greeks through the
Hippocratic School, and then by Galen through to biomedical practice. These three
phases were also utilised by other separately developed medical fraditions, such as
ancient Indian and Chinese medicine (pp. 113-114).

Nunn (1996, pp. 129, 136) claims that the ancient Egyptian pharmacopoeia mentions
hundreds of animal, mineral and vegetable substances — including about 160 plant or
plant products — many of which, along with their associated diseases, cannot yet be
translated. Plant and other materials that were used therapeutically included a v^de
variety of fiiiit and vegetables: bean, cabbage, celery, garlic, leek, lettuce, onion, pea,
date, fig, grape, jujube, melon, pomegranate, raisin, sycamore fig, and watermelon.
Marsh plants such as sedge and white lotus were also used, as were numerous other
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plants, including acacia, aniseed, barley, castor oil, cinnamon, coriander, dill, emmer,
hemp, opium poppy, pyrethrum, wheat grains, and willow (pp. 14—159). The animal
components were harvested from domesticated and wild animals, including lions, and
other components included virgin's urine, crocodile excrement, bile of tortoise "and the
excrement of flies which is on the wall" (Ebers, 782; cited in Nunn, 1996, p. 138). Egypt
provided most ofthe mineral products mentioned in the pharmacopoeia; but some, such
as lapis lazuli, which was used for certain eye conditions, were imported from
Afghanistan, and therefore would have been expensive. The medicinal use of plants was
highly developed, and it seems that many of these plants, particularly of food origin,
would have been grown in gardens, but some of the herbs would probably have been
harvested in the wild (Nunn, 1996, pp. 138-139).

The main vehicles for ingesting medicines were water, honey, milk, oil, wine and beer.
There were seven sacred oils, some of which came from the moringa tree, the fiiiit of
Balinites aegyptiaca, sefet from the fir free, castor oil, and linseed oil from flax (Nunn,
1996, p. 140). Medicines were administered by five main routes — oral, rectal, vaginal,
extemal application and fumigation. Whereas oral adminisfration was the most common,
medicines were also prepared as suppositories or hquids for other use. In gynaecology,
remedies and contraceptives were placed in the vagina, and sometimes patients were
requfred to disrobe and sit on the medication. Medicaments were applied directly to the
skin for a wide range of conditions including wounds, snakebites and ulcers. It was
common practice to apply raw meat, oil and honey to wounds, and bandages could be
used to hold the medication in place (Ebers, 200; cited in Nunn, 1996, p. 143).
Gynaecological services included methods for detecting pregnancy and providing
contraception; the latter involved the use of pessaries composed of crocodile dung, herbs
and honey. The role ofthe pessary was to block the passage of semen, and its success
may be measured by the ability ofthe Egyptians to regulate family size without resorting
to infanticide (Porter, 1997, p. 47).

Recommended freatments for a wide range of disorders were numerous and diverse.
Stomach disorders could be freated by a mixture of cumin, goose fat and milk. Tonics to
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cure baldness included a range of ingredients that would not appear out of place in
Chinese medicine — black ass testicles, a mixture of animal vulva and penis extracts
and a black lizard. Hafr growth could allegedly be enhanced by using a compound of
hippopotamus, hon, crocodile, goose, snake and ibex fat (Porter, 1997, p. 48). Wound
dressings not only protected the wound but also promoted healing by adding a variety of
healing substances, including honey with grease or resin (p. 50). Fractures were set in
ox-bone splints, supported by resin-soaked bandages; dressings uicluded adhesive
plasters, braces, plugs, cleansers and cauteries (p. 47). Prior to the Graeco-Roman
period, surgery was generally restricted to incision of abscesses, the removal of small
superficial tumours, suturing of wounds, setting of fi:actures and reducing dislocated
joints (Nunn, 1996, p. 136). This observation is exclusive ofthe evidence of prehistoric
frepanation.

A person stuck blind could invoke the god Ptah with the prayer: "Ptah, the lord of
Tmth, has tumed his justice against me; he has rightly chastised me. Have pity on me,
deign to regard me with mercifiil countenance" (Porter, 1997, p. 50). A magician
treating a bums victim would swab the wound with breast milk from the mother of a
baby boy, while appealing to the goddess Isis by using the words she had purportedly
used to rescue her son from being bumed: "There is water in my mouth and a Nile
between my legs; I come to quench the fire" (p. 50). The magician's words appear to be
more of a positive affirmation or creative visualisation.

Clearly, the Egyptians were greatly involved with health and healing. Longevity was
greatly coveted but rarely attained; few would have lived past 40 years (Ergil et al.,
1997, p. 47).

Evidence that medicine was corporatised is provided by Greek historian, Diodoms
Siculus who visited Egypt in 59 BCE, and wrote:
On their mflitary campaigns and their joumeys in the country they all
receive treatment without the payment of any private fee; for the
physicians draw thefr support from public fimds and administer their
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treatments in accordance with a written law which was composed in
ancient times by many famous physicians. (Ergil et al., 1997, p. 45)
Numerous ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian medical practices which appear to
involve prayer, positive affirmations, creative visualisation, magic, dreams, spells,
incantations, TLC, love, herbal therapies, food therapies, massage, relaxation, and a
range of diagnostic techniques, including divination and intuition, are generally
represented in modem natural medicine practice.

33.4 Egypt's Conquerors Arrive
Through Alexander the Great, the Greeks conquered Egypt in 332 BCE, and Greek
medicine arrived with Greek settlers, including physicians from the Hippocratic School
at Cos. The Greek physicians would have treated the Greek mling class, and the separate
line of Egyptian medicine would have freated the indigenous population. Alexander
established the new town of Alexandria in 331 BCE, and it became the major cenfre of
culture and science in the Hellenistic world. The medical school was outstanding, and
attracted and developed leading medical figures such as Galen, who studied there in the
2nd centtiry CE (Nutton, 1993; cited in Nunn, 1996, p. 207).

Greek and Egyptian taboos on dissection and vivisection were broken by Herophilis,
who moved to Alexandria in the 3rd century BCE to practice and research, and who
made major contributions to anatomy before the practice was deemed improper. His
vivisections were performed on live criminals supplied by the kings and this, along with
the question of slavery, represented philosophical divisions from natural medicine,
which could never countenance such fimdamental breaches of human rights. The seeds
of philosophical separation of natural medicine from corporatised medicine had afready
commenced. Over time, Greek and Egyptian medicine leamed from, and influenced,
each other (Nunn, 1996, p. 208).

The Romans confrolled Egypt from 31 BCE, and as at that time Roman medicine was
dominated by Greek theory, they would have had little influence on local medical
practice (Nunn, 1996, p. 208). Christianity arrived in Egypt early in the current era, and
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Coptic became the main language until the Arab conquest of 640 CE. Coptic is a
language that evolved from Egyptian and Greek and its medicine is similarly influenced.
It was later influenced by Arabic medicine. A major legacy ofthe Christian domination
of Egypt was caused by its desire for total control, and exfreme orthodoxy, which
resulted in the closing ofthe Egyptian temples, and the resultant loss of understanding of
the ancient Egyptian language during the 5th century. The second great fire of the
Alexandrian library in 389 made Egyptian medicine difficult to study, so it was virtually
ignored until newly discovered papyri were interpreted during the 19th century (Nunn,
1996, p. 209).

3.4 Greece
3.4.1 Greek Cultural Evolution
Little is known of Greek medicine before written records ofthe 5th century BCE. It is
accepted, however, that cross-fertilisation of ideas from numerous other ancient peoples,
including the Egyptians, influenced early Greek medicine, which incorporated practice
by folk and priest healers, employing divination, herbs and dmgs (Lyons & Petmcelli,
1987, p. 153; Porter, 1997, pp. 50-52).

Allday (1969, pp. 13-14), frighs (1979, p. 16) and Porter (1997, p. 52) describe the
development of the communities which would later unite to become Greece, as they
emerged on the mainland, and on islands in the Aegean Sea. Archaeological remains at
Knossos, in Crete, evidence occupation by a well-developed culture from before 3000
BCE. This proximity to the sea encouraged the development of seafaring and trading
traditions, which allowed for accumulation of knowledge and wealth, and later, colonies
around the Mediterranean from Spain to the Black Sea. Although mean life expectancy
was about 40 years, the development of the Olympic Games from around 776 BCE
revealed a love of athletics and a concept of ideal manliness, which required a cultivated
mind and the maintenance of the body in peak physical condition to ensure its wellbeing and health. This provided for the emergence of male sports instmctors who
coached men in various sports included gymnastics, dance, martial arts, and general
physical exercise. It also produced male therapists who provided services in massage,
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hydro-therapy and nutrition. Porter (1997, p. 51) claims that women were generally
excluded from public life and from medical practice — at least from the practice
described immediately above. Cochrane (1996, p. 16), however, claims that women
trained as physicians in ancient Greece, and evidences an illustration from 500 BCE,
apparently depicting a female preparing to bleed a standing male patient. However,
Lyons and PetmceUi (1987, p. 196) explain that prior to 300 BCE, "anyone except a
woman could take the title of physician".

3.4.2 Early Greek Medical Theory
As in Mesopotamia and Egypt, the early Greek medical paradigm was intertwined with
religious, spiritual and medical theories and beliefs. One theory provided for sacred
healing, and the involvement of gods who were identified with various aspects of health
and disease. These gods, it was believed, could harm people by inflicting them with
plagues, other diseases or injuries, or by shooting certain arrows at them. Inglis (1979, p.
16) claims that contemporary theory held that punishment through disease was not
considered to be revenge for sirming per se, but for offending one of the gods, or for
falling into the clutches of a sorceress. However, disease was also theorised to arise from
natural causes, and that rational healing methods were important. Lyons and Petmcelli
(1987, p. 159) describe the theory ofthe life force, or thymes, which was beheved to be
present in all parts ofthe living organism, and which was nourished by extemal factors
such as food, fluids and air, and maintained by the actions ofthe intemal envfronment,
such as the movement of body fluids, including blood. Thymos could escape the body
through wounds and exhalation, and departed on death — not unlike the ancient Chinese
concept of life force, or qi. Further, the psyche was theorised to be the individual
personality, soul, or spirit which, following death, went to the underworld. Also, by the
time of Aristotie in the 4th century BCE, Greece and Egypt shared a common behef that
consciousness resided in the heart (Lyons & Petmcefli, 1987, p. 159).

3.4.3 The Asclepiads
The god Apollo was believed to be able to spread plague and be an avenger, and his son,
Asclepius, who was bom of a mortal mother, studied herbal medicine, became a
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competent practitioner, and brought a dead man back to life. The mler of the
underworld. Hades, fearing that the afterworld would be depopulated, protested about
this "death cheating" activity to the supreme god, Zeus, who responded by killing
Asclepius with a thunderboft. Asclepius was later deemed to be a god. Another account
by Homer {c. 9th century BCE), holds that Asclepius was a tribal chief, skiUed in
healing wounds, that his wife, Epione, soothed pain, and that his children became
physicians. They, like others who followed them, were known as Asclepiads. Asclepius
was often depicted with his daughters — Hygeia, who became recognised as the deity
for disease prevention and hygiene, and Panacea, who represented freatment (Allday,
1969, pp. 13-14; Inglis, 1979, p. 16; Lyons 8c Petmcelli, 1987, pp. 165-170; Porter,
1997, p. 52).

Asclepius became patron of physicians and a cult figure, whose &me spread during the
4th century BCE when temples were constmcted in his honour. The temples were a
combination of religious shrine and health spa, and thefr opulence and relaxing music
provided an ideal setting for the healing ceremonies which began after sunset. The
atmosphere so created would place the visitor into a relaxed mental and emotional state,
receptive to healing. Prior to arrival at the temple, the visitor would either fast, or refiain
from consuming certain foods. After a ritual bathing, the visitor would be clothed in a
clean white robe and then make a gift, or sacrifice food or an animal, to the god,
Asclepius. During the night, a priest dressed as Asclepius, and his attendants, would
provide healing. This included the laying on of hands, the application of medicine,
dream interpretation, surgery, the licking ofthe affected part by a dog or snake, and the
provision of advice or other ritual — such as, in the case of female sterility, the placing
of a snake on the woman's abdomen. Other animals, such as a sacred goose which
would bite a boil, participated in the healing process. The religious and spiritual
atmosphere, thus created, would have been inspfrational, particularly as some ofthe
processes were magical and fentastic. Other religious and spiritual healing involved
exorcists, diviners, shamans and priests. Distance healing also occurred. Faith and belief
probably played a significant part in these healings, as it probably does in all religious
healing, and possibly other healing as weU (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, pp. 165-183;
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Porter, 1997, pp. 52-53). Within the temple, religious and secular medical practice was
therefore offered in a cooperative, integrated maimer for the maximum therapeutic
benefit ofthe patient

3.4.4 The Hippocratics
Hippocratic medicine, which rejected the concept of disease being caused or cured by
the gods, became the foundation of Greek written medicine. This separation of medicine
from religion arose in a climate of cultural pluralism, where intellectual activity and
political diversity were encouraged. Unlike the Egyptians, the Greeks had no
govemment medical bureaucracy or codification of medical practice, and the medical
market was completely free and open to competition; even some slaves practiced. There
were no government-recognised academic examinations or professional qualifications,
and physicians had to compete with folk healers, bone-setters, exorcists, root-cutters,
incantatory priests, gyrrmasts and showmen (Porter, 1997, pp. 53-55).

The competition for business was intense, so the medical market may be seen to be
complementary and even integrated, as all of its independent parts were free to operate
as a whole medical market, in a climate of free choice. However, because the
competitive element separated the various modalities, and individuals within modalities,
the medical market could not be considered to be cooperatively integrated for the
maximum therapeutic benefit ofthe patient, even though such a free market would offer
cost advantages to consumers. Thus, because Greek medicine was open to theoretical
and philosophical speculations, and new entrants, its flexibility and vitality were
ensured.
Hippocrates {c. 460-377 BCE) is stiU often referred to as the "Father of Medicine" even
though all that is known of him is legend. He allegedly descended from a family line of
physicians whose roots could be traced back to Asclepius. He became a famous
practitioner, teacher and writer, and headed a medical school on the island of Cos.
Hippocrates has been credited with writing an extensive collection of works known as
the Hippocratic Corpus. In those times, students and disciples often wrote under the
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name of their teacher, so this could account for the entire work (Ergil et al., 1997, pp.
74-75; Porter, 1997, pp. 55-56).

The Corpus contains a wide variety of works, including the methodology for trepanation
for cases of skuU fracture and associated injuries (Singer, 1928, pp. 18-19). Some ofthe
works are philosophical, some are educational, and some resemble case notes.
Hippocratic medicine is distinctive because it appeals to reason rather than mles or
supematural forces, and is patient-centred rather than disease-oriented. It is therefore
concemed more with observation and experience than with absfractions. The
Hippocratic physicians, or Hippocratics, studied the patient, rather than the disease.
They theorised that as people were composed of the same substances as their
environment they ought to be regarded as a product of that environment, and govemed
by the same physical laws of nature — the laws that govem the universe. Therefore, as
medical practice required empirical and rational understanding ofthe workings ofthe
body in its natural environment, climatic and environmental factors had to be
considered. Diseases were theorised to exist for set periods of time, and possess their
own individual natures — which meant that individuals suffering from the same disease
could experience different signs, symptoms and reactions, and require different
treatments. Also, the theory that diseases were totally independent of supematural
interference facilitated the later development of scientific medicine, and provided its
enduring debt to philosophy (Adams, 1849, pp. 161-162; Lyons & Petmcelh, 1987, p.
217; Porter, 1997, pp. 56-57).

A primary theory in the Corpus was that health depended upon equflibrium or balance,
whereas sickness resulted from imbalance. It was accepted that as the body was in a
constant state of change, health was dependant upon the maintenance of balance within
limits. Imbalance would occur whenever there was an excess concenfration of bodily
fluids, or humours, in a particular body zone. For example, an excess flow of humours to
the feet would result in gout. Also, catarrh was seen as an excess flow ofthe humour,
phlegm, from the head to the lungs, which would cause coughing. It was the role ofthe
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healer to plan to maintain balance or, in times of sickness, seek its restoration (Adams,
1849, pp. 161-162; Porter, 1997, pp. 56-57).

With the exception of their skill with surface anatomy, the Greeks' knowledge of
anatomy and physiology was limited in the 5th century BCE, because of social taboos on
human dissection. This facflitated the development ofphflosophical explanations for the
maintenance of health and development of disease, such as the "theory of the four
humours". Lyons and Petmcefli (1987, p. 195) explain that prior to the time of
Hippocrates, the Greeks had developed a hypothetical system to explain the mechanisms
of disease, which incorporated the four basic humours. Essentially, all body fluids
comprise varying proportions of blood (warm and moist), phlegm (cold and moist),
yellow bile (warm and dry) and black bile (cold and dry). Health requfred all these
fluids, or humours, to be in balance, whereas imbalance — excess or deficiency of any
of the humours — caused disease. The three stages of disease commenced with an
imbalance of humours which was caused by intemal or extemal factors. The second
stage involved bodily reaction, through generation of symptoms of fever or "boiling".
The third stage involved the disease crisis, whereby the disease concluded with the
discharge of excess humour — or by death. Excess humour was often observed
departing the body during disease, through blood, phlegm from the nose, vomit, faecal
matter, urine or sweat — and healing had often occurred following the discharge of a
humour.

It appears that the very existence ofthe Corpus theories encouraged analysis of thefr
relationships. It was easy to perceive the possibility of relatedness between the four
humours (blood, yellow bile, black bile, phlegm), the four primary qualities (hot, dry,
cold, moist), the four seasons (spring, summer, autumn, whiter), the four ages of man
(infancy, youth, adulthood, old age), the four elements (air, fire, earth, water), and the
four temperaments (sanguine, choleric, melancholy, phlegmatic) (Loudon, 1997, p. 32).
The perceived relatedness was theorised to form a coherent, symmetrical grid in binary
oppositions, as set out in figure 1, which is compiled from Allday (1969), Inglis (1979),
Porter (1997), and Singer (1928), who provided a sUghtly different configuration. The
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diagram provided a vehicle whereby observations and rationales for disease explanation
and freatment could be placed in a causal framework (Porter, 1997, pp. 57-60).

The theory became dominant because its symmetry and comprehensive nature supported
desires to develop empirical tools. Figure 1 was later extended, initially by Galen, to
include the four tastes, the four main body organs, and the four ages of man — and from
later in the Middle Ages from Christianity, even the four evangelists. It was theorised
that in each ofthe seasons, one humour had the potential to predominate and move into
excess. For example, as it was theorised that blood predominated in spring, and that it
could detrimentally affect infants, precautions were essential to ensure that it stayed in
balance, thus avoiding an excess condition. These precautions included the avoidance of
blood-rich foods such as red meat. If excess of blood did occur, nutritional therapy, or
blood-letting, known as phlebotomy or venesection, could be used to reduce the excess.

YELLOW BILE
(Choleric)
Summer
Youth
FIRE

Figure 1

BLACK
BILE
(Melancholy)
Autumn
Adulthood

EARTH

AIR
Moist

Cold

WATER
PHLEGM
(Phlegmatic)
Winter
Old Age
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BLOOD
(Sanguine)
Spring
Infancy

The Hippocratics were trained to win the tmst of their patients by waiting, watching for
illness pattems, and talking with them, in order to assist the "healing power of nature"
{vis medicatrix naturae), as provided in the Corpus text. On Ancient Medicine (Porter,
1997, p. 59). To assist thefr diagnosis, the practitioners created a profile ofthe patient's
lifestyle, habitation, work and dietary habits. They focussed on the dis-ease, or lack of
ease, of the patient rather than seeking to identify the precise disease entity (Lyons &
Petmcefli, 1987, p. 216). They believed that "our natures are the physicians of our
diseases" so in order to "do no harm" (primum non nocere) they did not promise mfracle
cures, and refiised to participate in heroic interventions, leaving risk-laden procedures,
such as those ofthe inferior frade of surgery, to those with experience with war wounds
(Porter, 1997, p. 59). The Corpus theorised that freatments ought to ffrstly involve
conservative management, includmg observation, and dietary regulation. Food, which
included many herbs, was used as medicine and "food as medicine" was recognised as
the comerstone of the healing art. This was occasionally followed by herbal or dmg
therapy, particularly using laxatives and emetic herbs, and occasionally narcotics, as in
Egypt (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, pp. 210-213). Cupping, involving the use of
pressurised glass suction cups, and scarifications and bleeding were also part ofthe
therapeutic regimen, but were of lesser importance. Lastly, only when it could not be
avoided, surgery was utilised. It is notable that Hippocrates and Galen believed that the
use of surgery for cancer was questionable. Patients could also be prescribed a
comprehensive lifestyle regimen recommending, according to their individual needs,
hydrotherapy or baths, massage, gymnastic and other exercises, and even changes of
climate. Healthy individuals were expected to exercise life-long discipline in thefr
nutritional choices and lead well-regulated lives which included adequate exercise,
bathing, sleep and sex. The Corpus theorised that in winter, sexual intercourse should be
more frequent, particularly for older men (Porter, 1997, pp. 59-62), which is counter to
Chinese medicine theory (Maciocia, 1989, pp. 137-138).
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Although diagnostic skills were cultivated by the Hippocratics, it was thefr skill in
prognosis which set them apart from others, for as they accurately related a patient's
medical history and prospects, they created a positive impression (Porter, 1997, p. 61).
Porter (pp. 62-63) also explains that Hippocratic innovations included the provision of
devoted personal attention to the patient, the increase in social acceptance of the
Hippocratics, and its theory that an imderstanding of illness requfred an understanding of
nature. They worked in accordance with the provisions ofthe Hippocratic Oath, which
was used by many university medical schools until recently. The Hippocratics presented
themselves as genuine fiiends of the sick, and thefr philanthropic disposition was
revealed as they placed thefr love of medicine, and concem for their patients, above
fame and fortune, thus reassuring their anxious patients and their relatives. However, the
Corpus encourages practitioners to ensure their financial viability (Lyons & Petmcelli,
1987, p. 217).

3.4.5 Plato and Aristotle
Porter (1997, pp. 63-64) claims that ancient Greece was advanced in philosophy, and as
good health was considered a blessing, medicine was theoretically assessed from various
perspectives. Plato (427-347 BCE), in his Republic, proposed that human nature was
composed of reason, spirit and appetites which were located respectively in the brain,
the heart and the liver, and which were all potentially in conflict. From this perspective,
sordid desires (or appetites) could be overcome and confrolled only by reason, aided by
spirit These distinctions between reason and appetite, suggesting a connection between
mind and body, were ofthe utmost philosophical and psychological significance, and
would be cmcial to the natural medicine paradigm, and be lost to the antecedents of
biomedicine in the Middle Ages. Furflier, Porter (1997, p. 64) explains how in the
Timaeus {c. 375 BCE), Plato commented upon the influence ofthe body on the mind. He
went on to suggest that behaviour could be influenced by organic constituents, such as
by excess or deficient spinal marrow, which also affected the sensations of pleasure and
pain. Mental diseases could therefore arise from a physiological imbalance and respond
to freatment of that imbalance. Socially desirable qualities such as virtue could therefore
be influenced by physicians as they freated associated imbalances. By advocating
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theoretical perspectives compatible with Hippocratic medicine, Plato was instmmental
in bringing to Westem thinking the common ground between philosophy, medicine and
ethics — the Timaeus thus linked medicine and philosophy with health and politics.

Plato's pupil, Aristotle (384-322 BCE), became a tutor to Alexander the Great (356-323
BCE), and theorised about metaphysics and cosmology, ethics, politics and poetics, with
major achievements in the creation of a scientific method, the pursuit of teleological
ways of thinking, and biological research. Aristotle questioned Plato's transcendental
philosophy — whereby he distmsted sense experience — and empirically studied
zoology, botany and meteorology, and investigated dissected animal body parts for their
purpose. He concluded that nature did nothing in vain, and his theory of causation has
been the basis of scientific investigation for two mfllermia (Porter, 1997, pp. 64-65).

3.5 Rome
3.5.1 Early Roman Medical Influences
Although Greek medicine spread throughout the Mediterranean, particularly to the
southem Italian cities that shared Greek culture, it was confronted in Rome by
xenophobic prejudice and popular folk-healing fraditions (Loudon, 1997, p. 38). A "nononsense" Roman fradition believed that people were better off without physicians, and
the author, Cato (234-149 BCE), held that Romans had no need of professional
physicians as, unlike the effete Greeks, they were hale and hearty. He wamed people to
"beware of doctors" as they would bring "death by medicine" (Porter, 1997, p. 69).
Lyons & Petmcefli (1987, p. 231) claim that femily healing was an ancient and
respected fradition ofthe Romans. It was customarily controlled by the paterfamilias, or
head ofthe household, and usually involved food as medicine, herbs and charms. Cato
scomed Greek and other immigrant physicians who made up much of the formal
medical profession, preferring to medicate his family with remedies such as cabbage
soup (p. 231). Cicero (106^3 BCE) reflected tiiat it was an individual's duty "to resist
old age; to compensate for its defects by a watchflil care; to fight against it as we would
fight against disease; to adopt a regimen of health; to practise moderate exercise; and to
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take just enough food and drink to restore our sfrength and not to overburden it" (cited in
Porter, 1997, p. 69).

The Romans appear to have been concemed that their culture was becoming overinfluenced by Greek culture. Pliny (23-79 CE) deplored the influx of both luxury and
worthless Greek physicians and claimed that although his Roman forefathers lived
without physicians, they were not "without physic" (Loudon, 1997, p. 38). He also said
that Alexander the Great had claimed that "It was the crowd of physicians that killed
me" (Porter, 1997, p. 69). The Romans contributed to the development of natural
medicine theory, and by 77 (CE), Pliny completed his influential Natural History, which
was a compendium of all natural leaming, including herbal medicine. He wrote
extensively on botany, materia medica from botanical sources, and animal materia
medica (p. 69).

Asclepiades (c. 120-30 BCE) was the first recorded significant Roman medical
practitioner and theorist. He repudiated the Hippocratic tradition and abandoned the
theory of the four humours completely, as he believed that diseases were cured by
physicians, not nature. He theorised that the body was "composed of an almost infinite
number of atoms of different sizes always in motion, between which flowed the body
liquids" (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, p. 232). Health required smooth activity ofthe
atoms, whereas sickness followed disordered motion ofthe atoms. Asclepiades treated
his patients with gentle methods including diet, exercise, massage, soothing medications,
enemas, music and singing. He applied the term phrenitis to mental illness, and
prescribed opium, wine and hygienic measures. An underlying principle of his freatment
rationale was, wherever possible, to avoid drastic and weakening procedures. However,
he did engage in bleeding, and for fevers, continued the custom of restricting most food
and drink, which causes dehydration and debilitation (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, p. 232).
The popularity ofthe Aesclepiadean theories with the Romans was possibly politically
influenced, in that, as it came from the Roman culture, as opposed to the invading Greek
culture, and actually rejected prevailing Greek theories, it represented a challenge to
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Greek authority. Romans would have supported the practice because they beheved in its
benefits; but to use it was possibly an act of nationalism.

Porter (1997, pp. 69-70) explains that the Asclepiadean, or Methodist, doctor was a
symptomatic practitioner who had no need of a case history, as the atomist physiology
allowed diagnosis to be reduced to an observation of visible pore symptoms, particularly
the common conditions — the "constricted", the "lax" and the "mixed". The treatment
plan requfred the enlarging of constricted or narrow pores, and reduction of lax or large
pores, by the use of massage, exercise and cold-water bathing. The Aesclepiadean
practice preferred gentle medicines, including wine, and emphasis on convalescence.
Porter (1997, p. 70) also claims that they rejected heroic bleeding.

The study of materia medica became systematised by Theophrastus {c. 370 - c. 285
BCE), a former pupfl of Aristotle (Lyons & PettuceHi, 1987, p. 222). Theophrastus's
treatises — Investigations into Plants and Explanation of Plants — discussed aetiology
and classification of 550 trees, shrubs and herbs from the Atlantic to India. The
Renaissance saw a revival of medical botany, and botanical gardens, followmg the
rediscovery of his work. Dioscorides {c. CE 40 - c. 90) was a Greek surgeon in Nero's
army, and his De materia medica deals with oils, aromatics such as safifi-on, salves,
shmbs and frees, animals, cereals, herbs, roots, juices, seeds, wines and minerals —
including salts of lead and copper. The work was presented with supporting information
for each product, including illustrations, pharmaceutical properties, uses in treatment,
methods of harvesting, storage requfrements, and possible adulterants (Porter, 1997, pp.
79-80).

3.5.2 Galen
The undoubted medical colossus ofthe Roman era was the Greek, Galen (129-c. 216
CE), who became the most influential medical writer of all time. His prolific writing,
producing more than 350 authentic titles — which described 473 dmgs of vegetable,
animal and mineral origin, plus numerous compound dmgs — dominated medicine in
many countries for 1500 years (Loudon, 1997, p. 39; Lyons & Petmcelh, 1987, pp. 251-
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259). Galen was bom into the Greek wealthy middle class and received a privfleged
education. At 14, after his fatiier was allegedly visited in a dream by the god, Asclepius,
he was guided towards medicine. He studied in Alexandria and elsewhere, and while
travelling widely, leamt about local herbs and dmgs, and local practices (Lyons &
Petmcefli, 1987, p. 251). At the age of 28, he retumed home to Pergamon (now known
as Bergama in Turkey) where he worked as physician to the gladiators, and enlarged his
anatomical and surgical knowledge and skills, as the wounds provided a window to the
body (p. 251). He later fravelled to Rome and freated increasingly important people,
including a series of emperors, including Marcus Aurelius. He "mocked and ridiculed
opinions and methods confrary to his own" (p. 251).

Galen was an accomplished philosopher, who advocated that the organism ought to be
viewed as a teleological entity, open to investigation and logical explanation. He "was
committed to the integration of philosophy and medicine and believed that to be a good
doctor one had to be a philosopher; that medicine presupposed all parts of philosophy"
(Loudon, 1997, p. 39). His view that the purpose of everything in nature was
predetermined appears to have distorted his reasoning, as he mistakerfly presumed
various fiinctions of entities, including bodily organs. These misconceptions proved to
be appealing to medieval Christians, particularly as Aristotle had said that nature does
nothing without a purpose, and Galen had forcefully insisted that he could perceive that
purpose (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, p. 251). Notwithstanding his recourse to purgings
and cuppings, much of his treatment was in the Hippocratic tradition — relying on
gentle treatments such as diet, rest and exercise to assist the healing power of nature. He
also became interested in the use of hygienic regimens to prevent disease. Further, he
also adopted the Hippocratic humoural theory whereby the four fimdamental humours of
phlegm, blood, yellow bile and black bile were recognised as being responsible for
health and iUness, and elaborated the concept by introducing a new classification ofthe
four personality types — phlegmatic, sanguine, choleric and melancholic (pp. 251-254).
The Empirics were seen to be healers without a philosophical base, and he compared
them with an architect without a plan (Porter, 1997, p. 74). Like Hippocrates, he opined
that good practitioners placed thefr love of mankind before financial rewards and fame
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— which he also duly accepted. Galen worked in the Hippocratic fradition — gairung
the tmst of the patient with an engaging bedside manner, and mastery of prognosis
through application of experience, observation and logic. Galen was also a medical
scientist who engaged in animal dissection to increase his anatomical knowledge (p. 74).
Porter (1997, pp. 75-76) claims that although Galen saw his work as perfecting the
Hippocratic legacy he had no difficulty confradicting it. For example, whereas the
Hippocratics freated fever by starvation, Galen advocated venesection to cool the body,
and justified the letting of blood from a vein, on the basis of his elaborate pulse theory.
His 16 books on the pulse were written in the early 170s and dealt with subjects such as
pulse theory, anatomy, differential, interpretation and prognosis. He mentions pulse
qualities such as full, rapid and rhythmical. Also the double hammer pulse was often
regarded as an indicator of heart weakness, and in hectic fevers the pulse increased in
frequency and rapidity.

Galen theorised that nature prevented disease by discharging excess blood, and claimed
that by menstmation, women were spared from male diseases such as gout, epilepsy and
apoplexy. Although he urged caution in relation to the amount of blood to be removed,
he concluded that bleeding was suitable for all diseases, and in severe cases phlebotomy
ought to be conducted twice daily — the first to cease before fainting, and the second
could proceed to the unconsciousness of the patient (Porter, 1997, pp. 76-77).
Unfortunately for patients, Galen's theories on venesection were used in European-based
antecedents of biomedicine untfl the 19th century, contrary to the Hippocratic plea for
practitioners "to do no harm". As a royal physician, Galen was able to impose his
theoretical views, and subvert saner Hippocratic theories as, for example, in his
enthusiasm for the use of dmgs, "which were a mixture of traditional herbal remedies
with more esoteric animal and mineral innovations: powdered rhinoceros hom; dried
camel dung; precious metals, mised or compounded according to the whim of the
doctor" (Inglis, 1979, p. 18). Some prescriptions requfred more than 100 substances
which were justified by reference to the humours. The saying, "as cool as a cucumber",
derives from Galen's faith in it to remove excess heat, when that was the cause of an
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imbalance (frighs, 1979, p. 18). The literature contains numerous descriptions of other
Galenic theoretical perspectives which were based on his mistaken views of healing,
anatomy and physiology, and which are now discredited. Galen seemed to have an
answer to every problem through his powerfiil, voluminous writing, particularly in
cormecting anatomy, logic and experience. Consequently, it is possibly understandable
that his work was accepted widely during his lifetime, and following his death.

In Galenic Rome, as in Greece, the medical market was free of govemment confrol and
open to any enfrants. Students could choose to follow a variety of medical approaches,
through the proliferation of rival schools, which were usually based around a single
practitioner. Self-help was a universal concept, and medical services were diverse.
Celsus wrote his On Medicine simply so it could be understood by anyone who wished
to engage in some form of surgery or other healing art. In larger centres the availability
of medicine was diverse and prolific, with sfrong competition between physicians,
priests, asfrologers, body builders, schoolteachers, wise women, herb gatherers, and
hucksters. Some healers were slaves or ex-slaves, and women were also free to practice.
Galen and others were complimentary ofthe practice of competent midwives and nurses.
The army developed the concept ofthe hospital for the freatment of wounded soldiers,
and in Rome, engineers assisted in the maintenance of health by the constmction of great
aqueducts for a universal sewerage system. However, in this diverse medical market the
govemment still ascribed famines and pestilences to the gods, and the Hippocratics
continued to emphasise the natural medicine concept of individual susceptibility and
reactions to disease, and the importance of a proper diet (Allday, 1969, p. 20; Porter,
1997, pp. 77-79). As in Greece, this fi«e medical market could be deemed to be
complementary and integrated, but was not cooperatively mtegrated for the maximum
therapeutic benefit ofthe patient. However, it did provide freedom of choice, and cost
advantages.

The Hippocratic preference for diet over herbs and dmgs — and for herbs and dmgs
over surgery — remained popular, but other changes to medicine occurred. As the range
of available herbs and other drags increased, so did the production of increasingly
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complex compounds, hi the 1st century CE, viper's flesh was added to the antidote
compound by Nero's physician, Andromachus, and it became known as theriac, which
came from the Greek for "wild beast". Others added new ingredients to the compound as
it became used as a general tonic. Galen extended the ingredients from 41 to 71, and
included ingredients such as ground-up lizard and other animal parts. By the Middle
Ages, theriac comprised more than 100 ingredients. Theriac became a thick, treacle like,
universal antidote — to cure all venomous bites, to prevent fllness and even to ward off
the Black Death. It required a production process lasting several months, and preferably
was not used until it had, like vintage wine, been aged for years. Possibly the presence of
opium increased its popularity. Its safety and efficacy were questioned in the 18th
century by the Englishman, William Heberden, but it was stfll used for several more
decades in England, and pharmacopoeias in France, Spain and Germany contained
listings for theriac until the end ofthe 19th century (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, pp. 258259).

3.5.3 The Christian Aftermath
The Middle Ages are usually marked by the period from the fall of Rome (to the Goths
in 476) to the fall of Constantinople (to the Turks in 1453) (Lyons 8c Pefrucefli, 1987, p.
279). Although the fall of Rome saw the dissolution ofthe Roman Empire, a fransient
period of relative stability followed in various parts of Europe, possibly caused by the
establishment of various kingdoms (p. 279). After invading Rome, the Goths attempts to
re-establish society resulted in thefr becoming embroiled in disputes which resulted in
anarchy and the loss of estabhshed legal, social and intellectual processes as, for
example, they dispensed with Roman law and medicine. The invaders soon exhibited
deference to the traditions ofthe culturally superior Romans, and eventually this became
deference to the Church of Rome, when it filled the vacuum created by the move ofthe
capital ofthe Westem Roman Empire to Raverma (p. 283). Roman tolerance for diverse
views was replaced by Christian orthodoxy. Prior to Christian influence, Roman
medicine had been diverse, and conducted without proscription in a pluralistic, open
medical market with an overlay of religious mysticism. The Romans had developed
increasingly mystical and magical behefs, and as they saw the erosion of their former
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political power through the invasion, with plague and famine also rife, their feehngs of
loss of control and security created fertile ground for the establishment of an
otherworldly religion.

From the belief that disease was caused by sin — and that cure could only follow prayer
and divine intervention through the Grace of God — the Church established hospitals
and other cenfres to care for the sick, thus relieving practitioners of their responsibilities,
and eventually non-clerical physicians ceased to exist. The care that they provided rarely
rose above the level of nursing, but these Christian cenfres were the first ever to be
devoted to long-term support of the diseased, the poor, and the downfrodden. St
Benedict of Nursia banned the study of medicine, but encouraged the care ofthe sick in
monasteries, which usually included a herb garden, a library and an infirmary. Thus the
healing mission ofthe church was institutionalised in a fashion that was to confrol parts
of medical care in Europe for the next 500 years. Many medical procedures were lost,
and cauterisation replaced many surgical techniques. Pharmacology was abandoned, to
be replaced by a simpler form of folk herbahsm (Lyons & Petmcefli, 1987, p. 283).

In the climate of plague, war and economic and political anarchy, much ofthe appeal of
Christiarfrty related to the heating miracles of Jesus. However, as the expected Day of
Judgment failed to arrive, people in general felt powerless to help themselves. Belief in
miracles continued to contribute most to the Church's development and growth.
Particular holy individuals became identified as being involved in the healing process as
intercessors for God, which evidenced the sanctity of these individuals and sometimes
resulted in their eventual sainthood, and the expectation of further mfracles after their
death. The Christian priest was given the role of God's formal intercessor and provider
of church sacraments (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, p. 286).

Mainly because of the extreme orthodoxy of the church, but also because of the
invasions, the first five centuries ofthe Christian era saw the physical loss of much of
the essential Greek and Roman writings that were the underpinnings of Westem
civilisation. Latin Europe generally had no access to these ancient writings untfl later in
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the Middle Ages, after they were translated in the 7th century by the new evangelical
religion of Islam, which by its commitment to leaming, had preserved and franslated
these ancient documents, including those on medicine (Lyons & PetmceUi, 1987, p.
295).

3.6 Conclusions
The cultural evolution of Mesopotamia and Egypt yielded imposing political regimes in
which corporatised medicine thrived, probably alongside informal medical practices.
The new corporatised medical paradigms were a combination of religious, spiritual,
magical and medical theories and beliefs, and thefr practice involved a combination of
religious rites and empirical treatments, where divination could be provided by seers;
prayers; purification rituals; incantations and exorcisms by a priest; and medicines,
bandaging and surgery by a physician. In Mesopotamia, it appears that parts of formal
medical practice were regulated by the govemment, and physicians could be fimancially
and physically punished for iatrogenesis. The materia medica of both regions was
extensive.

The Christian domination of Egypt followed invasions by the Greeks, and then the
Romans, and resulted in the closure of the Egyptian temples, which were centres of
religion and medicine. The fire at the Alexandria library in 389 appears to have assisted
the Christian goals of suppressing Egyptian medicine and language, which were then
virtually ignored until the discovery of ancient papyri in the 19th century.

As Greek and Roman medicine had consolidated over more than 700 years through ks
religious, spuitual, Hippocratic, Asclepiadean and other appropriate fraditions, it
provided a sound theoretical basis for natural medicine practice that has existed to the
present, and which claims to have generally maintained the Hippocratic requfrement to
"do no harm". The other major influence. Galenic medicine, which purported to refine
Hippocratic medicine, infiuenced tiie European antecedents of biomedicine. Although it
remained virtually unchallenged for about 1500 years, it proved to be too dangerous to
be used in the 19th century. The iatrogenic and nosocomial illnesses of those two
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millennia have possibly contributed to a philosophical and psychological climate
relating to the value of life that still pervades biomedicine. The importance of the
Graeco/Roman period is that it saw the invention of rational medicine, which was free
from religious elements, and recognised the naturalistic notion of disease as part of a
cosmic order. Further, it developed concepts of human anatomy and physiology,
including the notion that the fiinction of the body could be better understood by
investigation and the application of logic. The development of an empathetic bedside
manner, which was assisted by the union of science, philosophy and practical medicine,
elevated the power ofthe patient in the healing environment, especially when compared
with previous relationships with priest-healers, who had interceded on behalf of gods or
the govemment.

Because Galen dominated Roman medicine, and Christianity came to dominate Roman
religion, that medicine and that religion became dominant throughout the Roman
Empire. As the Roman influence in Europe receded during the third to the fifth centuries
CE, some ofthe cultural changes infroduced by the Romans, including Galenic medicine
and Christianity, although diminished, remained in some areas. However, the Church
eventually proscribed the study of medicine, encouraged the care of the sick in
monasteries, and gained a monopoly on formal medical practice, albeit on a simple
basis, for 500 years.
There are numerous explanations as to why Galeruc medicine, which was so flawed,
proved to be so durable. As will be shown later, in the aftermath ofthe great plague
known as the Black Death, the Middle Ages was a time of great uncertainty — for the
church, the govemment, the privileged classes and the populace — which produced a
desire for certainty and authority in both Moslem and Christian lands. Galen's dogmatic,
didactic and pedantic writing style produced teleological theories which appeared to
answer all relevant questions, thus eventually gaining the support of the Christian
Church and accming corporatisation for its practitioners after the Black Death. Galen
was not effectively challenged until the Renaissance anatomist Vesalius became
prominent in the 16th century (Lyons & Petmcefli, 1987, p. 259).
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CHAPTER 4
THE MIDDLE AGES
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 has shown that corporatised ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian medical
paradigms were influenced by religion and that the non-corporatised Hippocratic and
Galenic paradigms of Greece and Rome separated medicine from religion. It is ironical,
then, that following the fall ofthe Roman Empire, the Church of Rome proscribed the
study of medicine, and monopolised formal medical practice through its monasteries for
the next 500 years. Although the Galenic paradigm was deficient in many respects, it
was eventually corporatised by the Church, and came to dominate European medical
thought and practice for more than a millermium.

The discrimination against natural medicine in modem societies is diverse, and appears
to arise from govemment corporatisation of biomedicine. Consequently, an
understanding of earlier discriminations against natural medicine may provide insight to
the problems resulting from such discrimination, and assist the development of a new
integrated medical model. The first major discrimination against natural medicine in
Europe appears to have coincided with the rise of Christian political power and
orthodoxy during the decline of Rome, as the Church sought confrol over medical and
other activities. This left any remnants of natural medical theory predominantly in the
hands of women. The second wave of suppression appears to have accompanied the
quest by the Church for confrol ofthe populace through the Inquisitions ofthe Middle
Ages, particularly after the plague known as the Black Death.

This chapter will therefore discuss the activities of women in medieval medicine, and
their role in the preservation and evolution of the natural medicine paradigm. The
implications for medicine from formal medical education, and the later evolution of
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universities, will be assessed, as will the attitudes ofthe Church to medical practice and
illness. The effects ofthe Black Death, and the responses ofthe Church — particularly
those dfrected agauist female healers whom they deemed to be witches — will be
discussed from several perspectives, including that of suppression of natural medicine.
Also, as Church suppression occurred with the compliance of medieval physick — an
antecedent of biomedicine — the study will assess whether there are theoretical
implications for modem biomedicine from this compliance.

4.2 Wise Women and Natural IMedicine
The European natural medicine paradigm was preserved for millennia — from
prehistory to the 19th century — predominantly by wise women who, without formal
training, accumulated considerable practical medical knowledge, particularly relating to
herbs and childbirth (Cochrane, 1996, pp. 88-89).

Wise women came from diverse backgrounds. Sergeant (1996, p. 280) says that in the
Middle Ages, wives were expected to initially treat all family illnesses, so medical
remedies, knowledge and skill were shared within the family, extended family and with
fiiends and neighbours, as occurs in existing peasant communities. Remedies were
available in the family herb garden or in the forest, were usually simple to prepare, and
were relatively safe and efficacious. It would not have been unusual for women with
special knowledge or skills, including midwifery skills, to provide medical assistance
outside the femily. To be a successfiil wife, mother and neighbour, it was expected that a
woman would also be a healer. Of course, women who never married were also capable
of attaining medical knowledge, skill and remedies, and providing healuig services to
those in need. For some women, the services they provided may have extended beyond
medicine to counselling, general advice, clairvoyance, divination, and activities in the
spiritual reahn. Some of these women may have charged a fee for thefr services. Also,
some men had similar medical knowledge and skill, and access to remedies. However,
for the purposes of this study, it is relevant that most women practiced medicuie, and
that any suppression of women's medical practice would provide a benefit to the
emerging university-trained physick, in terms of increased market share.
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The first universities were founded at Bologna, Paris, Oxford, and Montpellier in the
12th century (Grun, 1982, pp. 147,154,156), but the first European medical schools had
been founded earher— in Salermo in 900, and at the Monte Cassino monastery in 1066
(Cochrane, 1996, p. 51). In Britain, the 10th century Law of Edgar allowed women to
qualify as doctors and gave them equal status with men. By the Middle Ages, women
were practicing as doctors in many countries, and the Salermo medical school had
female professors (Cochrane, 1996, pp. 85,96).

In the 13th century, extra-familial European medical practice was divided along class
lines: wise women treated the ordinary people, mainly with herbs, and the mhng class
developed their own university-trained physicians, or physick, as medicine became
established as a secular science, and as a profession, underpinned by the Galenic
paradigm (Ehrenreich & English, 1973, p. 31).

Cochrane (1996, p. 89) states that during the Middle Ages in England, the Society of
Apothecaries acknowledged the wise women's knowledge and skill with herbal
remedies, and accepted them into the profession. Some of these wise women were nuns
or lay sisters in convents, and some were deaconesses, who freated the sick in their
homes. As many of these women were educated, and could read and write, they
probably handed on their records to their successors. These informally trained, but
knowledgeable, women were eventually professionally disliked by most of their male
contemporaries. For example, a Belgian doctor, Johann Wier, wrote in 1563 that wise
women were "ignorant, wicked and boast of medical knowledge that they do not have.
They teU lies to the conunon people who come to them for advice about all sorts of
medical problems" (p. 89).

The medical guilds forced British and mainland European women out of formal medical
practice in the 15th century, and they did not retum for about 400 years. Formal medical
practice became restricted to men who studied at a university. Although women were
expected to continue caring for patients at home, they were considered incapable of
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comprehending scientific medicine, and their herbal skills and knowledge were deemed
to be unscientific and unimportant (Cochrane, 1996, pp. 85-96; Ehremeich & English,
1973, p. 31).

Whereas the Renaissance physick is accused of seeking to maximise market share by the
elimination of female competition, a precedent for such action occurred in the
Renaissance in relation to the brewing of beer, a process formerly conducted by women
in the home. Men tumed it into an industry by professionalising and commercialising it,
and women were then legally excluded (Hester, 1992, pp. 138-143).

4.3 The Religious Overlay
Because illness was seen by the medieval Catholic Church, other Christian sects, and
Islam as punishment for sin visited by God on the wicked, heating was considered
blasphemous — an interference with the will of God (Cartwright et al., 1994, p. 33;
Lyons & PetmceUi, 1987, pp. 315-316). The 13th-century Catholic Church prohibited
medical freatment by physicians, without ecclesiastical advice, and "if at the end of three
days the patient had not made confession to a priest, the medical man should cease his
treatment, under pain of being deprived of his right to practice, and of expulsion from
the faculty if he were a professor" (White, 1896, p. 322).

To the Church ofthe Middle Ages, formal medical practice, like all economic or other
work activity, was not carried out for any purpose intrinsic to the presumed instmmental
purposes of the activity itself, but rather "for the use value of the group and the wellbeing ofthe soul" (Capra, 1982, p. 201). In other words, the well-being ofthe patient's
soul, as well as those ofthe priest and the physician, may have demanded (in the
assessment ofthe supervising priest) unmitigated, prolonged or intensified suffering, or
even death, depending on the degree of penitence or impertitence the suffering sirmer
showed.

The belief that illness was basically caused by sin had also been prevalent among the
Jews for mUlennia (Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, p. 265; Porter, 1997, pp. 84-85). The
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Bible frequently mentions threats of pestilence or disease as punishment for sm, with
reports of many thousands of deaths. Cathohcs ofthe Middle Ages had good reason,
within the bounds of their belief system, to accept the theory that disease was a
punishment visited by God upon sinners (McVaugh, 1997, p. 63) — a theory which
survives to the present (Digby, 1997, p. 296). The New Testament presents the idea that
healing involves forgivmg sins, which amounted to usurping the divine prerogative: "ft
is blasphemy! Who can forgive sins but God alone? ... Mark hears the appalled
Pharisees cry after Jesus cures a man and announces that his sins are forgiven" (Shorto,
1997, p. 54).

Some believe that prayer is the only medicine permitted to Christians:
Is any sick among you? Let hfrn call for the elders ofthe church; and let
them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name ofthe Lord: And
the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up; and
if he has committed sins, they shall be forgiven him. (The Epistle of
James, 5:14-15)
It is ironical that the Church eventually punished natural healers, by torture and by
buming at the stake, even though they were following the example of Christ in healing
the sick — a crime for which He, too, received criticism and cmcifixion. Even worse, in
the view ofthe Papacy, was the offence of midwives, in interfering with the sentence
allegedly handed down by God to women that "in sorrow thou shaft bring forth
children" (Genesis 3: 16). Gage (1893, p. 241) says that female healers used herbs to
induce a deep sleep in the suffering mother to relieve the pains and perils of birth,
contrary to the expressed wish and open hostility ofthe Church, which theorised that as
women were the cause of sin, they must undergo continual penance and suffering.

At the begirming ofthe 13th century, the Church held that witchcraft was an iUusion,
and belief in it was heresy. This was successfliUy reflited by the influential theologian,
Thomas Aquinas, and other theologians and demonologists, who endorsed beliefe that
"witches copulated with demons, flew through the air, shape shifted, raised storms ....
and performed other maleficia" which implied a pact with the Devil (Gufley, 1989, p.
370).
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According to Ehrenreich and English (1973), most witches "were lay healers serving the
peasant population" (p. 28). An unnamed English witch-hunter said:
... by Witches we understand not only those which kfll and torment, but
all ... commonly called wise men and wise women ... and in the same
number we reckon all good Wftches, which do no hurt but good, which do
not spoil and destroy, but save and deliver ... It were a thousand times
better for the land if all Witches, but especially the blessing Witch, might
suffer death, (p. 28)
Szasz (1973) states that "Some writers emphasize the magical, and others the scientific
aspects ofthe healing power of witches. Actually, the sorceress was an embodiment of
both folk wisdom and folk nonsense" (p. 113). Further, because of her methods and
popularity, the white, or blessing, witch was a challenge to the Church, which saw the
empiricism of her sorcery and vsitchcraft as a revolt against their authority, and an
aflfront to the supremacy ofthe cleric. The healing of bodies and souls was declared by
the Church to be the sole province of God and his Church-appointed agents, the priests
(p. 114). Those who ignored religious principles of healing in favour of scientific
discovery were deemed to be applying the great Satanic principle that everything should
be done in the reverse way to that employed by religion (p. 113). As disease was seen to
be merited punishment for sin by an offended God, then, ipso facto, medicine was a
revolt against both the disease and God. It was therefore sinfiil to delay the soul on its
heavenly journey, and re-plunge it in the life of this world (p. 114). By empowering the
weak through the heating process, the healer was seen to imdermine the established
hierarchy of dominance of priest over penitent, and interfere with the income flow from
distribution of sacraments. The effective natural medicine practftioners, whether they
were referred to as witches, white witches, blessing witches, good witches, wise women,
vvise men, curming folk, cunning men, or midwives, were therefore in competition with
the Church in the medical market, until the Inquisition systematically suppressed these
non-professional competitors.
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4.4 Witches
Whereas wise women and wise men were considered to be witches, there is a great deal
of conjecture as to whether witchcraft, often understood as the potentially harmfiil
branch of sorcery, actually exists or ever existed. Starhawk (1982, pp. xxvi) describes
witches as the wise women and cunning men ofthe country villages, who were generally
able to assist their neighbours in times of need, but especially as herbahsts, healers and
counsellors. By living in a country village and participating in seasonal celebrations that
boimd the community with the land and its resources, a bond was established between
the witch and the rest ofthe community. That bond provided a deep cormection with the
perceived source of life that connected humans, plants, and animals. With all these units
living in harmony with nature, the power of all the participants was enhanced, and from
this:
came the ability to heal, to divine the future, to build, to create, to make
songs, to bfrth children, to build culture. The bond was erotic, sensual,
carnal, because the activities ofthe flesh were not separate from the spirit
immanent in life. (Starhawk, 1982, p. xxvi)
For the Church to gain confrol of such vfllagers, the aforementioned bond would have to
be broken, and a wedge driven "between spirit and flesh, culture and nature, man and
woman" (Starhawk, 1982, p. xxvi). Starhawk sees the history of patriarchal civilisation
as a cumulative effort to break that bond, and that one of its major battles in that long
war of conquest was fought "when the persecutors ofthe witches shattered the peasants'
connection with the land, drove women out of the work of healing, and imposed the
mechanist view ofthe world as a dead machine" (p. xxvu). That mpttire allowed for the
development of "entwined oppressions of race, sex, class, and ecological destraction" (p.
xxvii).
For Harris (1975, pp. 208-221), expertise with herbal remedies for healing, and as tools
for shamanic trances, visions and psychospiritual experiences, was central to the
question of witchcraft. Some alleged witches, he says, used a hallucinogenic omtment
containing mind-altering alkaloids such as atropine from exfracts of soporifics such as
hemlock, nightshade, henbane and mandrake to induce sleep, heavily laden witii dreams
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in which bacchanalian and sexual fantasies, and elements of the sabbat, commonly
featured (see also Guiley, 1989, pp. 230, 253-255). Guiley (1989) cites Reginald Scot
(1584) as believing the purpose ofthe ointments, for which he published recipes, was to
create a mental effect rather than, for example, facilitating real flight. Thus the later
confessions to witchcraft — sabbats, flying, suckling animal-shaped famfliar spirits,
fomicating with the freezing penis of a devil, and the like — while being unreliable
because they were exfracted under torture, nonetheless may have had a common basis in
intemal imaginary, or dream experiences featuring common archetypes from the
coUective unconscious ofthe age, even if, as Harris opines, most ofthe bumt victims
were irmocent of such practices.
Witches' reputations and power probably came from varieties of knowledge and skill,
which for some could have included the ability to induce fear, sometimes resulting in the
nocebo effect, whereby psychosomatically self-generated spontaneous death or injury
follow (Machen; cited in Sergeant, 1996, pp. 5-12). This appears to be similar to the
power ofthe Ausfralian aboriginal kadaicha man who, in order to avenge a grievance or
death of a tribal member, can apparently "sing" a person to death, or bring about death
by "pointing the bone". Some other witches were accused that they could "by curses and
charms ... influence ... fri some smafl degree the forces of nature" (Sergeant 1996, p.
27).
There is disagreement in the literature as to whether any conscious element of Goddess,
Dmidic, Wiccan, Roman-pagan, Teutonic-pagan, Mithraic or other pre-Christian
religions survived as a factor in medieval witch beliefe (Sergeant, 1996, pp. 27, 86). ft
appears probable that some witches would have retained some ofthe eariier religious
beliefs, practices, or superstitions, and rejected some or all of the Catholic Christian
perspective, and may have been openly or privately critical of the Church and fts
representatives. For a witch to be a successfiil natural medicme practftioner, particularly
in relation to the use of herbs and other forest products, she would need to spend a great
deal of time in the forest, and live her life close to nature and work in harmony with it.
She would have little fear ofthe forest, as she would probably understand ft better than
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anyone else in the area, and see it as a much more positive place. It would be more
natural for her to hold spiritual beliefs relating to love of nature, rather than Catholic
beliefs that included fear ofthe forest as a place of evil. This could explain the Church's
thrust to total ideological control through suppression of such powerfiil free thinking
individuals, as powerfiil and popular local critics would be seen as a threat to the
cohesion ofthe parish (Sergeant, 1996, p. 84).

There is no generally agreed definition of what witchcraft actually is, for "the term has
different meanings in different cultures and ... at different times in history" (Guiley,
1989, p. 368). Anthropologists define witchcraft as an innate condition involving the use
of "malevolent power by psychic means without need for ritual or charm" (p. 369). In
Westem societies it has been perceived that the witch works magic through spells, and
uses supernormal powers such as "invisibility, shape shifting ... flying, the ability to kill
at a distance, clairvoyancy and asfral projection" (p. 369). During the Renaissance,
witchcraft was deemed to include evil magic, heresy. Devil-worship, making pacts with
the Devil (p. 369), and "secret, orgiastic sabbats; irffanticide and carmibahsm;
renunciation of Christianity; and desecration ofthe cross and Eucharisf (p. 370).

Szasz (1973) agrees that natural healers were significantiy represented among those
murdered as alleged witches, and acknowledges their special position:
Because ofthe nature ofthe human bond between suffering peasant and
trusted sorceress, the good witch becomes endowed with great powers of
healing: she is the foremnner, the mother, of the mesmeric healer, the
hypnotist, and the (private) psychiatrist. In addition, because she is
actually a combination of magician and empiricist, the sorceress acqufres,
by experimentation with dmgs extracted from plants, a genuine
knowledge of some powerfiil pharmaceutical agents. So advanced is her
knowledge that, in 1527, Paracelsus, considered one of the greatest
physicians of his time, bums his official pharmacopoeia declaring that he
had "leamed from the sorceresses all he knew", (p. 112)
For Starhawk (1982, p. 199), the medieval Catholic Church was engaged in a concerted
campaign to unpose monopoly control on the knowledge market. For centuries ft had
claimed that it was the only approved body to dispense grace, and it viewed the natural
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medicine work of witches, particularly when spectacular healings occurred, as the
unauthorised dispensing of a grace that lacked the official seal of approval, and also of
transmitting knowledge without approval. The perceived healing and harming powers of
witches were therefore seen to be evil, because they came from an unapproved source.
The Church adopted a dualistic world view in which all good came from God, and
everything else, including unauthorised healing, came from the evil Satan.

The witch was deemed to be heretical for finding her information outside the Church's
authorised channels of knowledge. For Ehrenreich and English (1973), the witchhealers' methods were relatively scientific in that she relied on cause and effect, trial and
error, and on her senses, rather than on faith and doctrine (p. 14). In this way, she was a
threat to the Church and its teachings, as her attitude was not religiously passive, but
actively inquiring. Her magic was the science of her time, as she utilised a variety of
techniques from medications to charms, to seek solutions to problems of disease,
pregnancy and childbirth (p. 14). The Church, by confrast, was deeply anti-empirical
because of its belief that the world is created anew by God in every instant, so looking
for natural laws that govem physical phenomena was pointless (p. 14). The Church also
saw the senses as the Devil's playground, through which he would lure people "away
from faith and into the conceits ofthe intellect or the delusions of camality" (Ehremeich
and English, 1973, p. 15). The witch persecutions aUowed the anti-empfricist, the
misogyrust, and the anti-sexual obsessions ofthe Church to coincide in a battle against
the senses, which were seen to be a betrayal of faith. The witch:
was a triple threat to the church: she was a woman, and not ashamed of it.
She appeared to be part of an organized underground of peasant women.
And she was a healer whose practice was based in empirical study. In the
face ofthe repressive fatahsm of Christianity, she held out the hope of
change in this world, (p. 15)
The quest by the Church for totalitarian control produced much death and misery, ft
commenced its Inquisition in 1184, weU before tiie plague, by order of Pope Lucius ffl.
fri 1209, as part of a quest for dominance. Pope hmocent IE ordered a cmsade against
the Albigenses in France, and over one and a half centuries, an estimated one million
people were kUled (Szasz, 1973, p. 324). hi 1233, Pope Gregory IX entmsted the
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Inquisition to the Dominican Order, answerable only to the Pope, and it began using
torture in 1252 (Grun, 1982, pp. 170, 172; Guiley, 1989, p. 370), although torture had
been commonplace in various types of criminal proceedings, mostly secular, in Europe
well before then. In 1320 a papal instraction empowered the Inquisition "to act against
practitioners of ritual magic as heretics" (Cohn, 1975, cited fri Hester, 1992, p. 133). By
about 1375 the Cathari and the Waldenses had all been killed, and the Inquisition began
to concenfrate on witchcraft (Szasz, 1973, p. 324). In 1444 the Church approved the first
shipment of black Afiican slaves, which arrived in Portugal to assist with the problem of
the critical shortage of labour following the Black Death. In 1468 the Church declared
witchcraft an exceptional crime, allowing the suspension of legal mles and safeguards,
and encouraging the use of torture to force confessions. In 1484, Pope Innocent VIII's
bull formally declared witchcraft a heresy (Szasz, 1973, p. 325).

There is much disagreement in the literature about the number of people quasi-judicially
murdered by the Church in the course ofthe witchcraft and heresy trials ofthe following
three centuries. Some 19th and 20th century feminists use the figure of 9 miUion (Gage
1893, pp. 228-231), and Ehremeich and Enghsh (1973, p. 23) report that the number
would be in the miUions. A contemporary source, Johan Weyer (Schneck, 1960, p. 41)
calculated the number of witches in the middle ofthe 16th century to be 7,409,127.
However, Harris (1975, pp. 207, 221) uses an estimate of 500,000 witches killed.
Starhawk (1982, p. 187) points out that the higher estimates include many who were not
officially executed, but died in prison, in the process of torture, or suicided to avoid
fiirther torture. Similarly, the commonly used ducking or swimming test drowned many
women who were, post mortem, deemed innocent of witchcraft because the water had
not rejected them (Szasz, 1973, pp. 61-62).

However, Briggs (1996) claims that "the most reasonable modem estimates suggest
perhaps 100,000 trials between 1450 and 1750, with something between 40,000 and
50,000 executions, of which 20 to 25 per cent were men" (p. 8). However, Briggs
appears to rely heavily on the surviving written records of witch trials, and assumes that
there was only one accused in each trial, and that there was an acquittal rate of 50%.
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There is other evidence relating to acquittal rates. For example, the repentant former
witch hunter, von Spec (1631) said:
The result is the same whether she (the accused) confesses or not. If she
corrfesses, her guilt is clear: she is executed. If she does not confess, the
torture is repeated — twice, thrice, four times ... She can never clear
herself The investigating body would feel disgraced if ft acquitted a
woman; once arrested and in chains, she has to be guilty, by fair means or
foul. (Robbms, 1959, pp. 482-^83; Szasz, 1973, p. 58)
Briggs (1996, p. 8) also asserts that a significant proportion ofthe victims were men,
although this is countered by Hester (1992, p. 108, citing MacFarlane 1970, p. 160).
Karlsen (1987; cited in Hester, 1992, pp. 119-120) argues that the witch-hunts were
aimed mainly against women who stepped beyond thefr expected social role, such as by
playing a too prominent role in religion, competing with men for economic resources, or
by being sexually independent, such as being unmarried, widowed, or having an
illegitimate child. Women were thought to be generally inferior to men, so it was
presumed that if they successfully stepped out of thefr expected subservient role, they
must have used witchcraft. This is supported by Guiley (1989) who found that most
accused women were spinsters and widows who were independent of direct male
control, and who were subject to male hostility because they were "women free from
invasion from the 'member', women who might even find the 'male organ' laughable,
unaesthetic, and, perhaps more importantly, uninteresting" (Guiley, 1989, p. 374, citing
Daly, 1978). Also, there is agreement in the literature that folk practitioners of natural
medicine were prominent among the victims ofthe witch holocaust (Sergeant, 1996, p.
280).

The Inquisition was an mstmment of political terror, which achieved results similar to
those achieved by the Nazis from 1939 to 1945. The common denominator between the
Inquisitors and many ofthe Nazis was their purported Christianity. However, the actual
number of victims is irrelevant to the question of political articulation ofthe effects of
the witch-hunts in driving the practice of natural medicine underground, and
intimidating the populace out of other forms of heresy and dissent. Women, who
comprised most ofthe victims, were the victims of a class repression. Because women
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were the informal healers of mral Europe, thefr mass-murder equates to the mass-murder
of natural healers. The persecution achieved the objective of intimidating the mostly lay
competition, and promoting the trend toward a professional monopoly of exclusively
male, university-trained physick. "Few women dared to be wise, after thousands of their
sex had gone to death by drownmg or buming because of their knowledge" (Gage, 1893,
pp. 243-244).

The witch trials provided an opportunity for a coalition of convenience between the
Church, the govemment, and the university-trained doctors. For the frials to appear to be
fair, just and reasonable, the fnquisftion needed reliable, independent, expert witnesses
to bring an aura of science to the proceedfrigs. The Malleus Maleficarum says: "And if ft
is asked how it is possible to distinguish whether an illness is caused by witchcraft or
some natural physical defect, we answer that the first [way] is by the judgment of
doctors" (cited in Ehremeich & English, 1973, p. 19).

Women healers were not the only medical victims ofthe burnings. In the aftermath of
the pestilence, a great many Jews were bumed, individually or in mass pogroms.
Hitherto, Jews had been leading and high-prestige practitioners of physick, having
leamed thefr frade by study or apprenticeship in the Arab-mled lands of North Afiica
and Moorish Spain, where they were numerous inhabitants of a generally tolerant
society, and not subject to prohibitions on study or professional practice (Park, 1997, p.
74). As professional physicians trained in Christian European universities rose in
importance, legal prohibitions or restrictions on Jewish medical practice took on an
aspect of commercial competition, rather than purely religious persecution (Szasz, 1973,
p. 130).

While conscious intent is probably not provable, the fact remains that as a result ofthe
persecutions and mass murders of women and Jews in the buming centuries, the
profession of physick in Europe benefited by having a great many practitioners of two
rival medical groups killed or driven underground, or otherwise taken out ofthe market.
The physicians may or may not have played a part in irtitiating the murders, but they
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profited from them. The need for the use of unscmpulous methods to gain market
advantage, by removmg the competftion, is apparent from the precarious market position
of physicians in the 14th century. The European medical market was diverse, as ft
included folk healers who were the natural medicine practftioners, Arab-trained Jewish
practitioners, tiie university frained physick, and the quacks. Like any tmly free medical
market, ft favoured the buyer of medical services (McVaugh, 1997, p. 65). The Black
Death showed up the failure of all kinds of medicine to prevent mass deaths, and made
medical consumers more enquiring in their medical choices. The physick may have
feared that they would never gain market dominance in a free market, so conuptly
entered into corporatist arrangements that demanded a high price — which they were
prepared to pay.

4.5 Shock to the State and Collective Psyche — The Black Death
The origins of the current political dominance of biomedicine in Westem societies
evolved from changes that followed the great European plague ofthe mid-14th century,
and the epidemics that followed. The cheek-by-jowl existence of many humans with
domestic and farm animals in early and medieval Europe must have caused many
periods of widespread endemic and epidemic diseases (Diamond, 1997, pp. 88, 195214). However, none were so devastating as Europe's greatest known ecological
disaster, which became known as the Black Death (Tuchman, 1978, p. 101). Between
1347 and 1353 it killed, according to varying estimates, a quarter to half the population
of Europe (Park, 1997, p. 66), more than 20 miflion people (Porter, 1997, pp. 122-123),
and in some districts 70 to 80 per cent. The size ofthe population restored slowly, and
Herlihy (1997, p. 17) states that by 1420 ft was about a thfrd of what ft had been a
century before.

Plague is primarily a disease of small mammals and can survive indefinitely in wild
rodents, including grey rats that live close to humans. The rat flea, the principal vector,
will leave the infected rat orfly after fts death when it is cold, and if a new warm rat is
not available, ft will attach to a human host (Herlihy 1997, pp. 21-22).
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Tuchman (1978, pp. 94-123) outlines the Black Death's mass-psychological effect. A
chronicler of Sienna wrote that people said and believed that the plague would bring
about the end ofthe world. In enclosed places such as monasteries, as people watched
others die, they naturally wondered if the sfrange peril which seemmgly filled the air had
been sent to extermuiate the entire human race. The sense of a varushing fiiture created a
kind of dementia of despair, as the consequential shortage of labour resulted in (for
example) the non-cuftivation of farmfrig land and the failure to maintain dykes. Spring
seed remained unsown, and farming land became overgrown, or soured by saft water. As
the work of centuries was quickly desfroyed by nature, some wondered if their world
would ever regain its former prosperity. Ignorance ofthe cause ofthe disease augmented
a general sense of horror.

Conrad (1992) theorises that one ofthe "worst terrors" for those at risk of epidemic
disease is "the way it challenges the ideological stmctures that sustain all societies"
(p.77). The apparent absence of an earthly cause gave the plague a supematural and
sinister quality, which resulted in the development ofthe belief that it was caused by the
wrath of God, and therefore it had to have some special spiritual meaning. However,
survivors of the plague, on finding themselves neither desfroyed nor improved, could
discover no divine purpose in the pain they had suffered, beyond the simple explanation
that they had experienced one of God's mysteries. The effects ofthe plague were too
devastating to be accepted without serious questiorung as, for many, simple explanations
were unacceptable, "ff a disaster of such magnitude, the most lethal ever known, was a
mere wanton act of God or perhaps not God's work at afl, then the absolutes of a fixed
order were loosened from their moorings" (Tuchman, 1978, p. 123). The effect was
catasfrophic and, in modem terms, equated to that of a nuclear holocaust on the psyche
of much ofthe human race and its subsequent development (Porter, 1997, pp. 122-123;
Woodman & Dickson, 1996, p. 29). The greatest epidemic to have swept Europe also
resulted in a political, legal and medical coalition of religion and medicine, and it
wrought a sea change in each.
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As satisfectory explanations were not forthcoming from Church or govemment, thefr
positions of power and privilege would have been scrutinised. The plague, therefore,
eroded public acceptance of prior certainties such as the Church, other authorities, and
tradition in general, leading to the emergence of altemative and dissident religious
movements over which the power holders had little or no confrol (Herlihy, 1997, p. 66;
Lyons & Petmcelli, 1987, p. 351). The Church's relative monopoly on religion was
widely threatened, and it responded with increasing campaigns of Inquisitional
persecution against alleged heretics, healers, witches, Jews and others. Thousands of
Jews, who were falsely accused of spreading the disease by poisoning the wells, were
bumt alive in groups throughout Germany (Porter, 1997, p. 125).

The established order was also under academic scmtiny as the late medieval schools
engaged in debate which criticised the philosophical systems developed in the
immediate pre-plague period. The influential theologian, Thomas Aquinas, had then
claimed, firstly, that the universe possessed an underlying order, and secondly, that the
human intellect could achieve at least a partial understanding of fts stmcture. The
nominalists dismissed both of these clauns on the grounds that the human intellect was
lunited and therefore did not have the power to penefrate the metaphysical sttxictures of
the universe. Humans could merely observe events as they occurred, ft was also claimed
that there could be no fixed natural order because the omnipotent power of God allowed
Him to change what He wanted, when He wanted — thus rendering the universe to
control by arbifrary notions, hi the post-plague period it became difficuft to reconcfle
Aquinas's sense of order with the destmctive experience ofthe plague, particularly its
unknown source, unpredictability of appearance, and course (Herlihy, 1997, p. 66).

Lyons and PettaiceUi (1987, p. 351) explain how the Catholic Church offered hope of
healuig for plague victims through the medium of special saints, who were deemed to be
plague specialists. From early in the 13th centtiry, the papacy claimed a monopoly on
saint canonisation, which foUowed a fribunal enquiry into the deceased person's
holiness, and the attainment of conclusive proof of heating mfracles performed either
during, or after, his or her hfe on earth. For example in Italy, Rose of Vfterbo died
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around 1252 with no contemporary recording of her life, and was rediscovered during a
frantic search for heavenly pafrons "when the great epidemic stmck Viterbo in 1450, and
she responded by effecting many cures" (Herlihy, 1997, p. 28). Her later canorusation
tribunal records contain depositions as to her healing miracles. One deposition related to
a 6-year-old boy, Peter Dominus, who in 1450 was exhibiting alleged plague symptoms,
including fever and the sign ofthe plague, but after drinking water that had washed the
hands of Rose's exhumed body, Peter was healed — and Rose was canonised as a saint
(Herlihy, 1997, p. 28).

Martin Luther later criticised the Catholic Church practice of veneration of relics,
particularly ofthe alleged remains of various saints, which could be used for mfracle
healing. Coates (2002) suggests fraudulent activity by the Church, by its claim that
certain specific parts ofthe alleged remains of saints were located at different places at
the same time, and said that "Christ has twelve apostles, and fifteen of them are buried
in Germany" (p. 9). Also, the head of John the Baptist was aUegedly located
simultaneously in Munich and Istanbul (p. 9). As weU as protesting about duplicity,
Coates was concemed that the Church was duping the guflible and desperate with the
promise that their time in purgatory would be reduced by years if they paid considerable
sums of money to see and touch these dubious relics (p. 9). Whereas some observers,
such as Luther, would probably assess these practices as being based on myth, they
played a role in healing. Modem science may suggest that these healings could be due to
the placebo effect.

As medical explanations for the Black Death are still inconclusive, attention has been
given to social and political fectors, particulariy from the perspectives of Malthusianism
and Marxism. Thomas Malthus (1798: Essay on the Principle of Population — cfted in
Heriihy, 1997, p. 31) theorised that human populations would grow beyond the
capacities of their food supphes, and "positive checks" such as femines, epidemics, and
wars would reduce tiie population to supportable levels. The application of this theory to
the Black Death is supported by evidence that Europe was previously overcrowded, that
food prices had risen steeply, and that famines had occurred. A severe famine would.
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theoretically, generaUy reduce bodily resistance to disease, as Simon de Couvin of
France states, "the one who was poorly nourished by unsubstantial food fell victim to the
merest breath ofthe disease" (Heriihy, 1997, p. 32). With the worid population currently
experiencmg rapid growth, there may be opportunities to assess the significance ofthe
Malthusian theory that populations grow relentlessly into crisis.

Herlihy, (1997, pp. 35-37) claims that Marxism is in conflict with Malthusianism, as ft
holds that exploitation, not overpopulation, of workers is the major source of their
misery, so the remedy lies primarily in insurrection, hi 1976, Guy de Bois developed an
elaborate Marxian model of social and political change for the late Middle Ages, and
concluded that a "crisis of feudal renf was the major problem of the time. From a
Marxist perspective there was a contradiction in the feudal system, as the peasants
confrolled the actual production and distribution ofthe harvest, taking care ofthe needs
of thefr family first, and virtually paying a rent that they could afford. Around 1315,
total rental income declined, and the increased rental received from newly opened
marginal land was insufficient to compensate for reductions in other rents. The lords
sought new sources of income and actually stole resources from peasants and others, and
even engaged in kidnap for ransom through hastily arranged wars, which were mainly
opportunities for theft. To fimd the wars, new taxes had to be collected from the
peasants, and the tax collectors tended to acqufre what the military pillagers left behind
— thus devastating the population (p. 37).

The Malthusian and Marxist theories indicate how individuals might have avoided
and/or survived a disease as mfectious and debilitating as the Black Death. Both theories
claim that, immediately prior to the Black Death, populations were sfressed and
weakened by, amongst other things, food shortages, which made them less resistant to
disease. The fact that so many people survived suggests that those who managed to
maintain high levels of resistance to disease might have increased their survival chances.
It is for reasons such as these that the natural medicine paradigm is influenced by
theories relating to resistance, immunity, and vitalism.
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hi the post-plague debates, the unexplained and irrational experiences ofthe plague were
compared with the rational power of the human mmd. Irrational "nature" came to be
seen as something to be subdued and confrolled by the rational mind. The plague
became a catalyst for a major shift in human perception in areas such as science,
medicine, attitudes towards women, the alleged divine purpose ofthe rigidly confroUed
patriarchal order, the purpose of life and death, and general philosophy and religion. The
Cathohc Church and its sometimes-dissident aflies and rivals in the secular power
centres responded to the political aftermath of the plague by seeking totalitarian
ideological confrol ofthe population. Their primary aim was to repair the damage to the
credibility ofthe established order, and to suppress the burgeorung independent religious
movements. This stmggle for power became the major conflict ofthe age (Woodman &
Dickson, 1996, pp. 30-31).

This desire to confrol extended to general issues relating to life and death, and more
specifically to women and human bodies. Sexuality was seen to be irrational, and
therefore needed to be subdued and rigorously controlled. The natural universe
increasingly became a target of confrontation, and its dominance became an expression
of human power, as attempts were made to put distance between people and the forces
of death. E. F. Schumacher says that "the old science looked upon nature as God's
handiwork and man's mother; the new science tends to look upon nature as an adversary
to be conquered or a resource to be quarried and exploited" (Woodman & Dickson,
1996, p. 31).

The subjection and confrol of women by men did not occur in a philosophical vacuum.
The Jewish moming prayer for men sets the basic negative tone ofthe patriarchal
religions towards women: "Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King ofthe Universe, who
hast not made me a woman" (Mishnah Peah, Ch. 1). The early Christian church adopted
this anti-female perspective, describing woman variously as "the gate of Hell, the
confiision of man, an insatiable beast, a continuous anxiety, an incessant warfare and a
daily min". By "a decree ofthe Council of Auxerre (A.D. 578), women on account of
their impurity were forbidden to receive the sacrament into their naked hands" (Gage,
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1893, p. 57). Saul of Tarsus, in 1 Corinthians 7, provides an opinion that marriage is
merely better tiian buming, and suggests that marriage is an obstacle to spiritual
development, hi verses 3 to 8 of chapter 11 thereof, he casts women as secondary and
subservient to man, as man is subservient to God. In 14, verses 34 and 35, he binds
women to sflence in Christianity, saying that it is shameflil for them to speak in church.
In 1 Timothy 11:14, he suggests that women may be the cause of sin.

The medieval Church took misogyny to the fiirthest extent possible. It "elevated sexism
to a point of principle: the Malleus (Kramer & Sprenger, 1486, p. 117) declares, 'When
a woman thinks alone she thinks evil'" (Ehremeich & English 1973, p. 26). The
misogyny of the Church is evidenced by the post-plague witch craze, and also by its
theory that women played no part in the biological, physical or other development of a
baby. In intercourse, the male purportedly deposits in the female a homunculus, or "little
person", complete with soul, which is merely housed in the womb for rune months, and
which does not acquire any attributes ofthe mother. The homunculus reaches safety
only in the hands of a male priest, in baptism, which ensures the salvation of its
immortal soul. "Another depressing fantasy of some medieval religious thinkers was that
upon resurrection aU human beings would be rebom as men!" (p. 26).

Ehrenreich and English (1973) continue:
The church associated women with sex, and all pleasure in sex was
condemned, because it could only come from the devil. Witches were
supposed to have gotten pleasure from copulation with the devfl (despite
the icy-cold organ he was reputed to possess) and they in tum infected
men. Lust in either man or wife, then, was blamed on the female. On the
other hand, witches were accused of making men impotent and of causing
their penises to disappear ... of giving contraceptive aid and ...
performing abortions ... In the eyes ofthe church, aU the witches' power
was ultimately derived from her sexuality. Her career began with
intercourse with the devil, (p. 26)
In the aftermath ofthe plague, sexual woman, the sensual and reproductive part ofthe
feminine, became identified with cormption and death, while at the same time the
worship of the asexual Vfrgin increased to unprecedented heights (Woodman &
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Dickson, 1996, p. 33). This anti-sexual orientation not only took hold ofthe Catholic
Church, but prevailed in the protestant churches too, as Luther and other protestant
refonmers expostulated repeatedly on the sins of cormption ofthe flesh.

As the Catholic theories that iUness was punishment for sin, and sex was influenced by
the Devil, were widely accepted, fear of contracting a sexually transmitted disease
resulted in discrimination against those perceived to be so infected. Leprosy provided
such a focus, whereby the Church provided more of a religious than a medical diagnosis,
by incorrectly clauning that ft arose from the sin of lust, and was therefore spread by sex
(Porter, 1997, p. 122). Also, the other disfiguring contagion, syphitis, provided a vehicle
for the promotion of the puritanical anti-sexual tone of much religious and moral
commentary in late medieval and early modem Europe (Porter, 1997, p. 175).

Taylor (1965, pp. 145-146) reinforces the impression ofthe Church's fimdamental antisexuality with reference to homosexuality, which it opposed because it satisfied carnal
lust and yielded bodily pleasure, not because it was abnormal or urmatural. The
perceived role of sex was merely to ensure the continuation ofthe human race, so other
sexual activity was urmecessary, and its associated pleasure was condemned. Sexual
activity was even severely restricted within marriage, which was declared to be a less
blessed state than vfrginity. Some Christians even thought that progress to spiritual
ascent depended upon renunciation of all ofthe pleasures of life, so arranged for their
own casfration (Pagels, 1995, pp. 157-161).

Behringer (1996, p. 87) claims that sexual repression was central to the gender politics
ofthe era, especially once compulsory celibacy had been imposed on the higher clergy
in 1022 (Gmn, 1982, p. 128). The first generation of bishops to be seriously confronted
by celibacy and enforced sexual segregation were those who composed the generation of
early witch hunters. The witchcraft persecutions are generally viewed as an instmment
of religious conflict. However, it is probable that the associated severe radical solutions
infroduced by these bishops were conditioned by the fanatical severity of their
upbringmg. The Church theorised that the purpose of life on Earth was to provide a
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preparation for the life that would follow death. As the majority of those who died
would face eternal torture and damnation in hell, life in this world was a very serious
affair: "a vale of blood and tears". In this pessimistic atmosphere, it was a culpable
heresy to hold that more than a tiny mmority were likely ever to escape hell fires, and
laughter and rejoicing were considered to be inviting the "fires of Etemity. 'He who fees
ajoculator', ft was held, 'fees the Devfl'" (Hughes, 1952, p. 60).

Bodily pride provided another shortcut to hell, so Roman hygiene gave way to pious
dirt. When St Bridget revealed her vision that Christians might, without offence, wash
twice a month, the news was received with a sense ofthe miraculous. As the end ofthe
world could come at any time, there was a need to be always ready for this eventuality.
Those desperately in search of salvation willingly sought fasting, flagellation, and
maceration of every kind. The former oneness with nature was replaced by the desire of
the Church to impose a oneness with God, through a formula of perutence and
absolution (Hughes 1952, pp. 60-61).

The early Christians tumed away from nature, life, sex and the amoral excesses ofthe
Roman Empire, and gave much — probably neurotic — attention to sexual sin, and took
pride in sexual abstention, continence and celibacy (Pagels, 1995, p. 121). The Roman
pagan religion had identified the divine with nature, and its gods were seen as
embodying natural and supematural forces. The Christian separation from nature was
recognised by the influential early Christian writer Tatian, for example, when he
identified "with the God who stands beyond nature" (Pagels, 1995, pp. 126-132), thus
elaborating the foundation ofthe separation between soul and the world, which evolved
to the separation of spirit and matter, and later to the separation of mind and body.

For millermia, nature had been accepted as a positive force, and as the mother of all life
— yet til medieval Christendom, the rehgious power-holders insisted that their followers
reject nature and all, or at least many, of the pleasures of life, and spend their lives
preparing for the period following thefr death. The Cathohc Church therefore focused
positively on death and negatively on life, to the extent that the irrational and probably
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hysterical fear of life that the Church and its followers experienced might have caused
iU-health to many. This claim would be supported by Traditional Chinese Medicine
theory, where such an extended imbalance ofthe emotion of fear could cause general or
specific disharmony, with an extensive range of potential medical signs and symptoms.

If the Black Death was a divine punishment for sin, then the sin ofthe 14th century
Europeans was to live their lives contrary to the laws of nature. This included dominant
negative thought pattems, living cheek-by-jowl with domestic and farm artimals,
hygiene considerations arising from "pious dirt", inadequate sanitation, poor nutrition
and a lack o^ and fear of, general happiness and joy.

4.6 Crusade to Control Natural IMedicine
The major mystery ofthe Inquisition is why so many people were executed for afleged
crimes that they probably committed only in the imagirungs of others. According to
Harris (1975, pp. 221, 225) the answer is probably found in the desfre ofthe Church and
the govemment to suppress outbreaks of European Christian messianic fervour, which
arose in the post-plague period, and which — although dfrected against the monopoly
power and wealth of the rating classes — produced the Protestant Reformation.
However, the suppression may also be viewed as a straggle between masculine and
feminine elements of society, as the male Catholic hierarchy and its patriarchal aUies
attacked the focal role of wise women and other folk healers. From this perspective there
are two major contests for dominance: religious and medical. The first was between the
male dommant Catholic branch ofthe masculine Christian rehgion, and the relatively
feminine pagan religions; the second was between male, university-trained physick and
the female-dominant natural medicine. In both of these contests the masculine elements
were active whilst the feminine were passive.
Political acts of oppression, contempt for human rights, and mass murder were not
invented by the Catholic Church, ft was merely one of many organisations — including
religions and governments — which committed such acts from, at least, the time of
ancient Egypt (Icke, 1994, pp. 74-88). The tone of suppression is conveyed in the Bible,
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which describes several instances of mass murder, enslavement and bmtality conducted
by and against the ancient Israelftes, in a manner that appears to regard such atrocities as
acceptable behaviour. However, the Holy Roman Catholic and Apostolic Church set
new standards for the mass murder of humans, by the slaughter of numerous specifically
targeted individuals over such a long period of time — about 300 years — in a
widespread and ideologically coordinated campaign. Such tactics were later to feature
prominently in Westem European empires, in Stalinism and Nazism. Icke estimates that
"the number who perished as a resuft ofthe Christian religion must easily pass 100
miUfon" (p. 77).

The witch-hunt propaganda and processes firstly distracted and then repressed and
disempowered the peasantry, as it shifted responsibility for the crises of late medieval
society from the power holders to imaginary demons in human form. Preoccupied with
the fantastic activities of these alleged demons "the disfraught, alienated pauperised
masses blamed the rampant Devil instead of the cormpt clergy and the rapacious
nobility" (Pagels, 1995, p. 225). Thus, the witch-hunts form one example of a long line
of measures — bread and circuses, wars and foreign adventures — used to disfract the
masses from focussing on the real sources of their misery. Instead of maintaining
personal responsibility for thefr own lives, and recognising the role ofthe mling classes
in continually draining thefr resources, the peasantry and the urban poor came to accept
that they were being victimised by witches and devfls, who were the cause of all their
problems (Pagels, 1995, p. 237).

The witches were convincingly blamed for all societal problems, including the plague,
so rich and poor atike could only admfre the bravery ofthe authorities as they battled
with this evil. The nobflity and the clergy came to be seen as the protectors of mankind,
which was sufficient reason to justify the payment of taxes and church tithes, especially
if they were perceived to be well spent. "You could actually see the authorities doing
something to make life a little more secure; you could actually hear the witches screarn
as they went down to hell" (Pagels, 1995, p. 237).
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The joint ecclesiastical and secular totaUtarianism ofthe Middle Ages was supported by
the definition of heresy, which involved publicly holding opinions different from, or
attackmg, the laws ofthe faith. Gratian's Decretum, of about 1140, explained that by
preferring their own opinions, tiie heretics showed intellectual arrogance towards
knowledgeable clerics and were guilty of high freason (Ulhnann, 1966, p. 37). ft is
ironical that the Decretum included the Canon Epscopi, from around 900, which
declared witchcraft to be nothing more than an illusion (Guiley, 1989, p. 52).

Starhawk (1982, pp. 203-204) observes that the collective consequences of the
destraction of trast within the peasantry were numerous. The bonds of peasant-labourer
cultures were fragmented, and the power of women to resist male domination was
weakened. As healers were focal role models who provided community and individual
models of knowledge, competence, and worth, healing was a vitally important part of
peasant culture. The destraction ofthe culture's trast in its healers effectively destroyed
that culture's trast in itself, shattered its cohesive bonds, and exposed it to control from
outside influences. Further, the healers' supplementary role as spiritual leaders placed
them at the cenfre of commuruty organisation and in competition with the church, as
they promoted beliefs ofthe presence of spirit and soul in the world, ofthe sanctity of
nature and all life, and therefore opposition to the exploitation of natural and human
resources.

Lea (1956) blames the Church for the "infinite wrongs committed on the Jews during the
Middle Ages ... and for the prejudices that are even yet rife in many quarters" (pp. 3536). This is supported by Pagels (1995, pp. 3-34) and Shorto (1997, pp. 182-187) who
place this matter in its political perspective. In order to appease the Romans, the
Christians showed thefr hostility to the Jews by blaming them for Christ's death, when
that claim was inserted into the gospel of Matthew after the crashing of the Jewish
Revolt and destraction of the Jerasalem temple in 70 CE. The appeasement proved
beneficial when, after Constantuie experienced an alleged vision of Christ in 311, he
won a decisive battle for Rome under the banner ofthe cross, thereby guaranteeing "that
the cross ofthe peaceful messiah would preside over the deaths of untold millions of
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Christian soldiers and thefr enemies down to the present day" (Harris, 1975, p. 203).
Later, Constantfrie established the Catholic Church as the rehgion ofthe Roman Empire.

In order to destabUise the populace, the Inquisition publicly inflicted much physical and
mental torture and agonising death over three centuries. However, this was only one part
of a wider propaganda campaign which also generated psychological terror through the
imposftion of religious theories — designed to control all aspects of human life through
fear and guift — and which related to sin, heaven and hell, etemal torture in hell and the
"saving" sacraments. Starhawk (1982, pp. 189-196) claims that the peasantry were
fiirther disempowered by the abolition oftiieirtraditional land rights and by the tendency
to professionalise work. The post-plague labour scarcity provided opportunities for
expropriation of land by the abolition of traditional peasant rights of access for
subsistence activities. Consequently, labour-efficient mono-cropping or grazing could be
infroduced — thus separating many surviving peasants from the land they knew.
Further, the post-plague free market saw the development of a cash economy, whereby
goods and services were fraded for money values, reflecting the erosion of the fixed
feudal order of mutual obligations. Also, all crafts, trades and skills — including those
that had once been carried out as informal or unfraded functions of community
relationships — tended to become professionalised, so that services, including medical
services, were offered for cash. Consequently, university-trained physicians usurped the
role previously performed by wise women and curming folk (Starhawk, 1982, pp. 199205). As the peasantry became more individualistic than collective, the stage was set for
the later development of capitalism.

The frony for the Catholic Church is that by fi^gmenting the collective unconsciousness
ofthe peasantry it created the conditions for an individualism that would be even more
difficult to control. The mass printing ofthe vemacular Bible fri 1453 allowed people to
read it for themselves, thus breaking the Church's monopoly on Christian irfformation.
This laid the foundations ofthe successfiil Protestant Reformation, which resulted in the
fi:acturing of Christianity into thousands of separate churches and the gaining of
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individual freedoms. The vemacular printing of the Bible was "one of the most
successful blows ever strack against manipulative secrecy" (Saul, 1992, p. 43).

It is clear that particular organisations of human beings have in the last thousand years
tortured and murdered great masses of other human beings. It is also clear that many
other people have been sorely oppressed, and suffered humiliating disempowerment at
the hands of certain power holders. The welfare of the powerless has often been
disregarded by power holders, many of whom seem to place a low value on human life
and human rights. So much of this oppression and exploitation of humans has occurred,
that it may be regarded by some to be a normal state of affairs, and even natural for
humans to act in this way. Those of this view may even believe that these actions are
part of biological and/or cultural evolution, and use this as justification for cooperating,
possibly for thefr own benefit, with the powerfiil — even though they do not necessarily
support thefr excesses. However, in the midst of such oppression in the Middle Ages,
some people maintained philosophical beliefs which were opposed to all breaches of
human rights and attracted to themselves the wrath ofthe power holders. Many of these
people also happened to be natural medicine healers who, as a class, were pursued
relentlessly.

It is sigruficant that practitioners ofthe antecedents of biomedicine, however, chose a
contrary position and actively supported the power holders, at least in the formal
proceedings — allegedly for thefr own financial and status benefits. The direct role of
some physicians in that holocaust may well have been small, and coerced, given the
totalitarian conditions of the time, but their tribunal role required, for 300 years, an
attitude of arrogance and disrespect for the rights of the accused. This support of
suppression of human rights, and the placing of a low value on human life, fatally
compromised their profession's morality and ethics, yet yielded corporatisation of
physick and increased market share. It is theorised that this climate flowed into the
questionable physick general practice, and was represented by the many practitioners
who remained arrogant, aloof and distant from their clients, who suffered humiliating
disempowerment in physick practice, especially as fts iatrogenic ilhiess rates increased.
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It is theorised that this climate that pervaded physick — originaUy the medicme ofthe
medieval rating classes — accompanied its cultural evolution to the heroic practices of
the 19th century, and continued through to biomedicine. It is fiirther theorised that
biomedical practice is fundamentally flawed by a culture of arrogance, and indifferent
attitudes to the value of human life and human rights, as evidenced by its iafrogenic and
nosocomial statistics — particularly in relation to the workuig class — which have
evolved from its Middle Ages antecedents.

4.7 The Practical Politics of Professionalising Physick
Although Church-approved medicine was monopolised by the monasteries — where
prirrutive medical care involving prayer, first aid and simple herbalism were provided —
the professionalisation of physick commenced with Church-supervised education in
medieval schools and universities. The gradual separation of Church and medicine
followed the Lateran Council of 1215 which, although restricting physicians to
practicing under the direct supervision of a priest, also prohibited clerics from practicing
surgery or studying medicine — thus establishing the boundaries ofthe new profession.
The enthusiastic use ofthe profession by senior clerics in the 14th century partially
overcame the theory that sickness was punishment for sin. Physick began as an urban
service, while in the countryside the peasantry continued to rely on self-healing or folk
medicine (McVaugh, 1997, pp. 60-63; Porter, 1997, pp. 110-120).

Even before the witch-hunts, physicians participated in State mechanisms of social
control. By 1300, physicians were involved in medico/legal proceedings such as
diagnosing leprosy, which resulted in loss of freedom for individuals. They were also
involved in the huge French hotels which developed the hospice concept into
institutions, housing the aged, orphans, widows, prostitutes, the disabled, lunatics,
imbeciles, petty thieves, and other social nuisances, and which had compulsory
detention powers (McVaugh, 1997, pp. 60-61). Following the Black Death, the public
role of physicians expanded with the creation of local health boards having
responsibflity for confrofling epidemics, and empowered to confine or segregate irffected
people and impose restrictions on public movement (Park, 1997, pp. 71-72). These
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public roles enhanced the profession's credibility and increased fts socio-political power;
eventuaUy, professional associations arose, "ostensibly aimed at establishing standards
... but in fact largely concemed with guaranteeing or expanding their own authority and
market share" (Park, 1997, pp. 72-73).

Park (1997, pp. 68-69) claims that the invention of printing in the 15th century
facilftated the printing of medical texts for professional and domestic use. One result
was that domestic and estate herbalism revived and expanded as a women's pursuit,
providing further competition for professional physick, and the folk healers who
persisted despite the Inquisition. Until the chemical pharmacopoeia developed m the
19th and 20th centuries, herbs continued to provide the main ingredients of physick
remedies, and were sold independently by the growing urban profession of the
apothecary. Physick also had to compete with religious healing, which was popular
among all classes, and various other disciplines which arose at various times.

During the Renaissance, classical herbal formulas were prepared by physicians and
apothecaries from newly translated ancient writings, so even after the Inquisition,
professional physick continued to benefit from original natural medicine sources. Also,
the herbal pharmacopoeia was expanded as new medicinal plants, from other natural
medicine paradigms, arrived from the newly established trading posts and colonies in the
Americas and the East (Griggs, 1997, pp. 36-39, 117). Herbal remedies were prepared
as either one or two herb "simples", or as multi-ingredient compound "Galenicals"
(Porter, 1997, pp. 190-191).

According to Porter (1988, p. 3), jealousy of increasingly prominent, prestigious rivals
played a major part in the response of professional physicians to the apothecaries and
nostram merchants ofthe 18th century. The latter formed a new medical movement, a
"business sector of medicine" which sold its services and products on the open market,
using new sales techniques and aggressive advertising. Fear of loss of market share was
allegedly as vital a component of professional concems about standards in the 18th
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century as ft is in the early 21st century, as corporatised biomedicme inveighs its formal
and relentless campaign against natural medicine and its remedies.

Descendants of remedies originally developed by Galen were widely used by physicians
and apothecaries untfl the end ofthe 18th century, and were referred to as Galenicals.
Griggs (1997, pp. 106-119) refers to them as "horrid electuaries" because of thefr
constituents, which often included various unsavoury and potentially toxic elements
including heavy metals such as mercury, and human and animal body parts or excreta,
and because of questionable hygiene preparation standards. These questionable remedies
were developed by those who had diverged from natural medicine, from Galenism to
physick. Eventually, the healing power of genuine herbal simples was largely lost to
physick, although it continued to prosper in raral natural medicine practice, and was
recorded in domestic medicine handbooks (Anon, of LCP 1794; Griggs, 1997, p. 111).

The excesses of remedies with questionable ingredients, along with violent purgative
chemicals and other poisons, culminated during the 18th century in a vast profusion of
apothecaries, nostram-mongers and others peddling patent remedies of dubious efficacy
(Porter, 1988, pp. 5-6). The excesses of that century's imregulated irregulars and quacks
seem to have influenced Hahnemann's development of homeopathic remedies (Porter,
1997, p. 270) which contain either minuscule quantities — mere molecules — of one
pure ingredient, or nothing but its "vibrational imprinf.

4.8 Conclusions
From early in the Middle Ages, formal medical practice and education were confrolled
by the Church, initially through fts monasteries, and later through Church-supervised
education in medieval schools and universities. The 14th century European plague
known as the Black Death caused so much misery and death that survivors questioned
the plague's purpose, and as satisfactory answers were not forthcoming, the traditional
roles of Church and govemment were challenged.
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The Church's response involved increasing campaigns of Inquisitional persecution,
usually involving torture and death, against alleged heretics, healers, witches, Jews and
others. This wholesale slaughter of so many people, over 300 years, occurred with the
fiill cooperation of the profession of medieval physick, who were rewarded with
corporatism of their questionable and problematic Galeruc medical paradigm. The
resultant class repression of women, many of whom were involved in healing, drove the
practice of natural medicine underground, allowing the newly corporatised physick to
increase its market share. However, the informal European natural medicine paradigm
continued to be preserved, predominantly by female healers.

Whereas the European peasantry had previously been united in cooperative pursuits, the
divide-and-rule strategy ofthe power holders tumed peasants against each other, and as
they became disfracted, repressed and then disempowered, they grew increasingly
dependent upon the power holders. Also, as the post-plague free market developed a
cash economy, which fiirther eroded the feudal order of mutual obligations, the
peasantry became even more individualistic than collective, and the stage was set for the
later development of capitalism.
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CHAPTER 5
FROM PHYSICK TO BIOMEDICINE
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 4, the suppression of natural medicine in the Middle Ages by
the Church and govemment, and their corporatisation of Galenic physick, led to
increased usage of physick in Europe. As physick became more professional, it further
separated from natural medicine as its practitioners participated in govemment
mechanisms of social control and exercised power over the populace. This chapter will
examine how the divide between natural medicine and physick widened — as the
physick paradigm moved away from Galenist influences, religious and spiritual theories,
and natural folk concepts, and incorporated evolving scientific thought including the
Cartesian-Newtonian paradigm of materiatist science — as it evolved to become
biomedicine.

5.2 Physick and the Power of the Church
After the fall ofthe Roman Empire, Westem Europeans experienced two separate and
distinct historical periods, commonly referred to as the Dark Ages (about 400 to 900
CE), and the Middle Ages (about 900 to 1400). Gribbin (2002) explains that the chaos
which followed the fall of Greece and Rome resulted in the loss of much documentation,
including texts demonstrating the intellectual powers ofthe Ancients, and the building
techniques that produced great Roman architecture such as the Pantheon and the
Colosseum. Because of this, it would have been natural for the Europeans to accept that
the Ancients were intellectually far superior to them, "and to accept the teaching of
ancient philosophers such as Aristotle and Euclid as a kind of Holy Writ, which could
not be questioned" (p. 3). They could have been so overawed, that the Ancients'
knowledge and skill may have appeared to have been "almost of a different species — or
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of gods" (p. 3). This explains why tiie Graeco-Roman fradftion, particularly Galenism,
dominated Westem European medicine beyond the Dark and Middle Ages, until
challenged and, eventually, dissipated.

However, these explanations do not necessarily explain the power of the Church of
Rome over the Westem Europeans. Icke (1994) holds that "with the fall ofthe Roman
Empire, the Christian Church took fts place and the Pope became the equivalent ofthe
Roman Emperor" (pp. 81-82). As the power of tiie Church became total in Rome, ft set
out to desfroy unapproved sources of knowledge, justifymg its actions on the Old
Testament claim that as "Adam had incurred God's wrath by eatmg from the tree of
knowledge, the pursuit of all knowledge outside the Bible was sinful" (p. 82). Further:
The Christians destroyed all the writings ofthe great philosophers. Plato's
Academy and Aristotle's Lyceum were closed and their writings bumed.
The Roman educational system inspfred by Quintilian was dismantled and
the great library at Alexandria became a theological college. Philosophers,
scientists, and school teachers were persecuted ... the hbrary in
Alexandria and all the books it contained were then destroyed. This was
all done in the name of Cyril, the Archbishop of Alexandria. He was later
made a saint, (p. 82)
Icke (1994) also claims that the combination of questionable biblical interpretations, and
fear produced by the Inquisitions, held back human cultural evolution for at least two
millermia, and that "today's scientific establishment is still not as advanced in its overall
understanding of life and creation as were Socrates, Plato, and others in Ancient Greece"
(p. 82). Gribbin (2002) sees the Renaissance (about 1453-1687) as the time when
"Westem Europeans lost thefr awe ofthe Ancients and realised that they had as much to
contribute to civilisation and society as the Greeks and Romans had contributed" (p. 3),
but wonders why it took so long for them to lose thefr inferiority complex.

FoUowing the Black Death, the Catholic Church's relative monopoly confrol of rehgion
and the knowledge market was widely threatened, and it responded with increasing
campaigns of Inquisitional persecution against those who fransmitted knowledge or
ideas without approval (Starhawk, 1982, p. 199). As explained in the previous chapter,
the collaborative fear of the Inquisition, and witches and devils, caused society to
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become marked by mistmst. Individuals became emotionally and socially distanced
from each other in this dangerous period of transftion from ecclesiastical revelatory
totatitarianism, when pioneers of new ideas were still tortured, hanged or bumed ahve
for challenging Rome's rigid revelations (Lea, 1954, pp. 230-257).

Against this background of social dismption, hypocrisy and dissimulation were
necessary survival techniques for hiding the irmer world ofthe individual. The whole
range of human activity, from daily life to polftics, increasuigly became characterised by
the begirmings of role-behaviour, and adoption of hypocrisy as an attitude (Heller, 1978,
pp. 207-208).

Saul (1992, pp. 280-287) discusses these concepts and their evolutionary development
into eventual worship of secrecy in the use of State power, with reference to Sun Tzu,
Machiavelli, Erasmus, Loyola and Richelieu. Hypocrisy during the Renaissance
involved the clear and deliberate employment of ethical confradiction. This applied
equally to those interested in scientific development, and to practitioners of any kind of
medicine. Folk medicine practitioners had to conceal their arts for fear of being bumt as
witches, and physicians had to conceal their collaboration with the murderousness ofthe
Inquisitions, and their iafrogenesis, to masquerade as caring healers. Whereas the
biomedical profession promotes itself as being caring, and acting in the public interest,
the evidence ofthe current epidemics of iatrogenesis and nosocomial illness suggests
otherwise — that this late medieval and Renaissance masquerade is still fraceable as a
significant element in the biomedical culture.

However, even in the repressive inquisitorial climate, some scientists were prepared to
publish thefr work. Gribbin (2002, p. xvii) and Saul (1992, p. 300) agree that the
scientific revolution commenced in 1543 with the pubtication by Vesalius of On the
Structure of the Human Body and by Copemicus of On the Revolutions of Celestial
Bodies, which challenged the concept ofthe flat Earth as the cenfre ofthe universe, and
put the sun at the centre of the planetary system. In 1632, Gatileo (1564-1642)
published his clarification and proof of Copernicus' argument. Dialogue on the Chief
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Systems, for which he was threatened with buming at the stake by the Inquisition, and
forced to recant (Cassirer, 1951, p. 42).

The work of these pioneers eventually made possible the separation of asfronomy from
astrology. Asfrology appears to involve irrational and magical thinking, and astronomy
involves the physical science of exfra-terrestrial mapping and analysis, which requfred
rational thinking processes involving observations, calculations and explanations.
Gribbin (2002) holds that scientific advancement has been influenced more by the
development of technology than by human genius, and that "ft is no surprise that the
start ofthe scientific revolution 'coincides' with the development ofthe telescope and
the microscope" (p. xix).

Cassirer (1951) considers Gatileo's major contribution to the development of reason as
scientific method, was in perceiving the need for "a general foundation of dynamics, of
the theory of nature as such", and as this could not be achieved by direct observation of
nature, "other cognitive means must be evoked .... (to perceive nature as) an original
formative principle which moves from within" (pp. 9, 41). Nature needed to be seen as
distinct and separate from the divine, and needed to be explained on its own terms,
rather than excused as a product of divine whim, fiat or moment-to-moment re-creation.
Galileo also realised that science is written in the language of mathematics (Gribbin,
2002, p. 107).

As the Church of Rome had invested a great deal of political and religious capital in the
theory of the flat Earth as the centre of the universe — with Heaven above and Hell
below — that revolution in astronomy and mathematics amounted to a potitical and
religious revolution of major significance (Gribbin, 2002, pp. 72-103). Eventually, the
Church's closed and fixed system of exclusive definition was replaced, at least in the
scientific community, by an open-ended progressive process of scientific discovery,
description and understanding of reality. As a result, the role of defining what is real,
which had been formerly aUocated by the medieval Church to God — for exclusive
translation, interpretation and transmission through fts officers — was able to be
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performed by the human race, albeit the thinkers of Westem Europe who formed fts
intellectual avant garde.

However, advancements in science are not necessarily

accepted by the populace (Pinker, 2002, p. 2).

Although it was the dream of Renaissance humanists to restore medicine to its Galenic
and Hippocratic purity, in the 17th century this dream was supplanted by a desire to
cease paying "stultifying homage to antiquity" and provide medicine with a fresh start.
Encouragement for this new desire was "drawn from the Reformation: ff Luther could
break with Rome, how could it be impious to demand the reformation of medicine?
Such revolutionary impulses first found expression in the work of the iconoclastic
Paracelsus" (Porter, 1997, p. 201).

5.3 Paracelsianism — A Unique Opportunity for IMedical Unity, Lost?
Phflippus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim (1493-1541) was better known as
Paracelsus, and is generally accepted as being sigruficant in the evolution of European
natural medicine paradigms, theories and practice (Griggs, 1997, pp. 40—42). Some in
the natural medicine movement see him as holding great status, as exemplified in a 1982
address to the British Medical Association, when the Prince of Wales reminded the
gathering that Paracelsus had become, and remained, the pafron saint of altemative
medicine and that "we could do worse than to look ... at the principles he so desperately
believed in, for they have a message for our time; a time in which science has tended to
become estranged from nature" (Porter, 1997, p. 204). By this address, the Prince of
Wales was following a precedent of European royal support for natural medicine which
commenced, at least, with Henry VIE (1491-1547) (Griggs, 1997, p. 51), and continues
with the use of homeopathy and other natural medicine therapies by the current British
royal family.

Critics of Paracelsus' status in natural medicine history claim that "in his localism and
advocacy of heavy-metal remedies, Paracelsus was a far cry from the kind of holisfn
praised by today's altemative medicine fans" (Porter, 1997, p. 204). Porter is partially
correct. Natural medicine has continued to evolve post-Paracelsus, but ft has done so by
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retaining much of the validated philosophy, theory and practice of those, and even
earlier times. For example, his use of heavy metal poisons such as mercury and
antimony was based on a common Swiss-German folk medicine belief at the time —
that like is cured by like — the effects of a poison may be remedied by doses of another
poison. As Paracelsus said: "It depends only on the dose whether a poison is a poison or
nof (Griggs, 1997, p. 47). Three centuries later, the theory that "like is cured by like"
evolved to a different application, to become the "Law of Similars" of modem
homeopathy.

When Paracelsus was 9 years old, his Swiss father became town physician and a teacher
in a lead mirting school in Karinthia. His father taught him botany, medicine and natural
philosophy, and at around the age of 20, he briefly studied medicine in Iraly before
becoming a wandering student. He acquired a taste for the esoteric, and proudly attained
medical knowledge from artisans, miners, tramps, butchers and barbers (Porter, 1997, p.
201). He said that a "physitian ought not to rest only in that bare knowledge which thefr
schools teach, but to leam of old women, Egyptians, and suchlike persons; for they have
greater experience in such things than all the Academians" (Griggs, 1997, p. 48). His
interest in alchemy grew as he became interested in occupational diseases — firstly the
effects of lead on the health of miners in Karinthia; and later, the effects of mercury on
miners in Slovenia. He became convinced "of the workings of invisible powers as
spiritual intercessors between God and man in an enchanted cosmos" (Porter, 1997, p.
201).

His irregular education provided Paracelsus with a perspective different from that of
university medical curricula, thus aUowing him the freedom to become the scourge of
the establishment as he repudiated Galenism and developed new theoretical concepts of
disease and treatment. His concem for iafrogenesis and the failings of accepted medical
paradigms was clear: "When I saw that nothing resulted from (doctors') practice but
killing and laming, I determined to abandon such a miserable art and seek trath
elsewhere" (cited in Porter, 1997, p. 202). He was also concemed that quality medicine
ought to be available to the poor: "The physician's duty is to heal the sick, not to enrich
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the apothecary" (cited ui Griggs, 1997, p. 40). His years of practical medical work in the
field provided him with unusually wide experience in chronic and occupational disease,
epidemics, field surgery and syphilis, as well as general practice. Because of this
background, he became contemptuous of doctors who leamed exclusively out of books
(Griggs, 1997, pp. 40-42).

Whereas Paracelsus subverted the dominant medical paradigms as he broke with the
past. Porter (1997) claims that his theories may not be considered to be part ofthe
emerging new science that evolved to biomedicine, because their mystical and esoteric
content, includmg foU<: remedies, closely reflected a separate path. He was also open to
peasant spiritual beliefe and developed new chemical theories, dividing the hidden
natural powers of all substances into classifications of "sulphur", "mercury" and "saft",
but his:
fimdamental conviction was that nature was sovereign, and the healer's
prime duty was to know and obey her. Nature was illegible to proud
professors, but clear to plus adepts. His teachings on remedies thus drew
on the popular doctrine of signatures to identify curative powers: the
orchid looked like a testicle to show it would heal venereal maladies, the
plant eyebright {Euphrasia officinalis) had been made to resemble a blue
eye to show it was good for eye diseases .., trath was to be found not in
musty folios but in the fields, and in one's heart, (p. 202)
In 1526, Paracelsus became town physician and professor of medicine in Basel, and his
revolutionary fervour was evident when he lectured to the medical faculty in German,
instead of the customary Latin, and wore his alchemist's leather apron in place of
academic robes. He also refused to teach Galeruc or Hippocratic theories, as he beheved
that experience and intuitive insight would disclose the secrets of disease. Also, he
publicly bumed Avicerma's Canon, the Bible of leamed medicine, along with various
Galenic texts (Griggs, 1997, p. 43; Porter, 1997, pp. 202-203). Paracelsus' revolutionary
tone and content were popular with students, but when the faculty denied him access to
the lecture hall, derued him the right to send forward candidates for the doctorate, and
questioned his qualifications, the students drifted away from him, afi:aid of
compromising their graduation (Griggs, 1997, pp. 43-44).
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Paracelsus was generally concemed with iafrogenesis, particularly that which was
caused by the ovemse of guaiac and mercury in the treatment of syphilis, which was
widespread. However, he believed that both could be therapeutic, and actually cure —
but orfly in small, carefiilly calculated doses. His attempts to publish his theories were
suppressed by the Dean of the Medical Faculty at Leipzig, following representations
from the suppliers of guaiac and mercury, whose sales would have reduced considerably
if Paracelsus' theories had gained widespread support. He was soon forced to leave
town. He was particularly critical of imports of unproven exotic herbs, and "the unholy
alliance of medicine with commerce at the patient's expense always made Paracelsus
angry, and he repeatedly denounced i f (Griggs, 1997, p. 45). Paracelsus supported
many folk medicine beliefe, including that there was no need to fravel far to find the
remedy for a disease as medicinal plants grew where they were needed. Paracelsus said,
that '^hey want medicaments from overseas and better things grow in thefr own garden"
(cited in Griggs, 1997, p. 47).

According to Comad, Neve, Nutton, Porter, and Wear (1995, p. 313) and Porter (1997,
p. 203) the. significance of Paracelsus lay hi his pioneering of a natural phflosophy based
on chemical principles, whereby salt, sulphur and mercury were regarded as superior
primary substances because they were, in alchemical termmology, "male" — that is,
active and spiritual — whereas the elements of the Aristotelian-Galenic system of
qualfties, elements and humours were relatively "female" and passive. Paracelsus did not
totally discard the older system, but merely considered his new theories to be superior
He theorised tiiat his tri-prima ought to be understood, not as material substances, but as
principles. For example:
solidity or consistency were represented by saft; inflammability or
combustibility by sulphur; and spfrituousness or volatility by mercury.
Drawing on the occuft, he associated diseases with the spirits of particular
minerals and metals: "When you see erysipelas, say there is vitriol. When
you see cancer, say there is colcothar" (peroxide of fron). But he also
boldly deployed metals and mmerals — mercury, antimony (stibium),
iron, arsenic, lead, copper and sulphur — for therapeutic purposes,
together with laudanum (tincture of opium). (Porter, 1997, p. 203)
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Paracelsus theorised "that every disease has a specific extemal cause and is an entity in
its own righf (Conrad et al., 1995, p. 315) and that this appears to mirror a modem
concept, which is sometimes referred to as the ontological theory of disease. He also
described dissection as worthless "dead anatomy", as it could not reveal how the living
body fimctioned, and proposed that "trae physiology had to discover the nourishment
each body part needed" (Conrad et al., 1995, p. 315; Porter, 1997, pp. 203-204). This is
in accord with ancient Chinese medical theory that each of the separate bodily organs
and fiinctions respond to a particular type of nourishment from various foods and tastes.
Modem Westem science is slowly discovering this reality. Paracelsus also theorised that
"to fathom pathology, stellar influences had to be probed and the presence of abnormal
quantities of salt, sulphur and mercury tested ... he countered Galenist constitutionalism
with a new notion of specificity and a pathology of disease as invasion from outside"
(Porter, 1997, pp. 203-204).

Paracelsus taught that tmth was to be found in the "Book of Nature", not libraries, and
wamed: "the more leamed, the more perverted". To him, personal experience was
everything — "he who would explore nature must tread her books with his feet" (Porter,
1997, pp. 204-205). He encouraged creative and original thinking. For example,
whereas Hippocratic medicine regarded gout as a classic humoral imbalance involving
defluxion into the foot, Paracelsus read gout from a chemical rather than a constitutional
perspective, and saw it as a disease of incrastations, and suggested that local extemal
factors, such as the water supply, could produce the characteristic chemical deposits in
the jomts. He further contradicted Galen by expoundmg the therapeutic principle that
"like cured like" (Conrad et al., 1995, p. 315).
Paracelsus disapproved of witchcraft, which was held to be an interaction between the
supematural and the natural, and did not believe that the stars determined human
destiny. He believed that the macrocosm ofthe Urtiverse could affect the health ofthe
microcosm of the human, as they were cormected by God, and that "nature largely
consisted ofthe influences, emanations, and correspondences between the two" (Conrad
etal., 1995,p.316).
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He was committed to the discovery of trath through observation and experiment, which
inspfred the new medicine, emerging with the new science, following his death (Porter,
1997, pp. 204-205). Paracelsus' theories represented a new medical fradition whose
relevance was contained, not only in the new theories and cures, "but their associated
radicalism and incorporation of contemporary medical and cosmological interests"
which was lacking in earlier physick (Conrad et al., 1995, p. 316). Paracelsus' separation
from the path to modem science derives, according to Conrad et al. (1995, p. 315), from
his view that the essence of disease was spiritual, and that the agents of disease could
include toxic emanations from the stars, or minerals from the earth, such as saft.
However, Porter (1997, p. 202) claims that his theories may not be considered to be part
ofthe emerging new science that evolved into biomedicuie, because of their mystical
and esoteric content, which included foUc remedies. Both these references miss the most
important historical point: It was not Paracrelsus (or natural medicine) who separated
from trath or even science; it was evolving science, itself, which separated from the
holistic perspective, for a variety of reasons that may not have included the welfare of
the patient. Paracelsus thought that iafrogenic disease was the worst of felonies and was
a symptom of a medical attitude which lacked genuine care for the welfare of patients.
Griggs (1997) suggests that he "might have been lost for words to express his
indignation at the reckless slaughter for which, over the next three centuries, the new
chemical medicine was to be responsible" (p. 50). As science involves observation,
experimentation and reason, it has accompanied humans through thefr entfre cultural
evolution — from the creation of fire to the use of herbs as medicine. The sigruficance,
here, is that as the new chemical science moved medicine away from nature and spirit,
its problem of iatrogenesis increased, thus raising the question whether these new
theories were based on science or myth.

Paracelsus' most ardent disciple, Joan Baptista van Helmont (1579-1644) was
considered to be a key fransitional figure because his laboratory researches gave medical
chemistry fresh unpetus, whilst retaining fts Christian spiritual vision. He beheved that
"chemical analysis was a means of achieving understandmg of nature and union with
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God, the marriage of an enquiring mind with fervent mysticism" (Porter, 1997, p. 207).
To van Helmont:
every disease had a vital principle of its own {archeus) which could be treated
by a specific medico-spiritual response. Medicines, especially minerals,
targeted the disease and helped the host overcome its archeus. Such views led
him to protest against excessive Galenic blood-letting — since plethora was
not the cause of disease, phlebotomy only wasted the patient's vitality ... the
more chemical aspects of his thinking were absorbed by later medical
chemists (iatrochemists), while his underlying spiritual quest was cast aside.
(Porter, 1997, p. 209)
The Paracelsians were creative in their quest to take their medicine to the ordinary
people. In 1642, Theophraste Renaudot (1584-1653) produced a booklet, The Presence
ofthe Absent, whereby the sick from the provinces could receive diagnosis of illness by
post. They would place a tick beside their symptoms from lists provided, and mark on
body diagrams where they experienced pain (Porter, 1997, p. 209).

Because of his Christianity, Paracelsus' paradigm was appealing to Christian Europe,
particularly in the Reformation era. The ordinary people were attracted to its teachings,
especiafly in its vision of medicine as a charitable vocation: a divine gift for the relief of
suffering (Porter, 1997, p. 209). The Paracelsian association with Christianity has
evolved, within natural medicine, into a flexible theory incorporating many perspectives
of the Hippocratic tenet of the "healing power of nature". Contrary to some former and
current Christian religious theory, for Christians and those of other religious beliefs,
theories of "the healing power of nature" may be viewed as the power of God. For those
with a spiritual conviction without religious beliefs, theories of "the healing power of
nature" are not in conflict with the various spiritual perspectives, whether spirit is seen to
be either part and parcel of all of nature, or essential to a reincarnation or other "soul"
perspective. As the new medical science evolved away from Galenism, Christianity, other
religions, spiritualism and folk medicine, its iatrogenesis suggests that it lost its soul.
Parallel to that evolution, Paracelsian theories coalesced with European folk beliefs, to
evolve as a prominent part of modem natural medicine.
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By opposmg Galenic physick, Paracelsian theory and practice recognised the role of
spirituality m the healfrig process, and advocated the natural medicine perspective of
assisting the body to heal ftself safely and naturally. This also provided a unique
opportunity for the unification of medicine through tiie elimination ofthe dominant and
questionable Graeco/Roman influence. However, the vested interests in the continuance
of Galenic mfluences were many, and included universities, physicians, professional
associations, apothecaries, herb and other remedy growers, collectors, importers and
retailers. Added to these were the numerous mdividuals who had felt insulted by
Paracelsus's strident criticisms over the years. As the Paracelsians rebelled against the
Galenic elite, the resultant divisions fri medicine became professionally scarring, as:
Enghsh monarchs from Elizabeth to Charles fl sometimes supported
unlicensed practitioners against the College of Physicians, while in France
the Court afforded shelter to Paracelsian physicians ... against the
hidebound Paris feculty. Thereafter medicine could rarely show a united
professional front, and tended to factionatise. (Porter, 1997, p. 209)
The new science eventually supplanted the Galenic influences, but its fiirther separation
from nature rendered unification with natural medicine problematic.

5.4 Culpepper — Herbs for the IMasses
The shortage of trained physicians in England in the 17th century advantaged the
wealthy members ofthe College of Physicians, who protected thefr frade secrets, even
from the apothecaries, by printing medical information in Latin. However, one
apothecary, Nicholas Culpepper (1616-54), who had read Latin at imiversity, found this
protectionism exploitive, absurd and contemptible, and criticised the physicians for their
callous indifference to the poor, and their medical ignorance, particularly in relation to
Enghsh medicinal herbs (Griggs, 1997, pp. 91-93). According to Porter (1997),
Culpepper supported the Paracelsian opposition to the use of Latin in medicine, as he
believed Latin to be the tongue of monopoly, greed and obscurantism, fri 1649 he
daringly produced an unauthorised translation of the College of Physicians' Latin
Pharmacopoeia, as he also considered the College's monopoly on medical irfformation
to be unchristian "because it drove up the costs of medical treatment beyond the pockets
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ofthe poor" (p. 210). He later produced several other books, including his English
Physician, which contained "a Compleat Method or Practice of Physic, whereby a Man
may preserve his Body in Health, or cure himself when sick, with such things one-ly as
grown in England, they being most fit for Enghsh Bodies" (Griggs, 1997, p. 94). This
became known as Culpepper's Herbal, and revised editions are still in print. The Herbal
prescribed over 500 plants for a wide range of diseases, and since then English medical
books have been written mainly in the vemacular (Porter, 1997, p. 210). hi view of this,
it is notable that Ausfralian doctors were still writing their prescriptions in Latin in the
last half of the 20th century.

Conrad et al. (1995), in referring to Culpepper, theorised that "a political revolutionary
was often a medical revolutionary" and described him as a student of asfrology and
physick and "a prolific writer of popular astrological-chemical medical books" and other
publications (p. 323). As a Puritan and Parliamentarian, he saw politics and medicine
from a radical perspective, and was wounded in the chest by a musket-ball while
fighting in the rebel armies in the Civil War in 1649 (Griggs, 1997, p. 93). He saw
through potitical tyranny, declaring that "priests, physicians, and lawyers most infiinge
the liberty of the Commonwealth". In particular, he castigated "the pride, ignorance,
fearfiilness, uncharitableness, and greed ofthe physicians" (Comad et al., 1995, p. 323).
He received a university education, without graduating, and became apprenticed to an
apothecary before setting up his own practice. Like others, he provided the only
affordable medicine for most local people, seeing up to 40 patients in a moming. He
prescribed low-cost and easily accessible Enghsh herbs, and in this way became a
physician to the London poor. He saw himself as an asttologer and a physician, and in
prescribmg, clauned to consult the motions ofthe planets. Each herb was identified with
one ofthe astrological houses, and he theorised that "the remedies for a disease would
be found either in herbs ofthe house opposite that which caused the disease, or else by
sympathy, with each house curing fts own disease" (Griggs, 1997, pp. 92,94).

The evolution of Paracelsian iafrochemistry assisted the reform of medicine and was
praised by Puritans for being tmly Christian and tiierefore exposing the heathen roots of
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Galenism. Radical proposals, such as those that sought to democratise or abolish the
College of Physicians and fund state-provided health care, were soon forgotten, even
though (it is presumed) Culpepper fought on the winning side in the Civil War.
However, neither the College of Physicians nor Galenic medicine at large regained their
former standing after the Restoration m 1660, especially when, in 1662, Charies H
pafronised the new experimental natural phflosophy by chartering the Royal Society
(Porter, 1997, pp. 210-211). Although Galenism was in sharp decline by the 1660s, the
Paracelsian movement was also on the wane, "being overtaken by or absorbed into
medical-chemical investigations pursued under the banner ofthe 'New Philosophy' and
associated in England with the Royal Society, in France with the Academic Royale des
Sciences, and in Italy with the Accademia del Cimento" (Porter, 1997, pp. 210-211).

5.5 Harvey — Disproving of Galenic Blood Theory
Because of proscription of human dissection, Galen developed his theories of human
anatomy, including blood cfrculation, from the dissection of artimals. Even though his
theories were inaccurate in many ways, they were generally accepted until well into the
16th century (Gribbin 2002, p. 21). However, Galenism and the Graeco/Roman medical
legacy were fiirther subverted by the greatest achievement of Renaissance anatomy
when WiUiam Harvey, who studied in Padua from about the late 1590s to 1602,
demonsfrated the cfrculation of the blood. Harvey's revolutionary work, which
developed a new physiology, built on Versalian anatomy. Later investigators became
convinced that, with the disproving of Galenic blood theory, medical science had to be
put on a new footing (Conrad et al, 1995, p. 325; Porter, 1997, p. 211). Although
Harvey's theories were initially criticised by conservatives, they found favour with
emergmg philosophers such as Rene Descartes (1596-1650), who were promoting the
mechanical philosophy (Porter, 1997, p. 217).

5.6 Bacon — Evidenciary Science
European society had previously been dominated by rigid, dogmatic constraints on
thinking, and from the Renaissance into the Enhghtenment era, the revolutionary growth
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in the unportance of uitellectual orgartisation and method depended on a continued and
increasing secularisation of thought and attitude. Francis Bacon (1561-1626) expressed
the need to:
correct the partiality of axioms and opmions, which are commonly filmed
upon only common and familiar examples ... by following, and as it were
hounding nature in her wanderings, to be able to lead her afterwards to the
same place again. (Bacon, 1861, p. 71)
In order to distance sciencefix)mthe earlier received knowledge and superstition. Bacon
insisted on discarding what could not rest on the production of evidence (Bacon, 1861,
pp. 71-72). Bacon attempted to "trace with increasing clarity the development of a new
form of logic which is not content merely to order and classify the given body of
knowledge but which seeks also to become the tool of research" (Cassirer, 1951,p.253).
Bacon's theories evolved to become the basis ofthe dominant scientific approach in the
following centuries.

The work of Bacon and others was, in epistemological terms, essentially the beginning
of a way of thinking that was to change the relationship between people and the
environment. Whereas that relationship had been severed and distanced by the plague,
the work of Bacon and others maintained that distance, and made it possible to fransform
both nature, and the relationship humans have with it, in the name of progress (Heller,
1978, p. 391).

Early Renaissance thought attempted to separate myth from history and science, and that
"the 'crimical spirit' was not dfrected against myth, but against the historical verification
of myth" (HeUer, 1978, p. 60). There was gradually an epochal shift from a God-cenfred
universe to a man-centred one, in which a more complex irmer life produced an
intellectual detachment from community. This resulted in fticreasing conflict with the
prevailing religious cosmology, since the ground of religion was not to be found in
factual knowledge, but in dogmatic principles, or traths, which uphold a spiritual
certainty, expressed as faith. At the beginning of the 17th century, Cathohcism
dissipated the conflict, through its explanation of its accommodation to capitalism:
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"science must be accepted because — and in so far as ft leads to practical resufts, 'but ft
is still the church that will provide the weltanchauung (worid view)'" (Heller, 1978, p.
88).

5.7 Descartes — The Human as a Machine
Rene Descartes (1596-1650), who became the towering thinker of the Scientific
Revolution, was bom in Normandy and educated by the Jesufts, who introduced him to
mathematics and physics, uicluding Gahleo's work (Porter, 1997, p. 217). He saw that
trae science requfred retiable observation and deduction, and through his commitment to
absolute certainty and clarity, even questioned the fact of his own existence, by
categorically defining the separation of mmd from body (Cahn, 1990, pp. 402-445).
This process may have lent support to the Catholic Church theory ofthe separation of
mind from body, which the Church imposed on the profession of physick as a condition
of its right to practice on the bodies of its patients, leaving matters of the mind,
understood as soul, to the priesthood. In 1641, Descartes published his second great
work, Meditationnes de Prima Philosophia, which elaborated the philosophy built
around his most famous, but not always correctly interpreted Ime, "I think, therefore I
am" (Gribbm, 2002, p. 113).

Descartes was grounded in the complex development of subjectivity in the Renaissance,
which influenced his anchoring ofthe certainty of existence in the act of thinking. He
validated such theories by dividing subjects into clear, distinct and certain definitions of
separate categories. Descartes, says Porter (1997), "regarded medicine as a key to the
natural world" (p. 217) and proposed the mechartical model ofthe human being,
comparing the body's fiinctions to those of clockwork mechanisms. He produced three
major works on the life sciences, and discussed the concepts of mind and matter: "Mind
and matter, he taught, were incommensurable: matter was extended, corpuscular and
quantifiable, mind (or soul) was insubstantial and immortal, the source of consciousness.
The two could (almost) never meet" (p. 217).
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By his categorical splitting of the material and the immaterial, Descartes provided a
momentous historical step, especially for medicine, even though this gift to medical
thought and practice was of powerful potential. This gift — the Descartes or Cartesian
model — resulted in the divided, categorised, separated, mechanistic view of life which,
when established in biology, dominated the attitudes of physicians toward health and
illness, leading to the conceptual foundation of modem scientific medicine —
biomedicine. The human body became regarded as a machine that could be analysed in
terms of its parts, ignoring to some extent, at least, the relationships between those parts.
Disease is seen as the arbitrary malfunctioning of biological mechanisms, which are
studied from the point of view of cellular and molecular biology. The physician's role is
to intervene, either physically or chemically, to correct the malfimctioning of a specific
mechanism (Cassirer, 1951, pp. 82-83).

Descartes' principles of mathematical physics were reinforced by Gottfried Wilhelm von
Leibruz (1646-1716), particularly in terms of science's understanding ofthe processes of
hfe (Cassirer, 1951, pp. 82-83). Leibniz held that all the phenomena of nature are capable
of a strictly mathematical and mechanical explanation, and he enshrined this potentiality
in the concept of the monad — the inner entity which was empowered by an original
teleological force — explaining the consistency of the developmental processes found in
nature. Further:
Every monad is a tme entelechy, each strives to develop; and improve its
being, to rise from one stage of its development to another which is more
complete. What we call mechanical processes are thus merely the outside,
the presentation to sense, of those dynamic processes that go on within
substantial entities, within the intemal teleological forces, (pp. 82-83)
This theory imbued the mathematical insights of Descartes with a sense of dynamic,
organic, internally powered movement, thus laying the foundation for a new philosophy
ofthe organic (Cassirer, 1951, p. 84). It was Newton's acceptance of analytical method in
physical science, alhed to that of Descartes in philosophy, and Leibniz's conception of
physical reality as govemed by an essential intrinsic dynamism, which became the
profound inheritance of Westem thought, and the foundation of scientific method.
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Four centuries after Descartes and Leibniz, the so-called "science of medicine" is still
based on "the notion of the body as a machine, of disease as the consequence of the
breakdown of the machine, and of the doctor's task as the repairer of the machine"
(Engel, cited in Capra 1982, p. 118). That separation, between the concems ofthe
tangible natural world, and those of metaphysics, religion or spirituahty, between the
observer and the observed, even if they occupy the same territory, was concretised in the
mle of reason and its scientific method, to spread throughout European society as the
primary paradigm of reality in all spheres, not just science.

Descartes' revolution was incomplete because, as he was still essentially a Catholic
deist, he held that reason would demonsfrate the trath of that which had been revealed
(Cassirer, 1951, p. 40). Gay (1973, pp. 11-12) suggests that a tmly independent
direction for science was facilitated by Enlightenment vmters from Protestant countries,
who, being opposed to the obedience ethic of Catholicism, and the mediation of priests
between humartity and God, developed an inner self and life which was increasingly
grounded on the independent judgment of the individual. However, Descartes believed
that certain and irrefiitable knowledge would advance only through scrapulous regard for
rational thought. He was devoted to method, in particular "the method of proof and
rigorous irfference" (Cassirer, 1951, pp. 6-7). He was also convinced that for humans to
break free ofthe miasma of ignorance, superstition, magical thinking and questionable
knowledge, they required the ability to reason, which was the sine qua non of
epistemological thought and its development, and therefore indispensable to inteUectual
clarity. This approach was to apply to logic, mathematics, physics, psychology and even
art. Cassirer summarises the essential thrast ofthe scientific method after Descartes and
Gatileo:
The explanation of a natural event is not merely the realisation of its
existence thus and so; such an explanation consists rather in specifying
the conditions ofthe event, and in recognising exactly how ft depends on
these conditions. This demand can only be satisfied by an analysis ofthe
uniform presentation of the event as given in perception and dfrect
observation, and by its resolution into its constitutive elements. This
analytical process, according to Gatileo, is the presupposition of all exact
knowledge. The method of formulation of scientific concepts is both
analytic and synthetic. It is only by splitting an apparently simple event
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into its elements and by reconstructing it from these that we can arrive at
an understanding of ft. (Cassfrer, 1951, p. 10)
The Renaissance evolved concepts ofthe dynamic and the universal, which transformed
the significance of human reality. As Agnes Hefler (1978) says:
... all the things that Renaissance thinkers profess and write about man
became the modes and attributes ofthe 'etemally human' and 'generally
human' for them, dynamic man is man — and if that has not yet been
demonsfrated, this in itself clearly shows that the dynamic concept of man
was not an historical concept of man. They discovered and described the
dynamic categories which, in thefr opinion, were characteristic of man;
and they termed these dynamic categories etemal and general categories.
Men change, are confronted with aftematives, choose, rise and fall; they
are autonomous, they have infimite possibilities, but they are such in every
situation at all time, in the past and also in the fiiture. (p. 427)
Heller (1978) also states that:
until the 17th century world view, philosophy and science were
inseparable; and, as we have seen, a fourth element, religion was often
associated with the others. A scientific and philosophical credo — and I
use the word 'credo' advisedly — invariably characterised the whole man.
(p. 375)
The 17th century saw the exponential growth in Europe of commercial, imperial and
scientific pursuits, including the discovery ofthe microscope, the cfrculation ofthe
blood, and the first settlement of North America by English colonists. It was the age of
Leibniz and Newton, in whose works many scientific and philosophical ideas found
concrete formulation. However, the Industrial Revolution (from about the end of the
17th century) improved technology, increased the division of labour on a dramatically
extended scale, expanded the middle class, and radicaUy fransformed British society.
Heller (1978) observes that:
The philosophy of emerging bourgeois society did not reject the notion of
self-creation, nor that of technical many-sidedness, nor that of infinite
capacities. But it searched in a new dfrection, it sought the motive which
impelled man to create and ft found that motive — which was no longer
sublime, nor moral — in the real motivation ofthe bourgeois individual:
egoism, (p. 453)
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Heller (1978, p. 453) suggests that egoism, with little regard for ethical restramt, found
expression through the competftion of capitalism. Egoism perceived a worid open to
complete manipulation and the exercise of rathless judgment, paymg due attention to the
growing complexity of political and economic reality. As the capitalist processes were
based on fierce competition rather than cooperation, the sensation and meanings of preindustrial life were distanced by new perceptions and perspectives which reduced social
interaction and intimacy to a viable economic unit: the family. This new sense of privacy
was detrimental to the ethos of community, yet villages and a communal worid still
existed, although cities now were cenfral to national life. With the Enlightenment,
political, social, economic and scientific discourse was freed of religious constrauits and
presuppositions.

5.8 Science Evolves to Reason
Gay (1973, p. 121) holds that "the most far-reaching invention of classical antiquity"
was the Enlightenment era's discipline and habit of criticism — the passionate belief
that nothing was beyond acute criticism. In fact, as Gay states, "as writer succeeded
writer and polemic succeeded polemic, criticism became deeper and wider, more farreaching, more uncompromising" (p. 18). With the Enlightenment, which began in the
first half of the 18th century, criticism amounted to a imique attempt to dispel the
vagaries and confusion of superstition and ignorance. Indeed, with the work of Hume,
the dynamic of the critical attitude was a most arresting form of scepticism — a
suspension of belief in anything which did not accord with informed opinion. This led to
the formation of different intellectual and analytical perspectives, reflecting in a gradual
and objective maimer the complex and highly differentiated world of physical reality.
The move to ground the scientific enterprise in observation and analysis, first attempted
by Bacon and others, became an object ofthe Enlightenment.

David Hume (1711-1776), like Descartes, was committed to the theory that the growing
dynamic ofthe critical attitude, and the method of reason, were prerequisites for clarity
of thought and acquisition of knowledge. He was also sceptical of theories that did not
accord with informed opmion or accepted methods of arriving at conclusions. He argued
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that "there are no rational justifications ... for our ordmary non-deductive inferences.
We make these inferences through the operation of habit, or ... custom" (Kftcher, cited
in Cahn, 1990, p. 782). This argument was an impediment to the intellectual
recklessness of the enlightenment and was a filter for religious-based perceptions.
However, it plays a role in modem science: professional joumals often refuse to publish
articles from outside thefr consensual mainstream, thus effectively slowing ideological,
philosophical and scientific progress. The natural medicine professions have responded
by publishing thefr own professional joumals.

Hume sought to achieve greater certainty in scientific insight so as to create more
effective procedural processes. In order to develop frames of reference that would yield
an objective and analytical understanding of the psychological process in European
intellectual culture, Hume exarruned the nature of causality and substance. "He did not
deny causality ... though he denied the rationality ofthe causal principle. What he did
do was to devote most of his pages on the subject to a psychological accoimt on the
process of causal inference" (Chappell, 1966, pp. 41-42).

Hume found that belief in scientific logical certainty was threatened by the exposure of
analytico-critical enquiry to the processes of human psychology. He was surprised to
find that any claim to absolute proof was out ofthe question, as the accepted process and
stmcture of causality was in itself not rationally provable, because human anticipations
and beliefe are an inescapable part of the process. Human nature meant: "The
outstandingly stubbom, virtually universal, and therefore presumably generic beliefe,
emotions and reactions and the refrospectively evident processes by which they are
brought about and connected with one another" (Chappell, 1966, pp. 4 2 - 43).

This brought Hume to realise that the irrational in life was highly significant as a
contributing factor to the stmcture of reality, m all fts complex richness. Jessop says that
this led Hume "to adopt an autonomous ethic: our general moral judgements are
sufficient and final, are uftimates that need no props from metaphysics, whether
theological or otherwise" (Chappell, 1966, p. 44). Confrary to Descartes, Hume thought
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that every aspect of human life was naturalistically explicable, as people are placed
"squarely within the scientifically intelligible worid of nature, and this conflicts with the
traditional conception of a detached rational subjecf (Von Wright, 1983, p. 1). Hume
was clearly opposed to the idea that pure reason, under the guise of science, could
confrol all aspects of mtellectual thought. He could not accept, and set out to "discredit a
'rationalistic' conception of man as a being who is independent from the rest of nature"
(Von Wright, 1983, p. 2). Hume and Descartes stood for clearly opposed philosophical
understandings ofthe significance and development of human civilisation and culture.

Isaac Newton (1642-1727) sought to optimise the accuracy of scientific evaluation by
the development of scmpulous analysis of observations and experiments. He also
adopted the ancient Greek concept of atoms, thus promoting the paradigm of the
smallest possible component into which any material phenomenon can be analysed.
Gribbm (2002, p. 174) claims that by writing the Principia, Newton established his
image as the greatest scientist who ever lived.

However, in the 18th century, physick practices such as bleedfrig, purging and uigestion
of toxic metals were seen to be problematic, due to their iatrogenesis. Some
practitioners, such as Berkenhout (1784) were critical of these practices:
I do not deny that many lives might be saved by the skflfiil adminisfration
of proper medicine; but a thousand indisputable facts convince me, that
the present established practice of physic in England is infinitely
destmctive ofthe lives of his majesty's subjects. I prefer the practice of
old women, because they do not sport with edged tools; being
unacquainted with the powerfiil articles of the Materia Medica.
(Berkenhout, 1784, cited ui Porter, 1997, p. 267)
According to Gribbin (2002, p. 241), the period more or less foUowing the Renaissance
is often referred to as the Enlightenment, a name which was also given to the
philosophical movement that reached its peak in the second half of the 18th century. The
belief in the superiority of reason over superstition became a basic feature of the
Enlightenment, which incorporated the idea that as humankind was in the process of
progressing socially, the future would be an improvement on the past. Those
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improvements involved challenges to orthodox religion and superstition, and promotion
of human rights, which were a guiding principle of Enhghtenment philosophers such as
Voltaire. Although ft was just one of many factors ofthe Enlightenment:
the success ofNewtoruan physics in providing a mathematical description
of an ordered world clearly played a big part in the flowering of this
movement in the 18th century, encouragfrig philosophers of a rationalist
persuasion, and also encouraging chemists and biologists to thuik that
their parts ofthe natural world might be explained on the basis of simple
laws ... the idea of order and rationality as a way to uivestigate the world
had taken root by the early 18th century and seemed the obvious way
forward. (Gribbin, 2002, p. 241)
Probably because ofthe availability of coal and the presence ofthe early flowering of a
democracy, the Industrial Revolution, incorporating the Newtonian mechanistic world
view, occurred first in Newton's homeland, England, during the period from about 1740
to 1780, before spreading to the rest of Europe (Gribbin, 2002, p. 242). The hidustrial
Revolution provided a boost to science particularly in relation to heat and
thermodynamics, which were of great practical and commercial importance in the steam
age, and in providing new tools for scientists. This applied particularly to chemistry,
which requfred "a reliable and confrollable source of heat to encourage chenucal
reactions" (p. 242).

Gribbin (2002) claims that science was originally an individualistic gentlemanly hobby,
dependent upon the interests and abilities of single individuals, but during the 19th
century it became "a well populated profession, where progress depends on the work of
many individuals who are, to some extent, interchangeable" (p. 359). Charles Darwin is
considered to be somethuig of an anomaly, as although the 19th century coincides with
his lifetime, he dominates any scientific discussion of this period.

By breaking out ofthe intellectual impasse created by the rigidity and inertia of previous
systems and ages, the work of Renaissance and Enlightenment period pioneers of
scientific philosophy became an frresistible force for reason in what became scientific
method. A spirit of critical, constractive and free inquiry was formed toward physical
and social reality, as researchers sought to reveal the underlying stractures of all
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observable realities. This scientific evolution became a dominant cultural determuiant of
Westem Europe, and was fimdamental to the practice of medicine and other disciplines.
As Cassfrer (1951) argues, "the lust for knowledge, the libido science, which theological
dogmatism had outlawed and branded as intellectual pride, is now called a necessary
quality ofthe soul as such and restored to its original right" (p. 14).

Cassirer (1951) also states that from the Enlightenment, reason was "no longer the sum
total of 'irmate ideas' given to all experience, which reveal the absolute essence of
things", as tmth may be discovered only by intellectual force. He continues, to claim that
the discovery and determination of trath:
is seen as the indispensable pre-supposition of all real certainty. The
whole 18th century understands reason in this sense; not as a sound body
of knowledge, principles, and traths but as a kind of energy, a force which
is fully comprehensible only in its agency and effects. What reason is, and
what it can do, can never be known by its results but only by its fiinction,
and its most important function consists in its power to bind and to
dissolve. It dissolves everything merely factual, all simple data of
experience, and everything believed on the evidence of revelation,
tradition and authority; and it does not rest content until it has analysed all
these things into thefr simplest component parts and into thefr last
elements of belief and opinion, (p. 13)
Cassirer (1951) further explains that as the medieval world view was bound by theories
which could not be proven by the emerging sciences, they were dissolved by the new
reason and logic. Essentially, the power of reason, as perceived and used by Cartesian
thought, did not "consist in enabling us to transcend the empfrical work but rather in
teaching us to feel at home hi i f (p. 13). Ufthnately reason "is the reahn ofthe 'etemal
verities', of those traths held in common by the human and the divine mind. What we
know through reason, we therefore behold in God" (p. 13).

With the support of the Protestant God, reason became a unifying ideology which
promoted a static world view, albeit a very different static view from that of the
medieval Catholic Church. The effects were thoroughly dynamic, but ft was a dynamic
of change, albeit far-reaching and revolutionary, from one static Unitarian view to
another. As Cassirer (1951) remarks:
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The 17th century owed its irmer solidarity, particularly as exemplified in
French classical culture, to the consistency and rigour with which (reason)
clung to this postulate of unity and extended its application to all spheres
of knowledge and livmg. This postulate prevailed not only in science, but
in religion, politics and literature as well. (p. 23)
Saul (1992) points out that as reason developed into rationalism, it produced a distorting
and unbalancing effect on society:
Reason began ... to separate itself from and to outdistance the other more
or less recognized human characteristics — the spirit, appetite, faith and
emotion, but also intuition, will and, most important, experience. This
gradual encroachment on the foreground continues today. It has reached a
degree of imbalance so exfreme that the mythological importance of
reason obscures all else and has driven the other elements into the
marginal frontiers of doubtful respectabflity. (p. 15)
As advocates of scientific reason have engaged in a "very real straggle against
superstition and arbitrary power" they have banished other ways of seeing, knowing and
living, which may have been just as valid in their own terms as those produced by
scientific method, had they been allowed the same latitude to develop (Saul, 1992,
p. 15).

5.9 Germ Theory
In estabhshmg the germ theory of disease in 1885, Louis Pasteur (1822-95) demohshed
the earlier theory of spontaneous generation of disease from within the body and
"explained the effectiveness ofthe asepsis and antisepsis of Semmelweis and Lister, and
laid the basis for the biological preventive measures ofthe future" (Lyons & Pefrucefli,
1987, p. 556).
Pasteur trained as a chemist and was appointed as professor and Dean ofthe Faculty of
Science at Lflfe in 1854 (Lyons & Pettiicefli, 1987, p. 556). His early research involved
a study of fermentation, including:
the souring of milk, the alcoholic fermentation of wine and beer, the
forming of vinegar ... By 1860 he had estabhshed the biological (rather
than chemical) character of fermentation, showing that it requfred such
micro-organisms as brewers' yeast. These organisms could in some cases
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even live without oxygen, in an atmosphere of carbon-dioxide; they were
thus 'anaerobic'. (Porter, 1997, p. 431)
Some other researchers believed in the spontaneous generation of organisms from
within, say, broth left in a flask as ft went 'bad', but Pasteur was convinced that the
organisms came from living agents in the atmosphere, and examined samples of afr to
prove ft (Porter, 1997, p. 432). After he found that the organisms would be desfroyed if
the air was sufficiently heated, he proved that by heating wme, beer and milk to 55
degrees Celsius, the problematic micro-organisms were eliminated; thus, he invented
"pasteurisation" (Porter, 1997, p. 433).

Pasteur had a stroke of luck in his investigations into chicken cholera when, on retuming
from hotidays:
he found that cultures ofthe chicken cholera organism prepared before he
left were harmless when injected into healthy fowls, and subsequent
injections of fresh viralent cultures into the same hens failed to produce
the disease. Armed with this new knowledge, Pasteur treated cultures of
the anthrax bacillus in various ways until he found that microbes grown in
a particular temperature range became harmless without losing their
capability of producing resistance in injected animals. (Lyons &
Petiicelli, 1987,p. 556)
Pasteur's fiirther successful experiments with sheep, cows and goats gave the germ
theory a boost, as they suggested "the possibility of preparing vaccines against diseases
by attenuating the infective agenf (Porter, 1997, p. 435). In 1885, after Pasteur's fiirther
successfiil experiments into rabies, using rabbits and dogs, a local doctor referred to him
a 9-year-old boy who had been bitten 15 times by a dog thought to be rabid. The boy
remained well during a 14-day series of increasingly viralent, and painfiil injections, as
did a second case freated 3 months later. The resultant publicity saw more than 2000
people receive the rabies vaccine during the next 15 months, and during the next decade,
about 20,000 people worldwide became recipients. Critics ofthe process were concemed
that, as not all those bitten by rabid animals develop rabies, healthy people may be
injected with what might later prove to be an unsafe viras. "Pasteur's confidence was
posthumously vindicated in 1915, however, when a ten-year study revealed that, of 6000
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people bitten by rabid animals, only 0.6 per cent of those vaccmated had died, compared
with 16 per cent ofthe rest" (Porter, 1997, p. 435).

Other researchers later isolated the diphtheria bacillus and developed an antftoxin, and as
other bacteria were discovered, and numbers of vaccuies and antisera were produced,
"the mecharusms of prevention became increasingly clarified" (Lyons & Petracelli,
1987, p. 557).

Robert Koch (1843-1910) was a country physician who studied micro-organisms in his
spare time. He revolutionised bacteriology, and in addition to establishing the
sporaiation and pathogertic character of the anthrax bacillus, "developed and refined
techniques of culturing bacteria, advanced the method of steam sterilisation, discovered
the cause of many diseases ... and infroduced effective preventive measures in typhoid
fever, plague, malaria, and other diseases" (Lyons & Petmcelh, 1987, p. 557).

Numerous other researchers contributed to the development of bacteriology and
microbiology, and the last decade of the 19th century saw "the development of
antitoxins and the discovery of viruses" (Lyons & Petracelli, 1987, p. 558). Bacterial
diseases were increasingly studied after it was observed that "the toxins produced by the
bacteria of diphtheria — not the organism itself— could cause the damage to the body
that made up the clinical picture" (p. 558). It was discovered:
that the body manufactured circulating substances which acted against the
toxins (prompting) Von Behring to obtain neutralising antftoxic sera from
the blood of animals injected with mtermittent doses ofthe toxins. This
use of antitoxic sera in treating diseases was called 'passive
inunurtisation' by Paul Ehrlich, in confradistinction to 'active
immunisation' by inoculatftig attenuated cultures of the pathogenic
organism or its toxin to call forth protecting antibodies. Jermer's
vaccination against smallpox and Pasteur's antirabies inoculations were
examples ofthe active production of immunity, (p. 558)
Diagnosis was enhanced by the recognition that the identification of the specific
antibody against a particular germ in the blood determined the problem orgartism. The
natural role of cells in fighting disease became overshadowed by the use of biologically
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produced chemical substances until the Russian pathologist, Ehe Metchrukoff (18451916) "proved that some cells destroyed bacteria by engulfing them (phagocytosis) and
by elaboratuig antibodies against them, for which he was awarded a Nobel Prize m
1908" (Lyons & Pefrucefli, 1987, p. 558). The comprehension of host resistance to
disease confributed significantly to public health, as ft was realised that humans could be
carriers of pathogenic germs of dangerous diseases without being ill themselves.

Whereas most germs responsible for iUness could be viewed under a microscope, some
others could not, producuig a new field of investigation, virology. The discovery that the
mosquito was an mtermediate host of malaria, and that the disease could be fransmitted
through the human population orfly by mosquito bite which fransferred the viras through
infected human blood, yielded improvements to public health through mosquito
eradication programs (Lyons & Petracefli, 1987, p. 561).

Paul Ehrlich (1854-1915) is credited with providing the most important impetus to
fighting micro-organisms, through his development of a discipline that sought agents
against bacteria, and the constraction of criteria for evaluating effectiveness. Later,
Ehrlich became involved in research on syphilis and synthesised chemicals to desfroy
the causative organism; his 606th compound, the arsenical salvarsan, proved effective.
Later, "other less toxic arsenic compounds ... arose out of his work" (Lyons &
Petracelli, 1987, p. 561). Ehrlich's demonstration that dyes could be anti-bacterial agents
led to the use of sulphonamides in the treatment of bacterial infections. Also, Ehrlich
"drove immunity investigations one stage fiirther by developing chemotherapy, pinning
his faith on the creation of artificial antibodies" (Porter, 1997, p. 435). Later, following
the introduction of penicillin, Ehrhch's anti-syphilis drags were abandoned.

During the 19th century, the study of materia medica developed into laboratory based
pharmacology, as drags research and manufacturing became inseparably linked. "The
booming chemical industry developed pharmaceutical divisions, often as a sideline of
the thriving dyestuffs business" (Porter, 1997, pp. 448^49). hi the 19th century.
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technological advances assisted the mass-production of dmgs, including sugar-coated
pills, gelatine capsules and compressed tablets.

The pharmaceutical industry soon worked closely with academic pharmacology and by
1900:
pharmaceutical manufacturers were turning discoveries made in
university laboratories to profit. Such cooperation between science and
commerce was not always plain-sailing: industrial patenting and profitseeking potentially clashed with the ideals of open scientific inquiry.
When John Jacob Abel (1857-1938) and some academic colleagues
established the American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics (1908), they excluded anyone in the permanent employ of a
dmg firm. (Porter, 1997, pp. 449-450)
Following the successful chemical freatment of syphilis, the search for new chemical
solutions to disease expanded rapidly; however, the search was generally unsuccessfiil,
and Chemotherapy came to be seen as an impossible dream. Even well into the 20th
century, as there were no effective therapies for most infections, ancient and useless
remedies like emetics were still prescribed. Even as late as the 1920s, Harvard's
professor of applied pharmacology admitted that, generally, damage from diseases could
not be repaired by medicine. "The only effective therapeutic substances, as distinct from
painkilling drags like morphia, were mercury, and Salvarsan and its variants, antimony
for schistosomiasis, and quinine" (Porter 1997, pp. 452^53).

The new "sulpha dmgs" which emerged in the 1930s and 1940s were "bacteriostatic,
affecting the bacterial metabolism and preventing fts muftiplication in the host, thereby
permitting natural body defences to succeed against the invader" (Porter, 1997, p. 454).
These "sulpha drags" were effective in treating sfreptococcal infection, pneumonia,
mastoiditis, merungitis, gonorrhoea and other diseases, and by 1941, 1700 tons were
consumed by 10 miUion Americans, "However, deaths were reported, and strains of
sulpha-resistant streptococci appeared. Confrols over pharmaceuticals were then
minimal, and experience showed that the sulphonamides had their dangers and could
also become ineffectual" (Porter, 1997, pp. 454). These successes fri the confrol of
bacterial diseases encouraged research into other anti-microbial agents.
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The word antibiotic means "destractive of life", and comes from the word antibiosis, a
condition in which "one creature destroys the life of another to preserve his own" (Porter
1997, p. 455). During the Second World War, penicfllm became the first antibiotic, and
was highly effective against "most types of pus-forming cocci, and against the
pneumococcus, gonococcus, meningococcus and diphtheria bacillus, the bacilli of
anthrax and tetanus and syphilis". The pre-peruciflin pneumorua &tality rate dropped
from around 30 per cent to around 6 per cent, "and pneumonia, once the old man's
friend, ceased to be a major source of death" (Porter, 1997, p. 457).

In the 1960s, as laws confrofling the launching of new drags became more stringent, and
requfred lengthy and exacting testing, the pace of irmovation slowed. "That may in some
measure explain why the late 20th century brought no new drags whose impact could
compare with the sulpha dmgs or penicillin" (Porter, 1997, p. 459). Porter sees the
century from Pasteur to penicillin as one in which the ancient dreams of medicine came
trae, as the knowledge of the causes of disease resulted in the development of both
preventions and cures, and which "may one day be nostalgically recalled as an
anomalous, if fortunate, exception to medicine's sisyphean strife" (Porter, 1997, pp.
460-461).

5.10 Conclusions
As medieval physick evolved to biomedicine, it fiirther separated from natural medicuie
as ft developed new paradigms, and made significant gains in knowledge, skill,
techrtique, processes, procedures and products. In addition to the aforementioned, this
included the identification and freatment of new diseases, new psychiatric paradigms,
and advances in clinical science and surgery. The cutting edge of biomedicine involves
the cooperation of basic research, chrucal science and technology, and that medical
progress has ensured that "for ahnost all diseases somethuig can be done; some can be
prevented or fully cured." However, "the major killers hi Westem society — particularly
heart and vascular disease, cancer, and chronic degenerative ilhiesses — [remain]
largely incurable and in many cases increasing in incidence" (Porter, 1997, p. 595). The
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following chapter will examine the fellings of biomedical science, particularly in
relation to its crises of iafrogenesis and nosocomial illness, and criticisms of its
philosophical and scientific underpinnings.
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CHAPTER 6
MEDICAL SCIENCE OR MEDICAL MYTH?
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter showed that as Westem science developed, European medical
theory and practice evolved from medieval physick to biomedicine, and fiirther
separated from natural medicine. That separation became increasingly identified with
science, as some proponents ofthe biomedical paradigm clauned that, unlike biomedical
theory, natural medicine theory lacked adequate scientific underpirmings and, therefore
in the public interest, its practice ought to be proscribed or at least discouraged.
However, in order to assess the likelihood of biomedical and natural medicine theories
and practices becoming integrated into a new medical model, it will be necessary to
understand their differences. Any new integrated medical model would appear to require
the acceptance by both the biomedical and natural medicine professions ofthe positive
aspects of the other's practice. However, as biomedicine's adverse events, and their
resultant iatrogenesis and nosocomial illness are in conflict with natural medicine theory
of safe and efficacious freatment, they need to be re-assessed.

This chapter will therefore explore the appropriateness of Westem scientific theory and
practice. Six aspects will be examined: Totalitarian Medicine, Science and Myth,
Capitalist and Corporatist Influences, The Rule of Law and Professionalism,
Technology, and Adverse Medical Events. The section on Totalitarian Medicine wfll
review the appropriateness of Westem scientific theory and practice, particularly in
relation to the biomedical paradigm. Science and Myth will look at the extent to which
biomedical theory and practice are based on sound scientific underpfrinings, the role of
science and myth in modem society, and whether deductive certainty is achievable. The
section on Capftalist and Corporatist Influences will review the influence of capitalism
and corporatism on biomedical theory and practice, emphasising conflict of interest
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issues, and the apparent ovemse of technology and testing. The section on Rule of Law
and Professionalism will assess the evolution of medical professionalism in terms of
problems that may arise from barriers between practitioners and patients, created by
professional distance and language, and their influence on the incidence of adverse
medical events. The section on Technology will assess concems about increasing usage
of technology, particularly from the aspects of cost, the effects on the "doctor/patienf
relationship, and adverse medical events. The final section, on Adverse Medical Events,
will provide some details ofthe extent ofthe problem.

6.2 Totalitarian Medicine
This examination of Westem scientific thought and practice is not an attempt to discredit
them as tools of explanatory and remedial power, but seeks to achieve a clearer
perspective on thefr capacity to ensure the safety and efficacy of biomedical practice.
Whereas theories of medical science evolved significantly from the Renaissance,
regular, or government-approved medicine was transformed in the 19th century by
"changes in the professional envfronment and from decisions intemal to medical
thoughf (Shylock, 1963, p. 196). From 1790 to 1840, technological innovations and
economic trends in Westem Europe led to increased wealth, and to a rapid growth of
urban populations. Shylock (1963) claims that communication of scientific ideas through
personal contacts was facilitated by improvements in fransportation and printing and
through the publication of books and joumals. Also, opportunfties for medical
observations in hospitals expanded with their growth (p. 196).

University chairs in pharmacology were established fri Europe in the middle ofthe 19th
century, following the chemical refinement of active therapeutic ingredients extracted
from herbal medicmes (Porter, 1997, p. 334). At that time, despite the growmg
importance of the profession of physick, "whether used sunply or in compound
mixttires, distilled, dried, ground or decocted, herbs stiU constituted the bulk of the
materia medica employed by apothecaries and in kitchen physick" (p. 268). This
chemical refinement changed the nature and mcidence of adverse medical events, as
although this evolution appeared to facilftate reliable and predictable strength and
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dosage, ft led to the separate use of each active mgredient (p. 334). These smgle
substances were used in isolation from the other ingredients that natural medicine theory
considers cmcial to the complementarity and synergy which are essential to the safe,
therapeutic action of herbs. This led to the deleterious side-effects of modem
pharmaceutical drags, but at that earlier time, they may have appeared less problematic
than purgative chemicals, such as the toxic and highly destractive mercury-based
calomel.

While Westem medicine was evolvuig professionally in the 19th century, natural
medicine's "new scientific and professional movements generated counter-frends — a
populist, anti-elitist backlash" (Porter, 1997, p. 396). The popularity of natural medicine
arose from the desire of people for more than a cure for their disease. They sought clear
hohstic explanations that would assist them to confrol thefr own health, and possibly
find a key to the meaning of life. "Not least, so long as the message of orthodox
medicine was pessimistic, altemative medicine instilled hope" (Porter, 1997, p. 396).
The medical market was competitive then, and because of fts diminished market share,
the Westem medicine industry assessed that its desire for professionalism would not be
realised without some unique source of power, such as by becoming a govemmentsponsored monopoly. Porter (1997, p. 396) claims that this was unlikely while Westem
medicine had few answers to disease and premature death, but as those threats receded
— for reasons which owed little to Westem medicine per se — its power increased.

Shylock (1963) claims that Westem medical theory and practice therefore became part
ofthe modem scientific approach, from late in the 19th century, with the application of
rational processes, such as irmovations in mathematics and the natural sciences. Also,
technology-enhanced examination ofthe anatomy and physiology ofthe client replaced
potentially erroneous guesswork, and eventually Westem medical theory:
distmsted speculation, believed that all knowledge derived originally from
sensory experience, and insisted that research in chnical medicine and
pathology should be pursued in the spirit of the natural sciences. This
demand called for systematic and objective observations of the
phenomena ofthe illness — observations which could be made only in a
hospital environment, (p. 197)
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Scientific thought appears to have adopted a kmd of approach that obscured all others,
leadmg to a peculiar proHferation of closed-mindedness (Bohm, 1980, p. 15).
Consequentiy, Westem medical theory deems other approaches to treatment of disease
as being friferior, and perceives ftself as the standard benchmark by which all other
therapies are to be judged. This superior attitude arises from the view that reality can
ultimately be imderstood in predominantly mechanical terms.

Increasing specialisation has marked the evolution of Westem medical theory and
practice. This has taken place in spfte ofthe growing understanding, from the late 18th
century, ofthe importance to physical health ofthe emotional and psychic well being of
the individual. The impetus to specialisation developed from the Cartesian philosophical
division of the individual into two parts — body and soul (or mind) — and fitom the
analytical distinctions of Newtonian science. Consequently, Westem medical theory
persisted in perceiving that its work was best served by a focus on the body, and on
increasing speciahsation. Reinforcing this approach, Westem medical science evolved
considerably as the hard sciences became dominant in the study of stmcture, fiinction
and biochemical complexity, in areas such as immunology, bacteriology and pathology.
However, this evolution yielded a limited approach to therapeutic practice, and "the
current emphasis upon disease specificity, as well as the accumulation of technological
knowledge encouraged specialization" (Shylock, 1963, p. 250). Westem medical science
became limited to the hard analytical discipline ofthe natural sciences, ignoring other
approaches to disease. Bohm (1980) sees a similarity in science's attitudes to people and
nature, when he states that the "natural environment has correspondingly been seen as an
aggregate of separately existent parts, to be exploited by different groups of people"
(p. 2).

The evolution of specialisation has affected the power and role ofthe individual. Saul
(1992) suggests that specialisation brought with it a belief in a rare, indeed even unique
form of competence, so much so that it led to the conviction that with ft the individual
was increasing his confrol over his own existence. All this gave rise to the assumption
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that this new professionalism "would lead to bodies of expertise joming together in a
sort of populist meritocracy" (p. 472). However, what did develop was a form of elftism
"in a horribly twisted form, with the rise of corporatism which then tumed into fascism"
(p. 472). The resuft of this is that despite the defeat of fescism during the Second World
War, the experience and power of corporatism did not die with it, but flourished under a
different guise. Saul says that the rise of globalism has enhanced intemational
corporations; yet globalism strikes at the very heart of national sovereignty. At the
lowest level, globalism increasingly shapes the isolation of individuals, as they lose the
meaningful intimacy which belongs to a sense of communal reality. Individualism, as a
process of modem society "was created around the principle of a self-centred feeling or
conduct. In other words, the conviction grew that the only way to develop individual
qualities was to reject society" (p. 473).

The problems with Westem science arise from its prevailing tendency to think and
perceive in terms of a fiagmentary self-world view, which suggests that the world is
constituted of "nothing but an aggregate of separately existent 'atomic building blocks'
and provides experimental evidence from which is drawn the conclusion that this view is
necessary and inevitable" (Bohm, 1980, p. 15). Ultimately, what is unsettlmg with this
process is the fact that "people are led to feel that fragmentation is nothing but an
expression ofthe way everything really is and that anything else is impossible," and that
there is in society "a kind of prejudice m favour of a fragmentary self-world view
fostered and fransmitted (to some extent explicitly and consciously but mainly in an
implicft and unconscious maimer)" (p. 15). Also, to the extent that there are vested
interests in maintaining a fi^gmentary view ofthe world (which, of course, is reinforced
by the plethora of various professional bodies), there is little chance of an integrated
world-view being adopted or even being imposed on the scientific world. This may have
implications for the development of mtegrated medical models, and suggests that the
concept of volunteerism, rather than compulsion may be appropriate.

Bohm (1980) is concemed with the misuse ofthe concept of scientific analysis, and
emphasises that, as a tool of understanding, it is only "one" tool for shedding light on
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integrated wholes. The misuse of this concept gives rise to "a function that divides the
totality of existence into separate entities, which are considered to be essentially fixed
and static in their nature" (p. xii). He proceeds to point out that "our general world view
is itself an overall movement of thought, which has to be viable in the sense that the
totality of activities that flow out of it are generally in harmony, both in themselves and
with regard to the whole of existence" (p. xii). He sees that "the proper operation ofthe
mind requires an overall grasp of what is generally known, not only in formal, logical,
mathematical terms, but also intuftively, in images, feehngs, poetic usage of language
etc." He continues, to state that this kind of thinking is "not orfly a fertile source of new
theoretical ideas, it is also needed for the human mind to function in a generally
harmonious way, which could help to make possible an orderly and stable society"
(p. xiv).

Saul (1997) criticises the current nature of rational thought in social, political, scientific
and economic discourse. He says that the vision of Voltaire and others was to see that
reason could devote knowledge to the development of morality and common sense
(p. 39). Analytical rationalism was cuftivated as an epistemological technique to
facilitate understanding; yet over time, through science, it became the only way to
address understanding. It appears that from physick to biomedicine, as in other Westem
intellectual pursuits, attempts have been made to impose confrol on what was perceived
to be essentially outside such confrol.

Habermas (1971) says that "if emancipation is to remain a project for humanity, ft is
essential to counter the influence of 'scientism' in philosophy and other spheres of
thought" for "scientism means ... that we no longer understand science as one form of
possible knowledge, but rather identify knowledge with science" (p. 4). With the
destmctiveness of technological consciousness within science, Habermas claims that
"epistemology as the critique of knowledge had been progressively undermined"
(pp. 68-9). Consequently, science can no longer be understood merely as one category
of knowledge, nor be comprehended by philosophy. The rise of scientism resulted in:
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a radical de-emphasis of what had been the fraditional concem of the
critique of knowledge — inquiry of conditions of possible knowledge as
well as into the meaning of knowledge as such. Epistemology became
increasingly restricted to an examination of questions intemal to
methodology, thereby losing sight ofthe significance ofthe mle ofthe
epistemic subject (the knower) and of reflection by the subject on his or
her activities, (pp. 68-9)
Habermas betieves that Westem scientism threatens the survival of societal fabric as
"knowledge is formed in virtue of three interests: information that expands our power of
technical confrol; mterpretations that make possible the orientations of action within
common fraditions; and analyses that free consciousness from its dependence on
hypostatized power" (Held, 1980, p. 297). Ultimately, as Held says, the process is one m
which the knowledge-constituted, or knowledge-leading, interests are "general"
interests; they are underlying modes through which reality is disclosed and acted upon.
They delineate a general orientation which yields a "view point" from which reality is
constituted.

Consequently, the rise of scientism has rendered independent critique of knowledge, or
epistemology, almost impossible. If philosophy is a way of comprehending in a
meaningful way the significance of knowledge, then that task is made difficult by the
Westem scientific enterprise which claims that answers lie, exclusively, in their
intellectual approach to the acquisition of knowledge. "From an epistemological stand
point there could be no attempt to question the meaning or flmction of science because
there was no source of knowledge held to be independent of science by which to
criticize its results" (Held, 1980, p. 297). Further, "as a result, the conditions are created
for a decline in the susceptibility of society to critical thinking" (p. 68). He suggests that
the cause of this impotency of critical thought is found in the expansion of capitahsm
and technological rationality, which, while:
massively increasing coercive power has, at one and the same time,
transformed numerous modes of extemal compulsion and authority into
modes of self-discipline and self-control. All men and women who seek
the maintenance of thefr own lives have to act rationally, that is they have
to act according to the standards which ensure the functioning of the
apparatus. This infroversion of authority reinforces and sustains modes of
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behaviour that are adaptive, passive and acquiescent. Needless to say, the
mechanisms of social control are sfrengthened. (p. 68)
This resufts in an "illusion, in which a wholly enlightened mankmd has lost ftself,
[which] cannot be dissolved by a philosophy which, as the organ of domination, has to
choose between command and obedience" (Horkheimer & Adomo, 1979, p. 39). Such is
the monumental scale ofthe cultural and epistemological deceit that Horkheimer and
Adomo characterise this process as "the abandonment of thought, which in its reified
form of mathematics, machine and organisation avenges itself on the men who have
forgotten it, [so that] erflightenment has relinquished its own realization" (p. 41).

Held (1980) observes the perceptions of Habermas relating to a cultural world that
allows humans to foster the "ability to reflect on thefr own development, and, as a
consequence, to act with greater consciousness and autonomy so that the basis ofthe
emancipatory interest can be uncovered" (p. 317). Habermas is concemed with the
massive cultural shift which the dominance of scientific thought and rationality has
brought about. He holds that the value of scientific thought must now be recognised as
all-pervasive, as the demands of "technological consciousness" seek to penefrate all
manner of social and cultural discourse. He sees the need for society to move away from
these influences in order to seek freedom of being and thought, in "understanding the
activity ofthe knowing subject and, in particular, the moment of reflection and of self
understanding" (p. 297). The "mechanisms for the achievement of self-consciousness
are not those determined by the extension of technical control; rather, they involve a
complex stmggle for reflection and imderstanding" (p. 299).

Habermas insists that "knowledge must discard the illusion of objectivism — the idea
that the world appears objectively as a urtiverse of facts whose law-like connection can
be grasped descriptively." He proceeds to say that "the illusion conceals the processes in
which facts are constituted, and thereby prevents consciousness ofthe mteriocking of
knowledge with interests from the live worid" (cited in Held, 1980, p. 297). This appears
to be supported by Eveleen Richards, a member of the Department of Science and
Technology Studies at the Uruversity of Wollongong, who in 1988 wrote that "the
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randomized confroUed clirtical trial, no matter how tightly organized and evaluated, can
neither guarantee objectivity nor definitely resolve disputes over contentious therapies or
technologies" (Richards, 1988; cited m Carter, 1992, p. 10).

The preoccupations with Westem science's objectivity and analytical procedure are not
the only concepts and criteria that are problematic for modem biomedicine. Indeed, just
as formidable is the fact that "throughout the course of Westem civilization there has
been a strong resistance to new information in other scientific fields" (Carter, 1992, p.
21). The conscious cultivation of scientific rational thought within Westem civilisation,
which began arguably with the Renaissance, gave to cultural and social reality a
significance that was not to be found in Europe before. Also, over time, there was a
rapid growth of bureaucracy within govemment and other areas of civic hfe; but the
spread of reason, or rational thought, on such a scale brought with it the deliberate
development of structure. Additionally, central to the creation of stmcture was the need
to formulate a useful, adminisfrative sense of distance which, of course, gave rise to the
enshrinement of power Stmcture was the end result ofthe successfiil implementation of
reason, which "began to abmptly separate itself from, and to outdistance the other more
or less recogrtised human characteristics — spirit, appetite, faith and emotion, but also
intuition, wiU and most important, experience" (Saul, 1992, p. 15).

The distortions found in biomedical science are replicated elsewhere. Habermas argues
that the distorted use of science allied to positivism has encouraged the corporate greed
of organisations. Habermas recognised that:
positivist philosophy had an initially liberating intent; its concem to
provide a criterion for a strict separation between science and metaphysics
was motivated by the desire to dispel all dogmas — all modes of thought
that placed themselves beyond empirical test and relevant independent
controls. The exclusive concem with science, and in particular natural
science, had, he thinks, a certain plausibility in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries (Held, 1980, p. 300).
However, Habermas realised that in spfte of "science and natural science having a
certain plausibility" and "appearing to offer the road to salvation, the preoccupation with
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science and philosophy with an examination of its methodology impaired the
understanding ofthe 'meaning' and 'import' of knowledge" (Held, 1980, p. 300).
Ultimately and more importantly, this distorted process has, in Habermas' opinion, led
to the rise, development and reirfforcement of technological consciousness. This forces
Habermas to accept that "scientific knowledge while a necessary condition, is certainly
not sufficient for human emancipation" (Held, 1980, p. 300).

It may be argued that the crises in biomedicine, at least in part, arise from questionable
medical paradigms and practices, and questionable attitudes. According to Goldberg,
(1993):
when the germ theory of disease became dominant, the birth of
contemporaty medicine, with its emphasis on infectious causes of
diseases rather than physiologic balance or harmony, occurred. This
provided medical science with the opportunity to greatly expand its role in
the freatment of illness. This was followed by the rapid development of
microscopy, bacterial cultures, vaccines, x-ray, and in the 1930s, the
discovery of antibacterial drags such as penicillin and the sulfa drags.
However, the more that medical science embraced the germ theory of
disease, the more it also superseded the individual's role in his or her own
health, (p. 5)
Willis (1989) agrees that germ theory has come to provide the theoretical underpirming
for what is referred to as "scientific medicine" (p. 61). He further argues that:
the corporatist mode of medical production entafled a view of disease as
being the result of germs; that is specific causative agents. Disease was
thus an individual and biological phenomenon rather than a social and
political one. In crade terms it was 'germs that made people sick' rather
than 'capitalism making people sick'. Such emphasis thus diverted
attention away from the social and stractural causation of disease, (p. 23)
Willis (1989) continues his Marxist thrast:
Support for the germ theory placed responsibihty for disease in an
individual and amoral microbe rather than the envfronment (as the
miasmatic theory had) or the social relations of production (as social
medicine had) ... Germ theory in other words was attuned to the interests
of the dominant class. As ft developed ft became consistent with and
defensive of a growmg capitalist economy ... A particular paradigm of
medical knowledge and technology was promoted by bom-geois interests
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based upon the general affinity between germ theory and bourgeois
individualism, (pp. 89-91)
However, Cassidy (1996, p. 22) suggests that the germ theory of disease is based on
religious theories from the Middle Ages. Germ theory requfres extemal invasion by
agents of disease, and counter-invasion of the patient's body by doctors, dmgs and
technology, to kill the germs and purge the body of infection. Cassidy theorises that this
process derives from the witch-hunting image of invasion and irreversible contamination
of witches and heretics by the devil, which required counter-invasion by the Inquisition
and the buming ofthe invaded, to also purge society of infection. With these processes,
both medicine and rehgion claim to have acted in the public interest. The
disempowerment of the sick by modem biomedicine follows the partem of
disempowerment imposed by early religious theory — based on the myths of Satan,
witchcraft and the invasion of evil influences — whereby the sick, as sirmers, were
being punished by God.

In 20th century Europe, general health improved, and life expectancy increased from
about 45 years to about 75 years (Lock, 1997, pp. 123, 144). These advances were due
mainly to the intrinsic, natural cycles of initial viralence and eventual decay of many or
most infectious or contagious disease and to unproved living standards and better
hygiene. They owed little, despfte germ theory, to improvements in the ability of
Westem medicine to cure patients or combat disease.
Over the centuries, then, the key paradigm of all knowledge shifted from Catholic
totalitarianism to the hegemony of physical science. This is perhaps best summed up in
Wilber's (1998) allusion to the frend to "make science itself into a new religion of
positivism (which is exactly what Auguste Comte would propose, with Comte hunself
volunteering to be, literally, the Pope of Positivism)" (p. 16). Indeed, the positivist
ideology of science has arrived at much the same position in which the medieval
Catholic Church found ftself seeking totahtarian control of the way knowledge is
formulated and legitimised. Just as medieval Christendom was a missionary country,
with cmsades and Inquisitions seeking, ufthnately unsuccessfully, to convert the
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peasantty to confrol by the Church of Rome, so biomedicine has sought unsuccessfully
from the 20th century to convert the population ofthe world to fts view of science.

Westem scientific thought and practice have confributed much to societal evolution,
particularly in relation to medicine — despite the aforementioned criticisms. For
example, altiiough ft is probably impossible to define reason, as a practical notion it has
proven to be a dynamic tool for the advancement of civilisations' standards. However
much ft can be argued that reason "has provided the most basic assumptions and
therefore created the most basic decisions", ft has simultaneously been "the sign of
Westem man's conscious self and therefore of his better self Reason is stiU accepted as
the light which leads the way across the treacherous ground of our baser instincts" (Saul,
1992, p. 14). Biomedical science, by its commitment to the explanatory and analytical
approach and its power to understand disease through science, has not only reheved
suffering, but has made a profound contribution to the maintenance of health through fts
grasp of diagnostic and preventive measures. However, apart from it being accompanied
by adverse events and dramatically escalatuig costs, so often it intervenes with its
expensive curative measures, when simpler measures would do. In this regard, unhke
natural medicine practice, biomedical practice has evolved, to some extent, to ignore
even the natural healing and immunological properties ofthe human body (Carter, 1992,
p. 243).

6.3 Science and Myth
In Europe since the Middle Ages, at least, there has been a divide between the practice
of Westem medicine and natural medicine. The related debate, which has continued for
centuries, usually involves claim and counter-claim about the relative safety and efficacy
of these forms of medicine and the quality of their practitioners. Supporters of the
various sides ofthe on-going debate generally agree that the beliefe of their opponents
are to varying degrees false. An accusation of felsity is usually accompanied by the
suggestion that those beliefs are therefore myths, and that myths, being either unscientific or otherwise not in the public mterest, ought not to play a role in "modem"
medicine. As has been seen, proponents of Westem medicine have occasionally
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successfiilly advocated this case to the Church and govemment, which have responded
with proscription of various medical services and/or classes of providers, or individual
providers, regardless of thefr public support or the pubhc interest. When opponents hold
contradictory views, ft is usually assumed that, at the most, only one of die views can be
trae, whereas either both or one ofthe views may be false. By applying this logic to the
biomedicine/natural medicine debate, because of thefr confradictory nature, some ofthe
competing claims must be false, even though they enjoy a great deal of support from
their believers.

From a scientific perspective, the concepts of randomness and symbolic thinking are
incompatible. The distribution of tea leaves in a cup, or the fall ofthe milfoil sticks in
divining by the I Ching would be seen to be mere noise, and therefore irrelevant to the
fiiture. However, the transformation of noise into information is a flmction of symbolic
thinking, and "most scientific theories rest on the assumption that, for any particular
purpose, some events (and usually most events) are indeed noise, from which no
irfformation can be derived" (Smith, 1989, p. 19). However, the justification for adopting
randonmess as a component of scientific theories is that they have proved to be useful
(pp. 19-20).

Although science has provided convincing theories about the origins ofthe urtiverse and
the evolution of humans, people in all societies have constracted altemative myths about
thefr origins, whose function is to "define man's place in nature, and thus to give him a
sense of purpose and value" (Smith, 1989, p. 40). It was not always intended that the
myths were to be taken literally, as the trath they conveyed was often a symbolic one.
Smith (1989, p. 42) explains that the flmction of a myth is to give moral and evaluative
guidance rather than techrtical help. However, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish
between science and myth:
If Darwfri demonsfrated the impossibility of acquiring certamty through
induction, Einstein showed that what scientists had been most certain of
— classical mechanics — was at worst false and at best a special case of
a more general theory. After this twin blow, sure and certain knowledge is
something we can expect only at our funerals, (p. 43)
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From a philosophical perspective, all science may be regarded as myth as the scientific
method of disproving hypotheses provides the potential for the adjustment of all "known
things". The argument that some alleged science may be myth can arise through diverse
circumstances. The following example appears to describe the realisation of a different
kind of "myth". The 2001 jomt declaration by the editors of 11 leading medical joumals
including The Lancet, Medical Journal of Australia, New England Journal of Medicine
and Journal ofthe American Medical Association accused the pharmaceutical industry
of interfering in scientific research (Stock, 2001, p. 7). Whereas ft is vital for clinical
trials involving human testing of prototype freatments to be totally independent, there
was growing evidence that sponsors had regularly dictated trial participation terms, and
also impeded full disclosure ofthe results. This occurred because ofthe desperation of
scientists for funding (Stock, 2001, p. 7). The reputation of these prestigious joumals is
clearly threatened by publication of scientific papers written in these circumstances.
Marxists may not be surprised by this interference in science by capitalist corporations.
Little (1995) claims that "medical scientific fraud began to emerge in the 1970s" (p. 43).
According to Kohn (1986), breaches in ethics in scientific research include "outright
fi:aud and conscious Msification, through plagiarism and concealment of information"
(p. vii). The quality of some medical publications is therefore questionable, particularly
as Lock (1991) claims that only about 1 per cent of medical publications represent
"good" science (pp. 1-8).

Although Newtonianism may have contributed much to science, it has also been credited
with alienatmg human beings from the universe they inhabit. People feel demoralised,
depersonalised and helpless when they are encouraged to accept that they are merely
cogs in a machine that has no interest in them as persons, and which will continue its
work regardless of thefr feelfrigs or actions (MacKay; cited in Davies & Gribbin, 1991,
p. 7). As a resuft, many people have rejected much of society, mcluding its scientific
values. For example, Darwin's paradigms are probably the most disbelieved on the
planet, and although the Judeo-Christian theories of human nature have great support in
the United States:
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the modem sciences of cosmology, geology, biology, and archaeology
have made it impossible for a scientifically literate person to believe that
the biblical stoiy of creation actually took place. As a result, the JudeoChristian theory of human nature is no longer explicitly avowed by most
academics, joumalists, social analysts, and other intellectually engaged
people. (Pmker, 2002, p. 2)
However, Cassfrer (1951) points out that the various scientific systems were incapable
of "ever wrestling from things thefr ultimate mystery, or ever penetrating to the absolute
being of matter or the human soul" (p. 13). The implications ofthe separation ofthe
behefs ofthe populace from the behefs of science are exemplified by Pinker (2002) as
follows:
According to recent polls, 76 percent of Americans believe in the biblical
account of creation, 79 percent believe that the miracles in the Bible
actually took place, 76 percent believe in angels, the devil, and other
immaterial souls, 67 percent believe they will exist in some form after
their death, and only 15 percent believe that Darwin's theory of evolution
is the best explanation for the origin of human Itfe on Earth. Politicians on
the right embrace the rehgious theory explicitly, and no mainstream
politician would dare contradict it in public, (p. 2)
The separation of sciencefix)msociety is not just a religious question, as evidenced by
the divide between biomedicine and natural medicine. However, possibly the populace is
seeking more comforting or profound explanations for thefr existence than that provided
by Gribbin (2002) who stated that "the most important thing that science has taught us
about our place in the universe is that we are not special," (p. xvii) and justifies that view
with the fact that the Earth was merely one of hundreds of billions of stars in its MiUcy
Way galaxy alone. He also claims that human hfe was no different from any other kind
of life on Earth, as "all you need to make human beings out of amoebas is the process of
evolution by natural selection, and plenty of time" (p. xix). Further, he argues that "life
is just a rather complicated form of chemistry" (p. xvii). He describes the period ofthe
new science as one "which has taken us from the realisation that the Earth is not at the
centre ofthe Universe and that human beings are 'only' animals, to the theory ofthe Big
Bang and a complete map ofthe human genome in just over 450 years" (p. xix). Even
though the scientific advancements have been remarkable, clearly, most people with
religious, spiritual or altemative beliefs that allow them to feel special would seek
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explanations for their existence and beliefe elsewhere, as evidenced in the above polling
of Americans.

The claim that some science is myth is supported indirectly by philosophers such as
Kuhn, who believe that some scientists "adopt certain distinct paradigms that are
tenaciously retained, and are abandoned only in the face of glaring absurdities" (Smith,
1989, p. 17). Also, even though experimental scientists pride themselves on their
objectivity, "they unvsdttingly massage thefr data to fit in with preconceived ideas". It is
a disturbing fact that "several different independent experimenters will carefully
measure the same quantity and consistently get the same wrong answer, because it is the
answer they have come to expecf (Smith, 1989, p. 17).

According to Kuhn (1970), the pursuit of science takes place within paradigms subject
to profound shifts: paradigms are "universally recognised scientific achievements that
for a time provide model problems and solutions to a community of practitioners" (p.
viii). It seems that beliefe in established paradigms are notoriously difficult to shift or
destroy, as Carter (1992) claims that "despite the unprecedented advances in modem
research there exists a sfrong inertia to change, in science and medicine" (p. 3). Popper
was concemed that "there is much less accumulation of knowledge in science than there
is revolutionary changing of scientific theory" (Smith, 1989, p. 46). Kuhn sees
difficulties for science where fiequently one paradigm appears merely to replace another
through a "paradigm debate in which the proponents fail to make complete contact with
each others viewpoints and in which they see the world differentiy" (Smith, 1989, p. 46).

The paradigm problem between natural medicine and biomedicine may be represented
by, say, fraditional acupuncturists who seek to assist thefr clients v^th the relief of pain,
the origins of which are a mystery to biomedical science. Although the acupuncturists
and thefr clients may be satisfied with the treatment process, its rationale and the
outcome, many biomedical practitioners would still regard the whole scenario as myth,
probably because it is outside their scientific paradigm. It is for reasons like this that
discussions between natural medicine practitioners and biomedical practitioners often
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degenerate into incomprehensible paradigm debates, as they fell to agree about what is
certain and what is myth.

6.4 Capitalist and Corporatist Influences
The increasing participation by corporations in the provision of health services indicates
a need to examine their influence. The control ofthe current complex Westem economic
situation is found in the:
contmual confusing of industrialization with capftalism with corporatism;
the sort of confiision that ought to drive a modem economist crazy, but
doesn't because all three fit together in a comfortable, flexible way. All
three are interest oriented. They are now to be seen to be about
organization and capital. (Saul, 1997, p. 90)
From a political perspective, Durkheim is concemed that the distinction between pubhc
and private will be blurred if corporations become the "elementary division ofthe State,
the fundamental political unit", as this will divide people into "discrete functional
groupings, which are no longer capable of joint political action ... [and] scientific
rationality [will] achieve its rightful standing as the creator of collective reality" through
the corporations (Saul, 1997, pp. 90-91).

Carter (1992, p. 289) behoves that the contemporary exfreme specialisation of
biomedical practice and thought arises, not so much from the desfre to understand the
complex aetiology and disease process, as the urge to atfract the powerful financial
sponsorship of pharmaceutical corporations. Further, this specialisation often has
positive benefits, but it is specialisation that functions at the behest of powerful fibnanciai
incentives, and which is no longer m touch with the original purpose ofthe heahng art,
and ultimately the world of ethical curative skills and moral integrity. This has resulted,
with particular reference to America, in a medical profession of specialists who:
confrol the practice of medicine, and whose vested interests are the
driving force for the ever-increasing emphasis on new and better
technologies, the fragmentation and compartmentalization of patient care,
and the exorbitant fees charged for invasive procedures of all kinds. Their
needs become dominant, and a holistic approach to the patient, in the
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context of primary health care, becomes subservient or, more accurately,
falls through the cracks. (Carter, 1992, p. 289)
In the US there is a concentration on providing medical care for those who can afford to
pay, and utilising the most sophisticated technology and prescribing expensive surgery,
radiation and so called ethical pharmaceuticals "in order to maximize profits for the
medico-pharmaceutical-industrial complex" (Carter, 1992, p. 289).

As demonsfrated earlier, whereas biomedical theory and practice are limited, they are
closed to other paradigms. As one American biomedical practitioner puts it:
The American public has no idea how politics secretly confrol the practice
of medicine, ff a doctor dares to infroduce a natural, less costly method,
no matter how safe or effective, organised American medicine can target
this doctor for hcense revocation using fear tactics and legal
manoeuvrings. Why do holistic therapies threaten medicine? (1) they
involve a major change in scientific thought. (2) they imply that current
methods are inadequate and (3) they threaten huge profits of a powerful
branch of medicine or a drag company. (Carter, 1992, p. xv)
Carter (1992) is further concemed with the tactics of powerful American medical bodies
as they seek to maintain the power of their profession. He states that:
Investigations against altemative practitioners follow a pattem of
arrogance, dogmatism, deprivation of constitutional rights and a mightmakes-right attitude. To suppress altemative medicine, organised
medicine resorts to bad behaviours: disinformation, smear campaigns of
libel and slander, harassment, unwarranted IRS audfts, enticement of
patients and family members to sue doctors when there is no reason (even
offering financial payment to do so), enfrapment by undercover agents
posing as sick patients who may persistently beg for aftemative
treatments, illegal wiretaps, and break-ins and records theft ... Once
organised medicine targets an altemative practftioner, the following
sequence of events occurs: (1) Negative, sometimes fabricated, evidence
is presented to the state board of medical examiners with a request for an
official investigation. (2) This process resufts in prosecution. (3)
Intimidating pressures are exerted on the doctor to cease his altemative
approach or lose his license to practice medicine. (4) The hcensing boards
engage in investigations and proceedings which are often confidential and
kept secret even from the doctor, (p. 11)
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Natural medicine paradigms are deemed to be a threat to corporate wealth, professional
control and competence. As the pharmaceutical company is the main source of
information about its products to doctors, and provides "lavish incentives for the
prescription of those dmgs and sales incentives" bordering "on bribes" to maintain
market dominance, it is of no surprise to find that:
American medicine has also isolated and quarantined new ideas and
freatments ... especially when they have been contrary to the prevailing
point of view or when the discoverer was unpopular or did not have the
right credentials. American medicine has been incapable of taking a world
point of view and of overcoming professional classicism, which prevents
them accepting the innovations of 'outsiders'. (Carter, 1992, p. xv)
Further, Carter (1992) discusses:
the frightening power mongers who have orchestrated financiallymotivated cover-ups for the purpose of (1) controlling the freatment of
heart disease and the related conditions of stroke and peripheral vascular
disease (2) controlling the treatment of cancer (3) promoting the use of
drugs in the treatment of psychosomatic disorders which respond better to
sfress management (4) promoting dmgs instead of acupuncture to relieve
chronic pain (5) discounting natural remedies and nutritional therapies as
being useless (6) confrofling the treatment of advanced cases of AIDS,
which have remained incurable in part, because of the failure to consider
alternatives, (p. xvii)
The difficulty for patients seeking altemative therapeutic paradigms is sometimes
problematic, as biomedicine has a great deal invested "in the perpetuation of the myth
of objective evaluation. It underpins the cognitive and social authority of its
practitioners and legitimate powerful vested interests, not only in medicine but in
society at large" (Carter, 1992, p. 10). hi the US at the tum ofthe last century, moves to
upgrade all medical education through an enquiry conducted by Abraham Flexner,
sponsored by industrialist Andrew Camegie "gradually eliminated all of the other
schools of the heating arts, sparing only allopathic medical schools affiliated with
universities" (Carter, 1992, p. xvni). With reference to Berliner (1977, p. 100), Willis
(1989) argues that the Camegie foundation desired to build up professional groups
which would:
act both as a buffer between the capitalists and the workers and also foster
dependency on the part ofthe working class in different areas of life (such
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as health, law etc) where they were being mirustered to by experts who
were outside their class domain, (p. 90)
According to Carter (1992), as well as writing about paradigm shifts in 1970, Kuhn also
grasped the "process of inertia" hi the scientific process, hi his view, the process of
inertia has a stractural and epistemological purpose; and by that is meant that the easy
validation and inculcation of scientific ideas is to be seen as dangerous, and possibly
inimical to the scientific process — and that the difficulty of being adopted should be
seen as valuable to the process. This appears to provide room for argument, as the
process of inertia does not always arise from a commitment to scientific rectitude and
scrapulousness, but could arise from the desfre of the current power stracture to
maintain the status quo (p. 21). Indeed, Michael Polanyi, a philosopher and professor of
physical chemistry, commented in 1969 that "new ideas in science are not acceptable in
a rational marmer, based on factual evidence, but instead are determined by random
chance, the rating economic/political powers or the ruling ideology" (Carter, 1992, p.
22). Also, as sociologist. Marcel Truzzi, states, "It is even harder today for new
discoveries and ideas to break through, due to the escalating economics of research," and
that new forms of vested interests will emerge from current funding that must compete
for massive funding and that this "has become a growing and recognised problem in
some areas of modem science" (Carter, 1992, p. 22).

In Europe, the corporate confrol of medical science has been ofthe order of that found in
the US. A survey carried out by the European Board of Consumers Association has
shown that in major European countries, despite having similar rates of disease and
sharing the same pattems of mortality, dmgs were being prescribed "at a rate not in
accordance with the disease rates that occur in thefr respective countries" (Carter, 1992,
p. 231). In all cases, the most prescribed drag was that which was being promoted by a
pharmaceutical corporation within each country. Clearly, the factor that determined
medical sales was not the demand for a range of drags that matched the pattem of
disease occurrence, but a corporate decision to promote a particular dmg irrespective of
what was actually requfred. This raises ethical considerations similar to those posed by
"health-care professionals who are more concemed with selling their services and
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products than with the promotion of health, disease prevention and sadly, even disease
treattnenf (p. 233).

The ethos of biomedicine is driven by an ethic and belief in the technological and
diagnostic refinement of medical practice, which yields a number of apparently counterproductive tendencies. Because ofthe prohibitive costs of innovation, medical practice
and research have become seamlessly joined to the economic ethic and ethos of
capitalism and its commitment to profit, sometimes at any price. Ethical standards
become compromised when wealth creation becomes the social objective of medical
practice, and the medical players seek political power to maintain or gain their position
of political influence.

The societal background to the degeneration of biomedicine includes a necessary
understanding of a global, multinational corporatism as the dominating shape of late
capitalist society in Europe, and the other industrialised countries which derive thefr
culture from Europe. Corporatism is understood as a method of societal organisation in
which individuals have few rights and effectively no voice except in so far as they are
members of or subject to a corporation. Corporations ofthe capitalist variety dominate
economic activity, and the state licenses (and restricts or shapes) aU activities. In
summary, corporatism is:
a system of interest representation in which the constituent unfts are
organised into a lunited number of singular, compulsory, noncompetitive,
hierarchically ordered and fimctionally differentiated categories,
recognised or licensed (if not created) by the state and granted a deliberate
representational monopoly withm thefr respective categories in exchange
for observing certain confrols on their selection of leaders and articulation
of demands and supports. (Schmitter, 1974, cited hi Newman, 1981, p.
47)
Wflliamson (1985) exemplifies as corporatist societies the Fascist Italy of 1922 to 1943;
Portugal under tiie dictators from 1933 to 1974; Vichy France; Ausfria 1934-1938; and
post-1945 Brazil, Pera and Mexico. The Soviet Union under Stalinism would be another
example, with the Communist Party seen as the most powerful organising corporation.
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The influences of capitahsm and corporatism on medicine may be better understood by
an examination of their role in medication research and distribution. Firstly, the
reporting of adverse medication events is informative, as Cohen (2001, pp. 2-5) claims
that the American federal Food and Drag Administration (FDA), and others, accept that
the 250,000 annual reports represent only about 5 per cent ofthe total. In the public
interest there is a professional obligation to fully report such reactions, but the gross
under-reporting suggests that biomedical practitioners, hospitals, other medical
institutions and pharmaceutical companies all have thefr own reasons for underreporting and/or under-estimating these adverse events. This gross under-reporting
suggests that the influences associated with the professionalisation of biomedical
practice and of medical capitalism and corporatism may, at least in this regard, ran
counter to the public interest.

Cohen (2001, p. 6) says that whereas prescription drags help miUions of people
armually, the problems caused by hundreds of drags are obscured. In the four years prior
to 2001, the FDA has had to remove 10 prescription drags, one vaccine and an
anaesthetic that ft had previously claimed to be safe. Cohen (2001, pp. 7-10) claims that
much of the adverse medication reaction problem arises because the pharmaceutical
companies do not recommend the lowest, safest doses of these potent drags. Even
though the technology exists to determine such doses, the intense competition of the
medical marketplace requires fast-paced, inadequate testing through small, brief,
insufficiently extensive studies. This has resulted in 51 per cent of approved drags being
found to produce severe side effects which were not detected, or revealed, prior to
approval — usually after the drags leave the trial setting and are prescribed for sicker
patients. Many adverse events arise from inadequate methods of dmg development and
prescription because, rather than servmg the needs of sound science or patients' safety,
company research and development often serves marketmg strategies.

Most research can be conducted in many ways, and Cohen (2001, pp. 9-10) lists several
questionable methods that he claims are used by pharmaceutical comparties to serve
their own ends. First, they can choose research study designs that are more likely to
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produce favourable results, rather than designs that may provide more accurate results.
Second, they can conduct multiple studies on new drags, then select and publish the
study that is most favourable, while suppressing the rest. Thfrd, their studies can
measure a drag's effectiveness in multiple ways; they then select and publish only the
best results. Sometimes these favourable results have little to do with whether the dmg
will help patients. Further, as pharmaceutical companies provide 70 per cent of all
medication research fiinding, their power allows them to control most researchers, even
to the extent of having them sign confidentiality agreements so that adverse findings can
be suppressed. Those who publish unfavourable findings risk being sued, or losing
future funding.

Cohen (2001, p. 12) claims that because of lack of adequate funding ofthe FDA, its
monitoring of newly approved dmgs is so limited that some drag toxicities have been
initially identified by the media or health interest groups; when 230 deaths were
associated with Viagra within seven months of its release, the FDA did not follow up to
assess the effectiveness of recommended label changes. Cohen is also concemed about
adverse event reports to the FDA; even though Medicare records had disclosed 28,000
annual hospitalisations for adverse events from a best seUing heart drag, Digoxin, the
FDA received only 82 reports. Funding, however, does not appear to be a problem for
the pharmaceutical industry — the most profitable industry, with eamings of around
$US125 bflhon in 1999 — which spends about 20 percent of its income on research and
up to 40 per cent on marketing and advertising (p. 15).

Further, Cohen (2001) states that during the last half century, new dmgs have
continuously been developed and marketed at unnecessarily high doses that disregard
individual variation. In addition, because they are provided in capsule form, flexible
dosing is made difficuft. Instead of doses being designed for maximum patient safety
through lower, safer, proven-effective doses, they are designed to satisfy practftioners'
preference for easy-to-use medications (p. 33). Although these dosage rates are often
eventually lowered to safe levels, there are still two problems: firstiy, ft indicates that
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patients have been unnecessarily mjured; secondly, practitioners often continue to
prescribe the dosages they have originally leamed (p. 34).

Because of natural biological variations among individuals, doses wiU not suft all people
equally. However, Cohen (2001, p. 35) draws attention to several ways in which US
pharmaceutical companies use this for their own purposes. First, companies take
shortcuts, and although the additional costs of more thorough testuig would be
insignificant to the company, ft would save billions in health-care expenditures through
reduction of adverse events, and save many lives. However, as companies do not pay for
these expenditures, there is no incentive for undertakuig better research. Second, as the
top priority of pharmaceutical companies is to market their new drag ahead of their
competitors, they are motivated to do as little as they can get away with. Third, as
marketing and advertising are enhanced by higher efficacy rates, which result from
higher doses, the coincidental generation of higher rates of adverse events is therefore, in
this context, insignificant, particularly as simple dosing also makes good copy. Fourth,
marketing is designed to please practitioners, and easy-to-use dosing regimens save
doctors' time, thus increasing their productivity in terms of patients seen per hour. Fifth,
whereas it would be in the public interest for the pharmaceutical industry to improve its
science by conducting better research and providing vital low-dose information to
physicians and patients, the FDA has limited power to enforce such conduct. Sixth, as
neither the public nor the media are generating public pressure for reform, it is unlikely
to occur. Seventh, by investing in improved research, a company runs the risk of being
beaten by less-conscientious competitors — market dynamics appear to sometimes work
against good science. Eighth, basic economics dictate that with record profits and weak
regulation there is no incentive to change anything.

In an editorial in the Joumal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), Wood
(1999) states that drag safety will improve "only when it is viewed as a cooperative
venture between regulator, industry, and prescriber, when all parties are prepared to
engage in open dialogue so they may leam from the past with a view toward improving
the future" (pp. 1753-4). Cohen (2001) says that this dialogue "should have begun long
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ago, because ending the side-effect epidemic doesn't require some new insight or
discovery: it simply requires restoring sound, practical, scientific principles to the ways
we research, develop, regulate, and prescribe medications" (p. 18). Clearly, the
competition and excessive power of capitalism and corporatism are combining, within
biomedicine, to damage the health ofthe populace.

Also, pharmaceutical corporations appear to be generating most of their income under
false pretenses, aided and abetted by prescriptions wilhngly written by biomedical
practitioners. According to CorkiU (2003) "We've been swaUowing a big lie" (p. 13).
Corkill suggests that it is widely known within the pharmaceutical industry that most
dmgs are ineffective for most people. He supports this by referring to statements made
by Dr Allen Roses, vice-president of genetics with GlaxoSmithKline, the largest
pharmaceutical company in Britain. Roses stated that more than 90 per cent of
pharmaceutical drags had an efficacy rate of less than 50 per cent, that chemotherapy
treatments for cancer were as low as 25 per cent effective, and that genetics were the
cause ofthe problem (Corkill, 2003, p. 13). This blaming of patients' genes for the
failings ofthe pharmaceutical industry is an interesting new development in an industry
that appears to have often blamed its patients for the failure of its freatments.

The corporatist understanding does not invalidate the fundamental criticisms which
Marx made ofthe exploitative nature of capitalism; in fact, it builds on and elaborates
those criticisms, and updates Marx's analysis of power as stemming from a relationship
to the means of production into the realities ofthe 21st century. It flluminates the
mechanisms by which the capacity to employ economic, political and social power
increasingly resides in giant corporations, which at the very least have a massively
distortmg (and increasingly determirting) effect, not orfly on specific market sectors, but
on social institutions such as professions and governments, and on their
interrelationships.
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6.5 The Rule of Law and Professionalisation
The power of the medical profession was enhanced during the Renaissance and
Enlightenment eras by the mle of law. This legal principle developed slowly, and took
its essentiafly final form in the 19th and 20th centuries as it provided sfrength and
justification to the slowly coalescing nation-state. These developments evolved from a
growing and ramifying consensus across Westem Europe as to the need, on a national
level at least, for reliability, general applicability, consistency, impartiality, opermess,
accessibility and clarity of interpretation and application of laws (Walker, 1988, pp. 12,
16-17, 19-22). These developments eventually formed an indispensable basis not only
for capitalism, but also for what is currently understood to be the professionalisation and
the socio-legal role of professions. This sturdy base was to play an important part in the
establishment ofthe biomedical profession. Saul (1992) claims that although the rale of
law has proved highly flawed and unperfect in action, its establishment was arguably
indispensable to the development ofthe legal role of biomedical practitioners. The legal
fi:amework that created national universal public health systems also provided various
roles for biomedical practitioners, relating to fts scientific, medical and legal rationale
(pp. 318-335).

Saul (1992, pp. 110-112) is concemed with the increasing dependence on expert
professionals such as the doctor, the lawyer, the psychiatrist, the polftician, the
bureaucrat, and the scientist for all the important transactions and interactions of hfe.
From the age of Enlightenment, increasing complexity has sounded the death-knell of
commurtity amateurism and ushered in an era of expertise, experts and professionalism.
The individual became isolated from other individuals by a growing psychic distance
based on fear, mistmst, alienation from fraditional skills and community, and an
increasingly vacuous spiritual and practical anomie and helplessness — and now
depends, powerlessly, on the knowledge, minisfrations and unmtelligible language ofthe
professional (p. 475). Further:
One of the speciahst's most successful discoveries was that he could
easily defend his territory by the simple development of a specialized
language incomprehensible to non-experts. The explosion in terminology
over the last fifty years has left the languages ofthe West reeling ... the
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new specialized terminology amounts to a serious attack on language as a
tool of common understanding, (p. 475)
The evolution of a multitude of specialised languages appears to be influenced by
attempts to create hegemonies of power that are exclusive and etite. Saul (1992) says
that "when language begins to prevent communication, that civilization has entered into
serious degeneracy" and he observes tiiat the Westem university "is at the heart of what
divides society rather than seeks to unite ft ... They — the custodians ofthe Westem,
intellectual fradftion — now devote themselves to the prevention of integrated thought"
(p. 476). The growth of professional expertise ensures that the voice ofthe consumer is
rarely heard. The impenefrable

professional

dialects can destroy consumer

comprehension of even the simplest of detafls. Experts demur when these dialects are
described as rhetoric that is being used to obscure understanding. Consumers have
leamed that they are unlikely to be taken seriously if they attempt dialogue with a
professional, even if they are personally paying for thefr professional services. Saul sees
that expertise is the only safeguard ofthe professional, and that as "mformation" is the
currency of a society built upon systems, the professional doles ft out with care (pp.
474-477).

6.6 Technology
Although medical technology has contributed much to society, there are growing
concems about its increasingly widespread use. Inlander et al. (1988) claim that medical
technology has placed an emotional, psychological and possibly a healing distance
between practitioner and patient, particularly as the practitioner's words become less
comprehensible to the patient, and the patient's words and actions become less important
to diagnosis and treatment (pp. 25-26). Inlander et al. (1988) also observe that overreliance on technology, at the expense of human skills and instinct, can contribute to
misdiagnosis, particularly as new medical technology is usually introduced without
adequate risk/benefit studies. They refer to a 1983 Harvard University study which
found that in a review of patients who had died, 10 per cent would have survived "if the
doctors involved had used thefr heads instead of their plugged-in devices" (p. 38). They
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are concemed that the over-reliance on technology ignores human variability, which can
lead to erroneous pronouncements — such as a mistaken diagnosis of coronary
occlusion from a misleading cardiograph printout. They cite the concems of Sidel and
Sidel that "because of tiie inherent dangers of powerful diagnostic and tiierapeutic
methods and because of thefr misuse by incompetent and venal personnel and
institutions" they are, themselves, an increasing cause of iafrogenesis (p. 38). Rice
(1988, p. 15) has examined the cases of 218 women who attended the Australian
Westmead Hospital, a teachmg hospital, for mammography from 1979 to 1985. In 95
cases the mammogram fafled to detect the cancer, and for 47 women, treatment was
delayed for up to 4 years, aUowing their tumours to become more advanced.

Walton (1998) is concemed for the unnecessary and inappropriate use of technology,
and observes that medical practitioners are obviously seeking its mstant resufts (p. 7).
She sees that technology has increased health costs and undermmed "the doctor-patient
relationship by mfroducing competing commercial interests". Walton further says that:
the failure to monitor equipment and the qualifications of the people
operating it also contribute to poor outcomes. In one investigation by an
American Health Research Group, of 2000 patients who had pacemaker
implants in Maryland, the researchers found 500 implants were
urmecessary and another 280 questionable, (p. 8)

6.7 Adverse Medical Events
Although health practices are usually assessed on their record of safety and efficacy, this
part of this study is more concemed with questions of safety. Earlier, it was shown that
iatrogenesis has accomparued Westem medicine for the past thousand years.
Iatrogenesis usually follows an adverse event which is described as "an unintended
injury or complication which results in disability, death or prolonged hospital stay and is
caused by health care management" (Wilson, William, Gibberd, Harrison, & Hamilton,
1995, p. 459) "rather than the disease process" (Porter et al., 1998, p. 4). These adverse
events are followed by iatrogenic illness, which is caused by the adminisfration of
prescription dmgs or other actions of biomedical practitioners, and/or nosocomial
illness, which occurs as a direct result of hospital processes and procedures. Those
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injured emerge from freatment "with a new injury — sometimes minor, or simply
uncomfortable; sometimes permanent, crippting or fatal. Many never know for certain
who or what caused thefr injury. Most would never dream of suing" (Rice, 1988, p. 7).
Even tiiough Porter et al. (1998, p. 1) claim that health care is a risk-laden activity, the
following statistics are significant and may explain why some people are turning to
natural medicine practice.

Barraclough (2002) claims that "safety is the dimension of quality that is most valued by
patients and their families when they receive health care" and that "developing a culture
of safety requfres a significant effort" (p. 4). He continues, to claim that:
adverse events are more likely the result of error prone situations rather
than error prone people. Fundamental changes are needed to achieve a
just health care culture where individuals feel more secure and are
encouraged to report error and system failures and to act on opportunities
for system improvement, (p. 4)
Professor Brace Barraclough is Chair ofthe Australian Council for Safety and Quality in
Health Care, which "was established in 2000 by all Australian Health Ministers to lead
national efforts to improve the safety and quality of health care, with a particular focus
on mirtimising the likelihood and effects of error" (Barraclough, 2002, p. 1). That such a
body has been established suggests that biomedicine is in crisis. It also indicates that
Ausfralian Federal and State governments genuinely desfre to improve patient safety in a
health system that is a mix of socialism, capitalism and corporatism. However,
Barraclough's claims, above, appear also to suggest that some biomedical systems are
unsafe, the existing health care culture is unjust, and individuals feel relatively insecure
and are discouraged from reporting error and system failures.

Further evidence of biomedical adverse events is provided in an anonymous report in the
Brisbane Courier Mail of July 14, 2002 (Anon. 2002, p. 36), which claims that each
year, adverse events in the practice of biomedicine in Ausfralia cost about 4 billion
dollars, affect more than 500,000 Ausfralians, requfre about 80,000 hospital admissions
and cause about 11,000 accidental deaths. This report appears to have accomparued the
release ofthe 2002 Armual Report ofthe Ausfralian Council for Safety and Quality hi
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Health Care, which, mterestingly, contains a higher hospftal admission figure for only
part ofthe adverse events, and estimates that:
around 140,000 hospital admissions each year are associated with
problems with the use of medicmes (including harmfiil side effects). We
know that problems with medicines may make up about 20 per cent of all
the things that go wrong in health care, and that a considerable proportion
of these events may be preventable ... with inappropriate use of
medicines in Ausfralia costing approximately $380 million per year in the
public hospital system alone. (Barraclough, 2002, p. 17)
This Report also says that "every year there are over 100 million general practice
encounters in Ausfralia" which produce over 190 mfllion prescriptions, "with around
400,000 of these thought to uivolve adverse drag events" (Barraclough, 2002, p. 5).
Further, of 5.9 mfllion hospital admissions, about 140,000 are associated with problems
with medicines (p. 25). Hospitals appear to be places of potential and actual danger, as
the Report finds that "where patients are given medicines from common ward supplies,
the error rates are between 15 and 20 per cent, compared with error rates between 5 and
8 per cent when individual patient medicines supplies are used" (p. 29).

However, some other studies are also significant. For example, Wilson et al. (1995)
examined 14,179 admissions to 28 hospitals in New South Wales and South Australia in
1992, and found that 16.6 per cent ofthe patients studied experienced adverse events
(pp. 458-459). Although 51 per cent ofthe adverse events were highly preventable, 4.9
per cent of those events, involving 0.81 per cent ofthe admissions, resulted in death. By
exfrapolating these figures to the Austrahan population, it was estimated that in
Ausfralia in 1992, adverse events resulting from largely preventable hospital accidents
caused from 10,000 to 14,000 deaths, with a fiirther 25,000 to 30,000 suffering some
permanent disability. Wflson et al. (1995, p. 458) also refer to an earlier study of
admissions to a university hospital. In this instance 4 per cent of those admitted
experienced iafrogenic fatality or serious injury. Further, Harrison estimated that adverse
events in Australian hospitals caused 14,000 deaths in 1999 (Ragg, 1999, p. 17). Rice
(1988, p. 9) says that in Australia, of approximately 3.5 million hospital admissions
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every year, some 245,000 patients will suffer some kind of medical accident. About
70,000 of these accidents can be attributed to negligence.

Irffection is also a major problem in hospitals. Rice (1988) claims that "all hospital
patients — and particularly those who have undergone surgery — become candidates for
malpractice simply by staying in hospital" (p. 22). Rice proceeds to explam that
irffections in Austrahan hospitals affect 6 per cent of patients — 150,000 patients
armually — and cost about $150 mfllion. The extent of permanent injury and death is
unknown. More alarming are the statistics for intensive care and surgery units, where
"for every 100 intensive care beds, there were 20 infections in 13 patients, and in
surgical wards there were 10 infections in 8 patients" (p. 22). Saloojee and Steenhoff
(2001) claim that although hand washing is the single most important measure in
infection confrol in hospitals, nurses' hands were cleaned after only 30 per cent of
general patient contacts, and after 50 per cent of activities likely to result in heavy
contamination (pp. 16-17). Pittet et al. (2000) promoted hand hygiene through a
hospital-wide programme, and found that "hand hygiene improved significantly among
nurses and nursing assistants, but remained poor among doctors" (p. 1307). Infections
are becoming more difficult to freat, and Fulder (1994) claims that the vast overase of
antibiotics has caused the development of 'super-bugs' that are resistant to the usual
antibiotics (pp. 185-186). Further, although antibiotics are designed to kfll bacteria and
stop infections, despite regular warnings about thefr ovemse and misuse, many doctors
around the world continue to prescribe them inappropriately. For example in the UK, 66
per cent of hospital patients who were prescribed antibiotics had no bacterial irffection
(pp. 185-186).

Further evidence that hospitals are dangerous places is provided by Irtiander et al. (1988)
who claim that residents make diagnosis errors 13.1 per cent ofthe time, and interns
15.6 per cent of the time (p. 68). They also claim that, each year, about 78,000
Americans develop cancer from medical and dental X-rays (p. 106), and that
misdiagnosis accompanies many unnecessary X-rays (p. 108). Fulder (1994) says that
"there used to be mass screening for limg cancer until it was realised that regular chest X
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ray of milhons of people caused more illness than it cured" (p.33). Hospitals may not
even guarantee basic human rights; Rice (1988) clauns that "students at the University
of Tasmania's Medical School were making vaginal examinations of women patients
while the women were unconscious, and without their consent. Similar practices occur at
teaching hospitals hi other states — even though, legally, they may amount to criminal
assault" (p. 13).

Rice (1988, p. 8-10) claims that biomedical practice in the US and Britain produces
similar 'medical epidemics' — a term used by Cohen (2001, p. 3). Lazarou, Pomeranz
and Corey (1998) claim that adverse medication reactions are the fourth largest cause of
death in the US, and of 2,216,000 severe reactions in US hospitals each year, 106,000
resuft m fatalities (pp. 1200-5). Usher (1998) says ofthe US that 88,000 people die each
year of complications from nosocomial illness, of which about a third are estimated to
have been preventable, and that in 1994, 106,000 hospitalised Americans had fatal
adverse drag reactions (p. 64). Further, the American Iatrogenic Association (2002)
reports that adverse events in American biomedical practice cost about US$29 billion
annually and cause from 44,000 to 98,000 accidental deaths. Evidence that diagnostic
tests are sources of adverse events is becoming voluminous. Fulder (1994) says that in
the US in 1987 there were 1400 diagnostic tests available, and that 19 biUion tests were
conducted — 80 tests for each citizen — at a cost of $US100 bUlion (p. 30). In the UK
the position is not dissimflar. McTaggart (1996) states that "every year 1.17 mflhon
British people ... are put in a hospital bed by a medical procedure gone wrong" (p. 3 80).

From the above, it appears that there is a crisis in biomedicine wherever it is practiced.
What is remarkable is that this crisis is not widely recognised as such. Even so, critics of
biomedicine, both from inside and outside the profession, are numerous. For example, in
1969, Robert Moser pubhshed a study of iafrogenic disease, and in 1976 Ivan lUich first
published his benchmark critique ofthe damage, limits, costs and contradictions of
biomedicine. This latter study focussed on many current issues including ineffective
treatment, iatrogenesis, the disabhng effect of over-professionalising medicine which
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renders the patient helpless in the face of illness, and in the presence of the alleged
expert. Illich (1976) concludes:
A world of optimal and widespread health is obviously a world of
minimal and only occasional medical intervention. Healthy people are
those who live in healthy homes on a healthy diet in an environment
equally fit for birth, growth, work, healing and, dying ... The trae miracle
of modem medicine is diabolical. It consists in making not orfly
individuals but whole populations survive on inhumanly low levels of
personal health. Medical nemesis is the negative feedback of a social
organization that set out to improve and equalize the opportimity for each
man to cope in autonomy and ended by desfroying it. (pp. 274-275)
There is a considerable hterature, including media reports, which focuses on examples
of patients' complaints about biomedical freatment; but there appears to be little
evidence of systematic research into the causes of public discontent with biomedicine.
Indeed, there is evidence that there are built-in mecharusms in the practice of
biomedicine which deter complaints. For example, there is Sanson-Fisher's report
(Pamell & AAP, 1999, p. 5) of a study revealmg that cancer and other patients feared
retribution from hospftal staff if they complained. Another study showed 78 per cent of
hospital patients being critical of their freatment.

Merrilyn Walton, New South Wales Health Care Complaints Commissioner from 1994,
has published her concems about biomedicine. Although Wafton writes from the
collective experiences provided by her private life and her unique public position, her
observations of the deficiencies of biomedicine are reflected by numerous other
researchers. Through her public role, Walton (1998) has heard complaints from
hundreds of patients regarding their freatment (p. 4). Wafton claims that biomedicine is
experiencing problems because it is practiced in a web of professional, commercial,
organisational, govemment and consumer interests: "My doctor fiiends agree that
medicine is in a mess but there is no consensus on what the problems are or how to fix
them" (p. 5).

Walton (1998) is also concemed about biomedical practftioners who participate in
medical research for a fee — whether or not they have received special training in
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research principles or methodology — particularly if they falsify results (p. 77). Further,
in relation to medical research, she points out that recognition ofthe abuses of people by
Nazi doctors during the Second World War brought about a new era of ethical research
in the West (p. 78). However, some reports still suggest that abuse of people in the name
of medical research may not have ceased. For example, Walton describes how, from
1944 to 1974, the US govermnent sponsored unethical experiments, one of which
involved injecting patients, including chfldren and prisoners, with plutonium and
uranium (p. 79). Walton also refers to a study involving mentally retarded children who
were deliberately irffected with hepatitis, and the Tuskegee experiments, from 1932 to
1972, whereby 412 poor Afiican-American men with syphilis remained untreated; they
were told only that they had "bad blood" (p. 79). Further, Walton cites a New Zealand
experiment relating to cervical cancer, conducted by doctors at the National Women's
Hospital in Auckland, which involved women with carcinomas that were left untreated
(p. 80). She also refers to a 'deep sleep' therapy experiment in Australia, where four
doctors involved 1430 patients in the therapy in a private hospital, and 25 died (p. 80).
These doctors apparently ignored the literature from the beghming ofthe century, which
documented the possible serious side effects.

Walton (1998) says that the media continues to report on questionable research practices
where patients have actually been harmed. For example, during one week of August
1997, three Austrahan news reports described violations during research and
experimental freatments:
faulty heart valves being inserted into people, women exposed to
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease as a resuft of fertility treatments, and thousands
of people in Sweden having forced steritisations from the 1940s until
1976. The message such reports send us is that we cannot trast those in
authority to look after the mterests ofthe participants, (pp. 78-79)
Many biomedical adverse events are reported in the media, but then apparently become
hidden from general public view. McTaggart (1996) refers to a list of reports from her
moming newspaper in Britain in a single month in 1995:
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Just consider the following headlines and thefr litany of professional
disaster, most treated as everyday revelations, given little more than a few
column inches:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Women are found to be given hysterectomies without their consent.
Pregnant women abort perfectly healthy babies after the foetus is wrongly
diagnosed as being defective.
Some 1000 cervical smear tests are misdiagnosed.
In one hospital district, nearly 2000 patients are misdiagnosed as having
cancer and given freatment that may increase their chances of developing
the disease.
New evidence emerges about hormones containing Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in fertility treatments given to women. Growth hormone was also
found to be contaminated with CJD.
Surgical patients are dying from bad care in hospital.
Complaints against doctors have tripled since 1977.
Half of all trainee doctors admit to major mistakes in giving infravenous
drags.
Drag prescriptions have gone up by 30% in seven years.
13,000 British lives are lost a year because intensive-care patients aren't
monitored properly, (p. 6)

Because ofthe extent and damage of adverse medical events, it may be appropriate to
assess whether some biomedical practitioners ought to be denied the right to practice.
For example, Walton (1998) claims that about 10 per cent of physicians have sexually
exploited their patients (pp. 58-59), and Irtiander et al. (1988) claim that 5 to 10 per cent
of American physicians are incompetent to practice medicine because of addictive,
psychological, psychiatric, or other problems (p. 25). It is of no surprise then that
Walton (1998) claims that inappropriate freatments generally range from about 15 to 30
per cent, but rise to 40 per cent for some procedures at individual institutions (p. 146).
This could imply questionable student selection criteria. Rice (1988) says that a survey
at the Faculty of Medicine at the University of New Soutii Wales has revealed that 29
per cent of medical students would have been rejected for, amongst other things,
personality problems if the selection procedure had been extended from academic
criteria to mclude an interview (p. 231). WiUis (1989) sees a class-based bias in medical
student selection, as early in the 20th century, recraitment was class-restrictive: students
from protestant private schools dominated the profession, and entry by working class
students was almost impossible. This inequity was compounded in several ways: by
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prerequisites in Latm and Greek, which were usually offered only in private schools; by
significantly high university tuition fees; and by the relatively long period of fraining
needed before the receipt of an income (pp. 85-86).

Rice (1988) claims that patients appear to be exposed to greatest danger by the latest
trends in surgery and medicine, such as cosmetic surgery, as non-experts seek to cash in
on popular fads (p. 22). Classic biomedical and hospital mishaps cited include: an
operation on the wrong leg; a surgical sponge left in the abdomen after a caesarean
procedure and discovered seven months later after the patient complauied of great pain
(p. 36); a patient who lost two teeth while receiving electric shock treatment without a
mouth guard to protect the teeth as the jaws became clenched (p. 37); a biomedical
practitioner who performed several "violenf cervical manipulations on a patient who
soon "died from a lack of oxygen to the brain caused by a clot of major blood vessels at
the back ofthe neck" (pp. 38-40). In this final example, the practitioner appears to have
bungled a chiropractic adjustment, and the incident is representative of concems ofthe
natural medicine professions that some inadequately frained biomedical practitioners are
performing natural medicine treatments to the detriment of patients. This is evidenced in
acupuncture, where Martyr (2002) reports that "the 'adverse event rate' of non-medical
practitioners was actually less than half the mean adverse event rate of medical
practitioners" (p. 304).

The history of surgery and hospital processes contains alarming reports. For example.
Rice (1988) detafls how, in the first part ofthe 20th century — because sections ofthe
medical profession believed that masturbation was a major cause of insanity, impotence,
disease, and blindness — boys were cured by castration, and girls by the surgical
removal or cauterisation of the ctitoris (p. 2). Rice also claims that early in the 20th
century, distinguished British surgeon Sfr Arbuthnot Lane removed 1000 colons as a
cure for constipation, leavmg the patients with continuous diarrhoea, until the practice
quietly disappeared (p. 166). Further, Rice explains that in the 1950s, premature babies
were exposed to high concentrations of oxygen in order to increase their lung function;
after 10 years, it was realised that the survival chances of premature babies were not
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improved, and that thousands of irffants suffered permanent blindness from the freatment
(p. 2).

In commenting on unnecessary surgery. Rice (1988) claims that urmecessary surgery is
usually associated with oversupply of surgeons, as is the case in Australia, where it is
seen in unwarranted caesarean sections, gall bladder operations, tonsillectomies and
mastectomies (pp. 166-167). Rice says that despite warnings of the danger of
circumcision, particularly within the first four years, and especially within the first year,
most of Australia's 25,000 annual circumcisions are performed "before the newly bom
iirfant is discharged from hospital" (p. 180). Also, although there is convincing evidence
"that the utems is not 'useless', but produces hormones which protect women from heart
attacks after menopause," Rice claims that hysterectomies, which threaten women's
lives, are unnecessarily occurring (pp. 175-176). Rice also claims that "money plays a
big role in the level of urmecessary surgery", but doctors seem to believe uncritically in
surgery theory, as operation rates for them and their relatives are between 25 per cent
and 35 per cent higher than the national average (p. 168). Whereas 15 per cent to 25 per
cent of surgery is unnecessary. Inlander et al. (1988) claim that these figures rise to 50
per cent to 60 per cent for some operations; the figures rise to 40 per cent to over 80 per
cent for tonsillectomies and hysterectomies (p. 113). Evidence that surgery is not
necessarily scientifically validated prior to its use is provided by Rice (1988) who says
that properly confrolled trials of heart surgery were conducted only after the operation
had become widespread (p. 181). Moynihan (1998) states that "perhaps thousands of
Australians are still being harmed every year by surgeons performing operations which
may be unproven, unnecessary or unsafe" (p. 49). Further, Rice (1988) claims that when
patients seek second ophiions, there is a corresponding reduction in surgery of 19 per
cent (p. 191).

Some prescription dmgs appear to be based on questionable science. For example. Rice
(1988) claims that many dmgs which entered the Austrahan market before 1969 have
never been assessed, and that clinical trials for some dmgs are questionable, in that the
number of trial participants is inadequate, and that the trials tend to exclude the young.
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the elderly, the pregnant, and those with hver or renal disease — who may later use the
dmg (p. 189). Further, Moynihan (1998) claims that many commonly prescribed drags
have not been properly evaluated, as they have not been tested in large scale, medium or
long term, randomised controlled trials (p. 77). Evidence ofthe over-supply of drags is
provided by Rice, who says that, "hi one Ausfralian study, 78 per cent of pseudo-patients
who presented at doctors' surgeries were prescribed psychotropic drags without asking
for them" (p. 183), and that doctors give inadequate instraction to patients about their
prescribed drags. Further, drags can be addictive — 30 per cent of people taking normal
doses of prescription dmgs are significantly dependant on them, and that patients may
become trapped hi a cycle of dependence (p. 185). McCall (1996) claims that Valium
was so oversubscribed in the 1960s that it became the most prescribed dmg in the US
and millions of Americans, particularly women, became addicted (p. 16S). Although
adverse reactions to dmgs cause 3 per cent of admissions to acute medical wards,from6
per cent to 15 per cent of patients in medical wards suffer adverse reactions to drags
"whfle they are in hospital" (Rice, 1988, pp. 23, 185). Drags may also be used for social
control, so Walton (1998, pp. 113-114) is concemed with the overase of medication in
nursing homes as research conducted in 46 irmer Sydney nursing homes found the
incidence of residents taking minorfranquiUisersamong the highest in the world.

Proponents of biomedicine often imply that it is thoroughly "scientific". However,
Robert J. Weiss, M.D., of Columbia University has challenged this view: "For a
profession which considers itself scientific, we have approached in a most unscientific
fashion the issue ofthe appropriate use of technology and freatment... not orfly have we
not been scientific, we have not been humanitarian" (Weiss, cfted in Inlander et al,
1988, p. 38). Further, McTaggart (1996) says that "the shocking trath is that 80 per cent
of the treatments we take for granted — cholesterol lowering, heart surgery, even
treatments for everyday condftions like arthritis or asthma — have never been
scientifically proven to work, let alone to be safe" (p. 380).

It is of sigruficance that what some critics of biomedicine generally have in common is
that, although they concur on the dangers and unscientific nature of much of
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biomedicine, they stfll see it as the only path to freatment; their desire to improve it,
worthy though that is, blinds them to the aftematives. In particular, they never seriously
contemplate whether natural medicine could play an expanded role. In discussing
healing, Walton (1998) laments the absence in biomedical practice of qualities such as
compassion, empathy, recognition of the power of the human spirit, and individual
responses to adversity — qualities that would be difficult to exhibit during the standard
6-minute biomedical consultation; qualities which earlier in this study were ascribed to
natural medicine practitioners from prehistory (pp. 20-21).

Because so many people are harmed by adverse medical events, there are differing
community views as to the safety and efficacy of biomedicine and the competence of its
practitioners. The parameters of those views appear to be separately represented by
Walton (1998) and McTaggart (1996). Walton adopts a "doctors know best" perspective
and suggests that because "patients will never be in a position to know whether or not
doctors have sufficient knowledge and skiUs ... they must tmst their doctor's abilfties
and skills ... A belief in the moral worth of doctors as professional people is necessary"
(p. 20). On the other hand, McTaggart urges more caution: "One glance at the statistics
shows that, except in the case of getting ran over or needing an emergency caesarean,
orthodox Westem medicine not only won't cure you but may leave you worse off...
scientific medicine itself is responsible for a good percentage of disease" (p. 5). Those
who accept the biomedical perspective appear to be handing over responsibility for their
health to a biomedical practitioner and seem to believe that whereas biomedicine is
based on sound science, natural medicine is not. There are many who believe rigidly in
the efficacy of biomedicine to the exclusion of aU other forms of healing; there is
another group, however, who accept — at least to some extent — the nattiral medicine
perspective. This group is dominated by the more highly educated (Martyr, 2002, p.
270), and accepts that natural medicine, unlike biomedicine, is both relatively safe and
efficacious. Many of these people also see biomedicine as being little more than a "drags
and surgery" approach, more involved in the masking of symptoms than healmg. Martyr
observes that "a groundswell of pubhc opinion ttimed on orgartised medicine m the
1970s, denouncing fts perceived arrogance, fts iafrogenic effects, fts Imks with the
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pharmaceutical industry, and the perceived medical interference in all aspects of human
life" (Martyr, 2002, p. 269).

6.8 Conclusions
The incidence of adverse medical events is of such magrtitude as to suggest major
deficiencies in biomedical theory and practice. While there is evidence that some
biomedical practice is not based on sound systems or sound scientific theory — and in
some circumstances any scientific theory at all — there is further evidence that Westem
scientific thought, itself, contains deficiencies. This has led to the concept ofthe division
ofthe totality of existence into separate entities — that is, a fragmentary world view —
in which the fragments are deemed to be essentially fixed, and static in thefr nature. In
biomedicine, this is marked by increasing specialisation, which ensured that biomedical
science became limited to the hard, analytical disciplines known as the natural sciences,
ignoring other, traditional approaches to disease. Also, because concepts of Westem
science such as the gaining of certainty by induction and the reliance on classical
mechanics are now questionable, it is more difficult to separate science from myth. It
appears that capitalist and corporatist influences have compromised and corrupted
biomedical practice and research through selective fiinding, aggressive marketing,
abuses of power, retention of information, and maximising of prices — all of which
support corporate goals for maximising profits. Also, the professionalising of
biomedicine has constracted a communication barrier between patients and practitioners,
as the language ofthe professional is incomprehensible to patients, and the overase of
technology has placed an emotional, psychological, and possibly a healing distance,
between practitioner and patient. The incidence of adverse medical events suggests that
biomedicine is m crisis wherever it is practiced.

The following chapter will outhne the further evolution of the natural medicine
paradigm and detail its current role in Westem society.
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CHAPTER 7
THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN NATURAL MEDICINE
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter discussed how the influence of science on biomedicine produced a
fi:agmentary perspective marked by mcreasing specialisation and greater reliance on
technology, ignoring other, tradftional approaches to disease. Also, while the increasing
use of technology and the evolution of professional language caused new
communication barriers to emerge between practftioners and clients — further widening
professional distance — capitalist and corporate processes appear to have compromised
and corrapted some biomedical practices and research. Further, rates of biomedical
iafrogenesis and nosocomial illness remain sigruficant.

However, this study has shown that as natural medicine evolved from prehistoric times,
health was seen to require a temperate lifestyle so that body, mind and spirit could be
maintained in balance. Illness was seen to arise from imbalance, and healing involved
the restoration of balance to all aspects of an individual's life. Ancient Mesopotamian
and Egyptian medicines were found to be intertwined with medical, religious and
spiritual theories, beliefs and practices, some of which appear to be generally
represented in current natural medicine practice: aromatherapy, massage, reflexology,
"food as medicine" therapies, herb and other plant therapies, reflexology, prayer,
positive affirmations, sooth saying, creative visuahsation, magic, dreams, spells,
incantations, tender loving care, love, and relaxation. Diagnostic techniques which have
evolved to the present include asfrology, divination and intuition. The evolution ofthe
practitioner/client relationship involved emotional responses such as optimism, trast,
confidence, faith, reassurance, caring and hope. This interpersonal bondhig of the
practitioner and the client saw no need to maintain unemotional, professional distance.
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This chapter will explore the evolution ofthe modem natural medicine paradigm m six
distinct sections. The sections on European Influences and American Influences will
examine the post-Roman evolution of British natural medicine; European concepts of
temperance and nature cure; and the evolution of American natural medicine practices
such as osteopathy, chiropractic, spiritualism, Thomsortianism, and Eclecticism — and
the influence of Indian medicine. The section on Science Empowers the Regulars details
the growth in power ofthe Regulars — who were seen to be more scientific — and the
demise of others. The Resurgence of Natural Medicine will look at increasing public
support in Britain and the US for natural medicine, particularly from the 1960s, and the
response ofthe authorities. From European Nature Cure to American Naturopathy will
assess various European nature cure practices which were exported to the US, and the
development of American naturopathy. The section on The Australian Experience will
look at Aboriginal medicine, the effects of European colonisation, the practices of
European physicians, the medicine ofthe settlers, the development of various natural
medicine practices, and the development of what is possibly Australia's most significant
contribution to global natural medicine: its colleges and professional associations.

As this study is exploring new academic territory, resources available for examination
and reference are often hmited. The sections on Science Empowers the Regulars and
The Resurgence of Natural Medicine rely predominantly on Griggs (1997) and Porter
(1997), which appear to be the only available histories tiiat deal sigrtificantly with the
evolution of these aspects of natural medicine. Powell (2003), also, is repeatedly cited.
However, he appears to be the only relevant contemporary source of commentary on
current Ausfralian natural medicme political and organisational matters.

7.2 European Influences
Although nattiral medicine paradigms evolved throughout the world, this sttidy is
concemed with those that evolved in and from Europe from prehistoric times, and were
particularly influenced by the Graeco-Roman fradftion.
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Griggs (1997) claims that Hippocratic theory, belief and practice influenced the
evolution of medicine in Britain: with the withdrawal of Roman forces from Britain in
407, aspects of its Graeco-Roman medicine remained (pp. 15-17). After the faU of
Rome, the Church dominated medical practice in Europe's Dark Ages. With the arrival
of Christianity in Britain in 597, its Benedictine monastic medicine cared for the sick,
and each monastery grew medicinal herbs in its physic garden. Until the establishment
of medical schools and universities in the 11th and 12th centuries, formal medical
education was also confrolled by the Church through its monasteries (Griggs, 1997, p.
17;Porter, 1997,p. 111).

Britain also became irmovative in natural medicine practice. King Alfred (870-899)
encouraged the development of medicine by importing exotic drags and scholars,
establishing schools and monasteries, and translating various medical texts into English.
Griggs (1997, pp. 17-18) and Porter (1997, p. 91) claim that this translation into the
vemacular, which apparently did not occur in any other European country — since
monks were fluent in Latin — suggests a wider demand for medical information from
households and "leeches", as healers were called. Eventually the English appear to have
become more knowledgeable than the continentals about medicinal plants, and "had
names and uses for perhaps 500 different plants" (Griggs, 1997, p. 18).

England's oldest surviving Anglo-Saxon medical text is the early 10th century Leech
Book of Bald (Griggs, 1997, p. 18). Porter (1997, pp. 91-92) explams that as well as
compiling the best avaflable Greek and Roman medical literature. Bald recommended a
wide range of local herbal and food remedies, and practical freatment and caring
suggestions. Treatment of disease also hivolved prayers, the invokmg of saints' names,
exorcism. Christian amulets, meteorological and asfrological advice, uroscopy, bleeding,
and the fransference ofthe disease to animals, plants or the soil. Number magic was also
used, and ft seems the Anglo-Saxons preferred the number nine. According to Porter
(1997), Bald recommended freattnent for paralysis: "scarify the neck after the setting of
the sun and sflentiy pour the blood into runnmg water. After that, spft three times, then
say: 'Have thou this unheal and depart with ft'" (p. 91). Griggs (1997) claims that Bald
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also said that a leech must be a carefiilly frained observer, who must exercise care in
bloodletting: first, the patient was to be located in a warm place; then care must be
exercised to control the volume of blood exfracted, as an excess could result in death.
Further, patients' diets were to be confrolled, as food was used as medicine (p. 18).

Griggs (1997) explams that in Wales, Draid priest-healers studied theology, asfrology,
divination, the influence of lunar cycles on humans and plants, and herbal medicine.
They considered the mistietoe to be the most sacred and magical of plants. By the 6th
century at Myddfai, a Hippocratic-influenced independent school of physicians (who
were more "rational" than "priestly"), had emerged (p. 15). Griggs (1997) claims that
Welsh medical practice, particularly herbal practices, may have influenced the evolution
of medicine in England (p. 16). Also, for more than a thousand years to the 18th century,
"an imbroken tradition of skilled doctoring was handed down in one Myddfai family,
who served as personal physicians to the Princess of South Wales" (p. 19). Griggs
describes the Myddfai medical tradition as "the best of its time in Europe: rational,
humane, and Hippocratic in its emphasis on the patient's own responsibility for his
health" (p. 19). Also, they advocated the need for a balanced life: "whosoever shall eat
or drink more or less than he should, or shall sleep more or less, or shall labour more or
less from idleness or from hardship ... without doubt he wiU not escape sickness"
(Abithel, 1891; cited in Griggs 1997, p. 19). Myddfai physicians were holistic, and they
"sought the causes of a disease as well as attempting to alleviate its local symptoms"
(p. 19). As in England, the Myddfai physicians brewed herbs in infusions, or crashed
and mixed them with lard to make a poultice. Like peasants, they used herbs singly, or in
combinations. Thefr estimated 175 herbs were mainly those which grew fijcely in the
countryside, or could be cultivated with ease in a peasant's plot. For a troublesome
cough, they used a popular global remedy: "garlic pounded and boiled in miUc, or eaten
freely" (p. 19). For pneumonia, they used "an infiision of white horehound {Marrubium
vulgare) to be drunk warmed and sweetened with honey". To dress a bum, they used
"lily roots pounded with egg whfte" (p. 20).
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Competition for English physicians, some of whom had studied at Oxford or Cambridge
for up to 14 years, came from herbal practices of most housewives, other amateurs, and
quacks; from surgeons, who progressively expanded into intemal medicine through
prescription of remedies, particularly for syphilis; from barber-surgeons, who had
obtained a Royal Charter in 1462, and who expanded their usual role of simple surgery,
cupping, bleeding and tooth extraction; and from apothecaries who also began
prescribing remedies. In the 16th century, following lobbying from physicians,
Parliament passed several laws confrofling the practice of medicine. This favouring of
physicians caused much professional discontent, and left a void in medical care for the
poor Griggs (1997) says that another Act, which later became known as Henry Vlfl's
Quacks' Charter, legalised non-physician practitioners who were experienced in "Herbs,
Roots and Waters", to freat "any outward sore, uncome, wound, apostemations, outward
swelhng or disease, [with] any herb or herbs, ointments, baths, pultes and amplaisters"
(p. 59). This Act has ever since protected the right of British herbalists to practice. Its
other significance is the apparent acceptance that natural medicine was widely and
competently practiced by a variety of men and women to the advantage ofthe poor.

Medieval health advice often urged temperance. Luigi Comaro (c. 1464-1566) claimed
"that a temperate life would enable the body's finite supply of vital spirits to last until
life ebbed peacefiiUy away" between 100 and 120 years. He credited his longevity to
"moderation, exercise, keeping his mind occupied and heeding his diet" (Porter, 1997, p.
199). Also, Andre du Laurens (1558-1609), physician to Henri TV and professor at
Montpellier, claimed that aging was caused by mental as well as physical causes:
"Nothing hastens old age more than idleness". Porter (1997, p. 199) sets out the popular
"temperate" 1608 poem. The Englishman's Doctor:
Saleme Schoole doth by these lines impart
All health to England's King, and doth advise
From care his head to keepe, from wrath his heart,
Drinke not much wine, sup light, and soon arise.
When meate is gone, long sitting breedeth smart:
And after-noone still waking keepe your eyes.
When mov'd you find yourself to Natures Needs,
Forebeare them not, for that much danger breeds.
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Use three physicians still; first Doctor Quiet,
Next Doctor Merry-man, and Doctor Dyet.
The temperate theme ofthe Renaissance was in parallel with a deep-seated scepticism
towards physick. This theme was reflected in Shakespeare's Timon of Athens: "Trast not
the physician, his antidotes are poison" (cited by Porter, 1997, p. 200). Griggs (1997)
claims that this scepticism resulted in a desire for "home-doctoring", for which
numerous texts were published, and which recommended much milder forms of herbal
or simple kitchen remedies, and the importance of diet (p. 142).

One ofthe most successful of these publications. Primitive Physick, was written by the
Methodist preacher, John Wesley (1703-1791), in 1747 (Lyons & Pefrucefli, 1987, p.
493). As well as portraying that health was next to godliness, Wesley provided details of
how simple kitchen ingredients such as onions and honey could be used for freatment
(Porter, 1997, p. 283). He made numerous treatment suggestions, including the use of
liquorice for pacifying a consumptive cough, and the binding of toasted cheese to stop
bleeding from a deep cut.

The 18th cenmry had been called the golden age of quackery (Porter, 1997, p. 284).
Whereas in continental Europe, laws were enacted to confrol the most brazen quacks, the
English common law adopted the free-market maxim of caveat emptor (let the buyer
beware), thus allowing for a free medical market, including irregulars, quacks and
no stram-mongers.
Although beliefs as to the healing power of water were ancient, Vincent Priessrtitz
(1799-1851) originated the practice of hydropathy (Porter, 1997, p. 392). Lyons and
Pettucefli (1987) describe hydrotherapy as "an all-purpose therapy ... based on the
ancient concepts ofthe humours — the necessity for expelling excesses" (p. 525). Porter
(1997) cites Priessnitz, who claimed that water could facilftate the expulsion of poisons
from the body by bringing an acute condftion to a crisis (p. 392). Hydropathy practice
requfred abstention from consumption of dmgs, alcohol and rich food; consumption of
only coarse bread, milk, and 12 glasses of water, daily; and the promotion of sweating.
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followed by cold baths and wet bandaging. Priessnitz's spa at Graffenberg offered "head
baths — patients would lie on the floor with their heads in basins of cold water; wet
stomach packs; the ascenduig douche, spraying water up the genftals; and the wet sheet
treatment, in which patients were wrapped for hours" (p. 392). Also, the water in the
cold shower fell 6 mefres on to "an overfed, over-dragged and stressed out generation"
(p. 392). By the 1840s, the spa was so popular with the European and English upper
classes, and even royalty, that a spa was opened in England. The Spartan treatments
were the physical representation of Priessnitz's theory that "people need mountains", or
as Porter (1997), says: "no pain, no gam" (p. 393).

Porter (1997) claims that Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843) became disillusioned with
his German medical practice on realising that instead of curing his patients, through
"powerful dragging, bleeding and blistering" he was becoming "a murderer and a
malefactof (p. 391). He ceased practice, became a professor at Leipzig University
concentrating on chemical research and writing, and became interested in the ancient
Hippocratic theory that vis medicatrix naturae (like cures like). This theory was also a
part of German folk medicine, where hot compresses were indicated for bums, and
cowpox vacchiation immunised against smallpox. In 1790, he reviewed the theory that
cinchona was effective in freating malaria, due to its tonic action on the stomach.
Hahnemann did not have malaria, or its symptoms, but found that by regularly dosing
himself with cinchona for several days, he developed the "malarial" symptoms of
intermittent fever, which subsided when he ceased takmg the remedy. He theorised that
cinchona was effective because ft stimulated the body's own defence mechanism,
through the creation of an artificial illness in the body, similar to malaria, or "like cures
like", a concept first recognised by Hippocrates (Murray & Pizzomo, 1990, p. 7). With
the cooperation of his students, who recorded their physical, emotional and mental
reactions as they were dosed with various remedies, he developed "provmgs" for about
99 remedies (Griggs, 1997, p. 171; Endacott, 1996, pp. 28-32).

Hahnemarm also found that a poison could be therapeutic in minute doses, and that,
through dilution, the characteristic healing effect of a remedy could be replaced by a
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different action. For example, a dilution of opium could arouse a near-comatose patient.
Homeopathic remedies include the use of minerals such as arsenic or sulphur, some
animal products such as snake venom, and plants. The lasting appeal of Homeopathy
"has stemmed from its stress on purity and the attractive idea ofthe body striving to cure
itself (Porter, 1997, p. 391). By 1813, homeopathic practice was popular throughout
Europe, and in 1825 arrived in New York (Griggs, 1997, pp. 171-172).

However, Lyons and Petmcelh (1987) state that "perhaps the most influential system
was homeopathy ... which taught that dmgs which produced symptoms in a person
resembling those of a specific illness would cure the patient if used in smaUer amounts"
(p. 524). They proceed to claim that because ofthe "infinitesimal doses ... they could
hardly have had any effect" (p. 524). They also criticise homeopaths for being
"uncritical in their evaluation of results" (p. 524).

In 1869, Prussia deregulated its medical market by ending its long-established
corporatism of Regular medicine and established the principle of "freedom of healmg"
(Porter, 1997, p. 353). Progressives were convinced that an irfformed public would use
only physicians. However, as in America, natural medicine practices flourished, at least
until the Nazi era. This is evidenced by the increase in Irregulars from 269 in 1876, to
4104 in 1902, which was 20% ofthe number of Regular physicians.

7.3 American Influences
7.3.1 General
There were many simflarities between the North American hidian and some evolving
local European-settler natural medicine paradigms. Although the hidians also sweated
patients, administered emetics to induce vomfting, and used an extensive materia medica
— including herbs, roots, barks, fiuft and leaves — they used no mineral poisons.
Occasionally, in some areas, they relieved inflammation and pain with mild bleeding,
but mostiy they were opposed to bleeding as "ft wasted the river of life" (Griggs, 1997,
pp. 158-159). Porter (1997) states tiiat chest conditions were treated by tiie hidians with
sassafi^s, holly, sunflower seeds, and infusions of flaxseed. Hallucinogens were
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produced from decoctions of mushroom and peyote. Other heahng practices, as observed
in areas now known as Texas, mvolved the healer blowing, and laying hands, on the
diseased body (pp. 163-164).

The medicine ofthe Indians gained the attention of their invaders, hi 1813, Peter Smith
published The Indian Doctor's Dispensatory, which claimed that "the natives of our own
country are in possession of cures, simples etc. that surpass what is used by our best
practitioners" (Griggs, 1997, pp. 167-168). In 1814, Samuel Henry pubhshed his New
and Complete American Family Herbal, which appealed to nationatism by advocating
the benefits of herbs ofthe United States, and crediting his experiences as a prisoner of
war of the Creek tribe of Indians. Also, mid-west pioneers acquired Indian herbal
theories, beliefs and practices, as detailed by Madge Pickard and Carlyle Buley in The
Midwest Pioneer.

Virgil J. Vogel describes the popularity of Indian medicine during the first half of the
19th century:
... every muddy backwoods frail was frod by horseback-riding "Indian"
doctors, toting saddlebags of herbs and root-medicines to isolated cabins
and frontier communities ... Most of these white medicine men claimed
to have leamed their lore from the red men; so common was this claim
that, whether tme or not, it suggests that Indian medicine enjoyed a high
reputation among the frontiersmen. (Vogel, cited in Griggs, 1997, p. 168)
The Indian medical paradigm influenced the evolution of European natural medicine,
through the exportation of its plant medicines to Europe.

The 19th century also saw other significant American developments, particularly
relatmg to osteopathy, chiropractic, and Christian Science. Andrew Stifl (1828-1917)
orighiated the osteopathy movement in 1874 and opened his college in Missouri.
Osteopathic theory held that the body had an inherent capacity to resist disease and selfrepafr; that there was an intrinsic unity of all body parts; and that disease resulted from
osteopathic lesions, which were caused by "stractural derangements" or "somatic
components ofthe disease process". Whereas Still concentrated on the spine, some of
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his followers evolved the practice to the entire skeletal stracture, and also used
techrtiques such as "electric and water treatments, massage and eventually surgery"
(Porter, 1997, p. 394).

Dr Daniel Pahner (1845-1913), a "magnetic doctor" estabtished chfropractic, m 1895,
after he restored hearing to a man by adjusting his spine. Pahner claimed that "energy
flow from the brain was the essential life-giving force in the body and, rather as with
mesmerism, that obstraction produced disease" (Porter, 1997, p. 394). Further, as the
spine commonly interfered with nerve fiinction, it requfred manipulation. The word
"chiropractic" comes from the Greek for "doing by hand". Pahner opened the Palmer
School of Chfropractic in Iowa, in 1899 (Porter, 1997, p. 395).

Spiritual healer, Mary Baker Eddy (1821-1910) suffered much illness in her life, and
after relief through homeopathy and mesmerism, and divine revelation from Bible
readings, she successfiilly engaged in her own self-healing. Eddy believed that "there is
but one creation, and it is wholly spiritual... Since aU was spirit and matter a phantasm,
there could be no such reality as somatic disease; all sickness was in the mind" (Porter,
1997, p. 395). Eddy further believed that "trae 'mind healing' would dispel the
'illusions' of sickness and pain". America produced numerous spfritual and fiinge faiths
which, while urging temperance, targeted the self-help experience ofthe individual. The
Mormons and the Seventh Day Adventists were critical of regular medicine, and
supported root and herb remedies. The Mormons also opposed compulsory smallpox
vaccmation, and the Adventists encouraged vegetarianism, and proclaimed a "gospel of
health", encouraging hydropathic cures and restricting diet, alcohol and sexual activity.
"Medical faiths and fads went together in America, anticipathig the later popularity of
all marmer of psychotherapy" (Porter, 1997, p. 396).

7.3.2 Thomsonianism
Colby (1846) claims that iafrogenesis caused by American Heroic Regular medical
practices — such as bloodletting and use of toxic substances, especially the mercurybased calomel — became so obvious by the early 19th century that many prominent
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academics and others decried its practice; some turning to natural medicine practice (pp.
6-13). For example, Colby states that a member ofthe medical faculty of Cincirmati, Dr
Cox, wrote to the editor ofthe Medical Reformer advising that he was personally aware
of 50 cases of calomel-induced iatrogenesis causing death, where many patients "were
sent to thefr graves mutilated, disfigured, and partially decomposed before death
released them from thefr sufferings" (p. 8). Cox said, "Lest I should give further
countenance to a species of legal and wholesale murder by the use of it, I hereby notify
my fiiends, that from this 22nd day of November, A.D. 1844,1 forthwith and forever
relinquish the use of mercury" (p. 9). He then went on to urge the barming of such
remedies, and advocated the use o f t h e simple plants of nature's garden" (p. 9). Colby
(1846) also sets out the concems of others, including Dr Powell, a former professor at
the Medical College in Burlington, who observed that his last dose of calomel was as
effective as arsenic in killing rats, and Dr Robertson of Cincirmati who was concemed
for "the millions who have perished through this practice" during the previous 50 years
(p. 7).

Cox's use ofthe word "murder" was echoed by others, including Hahnemann (cited in
Porter, 1997, p. 391) and Thomson, who believed that the overwhelming evidence of
iatrogenic mortality from calomel meant that those who continued to prescribe ft,
knowing that ft would kill so many, were "fools and murderers" (Griggs, 1997, p. 162).
On being charged with murder of a deceased patient, Thomson said: "The feshionable
educated doctor may lose one-half of his patients without being blamed; but if 1 lose one
out of several hundred ofthe most desperate cases, most of which were given over as
incurable, ft is called murder" (cited in Lloyd, 1909, p. 40). However, according to
Thomson, the judge said that "any person may administer medicine with an intention to
do good; and if ft has the contrary effect from his expectation, and kills the patient, ft is
not murder, nor even manslaughter ... where no malice is, no action lies" (cited in
Lloyd, 1909, p. 58). However, the judge recommended discrimuiation against natural
medicine practice by proscribing practice by quacks who had not graduated from an
approved college — a recommendation implemented by the Massachusetts legislature
and many others (Lloyd, 1909, p. 58).
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With Regular medicine under attack, other medical systems became popular. Lyons and
Petracelli (1987) state that "the Thomsonians, who emphasized herbal medicines and
steam baths, were one of a diverse group of practitioners — prominent especially in the
US — who stressed 'Nature's remedies and folk medicine" (p. 525).

Samuel Thomson (1769-1843) claimed that after years of ineffective "heroic doctoring",
he was healed with simple, insignificant-lookmg green plants (Lloyd, 1909, p. 13). He
developed a life-long fascination for the healing power of plants, memorising thefr tastes
and their functions. One of his early major discoveries was that nibbling the leaves of
the pale-blue-flowered lobelia {Lobelia inflate) caused him to vomit, as did his fiiends
when, as a joke, he induced them to taste it (Lloyd, 1909, p. 12). Once, the joke
appeared to go too far, when a male recipient "was in a most profuse perspfration, being
as wet all over as he could be; he trembled very much, and there was no more colour in
him than a corpse" (Thomson, cited in Lloyd, 1909, p. 17). The man was violently ill
several times, then ate his full lunch and worked energetically all aftemoon. "He
afterwards told me that he had never had anything do him so much good in his life; his
appetite was remarkably good and he felt better than he had for a long time" (Thomson,
cited m Lloyd, 1909, p. 17). Thomson, (cited m Lloyd, 1909) described lobeha as a
harmless "emetic herb" which:
may be prepared and used in almost any manner. It is a certain counter
poison, having never been known to fail to counteract the effects ofthe
most deadly poison, even when taken in large quantities for selfdestraction ... it operates as an emetic, cleanses the stomach from all
improper ailment, promotes an intemal heat, which is immediately feft at
the exfremfties, and produces perspfration (p. 12).
Thompson observed the decline of root and herb healers, particulariy as they were
replaced by Heroic physicians. Thomson said with astonishment that "whenever any of
the family took a cold, the doctor was sent for, who would always either bleed or give
physic", as occurred with his mother, who died after 9 weeks of such freatment
(Thomson, cited m Griggs, 1997, pp. 156-157).
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Thompson later married, and prior to the birth of his first child, his wife experienced a
long and difficult labour. He reluctantly sent for the physician, and was devastated by
the "horrid scene of human butchery" (Thomson, cited in Griggs, 1997, p. 157). Later,
his two-year-old daughter confracted the "canker rash", went into a coma, and
experienced difficulty in breathing. The physician said that she was doomed. Thomson
observed the convulsive straggles of his daughter, and then, instinctively wrapped her in
a blanket and held her over a hot shovel "and I poured on vinegar to raise a steam, and
kept ft as hot as I found she could bear" (Thomson, cited in Lloyd, 1909, p. 18), with a
cold cloth over her eyes. After 20 minutes, she relaxed and breathed more easily.
Although she eventually recovered, and was blind in one eye, the experience caused
Thomson to finally reject regular medicine. He then took personal responsibility for the
health of his family (Colby, 1846, p. 18), and, when necessary, steamed them, or
administered "his favourite emetic herb, lobelia, and infusions of other herbs" (Griggs,
1997, p. 157).

Thomson eventually entered full-time practice as a root-and-herb practitioner, in
competition with the Regular physicians in his area (Colby, 1846, p. 18). As well as
being a gifted healer, Thomson was "a plain-spoken, obstinate, cantankerous crasader"
(Griggs, 1997, p. 158). In later hfe, he explained that his inspfration had come from a
root-and-herb practitioner whose practice was underpirmed by a belief about the need for
restoration of body heat, of which sweating is an indicator: "the whole of her practice
was with roots and herbs, applied to the patient, or given m hot drinks, to produce
sweating; which always answered the purpose" (Thomson, cited in Griggs, 1997, p.
158). Thomson developed his own theory of disease:
All diseases ... are brought about by a decrease or derangement of the
vital fluids by taking cold or the loss of animal warmth ... the name ofthe
complamt depends upon what part ofthe body has become so weak as to
be affected. If the lungs ft is consumption, or the pleura, pleurisy: if the
limbs, ft is rheumatism, or the bowels, cholic or cholera morbus ... all
these different diseases may be removed by a restoration of the vital
energy, and removing the obstractions, which the disease has generated,
(p. 159)
Thomson (cited by Lloyd, 1909) also believed that:
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all animal bodies are formed of the four elements, earth, afr, fire, and
water. Earth and water constitute the solids, and afr and fire, or heat, are
the cause of life and motion. That cold, or lesserung the power of heat is
the cause of all disease; that to restore heat to its natural state, was the
only way by which health could be produced; and that, after restoring the
natural heat, by clearing the system of all obstractions and causing a
natural perspiration, the stomach would digest the food taken into it, by
which means the whole body is nourished and invigorated, and heat or
nature is enabled to hold its supremacy; that the constituents of all
mankind being essentially the same, and differing only in the different
temperant ofthe same materials of which they are composed; it appeared
clearly to my mind, that all disease proceeded from one general cause,
and might be cured by one general remedy; that a state of perfect health
arises from a due balance of temperature ofthe four elements; but if it is
by any means destroyed, the body is more or less disordered, (pp. 26-27)
Thompson's simple theory that cold is the cause of disease was the underpinning of his
explanation for a successful freatment of dropsy: "the heat had gone out ofthe body, and
the water had filled it up; and all I had to do was to build fire enough in the body to boil
away the water" (Thomson, cited in Griggs, 1997, p. 160). It is of interest that traditional
Chinese medical practice also uses heat to expel cold. Colby (1846) claims that
Thomson subscribed to the Hippocratic theory ofthe healing power of nature (p. 3), and
that "in order therefore to preserve health, a proper regard must be had to food, drink,
clothing, exercise, air, and bathing" (p. 23). He refmed his theories, and although using
about 65 herbs, often used lobelia to induce vomiting, cayenne {Capsicum fiutescens) to
restore bodily heat, and the vapour bath to induce sweathig (Porter, 1997, p. 393).

Thomsonian practices were apparently outstandingly successful in treating the bulk of
19tii century diseases (Colby, 1846, pp. 18-19), includmg fevers, colics, qumsies,
dysenteries and chest ailments, particulariy when compared with the "physicking and
bleeding fevoured by the Regulars" (Griggs, 1997, p. 161). Griggs explains that during
the 1805 epidemic, probably yellow fever, he sweated and prescribed herbal heating
mixttires, while the Heroic Regular physicians bled copiously, and prescribed calomel.
Whereas Thompson claims that all of his patients survived, nearly half or those freated
by the regulars died (pp. 161-162).
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Thomson was not critical of all physicians, but he described some as "quacks, or
ignorant pretenders; as all their merit consists in their self-importance and arrogant
behaviour towards all those who have not had the advantages of leaming, and a degree
at college" (cited in Lloyd, 1909, p. 25). His criticism of tiie use of professional
language appears to be two centuries ahead of fts time:
They have leamed just enough to know how to deceive the people, and
keep them in ignorance, by covering their doings under an unknown
language to thefr patients. There can be no good reason given why all the
technical terms in medical works are kept in a dead language, except it be
to deceive and keep the world ignorant of their doings, that they may the
better impose upon the credulity of the people; for if they were to be
written m our own language, everybody would understand them, and
judge for themselves; and their poisonous dmgs would be thrown into the
fire. (pp. 25-26)
The hostility ofthe Regulars was ensured, as he publicly attacked thefr calomel practice.
Colby (1846) says that Thomson found "that the sentiments ofthe celebrated Dr Harsey
was tme — 'that he who attempts a reform in medicine, runs the risk ofthe sacrifice of
his life, reputation and estate'" (p. 19). Colby claims that because of Thomson's
"success in curing the incurables of the faculty, that thefr indignation was aroused
against him, and poured on his devoted head without mercy" (p. 19). However, Griggs
(1997, p. 162) claims that his reference to the Regulars as fools and murderers caused
the entire profession to oppose him, and describe him as an illiterate quack. In 1808, he
was accused of sweating two children to death, and the following year was charged with
murdering a young man by administering lobelia, and arrested and imprisoned. Although
acquitted, the questionable trial proceedings convinced Thomson that he was the victim
of a malicious medical plot.

Griggs (1997, pp. 162-164) explains that the shock of these experiences caused
Thomson to take stock of his life. In 1813, in order to gain financial security and to take
his theories and practices to a wider audience, he took out a patent for a commercial
medical system. Lloyd (1909, p. 66) claims that this was the beginnmg of American
patent medicines. Griggs continues to explain that his plan required the appointment in
each city of an agent, who would promote the system to individuals, who could buy
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"family rights" for twenty dollars. This provided a certificate and access to information
and remedies. Porter (1997, p. 393) states that Thomson claimed that about 100,000
"family rights" were sold, and that medicmes were dispensed from a central warehouses
in competition with pharmacists. Griggs (1997, p. 164) explains that the agents on-sold
remedies and literature to Rights-holders, and gave them instraction in the system. Some
agents were also practitioners. The success ofthe operation supported Thomson's theory
that the basic principles of health, in their "astortishing simplicity", did not require years
of medical study, and that individuals and families could be responsible for their own
health. Although the Thomsonian system was particularly popular with the working
class and country people, it seemed less attractive to the educated and more
sophisticated, possibly because ofthe required "vomiting and heavy sweating" (Porter,
1977, p. 393). Indeed, Haller (1994) described Thomson as "the steam and puke doctor"
(p. 37). However, by 1839, Thomson claimed 3 million adherents, and his organisation
published joumals and books; ran effective public relations, marketing and advertising
campaigns; and "dfrected a constant savage onslaught against the excesses of Regular
medicine" (Griggs, 1997, p. 169).

Thomson conducted his first annual convention in 1832, to publicise the success of his
followers in responding to the cholera epidemic that summer. Alva Curtis, from
Richmond, detailed how he had lost only 1 of 200 patients, and was then invited to edft
the Thomsonian Recorder (Griggs, 1997, p. 178). Other speakers were equally
convinchig, and the public relations triumph tumed to potitical gain, as States began
repealing Acts which exclusively corporatised the regulars. Porter (1997) explains that
these conventions blended "aspects of revivalist religion and political caucuses" (p.
393). hi the late 1830s, at the height ofthe Thomsonian movement, Curtis and others,
against the wishes of Thomson, decided to set up a formal college to teach Thomson's
system. Following much acrimony, they broke away and formed the "Independent
Thomsonian Botanic Society" (Griggs, 1997, p. 178).

Lloyd (1909) states that Thomson "exerted a tremendous influence on the American
practice of medicine" and that his aggressive methods provided a stimulus to the
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evolution of "kindlier theories that have largely succeeded the heroic age, an era of
barbarism, in American medicuie" (p. 7).

7.3.3 Eclecticism
Wooster Beach (1794-1868) came from a wealtiiy background, developed a "horrified
aversion" to Regular medical practice, and questioned the Heroic system (Griggs, 1997,
pp. 172-174). He eventually became apprenticed to a New Jersey German herbahst, and
following his death, studied medicine in New York, determined to reform medicine from
withm. He believed that Thompson's actions and anti-intellectual attitudes which
encouraged the study of patients, instead of books, had set back the cause of medical
reform.

Beach used his considerable family fortune to publish his views on medicine in a variety
of newspapers, joumals and fracts, and was disappointed to observe that all he achieved
was the hostility of his new profession (Griggs, 1997, pp. 175-177). In 1827 he opened
The United States Infirmary, and offered "superior systems of Medical and Surgical
practice" (p. 176), where the remedies would mamly be from the vegetable kingdom,
and where the poor would be treated for free. As Beach plarmed to use the best ofthe old
and new practices, his new system was called eclecticism; a name suggested by a friend
(Forman, 1947, p. 775). In 1829, he opened a college next to the infirmary. However,
the New York Medical Society refused to charter his college, so, in order to gain
acceptance for his graduates, he purchased the degree-awarding Worthington College in
Ohio, and in 1837 added an infirmary to it. His graduates spread his new paradigm
throughout the US (Griggs, 1997, pp. 176-177).

Haller (1994) states that "the eclectic school of reform medicine stood as a symbol of
America's optimism, imagination, enthusiasm, and eccentricities" (p. xv), and
"symbolized a faith in science and practical experience, the value of self-direction and
dedication, and the distrast of theory as an end in itself (p. xvi). Hafler (1994) clairns
that each medical system contains some special feature that distinguished it from the
rest:
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For the allopaths, a remedy, to be efficacious, produced a morbid state in
the body different from the one afready existing, thus justifying their
predilection for puking, purging, and depleting patients with calomel,
tartar emetic, blistering agents, and bloodletting. In a contradistinction to
this theory, homeopaths claimed to cure disease by using drags that in a
healthy person produced symptoms similar to those ofthe disease {simila
similiabus curantur). Samuel Hahimemann (1755-1843) and his disciples,
refiising to administer doses in conventional amounts choose remedies in
small quantities, in infinitesimal amounts, (p. 169)
An eclectic practitioner, Johann Martin Honigberger (1795-1869), infroduced the
eclectic '"medium system' into the material medica as an altemative to the allopathic
and homeopathic systems ofthe period" Hafler (1994, p. 169). In the eclectic medium
system, the sfrength of prescribed doses of remedies fell between the allopathic and
homeopathic standards. Lloyd (1909) claims that although the Thomsonians refiised to
use any poisons, mineral salts or the inorganics, these substances, including energetics
such as podophyllum, sanguinaria and rhus "became important agents with Beach and
his followers, the Eclectics" (p. 107).

7.4 Science Empowers the Regulars
Griggs (1997, pp. 210-212) explains that emergence of new sciences allowed the
Regulars to realise the dangers of bloodletting, bhstering, and toxic remedies after
almost two mfllermia of often fatal misuse. Griggs (1997, pp. 226-229) also goes on to
note that m order to save face, as they withdrew from bloodletting in the middle ofthe
19th century, the Regulars falsely armounced that as the diseases had mutated,
bloodletting was no longer needed. Griggs (1997, pp. 217-225) claims that m the US in
the 1890s, the 15,000 frregulars prospered, sometimes atfracting huge waiting lists,
while tiie 60,000 Regulars were clearly not prosperous, as their average annual income
was less than 1000 dollars.
The evolution of science appears to have enhanced the political power ofthe Regulars.
Griggs (1997, pp. 214-216) says that in 1854, a Medical Reform Bill was presented to
the UK Parhament. Its object was to stamp out quackery by excluding from medical
practice those who had not graduated from a Regular medical school. In 1851 ft had
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been calculated that, whereas nationally, there were about 6000 Irregular practitioners,
there were only about 5000 Regulars, including apothecaries and surgeons. Obviously,
excluding the Irregulars would greatly increase the market share ofthe Regulars. The
Bill had followed numerous allegedly malicious and needless coroners' inquests and
court cases, and frequent criticisms in the Regular medical joumals. Eventually, the
Irregulars organised a deluge of petitions to Parliament and the Bill was defeated.

In the 1870s and the 1880s, the Industrial Revolution changed society: it generally
increased the prosperity of the working class but the growth in population produced
unsanitary living conditions which accompanied new workplace and other diseases
(Porter, 1997, p. 29). Lyons and Petmcelli (1987) claim that the Industrial Revolution
also indfrectly resulted in "the organization of physicians, hospitals, and public health
activities" (p. 497) which improved public health and sanitation, thus reducing disease.
Griggs (1997) says that whereas 30 years earlier there had been much publicity about
"medical murder by calomelisation and bleeding" (p. 232), with the abandonment ofthe
Heroic methods, there was now little publicity ofthe dangers of Regular practice. The
relatively prosperous working class became attracted to the "glamorously packaged and
enticingly advertised new patent medicines" (p. 232). The herbalists' dark brown
mixtures appeared to be old-fashioned. However, Griggs (1997) explains that British
medical herbalists retained countless thousands of committed clients, and that the
records of the National Institute of Medical Herbahsts "show a continuous record of
harassment, vexation and attempted legal suppression by the medical establishment" (p.
234).

hi the US in 1909, there were calculated to be 80,000 Regulars, 10,000 Homeopaths,
8000 Eclectics, and a few thousand Physio-Medicals, osteopatiis, chfropractors,
hydrotherapiste and others (Griggs, 1997, p.237). Porter (1997, p. 530) claims that from
1802 to 1976, there were 62 medical coUeges created, in addition to 11 homeopathic and
4 ecfectic schools. Lyons and PettuceUi (1987, p. 537) and Porter (1997, p. 530) explain
how early in the 20tii century the AMA, in concert with the Camegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, arranged for Abraham Flexner to investigate the quality of
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medical education m the US. His 1910 report was critical of much medical education.
As Flexner concenfrated on disease rather than health, his preferred model of education
was underpirmed by sciences which would prepare clients for the pharmaceutical
corporations. Eventually all Irregular schools closed, and a dmg-oriented medicine
gamed a monopoly (Griggs, 1997, p. 243).

7.5 Resurgence of Natural Medicine
There was a resurgence of pubhc support for herbal medicine in Britain in the 1920s
(Griggs, 1997, pp. 257-261). Griggs also claims that the success of natural medicine in a
community may be measured by "the degree of pubhc disUlusionment with the orthodox
medical system ofthe day", as the "quacks triumph is the doctor's failure" (p. 276).
Griggs claims that a similar disillusionment with biomedicine occurred in the 1960s
following the thalidomide and other biomedical tragedies, the apparent failure of science
to provide sufficient answers to personal health challenges, and growing public
awareness of iatrogenic and nosocomial illness (pp. 276-279). These, amongst other
things, resulted in the whole range of natural medicine paradigms receiving growing
public support.

The public support for American health-food shops in the 1960s made them prosperous
businesses, as they retailed vitamins, dietary supplements, and packets of dried herbs.
The US Food and Drag Adminisfration (FDA) seems to have responded to concems
raised by the AMA about "health quackery", by declaring a "holy war on medical
heresy" (Griggs, 1997, pp. 267-268). The FDA determined that any book m a healthfood shop, which described the use of any remedies that happened to be sold in the shop,
constituted "labelling", and had to be seized and bumed. In one case this involved 3000
copies of a popular book. The FDA also seized a consignment of honey from a healthfood store, on the grounds that a claim in a smgle book in the shop, that honey was
nutritionally valuable, constituted labelting. The FDA continued to harass these retailers
for years, forcing them to gradually reduce thefr product range down to a few relatively
mild remedies (p. 268).
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Griggs (1997) explains that m 1964, the then British Ministry of Health began tentative
draftmg of a new Medicines Bifl. Because ofthe public outcry in 1941, this time they
adopted an inclusive process, thus allowing the profession to gamer support from the
public and influential individuals (pp. 281-282). Biomedical lobbyists are aware that
one way to stop herbal medicine is to have legislation that keeps remedies unavaUable
until they have been scientifically validated. As this normally takes years and
considerable funds for each remedy, it becomes impossible to approve new remedies
withm a reasonable timeframe. Apparently to overcome this problem, the Ministry
decided that proof of the safety and efficacy of herbs would be evidenced by their
traditional, extensive, safe use, and presumably the satisfection of consumer needs. Also
the monographs of non-poisonous herbs that were contained in any standard reference
book would be acceptable (p. 282). This approach was mirrored by the Australian Labor
govemment in 1991, when it appointed the researcher ofthis dissertation to chair its new
Traditional Medicine Evaluation Committee, a position that was held from 1991 to
1997.

Griggs (1997) details how the popularity of natural medicine in Britain was confirmed
by a survey in 1981, which found that about 10 million individuals had consulted a
practitioner, and that 90% of them would do so again (p. 301). The British Medical
Association (BMA) was further alarmed in 1983 when the Prince of Wales advocated
support for natural medicine (p. 302). The BMA responded with a partisan enquiry
which, without receiving evidence from natural medicine practitioners, was critical of
the practice. However, the natural medicine professions could see that thefr fUmre could
be guaranteed only by increased educational standards and quality regisfration processes.
The growth in popularity of natural medicine had yielded a plethora of colleges of
varying quality (p. 302).

hi 1988 the British Mirtistry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries (MAFF) had withdrawn
licenses for products containing mistietoe, squaw weed, broom and sassafras. Griggs
(1997) explains that the later moves to proscribe comfrey produced challenges, to which
the profession had to respond vigorously to protect other interests (p. 304). The
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pyrrolizidme alkaloids of comfrey also occur in other plants such as ragwort, borage and
coftsfoot, and even in whole plant form, the alkaloids can pose dangers. For example,
farmers know that stock may be at risk from grazing ragwort. However, comfrey had
always been regarded as one of the safest and most effective medicinal plants,
particularly therapeutic as a wound healer and soother of the mucous membrane.
Herbalists beheved that if comfrey, or any other medicinal plants, had any dangerous
side effects, then they would have been revealed by centuries of widespread use (pp.
304-305). Hfrono, Mori and Haga (1978, pp. 469-471) found that comfrey was far too
dangerous for human consumption. This finding was based on evidence of liver tumours
found in rats that had been fed 24 tunes their body weight in comfi:«y leaves (Pembery,
1982, pp. 1-3). The herbalists defence of comfrey was based on the theory that evidence
of toxic constituents within a plant does not automatically prove that the whole plant is
toxic; a plant was more than a mere physical dilution of alkaloids (Griggs, 1997, pp.
304-306). Supporting evidence for this theory came in the form of tea, almonds, apples,
pears, mustard, radishes and hops, which are safe to consume, but have potentially toxic
constituents (Whitelegg; cited in Griggs, 1997, p. 305). Eventually, MAFF's Committee
on Toxicology allowed the continuing use of comfrey leaf tea, or tincture, as a food, as
well as mistletoe and broom. However, MAFF called for a voluntary ban on chaparral,
and the herbalists decided to concede comfrey as well, whilst retaining comfrey tea (p.
306).

In France, the increased popularity of natural medicine provided confrasting
experiences. Griggs (1997) points out that because ofthe French law of September 27,
1945, which made ft lawful for only biomedical practftioners to practice medicine,
natural medicine practice became monopolised by biomedical practitioners (p. 287).
Regardless of the law, France's long tradition of folk natural medicuie practice
continued, particularly amongst mral women. Aromatherapy was popularised in France
in the 1960s (p. 295), and Griggs explains that by the early 1980s, apoU found that 84%
of those polled desfred gentier medical treatment, with plants (p. 296). The government
and Industry responded, and the popular herbal Magistrate prescriptions, which were
prescribed by biomedical practftioners and specially made by pharmacists, were
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reimbursed by the French National Health Service (p. 296). Also, a new university
phytotherapy course commenced (p. 298). However, safety concems were raised in
relation to the widespread prescription of, for example, dangerous essential oils by
inappropriately trained biomedical practitioners. The govemment was also concemed
that the rapid growth of costly Magistrate prescriptions presented budget problems. Both
problems were solved with one action, as from 1989, Magistrate prescriptions ceased to
be reimbursable by the govemment (p. 298). This French medical revolution collapsed
as patients ceased freatment, enrohnent in fraining courses declined, and the university
phytotherapy course closed m 1993 (p. 299).

Griggs (1997) explains that as Bmssels became the centre where the future of European
herbal medicine would be decided, the British herbahsts realised that they had few local
fiiends (pp. 306-308). In France, Spain and Portugal, non-medical herbal practice is
illegal, and none of the continental European countries had developed a quality
profession of practicing herbalists. The EC Committee on Proprietary Medicinal
Products decided to proscribe 30 herbs which had been used throughout Europe for
centuries. Further, the Spartish and French had advocated that the processes of licensing
herbal remedies be the same as for pharmaceutical drags.

7.6 From European Nature Cure to American Naturopathy
The evolution of naturopathy may be viewed from various perspectives. Endacott (1996)
claims that "naturopathic medicine is an American hivention derived from a European
tradition, which came together at the tum ofthe 20th century. Its antecedents emerge
from prehistoric tunes" (p. 90). Several current common naturopathic methods, such as
fasting, hydrotherapy and botanical medicme are also "employed by animals, and are
instinctive to the pursuft of healmg after injury or disease" (p. 90). Further, the:
immediate precursors to modem naturopathic medicme include European
and native American herbahsm, the Physical Culture and health food
movement of the late nineteentii century, tiie hydrotherapy fradition
popularised by Preisnitz and Kneipp of Europe, the emerging
homeopathic medicine of Europe and America, the natural hygiene
movement, the public health movement, and the mechanotiierapy and
physiotherapy developments of the runeteenth and early twentieth
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centuries. Elements of these fradftions Ifterally came together in
convention about 100 years ago, invented a new medicine, and called ft
"naturopatiiy". (p. 90)
Endacott (1996) also claims that the new naturopathic system thrived in America and
Germany. In America, naturopathic practitioners were first licensed in California m
1906, and this had mcreased to 26 states by 1950. However, an effective "anti-quackery"
campaign conducted by the AMA resufted in a reduction to eight states by 1955. Also,
the 22 naturopathic colleges, operatmg in the 1920s, closed. The American naturopathic
profession was considered obsolete until the 1960s, when public mterest in ft agam
revived (p. 90).

The term naturopathy, or ''nature cure", was first used in 1895 by Dr John Scheel of
New York City to describe his medical practice, which apparentiy included "hygienics
and hydrotherapy", concepts with foremnners "in America and in the Ausfro-Germanic
European core" (Murray & Pizzomo, 1990, pp. 3-4). Murray and Pizzomo suggest that
the terms naturopathy and natural medicine are interchangeable:
Many naturopaths choose to specialize in specific areas of therapy while
others choose to be eclectic. A wide variety of different types of therapy
can be employed by the naturopathic physician in the freatment of an
individual, including nutrition, botanical medicines, homeopathy,
acupuncture, physiotherapy, counseUing and lifestyle modification, (p. 7)
Murray and Pizzomo (1990) also report that, through his teachings and organisational
energy, Bernard Lust initiated naturopathy as a profession hi the US. He "began using
the term 'naturopathy' in 1902 to name the eclectic compilation of doctrines of natural
healing that he envisioned as the future scope of natural medicine" (p. 5). He included
"nutritional therapy, natural diet, herbal medicine, homeopathy, spinal manipulation,
exercise therapy, hydrotherapy, electrotherapy, sfress reduction and nature cure" (p. 5).
Lust (1918), in his book The Principles, Aim and Program ofthe Nature Cure, described
naturopathy:
The natural system for curing disease is based on a retum to nature in
regulating the diet, breathing, exercising, bathing and the employment of
various forces to eliminate the poisonous products in the system, and so
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raise the vitality ofthe patient to a proper standard of health. (Lust, 1918,
cited in Murray & Pizzomo, 1990, p. 5)
Murray and Pizzomo (1990, p. 5) cite the three steps of Lust's "Program of Naturopathic
cure". Ffrst, the "Elimination of Evil Habits" required elimination of "over-eating,
alcoholic drinks, drags, the use of tea, coffee or cocoa that contain poisons, meat eating,
improper hours of living, waste of vital forces, lowered vitality, sexual and social
aberrations, worry". The second step, "Corrective Habits", requfred the adoption of
"correct breathing, correct exercise, right mental attitude. Moderation in the pursuit of
health and wealth". The thfrd step, "New Methods of Living", included "proper fasting,
selection of food, hydropathy, light and air baths, mud baths, osteopathy, chfropractic
and other forms of mechano-therapy, mineral salts obtained in organic form,
elecfropathy, heliopathy, steam or Turkish baths, sitz baths" (Murray & Pizzomo, 1990,
p. 5). Lust's theoretical underpirmings, and supportive arguments, follow:
There is really but one healing force in existence and that is nature
hersel:^ which means the inherent restorative power of the organism to
overcome disease. Now the question is, can this power be appropriated
and guided more readily by extrinsic or intrinsic methods? That is to say,
is it more amenable to combat diseases by irritating dmgs, vaccines and
serams employed by superstitious modems, or by the bland intrinsic
congenial forces of Natural Therapeutics, that are employed by this new
school of medicine, that is naturopathy, which is the orfly orthodox school
of medicine? Are not these natural forces much more orthodox than the
artificial resources of the dmggist? The practical application of these
agencies, duly suited to the individual case, are tme signs that the art of
healmg has been elaborated by the aid of absolutely harmless, congenial
treatments. (Lust, 1918; cited m Murray & Pizzomo, 1990, p. 5)
Naturopathic medicme flourished in the US from early in the 20th century, until the mid1930s (Murray & Pizzomo, 1990, pp. 5-6). Its decline, and the virtual monopoly of
biomedicine, appears to have been caused by several factors: the pharmaceutical
industty's

substantial funding

of biomedical education; the replacement

of

biomedicine's heroic treattnents of blood letting and mercury dosmg, with moreeffective and less-toxic therapies; and the political maturing of the biomedical
profession. Further, by adopting popular technological advances from the two world
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wars, the biomedical paradigm's apparent superiority resulted in legislation restricting
other health systems.

7.7 The Australian Experience
7.7.1 The Aborigines — Australia's Original Natural Medicine Practitioners
The original natural medicine practitioners in Ausfralia were the Aborigmes — people
of exfreme diversity who have practiced thefr healing arts for millennia. As the
Aborigines probably settled in Australia from 40,000 to 60,000 years ago, Chevallier
(1996) describes Ausfralia as the "cradle ofthe oldest continuous culture on earth" (p.
46). Because of the social and cultural diversity of Aboriginal groups throughout the
continent, the literature contains a variety of terms that may or may not describe similar
titles, processes or things. Also, although generalisations about Aboriginal society
cannot always be applied to all Aboriginal groups, the literature contains many
generalisations.

Aboriginal medicine is diverse. The spirit world has played a major role in Aboriginal
attitudes to health, disease and ilhiess. As occurred in other hunter-gatherer societies,
much time was devoted to ritual "which reinforced the sense of place and purpose in the
lives of each individual. They used healing plants and the laying on of hands in a
complex weave of culture and medicine" (Chevallier, 1996, p. 46). Aboriginal medicine
involves, amongst other things, plant remedies, traditional magic, and spiritual activities
(Cribb & Cribb, 1990, p. 17). Healers are usually male, with no major distinction
between the roles of "sorcerer" or "doctor^'. However, the two roles are kept separate, as
the "sorcerer may always be regarded as potentiaUy dangerous, whereas the doctor must
depend on the trust placed in him by the sick" (Martyr, 2002, p. 16). Cochrane (1996)
claims that the traditional Aborigines may present a view of Stone Age healing arts:
"Their local doctor, or medicine man, wanders with them in thefr nomadic life, and uses
traditional cures for any ills" (p. 8). Tradftional Aboriginal medicine involves the mystic
and the practical, and "each tribal group has a medicme man who has been taught the
spells and herbal remedies" (Cochrane, 1996, p. 11). Possibly because of its spiritual
content. Aboriginal culture, includfrig fts medicine, was generally little valued by the
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European settlers. Although certain Aboriginal remedies were adopted by some settlers,
many other settlers decried Aboriginal practices as witchcraft, or just another form of
quackery (Martyr, 2002, p. 15).

As in the Americas, 18th century European colonisation caused many infectious and
lifestyle diseases to wreak havoc on Aboriginal populations. These included smallpox
(Martyr, 2002, p. 15), measles, mumps, tuberculosis, influenza and, especially, venereal
diseases (Cribb & Cribb, 1990, pp. 16-17). Charles Darwin (cited m Porter, 1997, p.
466) wrote that "wherever the European has frod, death seems to pursue the aboriginal".
Although the Aboriginal medical paradigm evolved to cope with standard disease
profiles, time did not allow for the evolution of treatment plans to cope with the sudden
onslaught of devastating European diseases.

European medicine was claimed to be as devastating to Aborigines as the contagious
European diseases. A Victorian Aborigine, Monnop, said to Daisy Bates, ''meenyajanga
bomungur" (the smell ofthe white man kifls us) (Garrick & Jeffiey, 1987, p. 4). After
the surviving Tasmartian Aboriginals were forcibly exiled on Flinders Island in Bass
Straft, they were devastated by pneumorua. The resident surgeon used regular Heroic
practices to ineffectively bleed, purge and blister them. The surviving Aborigmals saw
white physicians as ineffective "quacks", who could not heal, and whose medicine was
not to be tmsted. They refused any treatment that involved pain, bleeding or medicines,
and preferred tradftional methods such as the wearing of amulets contairung the ashes of
dead relatives to offer protection against sickness. On being assured by a missionary that
the wearing of an amulet was unnecessary, as the doctor would protect a woman from
sickness, her husband said that "the doctor was no good, he killed plenty of
blackfellows" (Reynolds, 1994, pp. 187-188).

Not all white medicine was rejected by Aborigines. By letter dated 21 May 1835 to the
Rev. W. Jowett, a missionary in the WeUington Valley, William Watson (cited m
Martyr, 2002) clauns that the liquor Ammonia Fortiss "wrought almost mfraculous cures
amongst both Europeans and natives, especially among the latter who are very much
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afflicted with pains in the joints and bones ... they ... ask me for oils to rab themselves
with" (p. 36). In this scenario, the whites merely provided the oil, whereas the
Aboriginals performed the healing, probably through traditional massage and/or other
techniques. Possibly because of iflness or other eventuality, these Aboriginals had no
access to fradftional heahng oils, such as those obtained from the goaima, the emu, or
healing plants.

The Aborigmal medical paradigm evolved a "sophisticated empfrical understanding of
indigenous plants, many of which ... are unique to Ausfralia" (Chevallier, 1996, p. 46).
As this and other knowledge was retained by oral tradition, the post-colonial death of
elders and dispersal of tribal groupings caused loss of much ofthe knowledge. Cribb and
Cribb (1990, p. 12) claim that 500 Ausfralian plant species have been used medicinally
in Australia and overseas. Whereas in areas of lush vegetation there were hundreds of
plants available for medicinal use within a tribal boundary, the availability was
considerably reduced in drier areas (p. 17). The Aboriginal Communities ofthe Northem
Territory (ACNT) produced thefr extensive Aboriginal pharmacopoeia in 1988 (ACNT,
1988).

ACNT (1988, p. 8) claim that because knowledge of medicinal plants was essential to
their survival, all Aborigines traditionally held detailed knowledge of plant location,
stmcture, value and application. In the absence of a written language, this vast
knowledge was committed to memory, and passed on to others through practice, song,
and dance. This knowledge included optimal times for collecting, preparation method
and indications for use. ACNT further report that the time of collection of leaves, roots,
pods or bark impacts on chemical content and efficacy, and is govemed by local ritual.
In the central desert of the Northem Territory, in order to enhance medicinal value,
remedy collection must follow a "special dreaming path", and be accomparued by
"special dreaming songs" (pp. 8-9). ACNT also explam that Aboriginal nomads use
medicinal plants only from within their tribal area, as similar plants from outside their
area are not believed to possess healing power for them. Also, the use of similar plants
in different tribal areas may be govemed by different practices such as the part ofthe
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plant to be used, method of preparation and mdications for use. Further, the
metaphysical aspect of Aboriginal medicine involves "the esoteric power and mysticism
of deeply held behefs" (p. 9).

ACNT (1988) explain that remedy preparation involves:
infusing, grinding in a basic mortar, pounding and macerating materials,
and boiling with finely cut leaves; ointments are made using available fats
— indeed the same basic methods are used that were used in Westem
society in the days ofthe apothecary, the predecessor ofthe modem-day
pharmacist, (p. 16)
Also, Aboriginal theories of herbal usage were often similarly based to early European
Herbal theories. For example "sfrongly aromatic plants were sniffed to freat headaches.
Plants growing near water were regarded as valuable in cases of painful micturition"
(Cribb 8c Cribb, 1990, p. 17).

Chevallier (1996, p. 46) explains that herbal remedies are a cmcial aspect ofthe
Aboriginal medical paradigm. For example, the eucalyptus {Eucalyptus globus), which
are unique to Australia, are aromatic herbs whose leaves were crashed and the aroma
inhaled to treat respiratory diseases such as influenza and many other common illnesses.
Chevaflier (1996, p. 46) claims that due to the absence of metal technology, water could
not be directly boiled prior to European colonisation, so traditional herbal decoctions
were prepared in water heated by hot stones. Decoctions were either ingested or applied
to the skin. Acacia {Acacia) was used to treat skin eruptions such as boils and scabies,
and eucalyptus or kino {Pterocarpus marsupium) was used for acute diarrhoea. In
Queensland, fevers were treated with fever bark {Alstonia).

Chevaflier (1996, p. 46) claims that during the last two centuries, many Austrahan plants
have gamed widespread intemational usage. For example, research into the Aboriginal
remedy, fever bark, discovered the alkaloid roserpine, which is now prescribed by
herbalists and biomedical practitioners to lower blood pressure. Essential oils extracted
from eucalyptus and tea free {Melaleuca alternifolia) are used worldwide as antiseptics.
Also, other Australian native plants such as gotu kola {Centella asiatica) and visnaga
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{Ammi visnaga) are now used by local herbahsts, after being identified as plants with
extensive histories of medicinal use in India and the Middle East.

ACNT (1988) claim that there are satisfactory explanations for the efficacy of some
Aboriginal medical practices: the presence of essential oil in Eremophila duttonii, when
bofled in water and used as a body wash, may produce successful scabies freatment; an
anti-histamine in the leaves of Ipomoea pescabrae relieves marine sting pain, provided
the leaves are heated and then applied to the painfiil area; and coughs and colds may be
relieved by inhalation of essential oils released through heating the leaves of the
Eucalyptus and Melaleuca (p. 16). The Aborigines used hundreds of different remedies
to treat a wide range of conditions including joint and muscle pain, toothache, sore
mouth, gastro-intestinal disorders, cold and influenza symptoms, skin problems, bites,
stings, bums, major wounds, eye disorders, general pain and fever Treatments also
included smoke or vapour baths, bandages and splints, and tonics (p. 16).

The healing practices ofthe Aboriginals are diverse and included the coating of broken
limbs with clay to aid setting and healing, the chewing of selected herbs to relieve
stomach upsets and the covering of wounds with leaves to keep them clean (Cochrane,
1996, p. 11). Spencer and Gfllen (cited in Porter, 1997) describe an Aboriginal practice
that they observed in Central Australia:
In ordinary cases the patient lies down, while the medicine man bends
over him and sucks vigorously at the part ofthe body affected, spitting
out every now and then pieces of wood, bone or stone, the presence of
which is beheved to be causmg the mjury and pain. This suction is one of
the most characteristic features of native medical treatment, as pain in any
part ofthe body is always attributed to the presence of some foreign body
that must be removed, (p. 32)
Porter (1997) explains, apparentiy from a psychic perspective, that for the "medicmeman, tiie foreign body m his mouth atfracts the foreign body hi the patient" (p. 32).
However, ft is also possible that the healer secretes the object/s in his mouth prior to
treafrnent, in order to later spft it/them out as evidence tiiat something has been removed
from the body. With that convincmg evidence, an individual may then feel healed, and
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pam-free. This is also an apparent explanation of the psychic surgery phenomena of The
Philippines, where the object/s may be secreted in the hand prior to freatment.

Aboriginal medical theory, philosophy and practice are also portrayed in traditional
paintings. For example, ACNT (1988) provide afranslation by Miriam-Rose Ungunmerr
Baumarm and Patricia Marrflirra McTaggart of an explanation of a bush medicine
painting by Philomena Mulvien, relating to ironwood:
The leaves ofthe fronwood, when heated (but not burnt) over a fire, are
crashed and rabbed on sores to relieve inflammation. The vapour from the
leaves is inhaled to cure headache and flu. The fronwood leaves are also
used in smoking ceremonies. For young or old the smoke symbolizes the
driving out or release from evils which can be causing physical and
spiritual disfress. When a person dies, smoke from the same wood is used
in ceremony, driving away the remains of hurts, hard feelings, and wrongs
toward or from relations or close contacts. It brings peace and new hope,
(pp. 28-29)
There are numerous other examples of Aboriginal healing methods. These include the
use of termite mounds for diarrhoea, and to assist with pregnancy and relieving period
pain (ACNT, 1988, pp. 215-216), and the use of green free ant nests for coughs, colds,
and sores on the mouth and lips (p. 211). According to the people of Apatula, Papunya
and Angkarripa, although witchety grabs are an important food source because of their
high protein and fat content, when they are crashed and ground, they are used for the
treatment of serious bums and wounds with major tissue damage (p. 221). The people of
Wadeye, Umbakumba and Yirrkala explahi that they use white clay for the treatment of
diarrhoea. The clay is collected, baked in the fire like damper, and when cool is either
formed into pellets or ground to a powder and mixed with water Diarrhoea freatment
requfres about one teaspoonfiil ofthe clay, as required. Although excessive consumption
of clay may be dangerous, this traditional Aboriginal remedy treats the same gastrointestinal disorders as biomedicuie's kaolin (p. 218).

Cribb and Cribb (1990, pp. 201-202) explain that medicmal bloodlettmg was used in
both the Aboriginal and European cultures. The Aborigmals used ft for pam control. For
headache, they would either bleed near the she of pain, or distal from the pam. Port
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Lincohi Aborigines freated headache by bleeding the lower arm. North Queensland
Aborigines were observed treating headache by pushing a sharp piece of blady grass
{Imperata cylindrica var. major) up the nostril to induce bleeduig. Backhouse (1843)
was apparently unimpressed by scarification practices which he observed on Brany
Island: "The Doctor had his instraments lying by him, consisting of pieces of broken
glass, picked up on the shore; with these he cuts deep gashes hi any part affected with
pain" (p. 103). In certain cfrcumstances the blood of a healthy individual was drank by a
patient (Cribb & Cribb, 1990, p. 202).

The Aboriginal medical paradigm evolved many massage practices, and Cribb and Cribb
(1990) describe several of these. They claim that human blood extracted from a healthy
individual could be applied externally to an ill person, by massage to the whole body for
more than 15 minutes. Rheumatic pain could be cured by massage hicorporating
kangaroo bone that had been ground to a fine powder. Massage was employed in the
extemal application of fats from various oils (p. 202). Cribb and Cribb fiirther describe
some Aboriginal medicinal uses of fat: in the Musgrave Range, a universal remedy for
all wounds was emu fat and ochre; in other areas, fat from emus and other animals,
including goarmas, snakes and bfrds, was generally used for healing and comfort, with or
without ochre; emu fat would control skin chapping in winter, and when sand was
added, would protect against insect bites at night; goarma fat was massaged into the skin
of new-bom babies. The Aboriginal massage of goanna fat into the skin for relief of
headache, body pain or stiffiiess was widely adopted by "white" natural medicine (p.
203). A Northem Territory freatment for influenza involved massage with heated
eucalyptus leaves as the patient lay face down beside a slow fire. Ash was used to warm
and sterilize the skin. Ill babies would be lovmgly massaged on the abdomen with warm
ash, and newbom babies were cleaned with warm, soft, sterile ash (pp. 207-208).

Other practices described by Cribb and Cribb (1990) include the use of heated rocks —
practices that have been dated from 4000 years ago — in medicinal steaming and
fumigation (p. 207). The widespread practices are diverse: one method involved the
digging of a narrow trench and lining it with eucalyptus leaves; layers of hot stones were
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placed in the french, and removed at the desfred temperature; the naked patient was
placed in the french and covered to the neck with eucalyptus leaves and warm sand for
10 to 15 minutes. Another method, for the treatment of rheumatism, involved the patient
lying on his back on eucalyptus leaves placed over hot stones in a trench. Headache
could be freated through inhalation ofthe steam from heated eucalyptus leaves. Other
aromatic plants used for the steam bath included Prostanthera striatiflora, Stemodia
viscose, Scaevola spinescens and Eremophila gilesii. Fumigation was sometimes used in
place of steaming (p. 207). In the Musgrave ranges, freatment of abdominal complaints
involved the patient crouching over a smoking fire on hands and knees while the warmth
and smoke from the fire flowed over the abdomen for a considerable time. Fumigation
was also used on mothers after birth (pp. 207-208). This involved the mother crouching
over aromatic smoke from acacia leaves and sandalwood {Santalum spicatum). In
Central Ausfralia, the health of babies was enhanced by smoke from native cypress pine
{Callitris preissii) (p. 208).

The Aboriginal medical paradigm has influenced European natural medicine practice in
Ausfralia and elsewhere, mainly through its use of plant medicines. However, the current
growing interest in Aboriginal theory, philosophy and practice has the potential to
produce further influences.

Food collection was generally confrofled by custom. Isaacs (1987, p. 47) claims that for
Aborigines, all relationships between people, plants and animals involve the spirit world,
and are govemed by customs, mles and fraditional law. Isaacs (1987, pp. 44-45) says
that the Aborigines used fire to alter and manage thefr land, thus controlling the sources
of food. Many important plant foods appear in the regenerative phase after fire. Isaacs
(1987, p. 22) also sates that analysis of wild bush foods by the University of Sydney
revealed that they were sometimes richer in vitamms, trace elements and proteins than
comparable cultivated plants. For example, grass and acacia seeds were found to be
much higher m protein and fat than wheat and rice. Also, many wild fruits contain high
levels of protein, fat, carbohydrates and vftamin C. Aborigines believe that all food has
meaning, because of fts creation by ancestral spirits. Isaacs (1987, p. 40) says that
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throughout Ausfralia, men generally hunted the larger artimals and women collected
other bush foods and medicine.

Isaacs (1987, p. 13) claims that the Aborigines have an encyclopaedic knowledge of
plants, animals and seasonal changes, which they interpret for thefr benefit. For example
in one area, women know that it is time to collect mud crabs when the orange blossoms
ofthe bat-wing coral free fall. The fat ofthe crabs will also be orange, and their flesh
nutritious and filling. The presence of dangerous marine stingers in northem waters is
indicated by the blooming of a particular flower. Similarly, the milky white "oyster
flowers" indicate that the oysters are fat and white and ready for harvesting. These
natural signs are cmcial for survival. Time was measured by the seasons, and the details
of the cycles of nature, such as the winds, the bloorrting of plants, and the seeding of
grasses.

According to Low (1990) the Aborigines' most potent medicines were magic, involving
witch doctors, spirits, chants and amulets, and practices such as bloodletting and
blistering. Herbal medicine was less important. Low theorises that academic interest in
chemical constituents of plant remedies and comparisons with other healing traditions
have produced a distorted view of Aboriginal healmg. Two centuries of European
observation of Aborigmal healing, even on Europeans, overwhelmingly confirms fts
efficacy as a great healing power which can produce dramatic results. Low wonders,
however, how it actually works. There was inconsistent usage of remedies, as different
tribes adopted different theories for plant usage, and sometimes plants were used in
ways that carmot be explained by chemistry. For example, in North Queensland,
headaches were cured by plachig leaves over the eyes, and diarrhoea and intemal pain
were treated by herbal baths. Low concluded tiiat "much Aboriginal medicine worked
through strength of behef Probably only about half of the plant remedies were
pharmaceutically effective; the rest were placebos. The same proportions may well hold
trae for Indian and other Third Worid pharmacopoeias" (p. 3). Low wonders whether
European medicine, prior to the late 19th century, worked in the same way. For
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example. Aboriginal and late 19th century European theory supported usage of
bloodletting. Low concludes:
The power of positive thinking is much sfronger than most of us usually
acknowledge. The will to survive can make the difference between life
and death, between sickness and health. Even in our own scientifically
oriented society, will-power is a potent force. New Age devotees swear by
the power of crystal healing. Bach flower remedies and shamanism.
Aborigines believed sfrongly in the power of magic and in the unseen.
They swore thefr "witch doctors" could ran up trees and fly to the skies.
The proudest warrior would calmly lie down and die if a bone was
pointed in his direction. Guided by such a powerful belief system, it is no
wonder their medicine worked, (p. 3)
Low (1990, p. 3) details some Aboriginal healings of Europeans. A man whose
rheumatism prevented him from walking was cured by massage with the young leaves
and bark ofthe stinging tree {Dendrocnide excelsa), which had been pounded and boiled
to the consistency of treacle. Dame Mary Gilmore, who later became a poet, socialist
and activist for Aboriginal rights, became seriously ill in 1868 when she was 3 years old.
Gilmore says that her parents entrasted her care to local Aboriginals, after they
explained that she would die on the white man's diet. Each rught she slept in the open in
a grass nest, and was cured in 6 weeks. These Aborigines were later allegedly raided and
killed. Low describes how in 1889 a European suffering from a severe catarrh and
violent headache was cured by Aboriginal magic in less than half an hour:
The blackfellow placed his patient near the fire. Warming his hands at the
fire he would instantly clap them to his patient's ears, rabbing vigorously
but not roughly. This he repeated without intermission. Presently he
began to blow with his breath on the head and neck of his patient, still
heating the palms of his hands and applying them to the ears; then he
commenced to hum a sort of song or charm; a peculiar sensation came
over my fiiend, he seemed to hear something "give way," or burst in his
head. The cure was complete and no ill effects were feft afterwards (p. 3).
In 1905, an old Aboriginal "witch doctor", Bootha, was observed freating a white gfrl,
Adelaide, by communing with spirits. After an eerie dialogue with the dead, Bootha was
told that Adelaide had offended the spirit bees by bathing under a taboo free. Adelaide
agreed that she had so bathed, and also that she had "bee stings", hi the form of pimples,
on her back. After another dialogue with the dead spirit Guadgee, Bootha was told the
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cure required that Adelaide should drink only cold water, and during the night Guadgee
would come and remove the offending wax planted by the bees in her liver. Adelaide
slept that night and recovered (Low, 1990, p. 3).

7.7.2 The European Physicians
When Britam established fts penal settlement in Ausfralia at the end ofthe 18th century,
the medical market hi Britain was open and umestricted. Consequently, the medical
market m Australia, post-settlement, was also open and unrestricted and, like other
aspects of colonial tife, tended to follow British frends (Martyr, 2002, p. 18). The First
Fleet included male physicians and women who were nursemaids, midwives and
hospital nurses (Oxley, 1996, pp. 118-121). Martyr (2002, pp. 2 7 ^ 3 ) claims that the
medical competence and backgrounds of some early physicians were questionable,
particularly as some had not even completed their education. Martyr fiirther explains that
the physicians were reliant mamly upon the European Heroic practices of cupping,
bleeding, and the prescription of calomel, apparently to support their interpretations of
classical Greek humoral theory. Bleeding involved cutting a part of the body;
scarification ofthe skin, either with or without the application of suction cups; and/or the
application of leeches. Other attempts to restore balance included "purging the bowels
and the use of emetics to induce vomiting. Cupping also drained excess fluid by the
application of heated glass vessels to exposed skin in order to create a vacuum and cause
blood to be drawn to the surface" (p. 21).

The medical use of leeches is an ancient practice: from Egypt of 3000 years ago, India of
2000 years ago, to the Ancient Greeks and Romans (Root-Bemstein, 1999, p. 89).
Leeches have been used medicinally in Ausfralia from the 18th century. After a period
of decline in usage they are currently in resurgence (Martyr, 2002, p.l 3). Root-Bemstehi
(1999) claims that the medicinal use of leeches and maggots is increasing (p. 94).
Leeching is being used in major hospitals for delicate processes such as reconstmctive
scalp surgery, and fransplanted or replanted tissues (p. 94). Also phlebotomy, or
therapeutic bleeding "remains a primary treatment for conditions such as polycythemia
vera and haemochromatosis" (Martyr, 2002, p. 13).
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Martyr (2002, pp. 38-44) says that medical historians often suggest that doctors are
philanthropically inclined, in that they would sacrifice personal financial gain to
maintain the dignity of their profession. However, high fees, incompetence, and social
and professional indiscretions frequently occurred in colorual Australia. The medical
"Don Juan" was also a nuisance. Nineteenth century Ausfralian medical consumers
publicly expressed a great deal of anger, impatience and fiustration towards all forms of
practitioners. This related to safety and efficacy issues, costs and general reliability.
From the 1840s, legislation began to discriminate in favour of British trained allopaths,
purportedly to protect the public from quackery, but mainly to protect the economic
interests of the allopaths. The govemment published lists of approved practftioners m
1842, but many who would qualify for listing did not bother applying (p. 58).

The cynicism of 19th century medical practice is revealed in an "Advice to Young
Doctors" published in the Perth Gazette and WA Times in 1869:
But if you really mean to try the medical dodge, you must choose your
school, ff you are to be an allopathic you need but three things: opium,
calomel and antimony. Anything that cannot be reached by them ought
not to be cured ... If you select the homoeopathic treatment, you only
need to buy a manual and a box, about as large as a cigar box, of pilules
or tinctures ... Always have an eye to the future. Whoever dies, see that
the living like you. Dead men furnish no practice. (Feb. 5, 1869, p. 3,
cited in Martyr, 2002, p. 119)
Ellen Clacy visfted the goldfields in 1852 and reported that doctors were charging 10
shfllings for a consultation in tiieir own tent, and from one to 10 pounds for an out-call.
Many ofthe practitioners were quacks "and these seem to flourish besf. Clacy claimed
that the dominant illnesses included "weakness of sight, from the hot winds and sandy
soil, and dysentery, which is often caused by the badly-cooked food, bad water, and
want of vegetables" (Clacy, 1852/1963, p. 92). One goldfields doctor charged one pound
for each treatment, and the remedy, regardless of presenting symptoms, was consistently
"one pifl some salts and senna" (Cusack, 1973, p. 70).
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As Ausfralian Regular medical practice evolved from physick to allopathy, and then
biomedicine, ft generally followed the British and American ttends. These included an
apparent obsession about competition from other kinds of medicine and their
practitioners. By the 1870s, Chinese medicine was gaining popularity, hi 1877, Brack
(1876, p. 62) reported in the Australian Medical Journal that Tack Sin was prosecuted
for practicing without a diploma and fined one pound, plus four pounds in costs. In
18 86, a list of unregistered practitioners published in the Australasian Medical Directory
and Handbook reported that Ah Bing and Tet Fong were practicing Chinese medicine in
Armidale. Also, another Chinese doctor, James Lamsey, practiced in Victoria, and was
reported "to have the most lucrative practice in Sandhurst. Drives about in a buggy" (p.
62).

The passing of laws to protect Regular medical practice from competition resulted in
numerous 20th centuiy prosecutions against natural medicine practitioners (Martyr,
2002, p. 265). Most of these prosecutions arose because the practitioners had used the
words "doctor o f before their particular "non-medical" therapy. The British Medical
Association (BMA) believed that all of these practitioners wanted to be identified as
medical practitioners. Apparently the BMA could not comprehend that these
practitioners were attempting to promote the opposite impression: that they were
different from the Regulars.

7.7.3 The Settlers
Because of the great distances between Australian settlements, self-treatment was
essential. Also, Dr Louis Smith offered diagnosis and treatment by post, for "one
pound". Smith produced a useful medical almanac which, amongst other things, wamed
ofthe dangers of tobacco (Eraser, 1990, pp. 143-162). Successfiil settler famihes were
generally self-reliant and, in health matters, were assisted by the many English and
Ausfralian self-freatment medical handbooks that were available. Martyr (2002, pp. 228229) claims that these handbooks continued to proliferate mto the 20th century. Some of
these provided useful first-aid advice, some others contained orthodox medical views,
and some others were oriented towards a particular therapy. Women were usually
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responsible for home healing, including the prevention of disease, preparation of home
remedies, and the delivery of babies.

Mart}^ (2002) describes how self-medication was also available through patent
medicines, which could contain cocaine, opium, carmabis, alcohol, or merely vegetable
products, and which were relatively inexpensive, and available at the local grocery (pp.
97-98). A substantial medicinal eucalyptus oil industry emerged, and five separate
enterprises were producing and marketing Tasmanian eucalyptus oil, alone. The
"chemisf shop was a source of forties, one of which could comprise the stimulant herbal
remedy gentian, possibly with iron. Also available were stomach remedies such as
sodium bicarbonate or magnesium bicarbonate, which are stifl used in modem antacids.

Some settlers began recording new remedies that they had found to be safe and effective.
An early settler in Van Diemen's Land, Wifliam Alison (cited in Hagger, 1979, p. 168),
recorded some of his effective cures from 1812 to 1834. For pain in the head, he used a
mixture of aloes, calomel, rhubarb, and castile soap. For rheumatism, he used a mixture
of gum guiacum, nitre stone, brimstone, and turkey rhubarb. His recommended dosage
was a teaspoonful every second rught untfl the patient was cured. Tench (1789, p. 119)
claims that diarrhoea was treated with thick red free gum, dissolved in water. Selby
(1994) explains that until the late 1950s, poultices mixed from soap, sugar and castor oil
or kerosene were used. Also, a collection of early Tasmanian home cures included an
entry, dated 27 August 1910, for liniment, composed of hog's lard or oil, oil of
turpentine, camphor, and spirit of sal ammoniac. An undated entry for the preparation of
a remedy for rheumatism, and kidney and bladder "froubles" reads: "tincture gentian
compound, one ounce, syrap rhubarb one ounce, liquid barkola compound one ounce,
syrap of ginger 5 ounces. Take a tea-spoonful after each meal or at bad time" (pp. 275286). Selby also reports a 1919 record of a homemade sulphur cure for diphtheria which
reads: "flowers of sulphur mixed with water, then gargled and swaUowed" ^ p . 275286). Blakers (1986, p. 82) claims that rheumatic complaints could be relieved by
merely sleeping under eucalyptus leaves. Cribb and Cribb (1990, pp. 52-53) say that
whereas the Aborigines used wattle bark for coughs, colds and other aihnents, the white
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settlers expanded its usage to gasfro-intestinal complaints. The wattle bark was prepared
as either an infusion or a decoction, and could be used for dysentery and diarrhoea. It
was also found to be useful for perspiring feet.

Cribb and Cribb (1990, p. 91) claim that the European herbal medicine fradition came to
Ausfralia through its theories, beliefs and practices, and the infroduction of some of its
plants. Further, Cribb and Cribb claim that medicinal plante from around the world have
been infroduced to Australia, and have expanded the range of available remedies (pp.
119-120).

According to Cribb and Cribb (1990, p. 202), leeches also, were used in European-based
medicine and in the home in Austraha. In the 1930s the local pharmacist would pay
sixpence for a dozen leeches collected. The pharmacist would then keep the leeches in a
bottle where they were available for sale or hfre.

Macalman (1984, p. 209) states that by the end ofthe 1930s, health care professionals
were discouraging the breast-feeding of babies. Many working class mothers who
disagreed, responded by reduced attendance at government-ran infant health clinics.
These mothers believed that their personal experiences proved that breast-feedfrig was
the safest and most healthy method, and saw the discouragement by the professionals as
an attack on thefr irmate wisdom and competence, and thefr fraditional preferences. They
were later proved to be correct.

7.7.4 Homeopathy
Because homeopathic remedies were often self-admmistered ft is not possible to assess
the fuU extent of thefr early usage in Ausfralia. An English physician, Steven Simpson,
studied dfrectly under Hahnemarm, and whfle in England in 1836 wrote A Practical
View of Homeopathy, which was one ofthe first Enghsh homeopathic texts. Because of
the attitude ofthe English estabhshment to homeopathy, he moved to Ausfralia m 1840
to settle in the penal settlement of Moreton Bay (Bradford, 1897, p. 610).
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The homeopathy debate, which had raged m the Urtited Kingdom in the 1840s,
commenced in Ausfralia in 1855 when Dr Thienette Berigny addressed a public meeting
in Melboume. He claimed that homeopathy was "a revolutionary scientific movement,
to put down the greatest evil that has prevailed for many centuries ... namely, that ofthe
common adminisfration of drags" (Berigny, 1855, p. 1). Berigny proceeded to condenm
organised medicine's profiteering and iafrogenesis, but acknowledged fts effectiveness
in setting broken bones and the discharge of swallowed poisons. He claimed that
homeopathy was "real medicuie", which invoked the pneuma or "fifth element" of
vitalism — the vital principle of life and its self-adjusting power (pp. 3-18). In the
following century, this heahng power would come to be identified as homeostasis.
"Whenever any disturbance takes place in the system, strong efforts are made by this
vital power, vulgarly called nature, for the purpose of restoring functional equilibrium".
It was the role of homeopathy to assist these processes (pp. 17-18).

The Melboume Homeopathy Dispensary for the Sick Poor (1870-71, p. 37) opened on
22 November, 1869. Ofthe 511 clients freated by 30 July 1870, orfly 35 were regular
users of homeopathy, and 227 were claimed to have been discharged as cured.
Templeton (1969) says that in 1875, the Dispensary became known as the
Homoeopathic Hospital and Dispensary. A similar dispensary was opened in Adelaide in
the late 1860s. Martyr (2002, pp. 142-143) clauns that homeopathic practice continued
unimpeded in the late 19th century, which was a period of great success for the
Melboume Homeopathic Hospital and Dispensary as it experienced low mortality rates.
Two new homeopathic hospitals were founded in Hobart and Launceston in 1899, and
another in Sydney in 1902.

Templeton (1969, pp. 147-157) explains that homeopathy appears to have been in
decline by the 1940s, as the Melboume and Hobart homeopathic hospitals had been
incorporated hito allopathic institutions, and the last homeopathic medical practitioner
had retired from the Sydney Homeopathic Hospital. However, Martyr (2002, p. 242)
explains that the Ausfralian Institute of Homeopathy was established in 1946 to promote
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its professional interests, including the provision of education. Public interest in
homeopathy appears to have increased from the 1970s (Powefl, 2003, p. 5).

7.7.5 Medical Herbalism and Food as Medicine
In 19th century Ausfralia, medical herbalism, employing native and exotic plants, was
practiced informally in the home, and formally by professional consultation. Martyr
(2002, pp. 89-93) claims that many 19th century cookbooks included recipes for the use
of food as medicine: papaw for the freatment of cancer and other illnesses; pigweed as
an antiscorbutic; and acid cures, or acetopathy, using vinegar intemally and extemally.
Other books detailed the use of leeches, cupping, blistering and homemade piUs. A
mixture known as the "black draft", comprised serma leaves, braised ginger, liquorice
root, and Epsom salts. After gentle boiling in water for three hours, the mixture was
stramed and cooled, and then sal volatile, tinctures of senna and cardamom were added.
The result was a potent, unpleasant-tasting, but "clearing" remedy. To assist
menstraation, recommendations were made for the use of gamboges, asafoetida, aloes,
ergot, and other well-known emmenagogues and abortifacients such as pennyroyal and
apiol. Enemas were recommended for the unblocking of constipation, and as an
altemative way of providing nourishment to those unable to swallow. Laxative or
purgative enemas included Epsom safts and olive or castor oil. Worms were removed
and flatulence relieved by turpentine mbctures, including egg yolk and gmel. Nutrition
was provided by the perennial beef tea, thickened with arrowroot.

Martyr (2002, pp. 145-147) explains that domestic and professional herbal medicine, or
"botaruc medicme", thrived in the latter half of the 19th century, as the use of native
plants, especially eucalyptus, increased, and various texts were published. Also,
horehound tea was effectively used for barcoo rot, when drank thrice daily.

The success of professional herbal medicme may be confirmed by attempts by the State
to restrict fts operation. O'Nefll (1995, p. 105) clauns that m the 1920s, the Australian
Herbahsts' Association actively lobbied against restrictive legislation, and for State-
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regulation ofthe herbalism industry. The Ausfralian Union of Herbalists was active in
Victoria from about 1901 (Martyr, 2002, p. 245).

Using data from Post Office directories. Martyr (2002, p. 243) shows tiiat between 1924
and 1940, the number of practicing herbalists in four States declmed from 192 to 164.
The figures for individual States are: in Queensland, from 38 to 39; in Westem
Ausfralia, from 14 to 18; in New South Wales, from 79 to 57; and in Victoria, from 61 to
50. Of course, these figures represent orfly those herbalists who happened to be entered
in the Post Office dfrectories as herbalists.

O'Neill (1995) states that the occupational boundaries of natural medicine practitioners
overlapped into flourishing "mixed method", or eclectic, practices which combined
some, or possibly all, of osteopathy, chiropractic, herbalism, nutrition, massage,
hydrotherapy, electricity and others (p. 253). Martyr (2002) claims that the practice of
Westem herbalism "is now more likely to be incorporated into a broader natural
therapies practice" (p. 278). However, the National Herbalists Association of Australia,
which evolved from the 1920s, is recognised as the oldest natural medicine professional
association in Ausfralia. Powell (2003) claims that the evolution of multi-disciplinary
practices developed a need for multi-disciplinary professional associations. Powell
claims that the need was originally met by the Ausfralian Natural Therapists'
Association (ANTA), but prolonged intemal and extemal conflict caused the creation of
the Austi^lian Traditional Medicme Society (ATMS). ATMS, with about 9500
members, is now a dominant force and, because of its sheer size, is significant from a
national and global perspective (p. 5).

7.7.6 Other Therapies
The Victorian Census of 1891 concluded that there were 777 Regular physicians and
110 frregulars, which included 56 under the heading "medical botanist/clairvoyanf and
24 under "masseur or masseuse" (Martyr, 2002, p. 188). The national census of medical
practitioners in 1921 revealed 3959 "regulars" and 412 "irregulars" (p. 98).
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Healers came from diverse backgrounds. For example, Abraham Carter quatified as an
Eclectic in Philadelphia in 1866, and was a non-registered practitioner in South Austraha
from 1870 (Martyr, 2002, p. 66). Johannes Gunst (1870) was a qualified physician who
writes of coming to Australia in 1852 as ship's surgeon on the San Francisco, and
becoming converted to homeopathy in Melboume. He became a vocal defender of
homeopathy against allopathic attacks, and described himself as an eclectic physician: "1
have studied Allopathy, Homoeopathy, and hydropathy: have had considerable practice
in each; and without being a slave to any One system, I employ such means as appear to
me most likely to cure, or relieve" (p. 14).

Massage, which was a cmcial part of the Aboriginal medical paradigm, also became
popular in non-Aboriginal natural medicine during the late 19th century. Information
about various techniques was made available to physicians, even though it was
considered to be a radical therapy. Dr Louis Henry (1884) described the aims of massage
in the Australian Medical Journal in that year:
The principle of massage is entirely opposed to our fraditions of rest to
every inflamed part, and consists of a combination of procedures which
are intended to rouse distorted and passive parts into a natural condition
of activity and health, and largely by the removal of abnormal deposits by
mechanical means, (pp. 337-338)
Martyr (2002) states that the Australian Post Office Directories of 1905 listed 88
massage practitioners: 2 in Queensland, 35 in New South Wales, 37 in Victoria, 1 in
South Australia, 8 in Westem Ausfralia and 3 in Tasmania. The Australian Massage
Association was formed in 1906. The massage therapists incorporated electrotherapy
into their practice late in the 19th century, and it declined as a speciahst practice (pp.
160-162). Martyr further states that in 1883, the Scholz family opened a smafl hospital
in the Barossa Valley to provide massage and other services to freat fractures, sprains
and rheumatic conditions — mainly ofthe local German community (p. 161). The
hospital, known as "The WiUows", grew to 30 beds, had a large outpatient department,
and employed five nursing staff and additional service staff. As weU as massage,
treatments included homeopathy, hot and cold baths, electric baths, poultices and
liniments. The m-patients department closed in 1954, and the remainder in 1962.
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In Australia, massage has evolved into a multi-faceted profession with multi-national
influences. Tuchtan, Tuchtan, Stelfox, Valkenburg, and Moran, (2002) say that because
of the muftiplicity of "techniques and approaches to soft tissue manipulation that it is
difficult to classify them clearly imder meaningful categories" (p. 2). However, they
propose that the three major massage categories are subtle energy, relaxation and
remedial. The components of these categories are diverse. For example, subtle energy
massage is offered through reiki, therapeutic touch, polarity therapy, pranic heahng, aura
balancing, charka balancing, jin shin do and zero balancing. Relaxation massage is
offered through Swedish massage and Esalen massage. Remedial massage is offered
through 15 separate practices including Chinese tui na, Japanese Shiatsu, American
Rolfing, reflexology, sports massage, aromatherapy, manual lymphatic drainage and
neuromuscular technique.

Whereas spiritualism appears to have been practiced by the Aborigines, others were also
involved. Mary Eddy's Christian Science movement came to Ausfralia from the US, and
by 1910, there were 29 accredited practitioner/healers, of whom two-thirds were women
(Roe, 1998, pp. 304-319). Martyr (2002) says tiiat there are 62 specifically Spfrituahst
churches and healing groups publicised in Australia, and that the National Spiritualist
Association of Churches in the US defines a spiritual healer as follows:
A Spiritualist Healer is one who, either through his or her own inbom
power or through mediumship, is able to transmft curative energies to
physical condftions ... A Spiritualist Healer works with the spirit, mind,
emotions, and the body ofthe recipient. A spfrituahst healer is aware that
once sfress is removed from the mind and emotions, the body wiU respond
naturally. This brings about holistic healing in tiie patient, (pp. 305-306)
Chris Cole (cited in Martyr, 2002) describes herself as an Ausfralian-bom psychic
surgeon, who defines her theories and practice as follows:
I don't believe that I heal anybody, what I do believe is that I act as a
medium to channel energy or Universal Consciousness into my patients
so that he or she can heal themselves. The human being is a mufti
dimensional bemg. We are made up of a physical, mental and emotional
body. When we have suffered shocks and fraumas, blocks occur in these
energy bodies. The healmg energy I am channehng helps my patient to
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remove these blocks and allow the life force or the Chi or what I call the
KA to again move freely unencumbered around the body. The body has
an irmate wisdom - it knows how to heal itself If you cut your finger I
carmot heal that cut for you. I can give you extra energy which may speed
up the process but it is you that is doing the healing, (p. 306)
Cole's beliefs appear to draw on global influences — from the Chinese concept of "chi"
(now referred to in pin yin as qi), to the ancient Egyptian concept of "KA" (referred to
earlier in this study as ka). Further, Martyr (2002) clauns that the concept of
"channeflhig" for healing also arose in 19th century spirituahsm (pp. 306-307). Also,
certain Christian churches hold healing services, which can involve the laying-on of
hands. Martyr explams that from the 19th century, diagnosis and treatment through
medical clairvoyance involved (a) the use of an object that is personal to the client, such
as hair or clothing, or (b) communication with spirits (pp. 106-107).

Whereas Chinese medicine came to Australia with 19th century gold miners (Powell,
2003, p. 1), osteopathy and chfropractic arrived early in the 20th century (Martyr, 2002,
pp. 247-250).

7.7.7 The SocialRevolutionof the 1960s
Martyr (2002, pp. 268-275) says that the 1960s social revolution, which increased the
popularity of natural medicine in the US and the UK, also occurred in Austraha. The
"back to nature" philosophy of that era popularised rural resettlement, communal living,
permaculture, envfronmentalism and natural healing. The increasing publicity of
iafrogenesis diminished the pubhc image of biomedicine, as the term "natural" came to
mean "safe" and "healthy".
Powell (2003) states that from the 1960s, the rapidly increasing popularity of natural
medicme saw the opening of many private cofleges, of various levels of competence and
stability. Many "not for profif, and other private colleges, were forced to close due to
financial problems, partially caused by intense competition (p. 2). However, Powell
claims that this mtense competition produced a group of colleges with worldwide
reputations for quality, and which are the largest natural medicine coUeges in the world.
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Martyr (2002) mentions that a London cliruc advertises that fts naturopaths are frained in
Ausfralia, which "has a more enlightened attitude towards complementary medicine than
the UK" (p. 276). Powell (2003) emphasises that the Austrahan natural medicine
industry has evolved mainly through the efforts of private sector enfrepreneurs, and that
government-funded histitutions such as universities did not become interested until the
private sector had developed all aspects of the market, and their "late" entry was
guaranteed to succeed (p. 3). Further, Powell (2003) claims that the economic
advantages ofthe universities, particularly the Higher Education Contribution Scheme
(HECS) allow them to effectively "undercut market prices, placing some private sector
coUeges in jeopardy" (p. 3).

Powell (2003) claims that comparatively, the practice of Chinese medicine in Australia
was limited until the general resurgence of natural medicine in the 1960s. Chinese
medicine was popularised, mairfly through the efforts of individuals from non-Chinese
backgrounds. The pioneering work of these individuals, like those involved in other
modalities, created quality colleges, professional associations, ethics and standards
processes. Health Fund refund status, professional insurance, academic joumals,
govemment recognition ofthe profession, govemment fiinding for students through
Austudy, govemment accreditation forfiiU-timediploma and degree courses offered by
the private sector, and post-graduate study opportunities in China. The much-later
interest by universities and new immigrant Chinese practitioners has resulted in a shift of
power and confrol in thefr direction. The level of public support for natural medicine has
ensured minimal government restriction (p. 5).

The evolution of a college which commenced in 1969 from the ideas of one man is
significant. PoweU (2003, p. 3) clauns that for academic and professional reasons, the
Sydney and Melboume campuses of Acupuncture Colleges (Ausfralia), commenced by
Russell Jewell m 1969, eventually became part of local universities, where govemment
funding has allowed the development of full undergraduate and postgraduate
opportunities for Chinese medicine students. Also, the University location had increased
govemment acceptance ofthe main Chinese medicine modalfties, acupuncture and
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herbal medicine. The largest, and the first institution to gain simultaneous accreditation
for its bachelor degrees m naturopathy, homeopathy and acupuncture is the Austrahan
College of Natural Medicine (ACNM), which commenced in Brisbane m 1975 as the
Brisbane campus of Acupuncture Cofleges (Australia), hi 2003, ACNM has more than
4000 students, about 250 staff, several government-accredited degree programmes, five
campuses in three States, an extensive natural medicine library, and public clinics which
treat up to 2000 clients each week. Other significant private sector colleges include the
former Sydney and Melboume campuses of Acupuncture Colleges (Australia),
Melboume's Southem School of Natural Therapies, Sydney's Naturecare College, the
former New South Wales College of Natural Therapies, and Dorothy Hall's college of
herbal medicine. Powell claims that Austraha's major contributions to global natural
medicine are the example of its most successful colleges and fts leading natural medicine
professional associations.

As in Britain and the US, the Ausfralian biomedical profession continually attempts to
publicly and politically discredft the Austrahan natural medicine profession (Powell,
2003, p. 6). Its lobbying in the 1970s advocated that as natural medicine had not been
scientifically validated for safety and efficacy, it ought to be harmed. However, as
biomedical practitioners became interested in these potential new income streams, the
advocacy evolved to the position that as natural medicine was potentially dangerous in
the hands of non-biomedical practitioners, it ought to be practiced only by biomedical
practitioners. This was regardless of the quality of the biomedical practitioners'
knowledge, skill or training, or whether they had received any training at aU; or whether
they were capable of safe and effective practice. The advocacy has further evolved to the
position that because natural medicine practitioners are not fiilly frained "doctors", they
are incapable of making complete biomedical diagnoses, and therefore the health of
patients may be endangered by the non-observance of vital symptoms — such as the
early stages of freatable cancer The biomedical lobby is also continuaUy remhiding the
public that natural medicine is generally "unscientific", and therefore potentially
dangerous. Powell also claims that these public relations campaigns have been
ineffectual because ffrst, the public has been conditioned by considerable media space
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and time devoted to the impact of iafrogenesis and nosocomial illness on mdividuals and
groups, and crimhial charges laid agamst numerous biomedical practitioners for sexual
and fraud offences; second, the public has been conditioned by considerable media space
and time devoted to the successes of natural medicine on individuals and groups; and
third, the public has generally lost confidence in science, the professions and politicians,
and in particular their supportive advocacy of biomedicine (p. 6).

According to O'Neill (1995), govemment has accepted the argument that certam
modalfties are potentially dangerous, and has responded with their registration so that
the public mterest relating to safety may, at least, appear to be protected (pp. 497-507).
This, along with the teaching of these modalities in universities, appears, prima facie, to
have secured their fotures.

Powell (2003, p. 7) claims that pharmaceutical corporations have recognised the
financial opportunfties offered by the continual growth of pubhc usage of natural
medicine in Ausfralia. In 1999, Fauldhig purchased two leading Australian
manufacturers of natural medicine remedies for about $ 150 million. This means that this
part of the pharmaceutical industry now has a significant financial mterest in natural
medicine to protect.

Griggs's (1997) earlier references to dissention within natural medicine professional
associations and the professions in the UK apply equally to Australia, where pohtical
straggles were endemic from the 1970s. Powell (2003, p. 7) claims that whereas intemal
dissention in naturopathy was resolved by the success and relative stability of ATMS,
and in acupuncture by the amalgamation ofthe Australian Acupuncture Association and
the Acupuncture Ethics and Standards Organization into the Australian Acupuncture and
Chinese Medicine Association (AACMA), dissention in homeopathy continues. The
relative organisational stability was followed, in 2002, by the granting by the Federal
Department of Health of $100,000 to each of AACMA, ATMS, Austtalian Natural
Therapists' Asociation (ANTA) and the National Herbalists' Association of Australia
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(NHAA) to establish national registration systems and educational standards for
acupuncturists, naturopaths and herbalists (AACMA, 2003, pp. 5-6).

Some university bureaucrats currently describe themselves as educational enfrepreneurs,
with a mission to compete aggressively with private providers to seize considerable
market share in areas they have previously ignored. Powell (2003, p. 8) is concemed that
the universities may eventually drive the private providers out of natural medicine
education, and compromise fraditional theoretical and philosophical underpirmings with
new, questionable scientific paradigms, or merely through incompetence. As a member
of several govemment private provider course accreditation processes, Powell claims to
have observed an alleged misuse of power by certain govemment and university
bureaucrats as they deliberately delayed processes for years, and frequently implied that
even diplomas ought to be withheld from the private sector because it could not be
tmsted. The demands placed on private providers seeking degree accreditation appear to
be greater than those placed on the university sector, apparently because the universities
can be tmsted to always "do the right thhig". The costs to the private sector of degree
accreditation processes are sigruficant. For example, ACNM has invested about $2
miUion in govemment course accreditation processes to gain accreditation of its separate
degree programmes in Naturopathy, Chmese Medicine, Homeopathy, Nutritional
Medicine, Westem Herbal Medicine, and Musculoskeletal Therapy.

Powell (2003) claims that the degree accreditation process (which he supports) is so
rigorous that most private sector colleges, knowing that they could not meet the
minimum requirements — such as staff numbers, staff qualifications, independent
college council, library resources, teaching facilities, teaching resources, student
ameruties, research activities, and quality assurance — decide to avoid the process.
Powell states that entry to the natural medicine profession ought to be the usual
professional standard (an appropriate degree) so that those colleges mcapable of meeting
the minhnum degree standard ought to be excluded so there will be no confiision about
standards. Unfortunately for industry standards, several universfties allow students from
these colleges to enrol in some subjects at the conclusion of thefr diploma course, and
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qualify for a degree in a natural medicine modality, from the university. Powell sees this
as "blatant degree selling by straggling uitiversities, with no regard for academic and
professional implications, or thefr public duty of care" (p. 9). Powefl claims that all parts
of a natural medicine professional programme ought to be conducted in a degreegranting environment, so as to maximise educational outcomes. This would follow the
usual university educational perspective. Whereas the universities originally involved in
this "degree sefling" process offered thefr services only to graduates from sometimes
questionable government-accredited diploma courses, a Sydney university decided to
enter this market and enfrepreneurially offer the option to graduates of any, even
unaccredited courses. This is regardless of academic standards or professional
recognition of the courses, which could have been conducted in a household lounge
room without examinations.

The pressure for a degree standard of entry for the natural medicine profession appears
to be of concem to ATMS (2003). Following the decision of the Chinese Medicine
Regisfration Board of Victoria to accept orfly degree status applicants from 2007, the
federal government has established an Expert Committee on Complementary Medicines
in the Health System "to examine the regulatory, health system and industry stmctures
relating to complementary medicines" (p. 1). This committee will apparently focus on
the "education, fraining and regulation requirements for healthcare practitioners" (p.l).
ATMS is concemed that as "the stmcture of the Expert Committee gives undue
representation to degree-status university-based education", the natural medicine
profession would "be damaged" if degrees become the mirumum entry standard. ATMS
bases this concem on the fact that the "bulk of fts 70 accredited teaching institutions ....
teach to advanced diploma level rather than degree status" (p. 1). Further, ATMS says
that "requiring degree level education will result in undue pressure on complementary
medicme to conform to scientific paradigms which would mean compromising
complementary medicine practice" (p.l).

The momentum for a degree standard of entry for the natural medicuie profession may
be increasing. The Victorian govemment's Department of Human Services is currently
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conducting an "inquiry into the practices, benefits and risks of naturopathy and Westem
herbal medicine" (Stelfox, 2003, p. 2). Stelfox says:
Many ofthe same hidividuals who were involved in the inquiry into acupuncture and
Chinese medicine safety and efficacy, which resulted in govemment regisfration of that
profession, are key players in this investigation, and it is quite likely that regisfration of
naturopathy and Westem herbal medicine may again be the outcome, (p. 2)

This inquiry is due to submft fts final report by 30 June, 2004. ff these professions also
achieve a minimum entry standard of an appropriate degree, the confiision of varying
professional entry standards will be eliminated — to the benefit ofthe professions.

Powell (2003) states that there is apparently much disquiet within some Australian
university natural medicine departments as academics grapple with the role and purpose
of natural medicine within the university (p. 9). Powell also claims that the entry of
universities into natural medicine education has not guaranteed quality. The universities'
intemal (and therefore potentially private) accreditation processes may ignore
professional standards afready imposed on thefr private sector competitors through the
government-controlled "open" accreditation processes representing all stakeholders. For
example, the design ofthe naturopathy programme originally offered by Southem Cross
Uruversity caused much professional disquiet and derision, which was apparently
ignored. However, following an "alleged revolt and rowdy demonstration" by students,
the degree programme was apparently extended from 3 to 4 years and urmecessary and
inappropriate content was replaced by more appropriate content (p. 9).

7.8 Conclusions
The natural medicine paradigm appears to support the adoption of a temperate lifestyle
so that body, mind and spirit may be maintained in balance. As fllness usually arises
from imbalance, natural medicine freatments are designed to be safe and efficacious, and
holistically restore balance to all aspects of an individual's life.
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The European nature-cure medical practices such as botanical medicine, homeopathy,
massage and hydropatiiy were enthusiastically adopted in the US, along with other
intemational medical paradigms such as Chinese medicine. These practices evolved
with local hifluences from Indian and settler medicine, and developments such as
osteopathy, chiropractic, eclectism, Thomsortianism and spiritualism to form, from an
American perspective, tiie eclectic profession of naturopathy. Whereas the term
naturopathy appears to have a relatively narrow and specific application in Australia and
Europe, the wider American perspective suggests tiiat the term is interchangeable with
the term natural medicine.

hi Australia, natural medicine has been practised for millennia by Aboriginals.
Following colonisation in the 18th century, imported European natural medicme was
influenced by Aboriginal, settler and other intemational medical practices. As Ausfralian
natural medicine evolved to the present, it has enjoyed wide public support, particularly
from the 1960s. Australia's most significant contributions to the global natural medicine
paradigm are its leading cofleges and thefr educational practices, and its professional
associations and their procedures.

The evolutionary line from Regular physick to biomedicme has seen natural medicine as
a competitor in the medical marketplace, and has continuaUy sought to suppress its
popularity and influence. However, public attitudes to science, biomedical theory and
practice, and its practitioners, have limited the success of these attempted suppressions.

The next chapter will discuss aspects ofthe naturopathic paradigm, in order to assess
whether the public interest would be well served by the exploitation ofthe potential of
natural medicine through the evolution of a new, integrated medical model incorporating
both natural medicine and biomedicine. Such a system will probably require the
development of a new relationship between practitioners of these two systems of
medicine, based on mutual respect, recognition and cooperation.
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CHAPTER 8
INTEGRATED MEDICINE
8.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have described the evolution of the natural medicine and
biomedical paradigms, various problems that have arisen from the biomedical paradigm,
and the schism between their professions. That schism is represented, among other
things, by differing paradigms, philosophies, theories, beliefs, practices, education,
socio-political power, attitudes, and govemment and public support. This chapter will
examine aspects of that schism in order to produce an integrated medical model based
on mutual recognition and respect.

Seven aspects of this schism will be examined: (a) End of the Age of Biomedical
Optimism, (b) Paradigms and Medicine, (c) Cmcial Aspects of the Natural Medicine
Paradigm, (d) Integrated Medicine, (e) Consumer and Marketplace Variables, (f)
Australian Integrated Medicine, and (g) the Future Evolution ofthe Voluntary Integrated
Model. The section on End ofthe Age ofBiomedical Optimism will review key events
that have contributed to a breakdown in the doctor-patient relationship, including
discussions on the dearth of new dmgs, biomedical mthlessness and experimental
medicine, biomedical professional dissatisfaction, the failure ofthe social theory and the
"new genetics", and misuse of biomedical technology. The section on Paradigms and
Medicine will examine the role ofthe paradigm as it obstmcts change, progress and new
ideas. The section dealing with Cracial Aspects ofthe Natural Medicine Paradigm will
assess homeostasis, holism, vitalism, the mind-body cormection, spirit, detoxification,
digestion, immune system, and scientific influences on naturopathy. The section on
Integrated Medicine wiU examine natural medicine usage, and WHO, UK and US
models of integrated medicine. Consumer and Marketplace Variables will be considered
from the point of view of thefr influence on the evolution of integrated medicine. The
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section on Australian Integrated Medicine will examine four models afready in
existence: the Voluntary Integrated Model, the Client Confrolled Model, the Third Party
Model and the Complementary Biomedicine Model. The section on the Future Evolution
of the Voluntary Integrated Model will explore the ways in which this model may
expand its influence and incidence.

As mentioned in chapter 7, as this study is exploring new academic territory, resources
available for examination and reference are sometimes limited. Consequently, Section
8.2 (End ofthe Age ofBiomedical Optimism) rehes heavily on Le Fanu (1999), who
appears to provide the only contemporary source relating that history to the evolution of
natural medicine. Powell (2003), also, is frequently cited as he appears to be the only
relevant contemporary source of commentary on current Ausfralian natural medicine
pohtical and orgarusational matters.

8.2 End ofthe Age ofBiomedical Optimism
A new, integrated medical model incorporating both natural medicine and biomedicine
practices may provide opportunities for both professions. However, according to Le
Fanu (1999, p. xx) opportunities for the natural medicine profession to increase its
market share have afready been provided by the biomedicine system itself, through the
professional dissatisfaction of its physicians; through a public neurosis about health; and
through burgeoning biomedical service costs. These, along with a dearth of new drags,
the faflure of The Social Theory and The New Genetics, and the inappropriate and
overase of technology, have marked the end ofthe Age ofBiomedical Optimism.

The seemingly relentless progress of biomedical theory has been questioned in the
Urtited Kmgdom by Colm DoUery (1978), Professor of Clmical Pharmacology at the
Postgraduate Medical School:
Problems seem larger, and solutions to them more elusive ... the morality
and cost-effectiveness of scientific medicine has been challenged ... many
people, including some of the most senior of the medical research
hierarchy, are pessimistic about the claims of future advance. The age of
optimism has ended, (p.l)
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8.2.1 Dearth of New Drugs
Dr Fred Steward of Birmingham's Aston University (Steward & Wibberley, 1980, pp.
118-20) observed that the rate of annual introduction of genuinely new drags, or New
Chemical Entities (NCEs), had decreased from 70 in the 1960s to less than 20 by the
1970s. Not only was it more difficult to discover genuinely new drags, but also, orfly a
third ofthe most recent NCEs seemed to offer even moderate therapeutic gain. In
reviewing the previous 50 years of drag innovation, Richard Wurtman of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology observed (Wurtman & Bettiker, 1995) that
"successes have been surprisingly infrequent during the past three decades. Few
effective freatments have been discovered for the diseases that contribute most to
mortality and morbidity" (p. 1122-5).

Le Fanu (1999, p. 247) explains that in the UK, due to govemment requfrements, the
development costs for a new dmg have increased from 5 million pounds in the 1960s to
150 million pounds in the 1990s, and that the development time had increased to around
10 years. Also, apparently the efficacy of most recently infroduced drags is questionable,
and ofthe 10 most-prescribed drags — the ones that sustain industry profitability — all
are, mairfly, "new or expensive variants ofthe antibiotics, anti-inflammatories and antidepressants that were originally mfroduced twenty or more years ago" (p. 249).

8.2.2 Biomedical Ruthlessness and Experimental Medicine
Recent developments in experimental medicine appear to be of questionable benefit, and
are disturbing the earher doctor-patient relationship. For example, Sfr Wifliam Heneage
Ogilvie (1952), senior surgeon at Guy's hospital has stated:
The science of experimental medicine is something new and sinister, for it
is capable of desfroyhig in our minds the old feith, that we, the doctors,
are the servants ofthe patients whom we have undertaken to care for and
the complete tmst that they can place thefr lives or the lives of their loved
ones in our care. (p. 820)
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Maurice Papworth (cited in Le Fanu, 1999), m his 1967 publication Human Guinea
Pigs, explained that often, the knowledge gained from experimental medicine was of
little value "other than providing the opportunity for those conducting the experiments to
fiirther their career by writing the resufts up in a scientific joumal" (p. 205). For this
publication, Papworth was ostracised by the medical establishment.

Le Fanu (1999) clauns that medical mthlessness has been an indispensable requfrement
for pushing forward the boundaries of biomedicine. The ideology of clirtical science has
encouraged a sort of emotional disconnectedness, without which the pioneers would
never have persisted with their experimental therapies. This amounted to a "degenerate
scientism that was the antithesis of... a 'personal' relationship between doctor and
patienf (p. 205).

8.2.3 Biomedical Professional Dissatisfaction
The professional dissatisfaction of physicians is remarkable, particularly in view of Le
Fanu's (1999, p. xv) claim that the 50 years following the end ofthe Second World War
was one ofthe most impressive epochs of human achievement. Developments in that
half-century considerably nurtured the evolution of biomedical theory and practice, freed
people from fears of illness and untimely death, and significantly improved the chronic
disabilities of aging. Le Fanu says that, whereas such successes ought to make
Biomedicine a particularly satisfying career, recent surveys conducted by the London
Policy Studies Institute consistently reveal that increasing numbers of UK physicians —
particularly younger physicians — are bored and disillusioned, and that the proportion of
physicians with regrets about their chosen career has risen from 14% in 1966 to 58% in
1986. Le Fanu also claims that whereas, fraditionally, virtually all medical graduates
commenced careers in medicine, by 1996, one quarter of graduates had decided to seek
other careers. The coUective clirtical image presented by so many "regretful" physicians
could have fiirther undermined pubhc confidence in the doctor-patient relationship (p.
xviii).
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8.2.4 New Hopes: The Social Theory and The New Genetics
Le Fanu (1999) claims that the end of "The Age ofBiomedical Optimism" in the early
1980s created an intellectual vacuum that was filled by two radical, but ultimately
unsuccessful approaches. These were "The Social Theory" and "The New Genetics", in
which "the causes of disease would be elucidated in the interplay between the extemal
world — people's social habits and their environment — and their genes" (p. 372). It
was theorised that social engineering and genetic manipulation would provide new
answers to health challenges (p. 393).
During the last 30 years, paralleling the rise in the number of "regretful" physicians,
community concems for personal health have risen from 10% to 50% ofthe population.
Further, "the most curious thing about this phenomenon ofthe 'worried well' who are
'weir but 'worried' ... [is] that it is medically inspfred" (Le Fanu, 1999). Apparently the
well are worried about thefr health because repeatedly and consistently they have been
led to believe that thefr health, and possibly their lives, are threatened by hidden social
hazards such as "food, alcohol, sunbathing and sex, [as well as] low-fat milk and
margarine, computer screens, head-lice shampoo, [and] mobile phones". Le Fanu
describes this process of The Social Theory as "healthism", which is "a medically
inspfred obsession with trivial or non-existent threats to health whose assertions would
in the past, quite rightly, have been dismissed as quackery" (p. xix).

The establishment ofthe links between everyday hfe and disease has resulted in further
scientific research and programmes "to get people to change thefr lives, to bring pressure
to bear on industry to stop polluting the air and water and on governments to do
something about poverty" (Le Fanu, 1999, pp. 372-373). Research revealed many more
potential domestic hazards:
Alcohol was linked with cancer ofthe breast, coffee with cancer ofthe
pancreas, yoghurt with cancer ofthe ovary, vaginal douching with cancer
ofthe cervix, regular use of alcohol mouthwash with cancer ofthe mouth
and red meat with cancer ofthe colon. Even the most irmocent seeming of
inanimate objects, such as electricity pylons, mobile telephones and
sewing machmes, were all found to be fiill of menace. Thus by the mid1990s it was fair to say that every human pleasure — tobacco, alcohol,
sex, smoking and food — had been anathematised, the air and water had
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been found to be packed with carcinogertic chemicals and the poor were
poorer and sicker than ever. (p. 373)
The inconsistencies of The Social Theory became more generally recognised in the rrtid1990s, as evidenced when the editor ofthe New England Journal of Medicine (Angell,
1994) asked:
What should the public believe? They substitute margarine for butter,
only to leam that margarine may be worse for the arteries. They are told
to eat oat bran to lower the cholesterol orfly to leam it is useless. They
substitute saccharin for sugar only to hear that some research has found an
association with bladder cancer, whfle others do not. (pp. 189-90)
The following year, in Science, Taubes (1995) observed that "the search for subtle links
between diet, lifestyle or the environment and disease is an unending source of fear —
but yields little certainty". The public debate had exposed the public to a "mindnumbing array of potential disease-causing agents from hafrdryers to coffee ... the
pendulum swings back and forth resufting in an 'epidemic of anxiety'" (pp. 164-166).

Further, McMichael (1997, pp. 805-809) published in the British Medical Journal
environmentahsts' concems for the issues of global warming and the holes in the ozone
layer, and WiUcinson (1992, pp. 165-168), also in the British Medical Journal, showed
that the disparity of wealth between rich and poor was a cause of ilhiess for the poor.
However, as the budget for Britain's National Health Service has doubled from 23.5
billion pounds in 1988 to 45 bfllion pounds in 1998, the "almost universal behef that the
problems ofthe health service would simply be solved by more generous funding, must
be incorrect" (Le Fanu, 1999, p. xx).

Le Fanu (1999) says that "The Social Theory is synonymous with victim blaming
because its logic requires that patients have only themselves to blame for persisting with
their unhealthy habits and not heeding helpful advice" (p. 381). Further, by
simultaneously overemphasising and trivialising the role of disease in people's lives, the
Social Theory "generates the myth that the practice of medicine is futile, because the
allegedly important factors in health are outside fts confrol" (p. 381). Although hundreds
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of millions of pounds has been spent on research and health-education programmes over
the last two decades, the effect of Social Theory on UK health is miniscule. The Social
Theory "has been invalidated by the mundane biological fact that the human organism is
— as it has to be — impervious to minor changes in its extemal environmenf (p. 382).
Le Fanu (1999) fiirther clauns that the "lure of The New Genetics lay m fts
reductionism, the explanation ofthe phenomena of disease at the most fundamental level
of the gene and its products" (p. 382). However, as genes do not generally play an
important role in disease, "when they do — as in the single-gene defect cystic fibrosis
— the genome turns out to be so complex and elusive that there is not much that can be
doneaboutif (p. 382).
The New Genetics and The Social Theory failed because "the causes of common disease
are neither genetic nor social, but rather are either age-determined or biological and (for
the most part) unknown" (Le Fanu, 1999, pp. 382-383). Apparently the post-war
achievements of biomedical practice did not requfre an understanding ofthe nature or
causation of disease, as the cause of orfly a fraction of diseases is currently known.
8.2.5 Misuse of Biomedical Technology
The apparent misuse of biomedical technology has further alienated parts of the
commurtity from biomedical practice. During the Copenhagen polio epidemic of 1952,
according to Le Fanu (1999), new intensive-care procedures saved thousands of lives as
they kept "children alive long enough for the sfrength of thefr respiratory muscles to
recover". By the mid-1970s, however, the procedures had "become diverted into a
means of prolonging — at enormous cost — the pain and misery of terminal illness"
(pp. 258-259).

Life-support systems make ft "relatively easy to keep many 'dead' people artificially
alive" (Porter, 1997, p. 700). Because "repugnance grew for the 'craelty' of this
meartingless prolongation of hfe, particularly amongst those in a 'persistent vegetative
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state' who entirely lack consciousness", euthanasia, or "mercy kflling" was advocated as
a possible solution (p. 701).

Le Fanu (1999) says that by 1976 half of the medical expenditure in the United States
was incurred in the last 60 days of patients' lives (p. 259). Muriel Grfllick (1994) ofthe
Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for the Aged in Boston said that the:
furore ofthe high economic costs of dying parallels concem over its high
emotional cost... a significant segment ofthe public believe that doctors
cmelly and needlessly prolong the lives of the dying [for reasons] of
avarice and a passion for technology, which leads them to use procedures
to excess, unmindful of the suffering they may inflict on patients, (pp.
2134-2137).
However, Le Fanu (1999) claims that in these circumstances, physicians use all
available technology, either because of pressure by relatives, or thefr fear of later
accusations of negligence. Like the Church, biomedicine has its last rites — "the
compulsory period on the ventilator without which a patient was not allowed to die in
hospital" (p. 260). Of 150 Southem Florida patients — seriously ill with cancer — who
received intensive care in one hospital during a 2-year period, "three-quarters of those
who had survived to go home had died within three months" (Schapira, 1993, p. 783).

Even though the end of the Age of Biomedical Optimism appears to have arrived in
developed Westem societies at a time of a growing rift between biomedical practice and
community expectations, relatively exclusive govemment-sponsored corporatisation has
guaranteed the continued widespread public usage of biomedical systems. However, the
continued corporatisation of biomedicine may be explained by paradigm theory.

8.3 Paradigms and Medicine
Through his pioneering work. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, the philosopher
Thomas Kuhn infroduced the concept (and the problem) ofthe paradigm as ft relates to
the philosophy and scope of science. According to Kuhn (1970), the pursuit of science
takes place within paradigms, which are subject to profound shifts, and which are
"uruversally recognised scientific achievements that for a time provide model problems
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and solutions to a commurtity of practitioners" (p. viii). However, Kuhn saw the
paradigm as the main and growing obstacle to change, progress and new ideas. The
concepts, defuiftions and descriptions ofthe term "paradigm" are diverse: even Kuhn
used it in 21 different ways (Masterson, 1970).

From the final quarter of the 20th century, discussion of the Cartesian-Newtonian
paradigm of materialist science has become sufficiently commonplace for philosophers
such as Wflber (1998) to produce critiques ofthe concept of paradigm and the way it has
been used. This particularly relates to the discussion ofthe failings of Westem science
and the promotion of aftematives. However, the paradigm remains cenfral to the
philosophy of modem Natural Medicine, and to the critiques which its practitioners,
advocates and users make of biomedical systems for their perceived faihngs of theory,
understanding, vision, ethics and practice.

Capra's (1982) landmark work The Turning Point: Science, Society and the Rising
Culture discussed the concept of "paradigm shift" in resolving problems and challenges
of the current transition away from the Cartesian-Newtonian paradigm. Although the
relatively new sciences of quantum mechanics, and the theories of "chaos" and
"complexity" have decreased the stature of Cartesian-Newtonian concepts (Capra,
1997), biomedical practice stfll operates on the premises and tenets of 19th century
Newtonian science (Nester, 1999, p. 162). Beliefs in estabhshed paradigms are
notoriously difficuft to shift or desfroy, as Carter (1992) claims that "despfte the
unprecedented advances in modem research there exists a sfrong inertia to change, in
science and medicine" (p. 3). Also, Popper (cited in Smith, 1989) was concemed that
"there is much less accumulation of knowledge in science than there is revolutionary
changing of scientific theory" (p. 46). However, Kuhn (cited in Smith, 1989) sees
difficulties for science where frequently one paradigm appears merely to replace another
through a "paradigm debate in which the proponents fail to make complete contact with
each other's viewpomts and in which they see the world differently" (p. 46). This
appears to describe much natural medicine-biomedicine practitioner discourse. A
"paradigm shift" is said to occur when scientists' concepts of reality — their theories
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and their world view — change. The present is a time of major paradigm shift as "some
tmly revolutionary changes are taking place ... in the way scientists view the world"
(Davies & Gribbin, 1991, p. 1).

The "paradigm is a sociological concept and does not have to be thought of as a
description of'reality'" (Nester, 1999, p. 158). This is supported by Capra (1986, cited
in Capra, 1997) who defines a social paradigm as "a constellation of concepts, values,
perceptions, and practices shared by a community, which forms a particular vision that is
the basis ofthe way the community organizes itself (pp. 5-6). Guba (1990, p. 17) says
that a paradigm can be understood as a basic set of beliefe that guide action. The Natural
Medicine paradigm "could therefore be understood as consisting of a constellation of
traditional ideas, theory, and philosophy that can guide clinical practice", a description
applied by Nester (1999, p. 158) to Chinese medicme.

This study earlier described the evolution of "difference" between natural medicine and
biomedical systems. This suggests that the natural medicine and biomedical systems
would operate under different paradigms, particularly as the natural medicine system
"can be understood to constitute a distinct health care paradigm in the sense of having its
own cluster of philosophical, ontological, and theoretical understandings which are
shared by members" of its profession, also a description by Nester (1999, p. 158) of
Chinese medicine. However, although the many areas of difference would be
represented by separate and distinct paradigms, there would also be an overlapping of
paradigms in areas of convergence between the natural medicine and biomedical
systems — such as general desfres to provide care and relief for the ill, and common
practices, philosophies, theories and behefs. The recognition of paradigmatic
convergence may be a starting point for discussions leading to a new integrated medical
model. However, cmcial aspects of the natural medicine paradigm first need to be
identified, and their differences from biomedical theory explained.
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8.4 Crucial Aspects ofthe Natural Medicine Paradigm
The UK House of Lords Select Committee on Complementary and Altemative Medicine
(House of Lords, 2000, p. 5) reports that it is essential to consider the different
paradigms of biomedicine and natural medicine because of their implications for
research and integration. Also, the different practices of biomedicine and natural
medicine appear to span the spectram that exists between reductionism and holism.

The disparity between natural medicine and biomedicine systems arises from their
different theoretical models. The biomedical systems focus on disease-causing agents,
while the natural medicine systems are "based more in a philosophy that uses a
comprehensive approach concemed with multidimensional factors". Natural medicine
systems seek to improve the "wellness" ofthe client: "quality of life is emphasized by
freating functional or somatic problems with ancillary and important psychological,
social, emotional, and spiritual aspects" (Spencer & Jacobs, 1999, p. 18). Natural
medicine practice is influenced by a wide range of theoretical concepts and beliefs
including homeostasis, holism, the mind-body cormection (Woodham & Peters, 2000,
pp. 10-11), influences ofthe spiritual realm (Phalen, 1998, pp. 167-173), vitahsm
(Micozzi, 2001, pp. 10-11) and immunity, detoxification and digestion (Bratman, 1997,
pp. 62-65).

8.4.1 Homeostasis
The concept of homeostasis provides an example of possible paradigmatic convergence
between natural medicine and biomedicine. In biomedicuie, homeostasis is fundamental
to the physiological model of disease. Porter (1997, p. 562) claims that the term
homeostasis was coined by Walter Carmon (1871-1945), in his The Wisdom ofthe Body
(1932), to describe the capacity ofthe body for intemal regulation to sustain tife hi times
of health crises. Claude Bemard (1813-1878) (cited m Porter, 1997), however, had
earlier observed:
All functions have as their object the sustainuig of life and tend constantly
to restore the physiological condition when it is disturbed. The tendency
persists in all morbid condftions, and it is this that afready constituted for
Hippocrates the healing power of nature ... Medicine is the science of
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sickness; physiology is the science of hfe; thus physiology must be the
scientific basis of medicine, (pp. 340-341)
Woodham and Peters (1998, pp. 12-13; 2000, p. 10) explain that the natural medicuie
paradigms of China, India and Europe have separately evolved the theory of homeostasis
— that the body wiU naturally strive towards equflibrium — which is regarded as cracial
to the maintenance of good health and the healing process. Hippocrates referred to
homeostasis as the healing power of nature. Woodham and Peters (1998) claim that
whereas homeostasis is assisted by "healthy diet, exercise, fresh air, rest and sleep,
relaxation, manageable sfress, clean environment, [and] positive coping style", the
"breakdown of homeostasis and consequent illness" is caused by "unhealthy diet, lack of
exercise, lack of fresh afr, poor sleep, emotional conflicts, physical strain, pollution,
[and] negative coping style" (p. 13). As demands on one part ofthe "whole" may affect
other parts, natural medicine practice attends to all parts of the whole, by working
intimately, in partnership with the client, to focus on all aspects ofthe client's life —
including bodily, mental and emotional fiinctioning — to promote self-healing.

8.4.2 Holism
As the theory of homeostasis requires balance of all parts ofthe whole person, natural
medicine practice is consequently considered to be holistic. Woodham and Peters (1998)
explain that the word "holism" is derived from the Greek holos, meaning "whole", and
that its practice requires attending to all aspects of an individual's body, mind and spirit.
As well as assessing the obvious physical symptoms, holism requfres consideration of
the psychological state, social and environmental factors, "and an indefinable dimension
known as 'spirit'" (p. 12). Holism deems everything in the universe "to be greater than,
and different from, the sum of its parts" (p. 12).

Since 1978, the World Health Organisation (1998) has described traditional natural
medicine systems as holistic, meaning:
viewing humans in totality within a wide ecological spectram, and
emphasizing the view that ill health or disease is brought about by
imbalance or disequilibrium of humans in the total ecological system and
not only by the causative agent and pathogenic mechanism, (p. 3)
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Holism "is an ecological concept that the totality of biological phenomena in a living
organism or system cannot be reduced, observed or measured at a level below that ofthe
whole orgartism or system" (Smuts, 1926; cited in Micozzi 2001, pp. 10-11).

hi 380 BCE, Plato (cited in Endacott, 1996) wrote m The Republic:
The cure of the part should not be attempted witiiout treatment of the
whole. No attempt should be made to cure the body without the soul, and
therefore, if the head and the body are to be healthy, you must begin by
curing the mind. That is the first thing. Let no one persuade you to cure
the head until he has first given you his soul to be cured. For this is the
great error of our day in the freatment ofthe human body, that physicians
ffrst separate the soul from the body. (p. 10)
Although Plato appears to suggest a similarity between the concepts of "soul" and
"mind", this may not be his intention.

Bratman (1997, pp. 11-13) claims that many patients are seeking holistic freatment, or
single whole-person diagnosis, because of their desire to avoid exfreme biomedical
specialisation. Some view pharmaceutical drags as a form of pollution, with similar
toxicity to pesticides, artificial fertihzers, and other toxic pollutants. They believe that
although pharmaceutical drags fight illnesses, often by masking symptoms, because they
are not holistic they carmot produce a state of robust vitality, or even good health.

8.4.3 Vitahsm
The concept ofthe presence of a "vital energy" in whole living systems and orgartisms,
but absent from non-living entities, arose in ancient human cultures, evolved with
natural medicine systems, and is also reflected in European and US intellectual fraditions
(Micozzi, 2001, p. 10). However, Kaptchuk (2001) claims that "vitahsm is the
proposition that more is needed to explain life than just physical and mechanical laws"
(p. 44). Kaptchuk also claims that rather than originating within Natural Medicine
systems, vitalism arose within the elfte universities of 18th and 19th century Europe "as
a response to the mechartistic thesis and atomistic physiochemical reductionism ofthe
scientific revolution" (p. 44). However, in chapter 3, this study discussed the ancient
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Greek concept ofthe life source, or thymos, which was beheved to be present in all parts
ofthe living orgartism, and which was nourished by extemal factors such as food, fluids
and air. Thymos was maintained by the actions ofthe intemal envfronment, such as the
movement of body fluids including blood, could escape the body through wounds and
exhalation, and depart on death (Lyons & Pettucelli, 1987, p. 159). This concept evolved
withhi the natural medicine paradigm to the modem theory of vftalism.

Kaptchuk (2001) states that vitalism is variously referred to in the natural medicine
literature as, for example, in homeopathy it is called the "spiritual vital force";
chfropractic refers to "irmate" or "universal intelligence"; psychic heahng manipulates
"auric", "psi" or "psionic powers"; Chinese medicine refers to "qi"; ayurvedic medicine
and yoga work with "prana"; and naturopaths refer to "vis medicatrix naturae" (p. 43).

Natural medicine theories of vitalism, also described as "life energy" or "vital force", are
points of difference from biomedical theoty (Bratman, 1997, p. 17). Bratman claims that
as scientific theory promoted the concept ofthe body as merely a complex machine, it
"disproved" the ancient theory of vitalism. However, for natural medicine practitioners,
theories ofthe existence of a vital force are cracial as "healing consists not in fighting
diseases but in assisting the vital force to do its work. Wellness is essentially a state
where the energy of life flourishes. Disease is a condition where vitality is blocked" (p.
17).

Micozzi (2001) acknowledges vitalism as a concept of "energy" which pervades natural
medicuie theory and belie:^ and that is believed to be involved in disease development
and cure. Further, "energy has a dynamic quality and is not measured in the usual ways
that conventional medicine is accustomed to describing on the basis of materialist,
reductionist biomedical mechanisms" (p. 10). Natural medicine systems are usually
considered to be vftahstic and holistic. Biomedical systems are considered to be
materialistic and reductionistic.
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Because natural medicine freatments erfliance vital energies they promote feelings of
health and well-being - sometimes for days or weeks (Bratman, 1997, p. 13). However,
most biomedical interventions produce feelings of vague discomfort rather than of
health. These include side effects such as "malaise, drowsmess, headache, stomach
upset, insomnia, dry mouth, or sexual dysfunction" (p. 13). Also, although a biomedical
freatment may solve one problem, it may create other, hopefully lesser ones.

Bratman (1997) refers to the use of tonic herbs as vitalistic wellness-promoting
techniques in natural medicine. These include ginseng in Chinese medicine, suma from
Brazil, and gentian from Europe. Tonic herbs function hke exercise and good nutrition.
Thefr purpose is to improve health even after the herbal treatment concludes. Apparently
there are no equivalents in biomedicine. Whereas, for example, asthma medications
reduce bronchial inflammation they do not enhance lung sfrength; when the medication
is discontinued, "the symptom retums" (p. 15).

8.4.4 The Mind-Body Connection
Natural Medicine fraditions from Europe, India and China have separately evolved
philosophies, theories and beliefs about the mind-body cormection: that each could
influence the other, positively and negatively (Bratman, 1997, pp. 185-195).
This study has previously described the European evolution ofthe medical and religious
separation of body from mind. Even in the early 1980s, biomedicine theory "tended to
treat body and mind as separate entities and saw them as the concem of distinct medical
specialities" (Woodham & Peters, 1998, p. 18). Natural medicine practitioners were
often ridiculed for continuing to suggest the existence of a mind-body connection.
However, there is now increasing scientific understanding of how mind and body are
inextricably intertwined: "in the new scientific view, not only are mind and body one
system, but it seems the body may influence the brain as much as the brain afifects the
body" (p. 11).
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Woodham and Peters (1998, p. 26) state that the body consists of three independent
realms — the biochemical, the stractural and the psychological — and that an imbalance
in one realm can cause heafth problems and affect the working ofthe other two. For
example, psychological problems such as depression can diminish appetite, and
therefore impair biochemical processes. Also, if essential biochemical processes such as
diet or elimination of toxins are poor, psychological problems including fatigue and
depression can result. The biochemical realm is concemed with the workings of cells,
organs and body systems such as respfration, digestion and the lymphatic system.
However, as these maintain the body's processes in balance, imbalance may be caused
by poor diet. For example, hardening ofthe arteries may be caused by a high fat diet.
Although the psychological realm is concemed with how thoughts, feelings, actions and
relationships can influence the ability to cope with life, psychological sfresses such as
excessive anger or fear can result in muscular tension and poor posture, inhibiting
structural function. Also, even though the stractural realm is concemed with how
stractural elements, such as muscles, bones, nerves and blood vessels support systems
such as the circulatory and digestive systems, stractural upper body tension can increase
anxiety and psychological stress. Also, cell biochemistry may be impaired if stracturally
narrow arteries restrict oxygen supply to the tissues.

Bratman (1997, pp. 185-195) states that natural medicine "mental" practices that are
directly involved in the mind-body connection include meditation, yoga, guided
visualisation, biofeedback, posftive thinking, psychotherapy, and religious and New Age
spiritual processes. All of these practices may reduce and/or eliminate stress, thus
allowing healing to occur. However, as all natural medicine practices are theoretically
involved m holistic healing, they may all be deemed to be involved hi the mind-body
connection, regardless of their initial application. The simplest example would be
therapeutic relaxing massage, which "aids relaxation, directly affecting the body systems
that govem heart-rate, blood pressure, respfration and digestion ... Psychologically,
massage releases tension and reduces anxiety so that people feel more serene and better
equipped to cope with the stresses of life" (Woodham & Peters, 1998, pp. 56-57).
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ft seems that concepts of mind-body cormection may also provide opportimities for
paradigmatic convergence between natural medicine and biomedicine. However,
although some sections of modem science now appear capable of accepting the mindbody connection of massage, they may not be ready to accept that other naturopathic
practices such as botanic medicine and "food as medicine" work in the same way.

8.4.5 Spirit
There are many superficial references in the natural medicine literature to the concepts
of spirit and spirituality. The lack of depth in the explanations of these concepts suggests
that either the authors are imsure ofthe detail of these concepts, or the concepts are so
simple that they are universally understood. However, it is also possible that the
concepts may be so complex, with numerous interpretations or traditions, possibly
influenced by religion, that the literature has merely left it to the readers to place their
own interpretations and beliefs on the minimalist presentations.

Woodham and Peters (1998, p. 13) claim that hohsm requires attention to spiritual
concems equally with those of the mind and body. They explain that humans are
sometimes anxious and bewildered as they puzzle over the meaning of life, particularly
relatmg to the hfe joumey — where they have come from, to where they are bound.
They observe that for many, the life joumey may be painful, the present may appear to
be insecure, and the future uncertain. In order to make sense of life, and feel cormected
to the "inner self, to others, and to the world, some mdividuals create supportive
fiameworks such as art, hterature, music, community, family, worship and play. The
importance of these frameworks is apparent when ilhiess produces evidence of
vuhierability, limitations and dependency. Woodham and Peters then say, anticlimactically, that "broadly speaking, this is the realm of spirituality" (p. 13).

Kathleen Phalen (1998) says that worldwide, in times of crisis, many people tum to
prayer, while each year millions attend special heahng shrines such as Lourdes in
France. Some organised religions collect tales of unexplained healing, often proclaiming
them to be "miracles". Biomedical practitioners who publicly recognise the phenomena
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of the "miracle" healing face intense scmtiny from thefr peers. For example, a well
respected American surgeon with a lucrative practice was avoided by colleagues he had
known for years, once he began talking about mfracles, prayer, and connecting with the
patient. "They'd ... make certain he got the message that what he was doing wasn't
acceptable" (pp. 167-168).

Claims of miracle healing are so commonplace in Westem societies that "Christian"
television programmes regularly show examples of what they claim to be the
phenomenon. Although the "healing" claims ofthe organisers and the many "healed" are
spectacular, in that all appear to claim to be suddenly pain-free, the long-term results
may be questionable. Whereas Christian healing allegedly comes from a saint or from
God, either as Father, Son or Holy Ghost, it is not unique. Spiritual, prayer-based
healing is universal and appears to arise in all religions. "It occurs with regularity in
Eastem and Westem belief systems as well as in more nature or spirit-based practices. It
appears that the unifying principles — love, compassion, a sense of oneness and
empathy — franscend dogmas or religious boundaries" (Phalen, 1998, p. 168). Atypical
explanation of Christian healing is provided by Peter McCall and Maryarme Lacy (cited
in Phalen, 1998), co-founders ofthe House of Peace in the Bronx:
As Christians in a healing ministry for more than sixteen years, we know
that it is the power of Jesus Christ working through us that heals. We do
not claim that any power of our own heals, but we have seen and
experienced too many healings in our ministry to doubt that the power is
there, (p. 168)
Phalen claims that in the past few years, hundreds of clinical studies have detailed the
therapeutic effects of prayerful distant healing. Psychologist Wflham Brand (cited in
Phalen, 1998) claims that the physiological functions of living organisms were
influenced even when the receiver of the prayerfiilness was unaware of the activity.
Also, "all of the heahng situations involved prayerfuhiess, or feelings of compassion,
genuine caring, love, or empathy with the receiver" (p. 169).
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Certain spiritual healing practices of Ausfralian Aborigines were detailed in the previous
chapter. The North American Indians were also involved in "spiritual" healing. Black Elk
(cited in Phalen, 1998) ofthe Oglaia Sioux claims:
Of course it was not I who cured. It was power from the outer world, and the
visions and ceremonies had only made me like a hole through which the
power could come to the two-leggeds. If I thought that I was doing it myself,
the hole would close up and no power would come through it. (p. 171)
In 1966, psychologist Larry Le Shan classified two types of spiritual healers. A Type 1
healer "seeks to become one with the patient, so that when the healer enters a prayerful
state, the two become as one with God or the universe" (cited in Phalen, 1998, p.171).
Type 1 healers do not try to bring about any change and do not require physical contact.
Conversely, Type 2 healers work closely with the patient, and many patients and healers
have reported experiencing warm healing energy flowing through the healer's hands.
Whereas some Type 2 healers apparentiy believe that, like Chinese qi gong practitioners,
they personally generate the healing power, others merely see themselves as vehicles for
healing.

A healer is "one who works with sensitivity and craft to encourage a deep healing
process" (Bratman, 1997, p. 23). Bratman continues to explain that biomedical
practitioners rarely function in this way because, by applying standardised protocols and
awaiting "the arrival of defined checkpoints, hope for the best. Modem medicine allows
little leeway for craft, artistry, or intuition" (p. 23). Biomedical practitioners are primarily
intelligent technicians who could, to some extent, be replaced by computers. One of
Brattnan's medical school instmctors had stated that: "Our objective is to get the hunches
out of medicine. We need to know exactly what we're doing, rather than rely on our
feelings" (p. 23). Conversely, healers use "feel" and intuition in their work. "Subjective
sensations and experiences are just as important to them as are objective facts" (p. 23).
For example, advanced bodyworkers "leam to think with their fingers, understanding
nuances of touch that could never be put into words. This type of skill is vanishing from
scientific medicine" (p. 23). Further, the linear, scientific methods of biomedical
practitioners

carmot always create healing techniques to match the depth and
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subtlety of natural medicme. Consequently, biomedical practitioners could scarcely
comprehend services provided by mature practftioners of, for example, acupuncture,
cranial osteopathy, or the Feldenkrais method.

Christme Northrap, MD (cited in Phalen, 1998), further describes the healing process:
"Healing is the filling-in of the hidden areas of a person's life that are leading that
person away from thefr full experience of health. So healing hivolves bringing these
areas into consciousness and transforming them" (p. 173).

Micozzi (2001, p. 315) states that in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) spirit is
involved with qi and essence to produce the three treasures. Whereas essence is
considered to be a gift from the parents, spirit is the gift from heaven. Spirit is
represented by the alert and radiant aspect of human life, and is observed in the lustre of
the eyes and face and in the capacity to think and respond appropriately to the world.
Spirit, or shen is linked to the health ofthe body and the mind, which are cormected, and
encompasses consciousness and mental and physical function, ff spirit is found to be
dimirushed, it may be promoted by Chinese medicine treatments such as acupuncture,
herbs, tai qi and qi gong.

8.4.6 Detoxification
In chapter 3, this study discussed ancient Egyptian concems about mtemal putrefaction,
and regular cleansing treatments which included emetics and enemas. These concems
evolved to beliefe that much illness was caused by toxic pollution from unhealthy
lifestyle habits and the environment. These theories were "far ahead of thefr time,
anticipating many of the concems of the modem environmental sciences" (Bratman,
1997, p. 62). Worries about toxicity influenced the evolution of a global philosophy of
illness, fllnesses were seen to be caused by toxins stored in body fat, which could be
released by fat reduction. As well as direct environmental toxicity, intemal putrefaction
and poisoning were caused by substances including meat, fermented food and coffee.
John Harvey Kellogg (cited in Bratman, 1997) theorised that constipation caused "autointoxication" and many illnesses (p. 62).
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Concems about toxicity were such that it was regarded almost as the physical equivalent
of evil. Purgative practices to detoxify the body emerged, including:
flushing the kidneys by drinking copious amounts of water, inducing the
liver to release toxic buildup by means of the 'liver flush' and coffee
enemas, causing the skin to sweat poisons by means of juice fasts and
saunas, and emptying the colon through high enemas and lower-bowel
tonics. (Bratman 1997, pp. 62-63)
Woodham and Peters (1998) detail some ofthe natural medicine processes involved in
detoxification. These include polarity therapy (pp. 102-103) which uses dietary
prescription, special yoga exercises, and its liver flush and tea which cleanse the liver,
kidneys and intestine; naturopathy (pp. 120-121, 152) which uses catabolic processes
that may include fasting, lymphatic pumping to assist the expulsion of toxins, cold
compresses to promote sweating, and nutritional approaches including diets of fiuit, raw
vegetables, water and yoghurt to eliminate toxins caused by poor excretion of waste
products, poor digestion, or environmental toxicity; and ayurveda (pp. 144-147) which
uses diet, herbal remedies, yoga, massage and meditation to purge ama through sweat,
urine and faeces.

Liver detoxification, like gastrointestinal detoxification, requfres removal of "sources of
allogens, chemicals, and toxins (including toxic fets) from the diet, and to adopt the
Immune Empowering Diet, including plenty of fibre to help escort toxins out ofthe gut"
(Bock & Sabin, 1997, p. 286). Also, some individuals benefit from elimination diets and,
in extreme cases, a nutrient-rich liquid diet. Bock and Sabin fiirther state that liver
function may be enhanced by botanicals such as dandelion root, tumeric, artichoke
leaves, catechin, barberry, yarrow flower and milk thistle (p. 287).

Because natural nedicine freatments are hohstic and vftahstic they may all assist
processes of detoxification, digestion and immunity.
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8.4.7 Digestion
Effective digestive processes are cmcial to the natural medicine paradigmatic concept of
good health, mcluding the maintenance of general physical and emotional well-being.
Digestion is "the process that breaks down food into a form that can be absorbed into the
bloodsfream, so that the body can use it for energy and to build and repair tissues"
(Woodham & Peters, 1998, p. 230). Digestion begins with the action of saliva on food in
the mouth, and continues in the stomach and the small intestine where most activity
occurs. Further, disorders of the digestive system may arise from several causes
including inappropriate food, emotional disturbances, inherited problems, aUergies and
infections.

Many diseases are believed to be caused by inadequate digestion or by incomplete
nutrient absorption (Bratman, 1997, p. 64). In response, natural medicine practitioners
may use "large" doses of vitamins and minerals; "proper" food combining; and
supplements such as bromelain, betaine hydrochloride, apple cider vinegar, pancreatic
enzymes, and herbal bitters. Although some biomedical interventions involving drags
and surgery can be life-saving for some advanced gut problems, they are less effective
for problems caused by sfress (Woodham & Peters, 1998, p. 230). However, natural
medicine freatment seeks to identify and eliminate foods that irritate the digestive tract,
to enhance the elimination of waste products, to support the liver, to cleanse the colon
and to restore natural levels ofthe gut's beneficial bacteria.

The overase of antibiotics as anti-microbial therapy has resulted in antibiotic-associated
diarrhoea occurring in 29% of all hospital admissions, and a 300% increased risk of
mortality (Elmer, 1996, p. 871). Consequently, Bock and Sabm (1997, pp. 279-282)
adopt an mtegrated medicine approach to their prescription of antibiotics. To offset the
dysregulating effects of antibiotics, they prescribe probiotics, prebiotics, herbs,
S. boulardii, Lactobaccillus acidophilus, and bifidobacteria.

Woodham and Peters (1998, pp. 230-239) detafl a wide range of digestive diseases that
may be effectively freated by natural medicine practices. Further, the natural medicine
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practices that may be used to freat these diseases include naturopathy, herbal medicine,
nutritional

therapies,

aromatherapy,

hypnotherapy,

relaxation

and

breathfrig,

psychotherapy and counselluig, orthomolecular therapy, stress management, massage,
homeopathy, autogenic trainmg, biofeedback, osteopathy, chiropractic, yoga, other
Indian ayurvedic systems, and the TCM systems (particularly acupuncture, acupressure,
herbal medicme, qi gong and massage). Clearly the practices are too numerous and
diverse to be flifly detafled in this study.

8.4.8 Immune System
The immune system is a "collection of systems by which the body defends itself from
irffection" (Bratman, 1997, p. 65), and is little understood by modem science.
Naturopathic methods to increase immunity and prevent colds and other infections, or
reduce their symptoms, include herbs such as Echinacea, ginseng and astragalus,
supplements such as vitamin C and whole thymus extract.

Woodham and Peters (1998, p. 308) claim that natural medicine practitioners generally
beheve that a correctly functioning immune system requires the harmonious interaction
ofthe brain, the nervous system and the endocrine glands. Also, the efectiveness ofthe
immune system may be enhanced by a healthy lifestyle, including a well-balanced diet,
adequate sleep and exercise, and positive thinking; by touch and movement therapies
which improve the flow of lymph, vital to healthy immune function; by herbal remedies
and nutritional supplements; and (as thoughts and feelings hifluence immune processes),
by mind therapies, which may be beneficial for long-standing conditions.

The 6000 synthetic chemicals "officially condoned for use in the processed-food
industry, including some that are known to have carcinogertic properties ... are putting
great sfress on the immune system" (Reid, 1993, p. 123) as it fights to remove them from
the body. Eventually the immune system may break down, "leaving the body vulnerable
to attack by microbes, toxins and cancerous cells" (p. 124).
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The ovemse and misuse of antibiotics are also having a detrimental effect on the
immune system (Bock & Sabin, 1997, p. 279-283). These authors also prescribe
nutritional supplements and sometimes uifravenous vftamin C to provide a"boosf to the
immune system.

Natural medicine practices may be effective in freating immune system diseases such as
"depleted hnmune system", glandular fever, chronic fatigue system and AIDS
(Woodham & Peters, 1998, pp. 308-313). Natural Medicine practices that may be used
include naturopathy, homeopathy, herbalism, nutritional therapies, massage, clhucal
ecology, psychotherapy

and

counselling, meditation,

acupuncture, qi gong,

hydrotherapy, ozone therapy, mind and emotional therapies, relaxation and breathing,
diaphragmatic breathing, visuahsation, hypnotherapy, autogenic training, yoga,
hydrotherapy, ayurveda. Bach flower remedies, relaxation exercises, biofeedback,
aromatherapy, the Feldenkrais method, the Alexander technique and tai qi.

Reid (1994) explains how the TCM concept ofthe emotions can affect physiological
functioning. Emotional responses move from the mind to the body's meridian system as
a form of energy, and like "all forms of human energy, emotions exert profound
physiological effects on the intemal organs, glands, and other tissues to which they
travel through the energy channels" (p. 77). Once moving, that energy takes on a life of
its own. In the Chinese fradition, extreme emotional responses are one ofthe primary
intemal causes of disease, and emotional and metabolic disorders can form a dangerous
cycle of self-sustairting disease. For example, frequent extreme anger will damage the
fiinction of its associated organ, the gan (the Chinese liver meridian system). The
damaged liver function wifl produce various symptoms including "irritability and short
temper, which in tum predisposes a person to even more frequent outbursts of anger,
thereby further damaging the liver and estabhshing an increasingly pernicious psychophysiological cycle of disease and debflity" (p. 78). The damaged liver function would
also diminish immunity. From the Chinese perspective, whereas pharmaceutical dmgs
will probably not totally solve the immimity problem, acupuncture, herbs and massage
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will restore harmony to energy flow, the anger wfll dissipate, and immunity may be
restored.

As mentioned earlier, because Natural Medicme treatments are holistic and vitalistic
they may afl enhance immunity. It is the effectiveness of the immunity that protects
against disease.

8.4.9 Naturopathy and Scientific Influences
This study has shown that natural medicine has been practiced from prehistory, and that
the movement that spawned naturopathy influenced European and US practices. This
movement probably commenced with Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), who
popularised "back-to-nature" ideals, as he compared the filth of newly industrialised
cities with the ideals of nature. Many early advocates of this "nature cure" lived in
Germany:
At a time when medical doctors were poisorung their patients with
mercury and bleeding them to death, doctors such as Vincent Preissnitz
(1799-1851) advocated curing patients by taking them on walks into the
woods, meadows and along wild rivers. Other German "nature doctors"
emphasized fasting, simple diet, and the healing powers of fresh air and
surflight. Father Sebastian Kitight (1821-1897) recommended "taking the
water-cure" in natural hot springs. (Bratman, 1997, p. 60)
Bratman (1997, p. 67) states that naturopathy originaUy evolved more as a spiritual
philosophy than as a scientific endeavour. Its major belief was that tme healing requfred
a retum to balanced natural ways of living; that is, nature cure. Porter (1997, pp. 393396) claims that naturopathic beliefe were also influenced by Americans such as
Thompson, with his Thompsonian system of herbalism; Sylvester Graham (of "Graham
cracker" fame) who co-founded

the Hygienic movement, which advocated

vegetariartism and the use of whole grains; and John Harvey Kellogg (the brother of
Kellogg's cereal founder) who sfressed the dangers of constipation. These practitioners
"regarded conventional medicine as the enemy of health" because it sought to "improve
on nature" by artificial means — processes which they saw as "fundamentally
wrongheaded" (Bratman, 1997, p. 61). Biomedical science sought to improve on nature
through science and technology, and regarded chemicals and the developing science of
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biochemistry as cmcial to fts evolution. However, naturopaths opposed the use of
chemicals and even proposed the radical concept that the use of cherrucals in agriculture
could cause cancer in humans (p. 61).

Bratman (1997) states that in the US in the 1950s, as the social and political powers of
science increased, those of naturopathy declined. The AMA bullied naturopathy out of
the public arena in a systematic McCarthyist, anti-Commurust-type campaign of
persecution. Being "unscientific" was condemned as being "un-American" (pp. 61-66).
The tide, however, would eventually tum, and naturopathy, in the US at least, was to be
re-bom as a more scientific nutritional medicine (Bratman, 1997, pp. 66-69). An
explosion of public interest and usage of vitamins and other food supplements followed
publications such as Adelle Davis's nutritional contributions and Linus Pauhng's
Vitamin C and the Common Cold (1970). Such publications would change the landscape
of naturopathy: diet, vitamin and herbal therapy and biochemical research became
dominant influences. As fasting and dietary advice on raw foods have dechned,
naturopaths continue to promote low-fat, high-fibre, semi-vegetarian diets, as do many
biomedical

practitioners. Naturopathy

has become

increasingly involved

in

"biochemistry, scientific research, and treatments that come in pills" (Bratman, 1997, p.
60), and next to biomedicine, "modem naturopathic medicine is the most scientific of all
approaches to healing" (p. 60). However, even though the scientific fransformation of
naturopathy has eliminated its "nature cure" influences, the transformation is not yet
complete because "the science acceptable to naturopathic practitioners tends to be less
sohd than what conventional practitioners require" (p. 68). Bratman says:
For good or iU, naturopathy is increasingly becomhig yet another branch
of the Westem scientific fradition. It remams to be discovered where
naturopathy will go in the fiiture. It may become absorbed into
conventional medicine, as that department dedicated to the study of food
and plant-based methods of treatments. Or perhaps the tide wifl tum
again, in yet another surge ofthe back-to-nature impulse (p. 69).
The move by naturopathy towards science has not pleased older practitioners "whose
interest in naturopathy developed under the influence ofthe 1960s, a time when the
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original principles of naturopathy were being rediscovered and further expanded into the
ecology movement" (Bratman, 1997, p. 69). With the growth of vitamin therapy these
practitioners recoiled, as they believed that people did not need more pills, or new
scientifically approved diets, but a way of hfe that was closer to nature. He clauns that
some naturopathic practitioners consider the "scientificization" of naturopathy as a kind
of sell-out (p. 60).

As the naturopathy professions in Ausfralia and the UK did not suffer the 1950s USstyle repressions, it appears that there was no need for US-style paradigm shifts that
adopted biomedical scientific theories and reshaped practices. Most naturopaths in
Australia and the UK appear to have continued to believe in the healing power of nature
and the benefits of "nature cure". They continued to offer holistic, vitalistic services.
However, as mentioned earlier, some practitioners have followed the US path towards
science. Powell (2003) claims that sections ofthe Australian natural medicine movement
are concemed that the "imposition" of govemment natural medicine practitioner
regisfration, or a new integrated model of medicine, may force changes on natural
medicuie practice, particularly if natural medicuie practitioners are requfred to work
under the direction of biomedical practitioners. Powell is also concemed that the
relatively recent interest in natural medicme by Austrahan universities may lead to this
education eventually being offered only in biomedical facufties, and dominated by that
influence (p. 10).

8.5 Integrated Medicine
The purpose of this part ofthe study is to seek to produce a new Medical hitegration
Theory which will determme ways to bridge the divide between the natural medicine
and biomedicine paradigms, and provide for a traly integrated healthcare model based
on mutual recogrution and respect. This will involve an examination of global natural
medicine usage, examples of existing integrated medical models, and the importance of
the consumer in the medical market.
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Diamond (2001) states that:
integrated medicine is the holistic practice of medicine in which the
patient, not the disease, is placed at the cenfre ofthe healing process; the
disease is defined by botii the patient and the doctor; the patient is
assessed as a spiritual, emotional-mental, and physical being; and all
modalities of healing are appropriately integrated to produce, not just a
medical cure, but a deeper healing ofthe patient on his or her own terms,
(p. 5)
8.5.1 Natural Medicine Usage
The sheer volume of usage of natural medicine services and remedies, with its implicit
widespread support in democratic societies, has influenced politicians, and therefore
governments, to reconsider thefr attitudes to these practices. For example, C. Everett
Koop (1996), former surgeon general of the US, claims that 80% of the world's
population rely on natural medicine for their primary medical care (p. xi). Also, the UK
House of Lords Select Committee on CAM (House of Lords, 2000) investigated the
usage of CAM and integrated medicine in the UK, the US and elsewhere. The House of
Lords (2000, pp. 3-4) found that m the UK in 1999, there were 50,000 natural medicine
practitioners; there were 10,000 registered biomedical practitioners who practiced some
form of natural medicine; 5 miUion people used natural medicine; 1.6 billion pounds
was spent on natural medicine; and 23.8% of survey respondents claimed to have used
natural medicine services or remedies in the previous 12 months.

MacLennan, Wflson and Taylor (2002, pp. 166-171) state that m Australia, 52.1% of
those surveyed in the year 2000 used non-physician-prescribed natural medicine
remedies; female usage of natural medicine remedies increased from 54.8% in 1993 to
60% in 2000; of tiiose surveyed, 23.3%, mcluding 20.1% of men and 26.4% of women,
had consulted a natural medicine practitioner; female consultations with natural
medicme practitioners increased from 20.9% in 1993 to 26.4% in 2000; from 1993 to
2000, consultations with all forms of natural medicine practice increased; in 2000,
natural medicine consultations were used sigrtificantly more by middle aged (35-54
years) women who were Austrahan bom, higher educated, employed and married; froni
1993 to 2000, the annual median cost for natural medicine remedies rose from $A120 to
$A228, and for nattiral medicine consultations from $A120 to $A175; fix)m 1993 to
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2000, total expenditure for natural medicine remedies rose from $A621 miUion to
$A1671 miUion, and for natural medicine consultations from $A309 miUion to $A616
million. After adjusting for mflation, since 1993, expenditure for natural medicine
remedies has increased by 120%, and for Natural Medicine consultations by 62%. Total
expenditure on natural medicine consultations and remedies more than doubled from
1993 to 2000 to $A2.3 bflhon. This may be compared with $A3.45 bfllion expended by
govemment in 2001 for the Ausfralian Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme, and $A688
million which was paid in patient contributions for pharmaceuticals. Although in 1993
almost twice as much was spent on natural medicine as was spent on patient
contributions to pharmaceutical dmgs, by 2000 the ratio had mcreased to four times.
Simflar increases in natural medicine usage and expenditure have occurred in the US and
the UK.

Eisenberg, Davis and Utter (1999, cited m House of Lords, 2000, pp. 5-6) conducted
two national telephone surveys in the US m 1990 and 1997 which found that natural
medicine was used mainly for chrortic conditions such as back pam, allergies, anxiety,
depression and headaches; visits to namral medicine practitioners increased from 427
million hi 1990 to 629 miUion in 1997, or by 47.3%; that there were more visits to
natural medicine practitioners than to biomedicine practitioners; out of pocket expenses
for natural medicme freatments were estimated at $US27 billion m 1997; and 42.1% of
survey respondents claimed to have used natural medicine services in the previous 12
months.

Astin (cited in House of Lords, 2000) conducted a postal survey in the US in 1998 to
determine why people use natural medicine, and concluded that the most significant
predictor of natural medicine usage was higher education status; the next most
significant predictor was overall health status; chronic health problems such as back
problems, anxiety, urinary tract problems and chronic pain were also significant
predictors; other sigruficant predictors mcluded being "culturaUy creative", having a
holistic philosophical approach to life, and having had a "fransformational experience".
Austin concluded that dissatisfection with biomedicine was not a major factor leading to
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natural medicine use, and that users found natural medicine to be "more congment with
their own values, beliefe and philosophical orientations towards health and life" (p. 6).

Emst and White (cited in House of Lords, 2000, p. 6) conducted the British
Broadcasting Commission (BBC) survey which found that the reasons presented for
usage of natural medicine in the UK were: helps to reheve injury/condition; just like it;
find it relaxing; good health/well-being generally; preventive measure; do not believe
conventional medicine works; doctor's recommendations/referral; to find out about other
ways of life/new things; way of life/part of lifestyle; and carmot get freatment on NHS/
under conventional medicine.

The House of Lords (2000) also found evidence which suggested that reasons for natural
medicine use have to do neither with patient satisfaction with natural medicine, nor with
patient dissatisfaction with biomedicine. Current popularity is dictated by fashion,
influenced by media exposure; cultural change, with a renewed interest in the
paranormal, such as asfrology; an increased number ofthe "worried well", caused by
societal anxiety about health; and society's flight from science (pp. 6-7).
The use of natural medicine intemationally is also notable. The World Health
Organization (WHO, 2002, p. 1) states that natural medicine is used in Afiica by 80% of
the population; in China it accounts for 40% of all health care delivered; and it is also
popular in Asia and Latin America. Natural medicme is becoming uicreasingly popular
in developed countries (pp. 1-2). Those who have used natural medicine at least once
represent 48% ofthe population hi Austraha, 70% hi Canada, 42% in the US, 38% hi
Belgium, and 75% in France. Estimated expenditure on natural medicine in Malaysia is
US$500 miUion compared with about US$300 miUion on biomedicine. hi the US, the
total 1997 out-of-pocket natural medicine expenditure was estimated at US$2700
miUion. In Canada and the UK, annual natural medicme expenditure is estimated at
US$2400 miflion and US$2300 mfllion respectively.
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In developing countries, natural medicine usage is mfluenced by the availability of
practitioners (WHO, 2002, p. 2). For example in Uganda, whereas there is one
biomedical practitioner for each 20,000 citizens, there is one natural medicine
practitioner for from 200 to 400 citizens. Also, costs of biomedicine remedies are
usually prohibitive in many developing countries.

8.5.2 Integrated Medicuie - WHO and the UK
One ofthe roles ofthe Worid Health Organization (WHO, 2002, p. 5) is to facilitate the
integration of Natural Medicine into national health care systems, by assisting Member
States to develop their own national natural medicine policies and programmes. This
role has led the WHO (2002, pp. 8-9) to define three types of health systems, which
describe the degree to which natural medicine is an officially recogrtised element of
health care. Ffrst is the integrative system where natural medicine is officially
recognised by the govemment and incorporated into all areas of health care provision,
meaning that natural medicine is included in the national dmg policy, natural medicine
providers and products are registered and regulated, natural medicine therapies are
available at public and private hospitals and clinics, natural medicine freatment costs are
reimbursed by health insurance, relevant natural medicine research is undertaken and
university level natural medicine education is available. From this defirution, only
China, Viet Nam, and North and South Korea appear to have integrated systems.
Second, the inclusive system is one where the govemment recognises natural medicine,
but it is not yet fully integrated into the health care system in all areas (as mentioned
immediately above). The WHO expects that countries operating an inclusive system will
eventually attain an integrative system. Thfrd, the tolerant system is one based on
corporatised biomedicine, but some natural medicine practices are tolerated by law.

The WHO (2002, p. 10) lists, amongst others, Australia, the US, the UK, Canada, hidia
and Japan as examples of countries with inclusive approaches to natural medicine. To
become "integrative", Ausfralia apparently needs to develop a national policy on natural
medicme, create more natural medicine unfts withhi health bureaucracies,fiiUyintegrate
natural medicine practices in clinics and hospitals, increase health insurance coverage
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for natural medicine treatment and products and incorporate uruversity level natural
medicine education into biomedicine education for biomedical practitioners, pharmacists
and nurses.

In the UK, the House of Lords (2000) reports that the Foundation for Integrated
Medicine was formed at the personal initiative of its current president, HRH The Prince
of Wales. It aims to encourage greater collaboration between all forms of healthcare, and
promote the development and mtegrated delivery of safe, effective and efficient
practices. Its objective is to "enable individuals to promote, restore and maintain health
and weU-being through integrating the approaches of orthodox, complementary and
altemative therapies" (p. 9).

The House of Lords (2000, pp. 2-3) reported that Dr David Peters ofthe Marlebone
Health Cenfre recommended six stages of integrating natural medicine into "general
practice". Ffrst, that biomedicine practice be reviewed to identify needs that are being
poorly met; second, that available natural medicine resources be assessed for their
relevance, their evidence base and the feasibility of integration; third, that the design of
the service include information as to how biomedical practitioners will use the service,
its ahns, and how the natural medicine practftioners will be integrated into the primary
care team; fourth, that service delivery be supported by the development of referral
procedures and resource mortitoring; fifth, that management services include quality
assurance procedures and the evaluation of outcomes; and sixth, that the service be
modified in response to experience.

It was also reported that the design of an NHS-funded integrated healthcare service
requfred the cmcial decision as to when biomedical practitioners should consider a
natural medicine referral (House of Lords, 2000, p. 3). At tiie Mariebone Health Centre,
biomedical practitioners refer to natural medicine practitioners under three
circumstances: for conditions where evidence of freatment efficacy exists, if the GP
wants to refer, and if the natural medicine practitioners believe they can help. The
Marlebone Health Cenfre has developed a list of condftions that they commortiy
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consider for natural medicine referral, including complex chronic illnesses such as
chrortic fatigue syndrome, sfress-related conditions, asthma, irritable bowel syndrome,
eczema and non-specific allergies, back pain and migraine. The biomedical practitioners
consider a referral only following the diagnosis of one of thefr predetermined "listed"
diseases, and if one ofthe following criteria applies: (a) biomedical freatment has failed,
(b) the patient is suffering side-effects from the biomedical treatment, (c) the patient
requests natural medicine freatment because of (a) or (b), and (d) the biomedical
practitioner determines that the case is complex and that natural medicine may help — a
determination that must be confirmed by the natural medicine practitioner.

The House of Lords (2000, p. 3) also commented on the integrated practices at the
Southampton Cenfre for the Study of Complementary Medicine, which offers an NHSfunded confract with the Dorset Area Health Authority. The integrated medicine unit
operates for 1 day each month at a private biomedicine clinic in Dorset. Local
biomedical practitioners may refer patients for up to six natural medicine treatments
providing they have one of six specific conditions: chrortic fatigue syndrome, irritable
bowel syndrome, migraine, child behavioural problems, eczema and non-specific
allergy. Approximately 600 consultations occurred in the previous year. The service is
popular with biomedical practftioners "especially as a way of dealing with patients who
are 'difficuft' and whom they have been unable to help" (p. 3). This Southampton
referral system is easy to admirtister: the six natural medicine freatments for the specific
condition require a referral letter from the biomedical practitioner, who in tum receives a
letter of progress; the six treatments may be extended by the Health Authority if the
referring biomedical practitioner seeks permission. The Southampton Centre fully
informs referring biomedical practftioners about progress and treatment.

ft was also concluded that the Mariebone and Southampton integrated healthcare
projects are of benefit to biomedical practitioners and patients, and "provide evidence
that there is a place for CAM in primary care, especially in the freatment of chronic
conditions with which GP's often straggle to help thefr patients" (pp. 3-4). Another
recommendation was that natural medicine practitioners should also work towards
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integration with biomedicine practice, and encourage their patients to consult biomedical
practitioners for all conditions.

The UK experiences of integration at Marlebone and Southampton appear to be
controlled by biomedical practitioners who exercise most of the power in the
relationships. The role of the natural medicine practitioner appears to be one of
subservience to the whim ofthe biomedical practitioner To ensure fiiture referrals, the
natural medicine practitioner would be conscious of the need not to alienate the
biomedical practitioner in any way. Also, these examples of integration appear to be
minimalist. For example, the 600 NHS-funded annual consultations at the Southampton
Cenfre represent only 50 treatments each month. This may be compared with the 2000
price-discounted natural medicine treatments each week at the ACNM Australian
campuses. Also, it is unusual in Australian natural medicine practice to see clients only
monthly, and for only six freatments — especially for chrortic condftions, perhaps
decades old. Some practices may require up to three or more treatments each week for
the first few weeks, reducing to twice weekly, then weekly, fortnightiy and monthly.
Further, the above recommendation of the House of Lords (2000, p. 4) that natural
medicine practitioners should work towards integration with biomedicine practice, and
encourage their patients to consuft biomedical practitioners for all conditions, continues
the biomedical dominance theme.

The aim of this study is to produce a model of an integrated healthcare system that is
based on mutual recognftion and respect. As this will require the inclusion of power
sharing arrangements acceptable to all participants, the examples of the UK model
described above appear to fail that requfrement.
The WHO requirement of incorporating natural medicine education into biomedical
education appears to be supported by the UK model. The House of Lords (2000) reports
that Biomedicine "allows any therapy proven to be effective to be subsumed into the
medical curriculum" (p. 6) regardless of philosophy. Spencer (1999, pp. 29-32) states
that 63 medical schools in the US now offer elective courses m natural medicine, and
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that one benefit could be that on entering practice the recipients may refer patients for
natural medicine freatment while continuing biomedicine treatment. Spencer suggests
that because of restrictions on time and funding, most CAM education in biomedical
courses will probably remain elective. However, natural medicine purists such as Powell
(2003) claim that because of restrictions of time in biomedical courses and professional
practice, such education "could repackage natural medicine practice as adjunct
biomedical symptomatic freatment — the 'cook-book' approach despised by natural
medicuie practitioners for decades" (p. 11). Obviously, the content and experiences of a
4-year full-time natural medicine degree programme cannot be compressed into a week,
a month or even a semester of a biomedical degree. Also, there would probably be no
time for full, or possibly any, comprehension of natural medicine concepts such as
homeostasis, holism, vitalism, the mind-body connection, spirit, or the immune system.
Such education would therefore not be "natural medicine".

As previously mentioned, the objective ofthe Foundation for Integrated Medicine is to
"enable individuals to promote, restore and maintain health and well-being through
integrating the approaches of orthodox, complementary and altemative therapies"
(House of Lords, 2000, p. 9). ff the word "individuals" is meant to apply to members of
the general public, rather than practitioners or medical bureaucrats, then the power of
integration processes appears to be meant to rest with the "individual" who may choose
to use any available medical system or combination of systems — not urflike the general
reality in most societies where individuals have the right to choose. Even in China's
integrated medical system, on arriving at a major hospital for most treatments an
individual has the right to choose either the TCM or the biomedicine system for primary
treatment (Powell, 2003, p. 7). If requfred, both systems are available in combination
through an integrated operational model.

From this perspective, the objective ofthe Foundation for Integrated Medicme appears
to be at variance with the reality of the examples of UK medical integration at
Marlebone and Southampton, where afl power appears to be exercised by biomedical
practitioners. It could even be argued that whereas the perceived object of integrated
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medicme is to maximise access to best medical practice through individual choice, the
reality at Mariebone and Southampton appears to produce an opposite effect. Natural
medicuie options appear to be limited to the whim or knowledge of the biomedical
practitioners — options that would probably be far less than those available in general
society. In this way, hi relation to clients of these UK examples of mtegrated medicme,
it appears that the power of biomedical practitioners is enhanced, the power and choice
of clients is reduced, the power of natural medicine practitioners is reduced, the
availability of natural medicine services is reduced and the quality of the natural
medicme services offered within the integrated systems may be compromised. It appears
to be a modem example ofthe "doctor knows best mantra of corporatised medicine"
(Powell, 2003, p.ll), which, if applied nationwide would generate a "Flexner-type"
effect of reduction of practice opportunities for natural medicine practitioners.

8.5.3 US Postmodern Integrated Medicine - the Dacher Model
Elhott Dacher (2001) claims that the present is a tfrne of "a gap in history between two
sete of values" (p. 57). The gap is represented by declining beliefs in moderrtism, which
may be represented by "disfllusionment with the limitations and excesses of
biomedicine", and the new postmodem world view which may be seen in "efforts to
revitalize our approach to health and healing" (p. 57).

Dacher (2001) explains that the physician-patient relationship ought to emphasise
"mutuality, empathy, compassion, caring, authenticity, integrity, and trast" (p. 62) rather
than merely focusing on standard diagnostic and therapeutic activity. This requfres a
shift in emphasis from data collection to a partnership of human interaction, from
disease cenfred practice to person centred practice, which could enhance the potential
healing force of the quality "healer-healee" relationship. However, this would requfre
practitioners to expand thefr world view to incorporate "both a reductioitistic and
integrated view ofthe individual, a perspective that is both analytic and synthetic at the
same time" (p. 62). Although reductionist thought may requfre the physician to view the
body as a closed mechanical system, the integrated perspective "affirms an individual's
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wholeness, integrity, urtiqueness, complexity, and sense of coherence, allowing for
empathetic understandmg" (pp. 62-63).

Because the homeostatic system is often maladapted to the changhig lifestyles, practices
and environments of modem humans, Dacher (2001, pp. 65-66) believes that
"treatmenf models — such as provided by biomedicine and natural medichie practices
— have been designed to be used when homeostasis has failed to restore normal
flmction.

Dacher (2001) proposes that four healing systems — homeostasis, freatment, mind-body
healing and spiritual healmg — may be viewed as a new integrated comprehensive
system. By the application of systems theory, Dacher claims, the adversarial distinction
between biomedicine and natural medicine therapies is eliminated as thefr intent,
usefiilness and mechanisms are assigned to one of those four healing systems.
Consequently, reductionist and holistic thinking and biomedicine and natural medicine
practices "are each seen as essential components of a comprehensive intellectual process
and a unified approach to health and healing" (p. 68). This raises the question as to
whether healing may be solely an intellectual process.

Biomedical practice usually involves an interview with a patient about a presenting
symptom, and a reductionist focus on a particular associated system. Dacher (2001, p.
68) proposes a new initial level of triage to determine which one or more ofthe healing
systems — homeostatic, freatment, mind-body, or spiritual — may be applicable.
Further, the triage decision is followed by an interview related to the particular healing
system(s) that has been selected, ff the practftioner determines that treatment offers the
best approach through biomedicine practice, the usual biomedical review of systems
ensues, ff other approaches are selected, thefr specific approach-based interviews and
inquiries proceed — presumably with the same practitioner.

Dacher (2001, pp. 68-69) explahis that the interview results in a comprehensive plan,
agreed to by the patient, which will apply the appropriate range of resources from each
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of the selected healing systems. For example, the iititial triage for an individual
presenting with symptoms of atherosclerotic heart disease may suggest that, at least,
consideration be given to the homeostatic, freatment, and mind-body healing systems.
Later, possibly over weeks, ft will be determined whether the individual is amenable to
considering the spfritual perspectives of this disease. The comprehensive plan would
include a mixture of approaches: the homeostatic system would aim to support its
normal operations; the freatment system would involve the use of appropriate diagnostic
and therapeutic interventions to restore function; the mind-body system would involve
attitudinal and lifestyle changes in the areas of sfress management, nutrition, exercise,
and insight-based psychological counselling; and the spiritual system would involve
ongoing consideration ofthe impact ofthe illness on previously held values, beliefs, and
priorities in order to attain a more whole and balanced life.

Dacher further claims that as this proposed model has profound implications for
practitioners and patients, primary care practitioners must be provided with knowledge
and perspectives that are largely absent from current biomedical education, but appear to
be present in quality natural medicine education. The success of the Dacher model
apparently relies on the re-education and then the clinical success of primary care
practitioners as they adopt opposing biomedical reductiortist and natural medicine
holistic-vitalist perspectives of thefr patients. Dacher describes broad educational
outcomes for this re-education: to provide knowledge ofthe dynamics of each ofthe
four healing systems; to provide "an understanding of the principles, concepts, and
stractural issues that underlie a comprehensive approach to healing ... [to develop] an
understanding of each of the essential aspects of healing complemented by a sfrong
emphasis on integrative studies" (p. 69); to emphasise principles of stracture and
organisation, and promote "a value system that emphasizes synthesis and wholeness" (p.
69). These educational outcomes suggest that graduates ofthe re-education will have a
working knowledge of all natural medicine practices; comprehend most natural
medicine philosophy, theory and belief; be able to apply concepts of holism and
vitalism; and be committed to "a lifetime process of personal development that parallels
the process of professional developmenf (p. 70).
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There appear to be a number of problems with the Dacher model. Confrary to natural
medicme theory and practice Dacher (2001) proposes that mfrid-body healing and
spiritual healing are somehow differentiated from "freatmenf (pp. 67-68), thus possibly
ignoring principles of holism and vitalism. However, this could be explained by
Dacher's stated involvements with "mind" sciences. Further, the model appears to give
little attention to the difficufties practitioners wiU experience as they adopt both
reductiortist and holistic-vitalist perspectives ofthe individual. Also, Dacher's proposal
that "dialogue can be initiated, which is dfrected toward seeking an understanding ofthe
meaning, purpose, significance, and implications of this disease for the individual's life"
(p. 69), implies practitioner knowledge, skill and intuition that are usually acquired over
years, and consolidated over decades.

Experience in Austrahan natural medicine education suggests that it is possible to attain
a superficial, theoretical, non-clinical understanding of the educational outcomes
mentioned above with about 40 hours of face-to-face contact. However, clirtical
application requires detafled working knowledge and skiU that can be achieved orfly by a
variety of activities and experiences involving thousands, rather than hundreds of hours,
accumulated over years. Without such comprehensive training even biomedical
practitioners will be incapable of consistent safe and efficacious natural medicine
practice. Also, the use ofthe term "complementary medicine" by Dacher and some other
US writers suggests that natural medicine comprises a range of therapies that may easily
be leamed and practiced by biomedical practitioners to complement their medical
practice and to meet community demand. Also, contrary to quality natural medicine
educational practice, the process of leaming appears to be solely intellectual.

The Dacher theoretical model of integrated medicine, although its intentions may be
otherwise, seems to be designed for specific use by biomedical practitioners m the US. ft
is unclear whether it is intended tiiat all ofthe natural medicine practices that may be
used are to be provided by those practftioners. However, ft appears that biomedical
practitioners will be empowered to decide which natural medichie practices are to be
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used, and when. For that reason, all ofthe criticisms ofthe UK and WHO models m
relation to the power and choice apply equally here.

The suggestion by Dacher - that rigorous system-based research methodology wiU
determme whetiier a particular medical practice may be used in this model — could
fiirther Ihnit the availability of safe and efficacious natural medicine practices through
use of mappropriate research methodology. Also, as "only 30 per cent of what
biomedicine achieves has been tested adequately [ft appears] that a great deal of the
argument over which systems are modal or altemative is really an argument over
cultural turf [and therefore] are political, not scientific acts" (Cassidy, 2001, pp. 38-39).

8.6 Consumer and Marketplace Variables
Jacobs (1999) states that the emergence of natural medicine as a social phenomenon is a
paradigm shift in medicine, and is indicative of a changing medical market. Also, health
consumers are "armed with unprecedented access to information from numerous venues
— self-help books, the Interact, seminars, and word of mouth — and are being more
'empowered' to take control of their heafth care destinies" (p. 411). Further, the divide
in the doctor-patient relationship is widened by uninformed criticisms of natural
medicine practices by biomedicine practitioners, particularly when informed clients find
those practices interesting and believe in thefr safety and efficacy. This widening ofthe
division in the doctor-patient relationship causes the client to come "out of the
transactional relationship feeling relatively powerless to have any control over his or her
own detivery of care" (p. 411). Therefore, the decision to tum to natural medicine
practice "is a predictable and overt expression of empowerment — the ability to choose
one's own healing paradigm despite what the physician might suggesf (p. 412).
Consequently, most individuals who use natural medicine do so because of a
"congmence with thefr own values, beliefs, and philosophical orientations towards
health and life" (Austin, 1998, p. 1548).

Empowerment in health care decision makmg accords with the US Dietary Supplement
Health and Education Act of 1994 which states that "consumers should be empowered to
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make informed choices about preventative health care programs based on scientific
studies relating to dietary supplements" (Jacobs, 1999, p. 412). Jacobs also says tiiat as a
vital component of empowerment is access, free markets allow all participante to have
equal access to all hfformation. Therefore, in the medical marketplace consumers must
be supplied with mfonnation that allows them to make informed, rational medical
choices.

Jacobs (1999, p. 411) states that consumer and marketplace variables wfll ultimately
shape 21st century health care policy, including medical integration. As this postmodem era is one influenced by consumer rights, it is probably appropriate that a new
Integrated Medical Model ought to be client-based, rather than practitioner- or modalitybased as in the UK, WHO and US models described earlier Concepts of access and
equity are therefore of primary importance.
Spencer and Jacobs (1999, p. 32) and Woodham and Peters (2000, p. 19) state tiiat the
notion of integration is important to the future of natural medicine, and that a blending
of natural medicine and biomedicine practices will optimise medical freatment
interventions and results. However, they also say, at least from a US perspective, that the
acceptance of natural medicine will depend in part on how well it is able to demonstrate
its safety and efficacy, presumably to the biomedical profession. Although full and
supportive cooperation between the biomedicine and natural medicine professions may
prima facie, appear to be in the public interest, such considerations may be less cracial
in Australia because of positive govemment attitudes to natural medicine. The relevant
US literature, as represented by Woodham and Peters (2000, p. 19), appears to conclude
that the concept of integrated medicine is inseparable from changes to education and
training and new confrols through govemment regulation. These comments appear to be
based on the false premise, at least from an Ausfralian perspective, that natural medicine
practice needs to be reshaped and repackaged to the satisfaction of the biomedicine
profession before integration may be seriously considered.
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It appears that the process of medical integration may uivolve concepts of
corporatisation. Phalen (1998, pp. 176-177) and Powell (2003, p. 14) wam that if
natural medicine practice is absorbed into the current hierarchy ofthe medical model so
as to become eligible for govemment subsidies or expanded medical uisurance benefits,
natural medicine practitioners could eventually find themselves subservient to
biomedicine practitioners. This could arise through the processes of increased
accountability that must, almost of necessity, follow the allocation of govemment
funding. From the perspective ofthe govemment, accountability needs could be satisfied
through practice supervision by its corporatised biomedical practitioners and the usual
fmancial audits. Consequently, Phalen (1998) and Powell (2003) are separately
concemed that the price of corporatisation of natural medicine through integration could
include govemment or insurer restrictions on matters such as consultation times and
practices. Phalen (1998, p. 177) says that natural medicine practitioners could be forced
into a para-professional role, with access to patients, and treatment models determined
by biomedicine practitioners. For example, in Vfrginia, access to non-biomedical
acupuncture is available only through referral from a biomedical practitioner, and
without funding assistance. Powell (2003, p. 14) states that the worst-case scenario for
natural medicine practitioners involves natural medicine practice being eventually
incorporated into biomedicine practice, to their exclusion.

Powell (2003, p. 16) believes that the corporatisation ofthe Ausfralian natural medicine
industry has possibly already commenced. Currently in Australia, the govemment
subsidises all aspects of biomedicine practice, research and professional and public
education. It also subsidises natural medicine education and research conducted in
universities and TAFE cenfres. Whereas natural medicine practice offered by students in
imiversity and TAFE clinics is subsidised by govemment, the major part of natural
medicine practice is offered in the private sector without govemment subsidy. Powell
cites the regisfration of chfropractors, osteopaths and Chinese medichie practitioners as
further evidence of corporatist trends.
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8.7 Australian Integrated Medicine
The objective of this part ofthe study is to determine ways to bridge the schism that has
evolved between natural medicine and biomedicine practice, in order to produce an
integrated healthcare system based on mutual recogrution and respect. As anecdotal
evidence of this schism, PoweU (2003, p. 20) cites the experience of a female client who
claimed that her biomedical practitioner had screamed at her and ordered her out of his
clirtic when she mentioned her attendance at an acupuncture clinic. It appears that this
schism is so great that its associated lack of mutual recognition and respect could not be
dissolved by legislation or professional dfrective. As qualities of "respecf and "mutual
respecf are usually the result of personal experience, it appears that an integrated
medicine model underpinned by these quahties would requfre voluntary cooperation of
all participants — practitioners and clients. In this context, voluntary cooperation relies
on the concept of freedom of choice for practitioners and clients. Further, the conclusion
by Powell (2003, p. 16) that in the short term, significant govemment funding of natural
medicine practice will not occur, is accepted.

Powell (2003, p. 16) observes that in Ausfralia, most biomedicme practice occurs in
privately operated clinics and in govemment and privately operated hospitals. Although
most natural medicine practice also occurs in privately operated chnics, services are
increasingly being offered hi hospitals. It appears that any new integrated medical model
underpirmed by voluntary cooperation between natural medicine and biomedicine
practitioners and clients would be offered in some of these locations.
In considermg the design of a new Austrahan integrated medical model, or models, ft
may be helpful to ffrst consider tiie four models of integrated medicine aheady in
operation. As the first model to be examined — the Voluntary Integrated Model —
appears to meet all the requfrements of "voluntary cooperation" and "mutual respecf,
the creation of a superior model, underpinned by these requirements, may be neither
necessary, nor possible, nor timely.
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8.7.1 The Voluntary Integrated Model
As concems for adverse biomedical events evolve, there are two unportant changes
taking place in society in relation to natural medicine. Ffrst, the attitudes of Australian
biomedical practitioners are changing. A recent study reveals that more than 80% of
these practitioners have referred patients to various natural medicme modalities (Pirotta
et al., 2000, p. 105). Second, the annual Ausfralian usage of natural medicine has
increased to about 50% ofthe population (Begbie et al., 1996, pp. 545-548).

The increasing inter-discipline practitioner contact arising from these referrals has
assisted the evolution of unprecedented cooperation and informal cross-referral practices
between individual biomedicine and natural medicine practitioners. These informal
practices are a form of medical integration which is referred to here as the Voluntary
Integrated Model.

The Voluntary Integrated Model involves voluntary cooperation between natural
medicine and biomedicine practitioners and their clients, and appears to maximise
opportunities for clients. These practitioners cross-refer and keep each other, and their
clients, fiilly informed about options and outcomes (Powell, 2003, p. 20). In this
scenario, clients are informed ofthe potential ofthe referral and decide themselves
whether they want to be referred. For such cooperation to be successful, the practitioners
must always act in good feith, be mutually supportive, be respectful of each other's
practice and, by freating each other as equals, engage in frank and open communication
with each other and with the client. Powell betieves that these kinds of professional
arrangements appear to follow the development of social fiiendships in which the
practitioners are often surprised to discover that professionally, they have much in
common. These biomedicuie practitioners are usually concemed about iatrogenesis,
cautious with drag prescription, and willing to discuss all aspects of their freatment
openly with the natural medichie practitioner and the client (p. 20). The natural medicine
practitioner is similarly inclined.
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Whereas most natural medicine clients appear to have mfrihnal knowledge of medical
theory, some "informed" clients appear to be particularly wefl sufted to the Voluntary
hitegrated Model. The mcidence of "informed" chents could arise from the higher
education status of users of natural medicine services (Astm, 1998, cited in House of
Lords, 2000, p. 6; MacLennan et al. 2002, p. 168). The informed client is "the new
patienf who is "an activist health consumer who demands and seeks out timely and
accurate health information". Also, they are health care consumers who are "prepared to
seek, lobby for, and be critical of health information and medical care practice in
general. These patients no longer accept with blind faith their doctors' pronouncements
or recommendations" (Jacobs, 1999, p. 411). Some of these clients conduct extensive
research and test thefr practitioners with searching questions and argument. They treat
their health seriously, appear to take full responsibility for thefr health choices, and
continue to use practitioners and freatments in which they have most confidence. Powell
(2003, p. 20) claims that informed clients feel particularly empowered by thefr
involvement in this open process, where their practitioners avoid urmecessary
professional language and professional distance; rather, they encourage discussion with
clients, and respect their comments, questions and suggestions. Powell also claims that
these practitioners experience increased job satisfaction and welcome and encourage
client research, as they do not see it as a threat. Also, they are usually more willing to
admit when they do not know the answer to a question. Some of these practitioners
believe that there is a mystical, magical, psychological or spiritual dimension to healing,
and that some clients need to feel that they are an integral part ofthe planning and
review process before healing may ensue (Powell, 2003, p. 20). In any event, belief in a
healing regimen would surely maximise its potential efficacy.

Due to fts hiformal nature, the Voluntary Integrated Model exists in a muftiphcity of
forms. Without being aware ofthe UK House of Lords (2000, p. 4) recommendation that
natural medicme practitioners encourage clients to consuft thefr biomedical practftioners
for all condftions, some Ausfralian natural medicine practitioners have been so doing for
years and for legal reasons, noting the suggestions m their patient records (PoweU, 2003,
p. 19). PoweU also claims that many natural medicine practitioners report that if on
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referring to a biomedical practitioner, that practitioner diagnoses a new health problem
of which tiie natural medicine practitioner is unaware, clients often give credft to the
natural medicine practftioner for insight, and confidence in the natural medicine
practitioner also seems to mcrease — even when total credft is given to the biomedical
practftioner. Similarly, clients referred for natural medicine freatment which proves to be
effective also give credft to that referrer for special insight. Powell also claims that for
this and other reasons, some natural medicine and biomedicine practftioners appear very
wiUing to develop appropriate cross-referral relationships (p. 19). As well as bemg
beneficial to the client, cross referral increases the mcome of both practices, and
enhances their image to the client (p. 20).

It appears that this model is satisfactory to govemment and the respective professions for
a number of reasons. As the model is voluntary and informal it may proceed without any
additional govemment involvement m special activfties such as the creation of
legislation, regulation, practice dfrection, referral protocols, assessment and audit
processes, inspectoral regimes and other bureaucratic activity. The model is therefore
almost cost-neutral to health budgets — the only additional costs being govemment
subsidy of the additional biomedicine consultations resulting from the referrals.
Politically, this is a desirable situation for the govemment: as it is not expected to be
involved, it cannot be blamed for anything. Also, the biomedicine profession would be
pleased that some of its practitioners were receiving additional incomes, and that natural
medicine clients were assessed by their profession. Whereas the Australian Medical
Association (AMA) has fraditionally opposed referral to natural medicine practitioners
— with threats of severe punishment to those who did refer — the changing times
probably guarantee silence on this issue (Powell, 2003, p. 17). The natural medicine
professions would be supportive of the model because their members would also be
receiving additional incomes from these referrals and because thefr natural medicine
practice would not be compromised. All participating practitioners would be pleased that
the model requfres no additional reporting or bureaucratic involvement.
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As MacLennan et al. (2002, p. 170) have detailed the increasmg demand for all natural
medicine modalities, ft is pradent to consider whether any change m the Voluntary
Integrated Model is necessary. The success ofthe Voluntary Integrated Model could be
influenced by fts volunteerism and irfformality, and ft could feel special to its
participants because of its minority status and because of lack of confrols by the
govemment and professional bodies (Powefl, 2003, p. 17).

If no change occurs to this model, natural medicine usage rates and the incidence of
voluntary cooperation between natural medicine and biomedicine practitioners will
probably continue to increase. However, there are deficiencies in this model relating to
access and equity. Because it is a minority service, the Voluntary Integrated Model is
not evenly geographically distributed and the poor cannot usually afford to pay for the
natural medicine treatments. Although users of natural medicine services tend to have
higher educational qualifications and receive higher incomes (MacLennan et al., 2002, p.
168), they personally pay for thefr natural medicine treatments. Some clients may claim
part or all of their fees from their private medical insurer There is a belief within the
natural medicine industry that by actually paying for a freatment, a client becomes
further involved in the process and the efficacy of a freatment may be enhanced (Powell,
2003, p. 17). As this is a model of freedom of choice for the chent and the practitioners,
it is likely to continue to grow in importance. It is probable that if research concludes
that this model maximises safety and efficacy and increases the status, income and job
satisfection of involved practitioners, a rapid increase in incidence could occur

8.7.2 The Client Controlled Model
The Client Controlled Model involves clients who appear to integrate their medical
options by seeking the best available freatments from natural medicine and biomedicine
sources, without their practitioners being in professional contact. Some of these clients
are similar to the "irfformed clienf described in the Voluntary Integrated Model, in that
their higher education status probably assists them to be well researched and well
prepared for thefr medical encounters. Some of these individuals may irfform their
practitioners of thefr freatment regimes, whereas others decide to keep it as a secret to
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themselves, possibly feehng more powerfol and more in confrol, or merely using ft as a
form of "game or role playing" (PoweU 2003, p. 20). Some may share detaife of thefr
full freatment reghne with thefr natural medicine practitioner but not with their
biomedicine practitioner — possibly to preserve that relationship.
MacLennan et al. (2002, pp. 170-171) are concemed that as more than half of
Ausfralian, UK and US users of natural medicine remedies — including those involved
in self-treatment — did not inform their biomedicine practitioner of that use, possibly
because they believed them to be harmless, they may face potential adverse reactions if
they are also receiving pharmaceutical medication. However, as natural medicine
graduates of quality degree programmes are frained in pharmacognosy there is little
chance of thefr clients being so affected. Powell (2003) claims that the "game or role
playing" (p. 20) secrecy and duplicity of a minority of these clients are just further
presenting symptoms that need to be observed and understood, particularly if deceptive
game playing has potentially serious psychological implications. Also, the game playing
can sometimes be fiusfrating for practitioners. Powell believes that client game playing
can arise for social reasons, particularly when clients are stressed from attending the
clinic against the wishes of their family or fiiends. On one occasion a female client
refused to provide her family name or address because as a "doctor's wife" she had
come for natural medicine freatment without "his knowledge or his permission". She did
not want a record of her full name and address for a variety of confiising reasons and
was initiafly reluctant to even reveal fiill details of her medical history. She eventually
became "converted" to natural medicine practice and claims to have never told her
husband of her experiences (p. 21).
8.7.3 The Third Party Model
The Thfrd Party Model arises because natural medicine practitioners are trained not to
interfere with the relationships between clients and their biomedicine practitioners, nor
to approach these practitioners professionally (Powell, 2003, p. 20). Also, biomedicine
practftioners are not framed to refer to, or engage in, professional discussion with natural
medicme practitioners. Some nattiral medicine practitioners believe that as wefl as
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masking disease symptoms, some pharmaceutical dmgs impede healmg activity.
Consequentiy, natural medicine practftioners often recommend that clients raise certain
matters with thefr biomedicine practitioner — such as the possibility of a reduction in
the dosage of a prescribed dmg, a possible change of medication, whether a particular
test may be helpful, or a presenting sign or symptom. In these cfrcumstances it is rare for
the practitioners to communicate dfrectly, but cooperation often evolves indirectly
through the messages conveyed by the client (p. 20). Such relaying of messages is not
always sfraightforward, as the reactions of biomedical practftioners are unpredictable.
Powell recounts experiences from the 1990s when some patients were told by their
biomedical practitioners that they would not freat them while they continued to visit a
natural medicine practitioner. Most of these clients either found another biomedical
practitioner or lied to thefr existing biomedical practftioner (p. 20).

8.7.4 The Complementary Biomedicine Model
The Complementary Biomedicine Model involves some biomedicine practitioners who
receive training in natural medicine in order to offer both biomedicine and natural
medicine services to their clients — thus integrating treatment opportunities within thefr
practice. Powell (2003, p. 20) claims that some clients prefer this opportimity as they
believe it allows them to receive all requfred freatments at a single clinic from a single
practitioner, and receive generous govemment subsidies. However, for reasons
expressed earlier about natural medicine training of biomedicine practitioners, the
outcomes may be questionable.

8.8 Future Evolution of the Voluntary Integrated Model
An important aspect of these four examples of integration is that the client appears to be
in confrol of treatment choices. However, this freedom of choice is influenced by
economic cfrcumstances and the reality that the medical market is not tmly fi^e. An
imbalance results from generous govemment subsidies for biomedicine services which
are not available for natural medicine services offered by natural medicme practitioners.
For this reason, access and equity issues are cracial to the consideration of the
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development of an mtegrated medical model. However, in a democracy hke Ausfralia ft
is probable that these four models of medical integration wifl continue to exist.

From all perspectives, ft appears that the Voluntary Integrated Model meets the primary
requfrements of tiiis study. The schism between natural medicine and biomedicine
practitioners is closed by voluntary cooperation of practitioners and clients underpinned by mutual recognftion and respect. The Voluntary Integrated Model may
therefore be seen as a model of empowerment for practitioners and clients.

However, comprehensive medical empowerment appears to require the resolution of
other issues of access and equity which affect both chents and practitioners. They
include the funding of health services, professional and pubhc medical education and
medical research; the geographical distribution of practitioners and medical education
cenfres; the taxing of medical services and remedies; and the avaUability of data and
information relating to the relative safety and efficacy of medical practices.

Marketplace concems for access and equity issues would prima facie be largely
overcome by govemment funding of all the above issues — particularly natural
medicine education, research and practice — comparable to that for the biomedicine
industry. In Austraha, this would requfre that free access to the public health system,
including hospitals, be extended to natural medicine practitioners and thefr clients, and
that the Medicare subsidies for biomedical practices be extended to natural medicine
practices. However, the govemment would be concemed that such funding could
precipitate an exponential increase in natural medicine usage rates, thus threaterting its
health budgets. Two relevant examples of increased usage of natural medicine were
described in chapter 7. Ffrst, Porter (1997, p. 353) explains that following the
deregulation ofthe Pmssian medical market in 1869, through the establishment ofthe
principle of "freedom of healmg", progressives were surprised that natural medicine
practices flourished. Second, Griggs (1997, pp. 296-299) explains how the French
medical budget was threatened in the 1980s by the rapid growth hi popularity of natural
medicine Magistrate prescriptions. However, funding of natural medicine services
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would threaten Australian health budgets if usage rates merely followed the US example
where there are more visits to natural medicme practitioners than to biomedicine
practitioners (Eisenberg, Davis & Utter, 1999, cited in House of Lords, 2000, pp. 5-6).
Powell (2003, p. 16) explains that because ofthe conservative nature of Australian
parliamentary politics, Australian governments would infroduce such funding only if
they had conclusive proof that there would be a corresponding decrease in biomedicine
services and costs, thus rendering the natural medicine fundhig costs close to budgetneutral. For the govemment, conclusive proof of these economies would require scores
of supporting quality research studies from a variety of uruversity and other sources over
more than a decade, with mirumal publicly expressed confrary views, which is highly
unlikely. Powefl (2003, p. 16) concludes that in the short term, significant govemment
funding for natural medicine services will not occur.
However, managed-care organisations and medical insurers may be more easily
influenced than the govemment, particularly by consistent quality research which shows
them how to increase thefr market share and decrease thefr costs. To increase market
share, managed-care organisations "must offer a broad range of health care products and
services that add clirtical value" (Jacobs, 1999, pp. 416-417). Jacobs says that, for
example, acupuncture would add clinical value to a low back pain management
programme, by providing a more cost-effective, yet safe and effective treatment. Also,
managed-care organisations may increasingly see value in the development of wellness
cenfres mvolving natural medicine practice to prevent the onset of serious illness. As
well as providing increased revenue to managed-care organisations, such cenfres would
provide increased patient referrals to natural medicine practitioners. Jacobs says that as
consumers of natural medicine services increasingly determine thefr freatment regimes,
managed-care orgartisations could play a major role in providmg irfformation on the
safety and efficacy of natural medicine, and by declaring themselves to be patient
advocates, atfract potential clients to their programmes (p. 417). This could all occur
within an evolved Voluntary Integrated Model.
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To assess whether funded natural medicine freatments actuaUy decrease total medical
costs will require a comparative analysis of natural medicine and biomedicine freatment
approaches to specific conditions (Jacobs, 1999). This will allow for the identification of
the most cost-effective treatment option for the patient over the long term. The Mutual
of Omaha medical insurance company evaluated the costs and effectiveness of a
programme developed to reverse the progression of cardiac disease through fet
reduction, exercise, stress reduction and mutual support. As these natural medicine
approaches had by then been adopted by the biomedical profession and were therefore
within mainsfream medical opinion, the comparative analysis was completed "with
minimal confroversy" (p. 417).

Since most patients do not wish to abandon biomedical care, a team approach involving
collaboration between natural medicine and biomedicine practitioners "must occur in a
clirtical setting and through the process of clinical evaluation for efficacy" (Jacobs,
1999, pp. 417-418). In expanding their natural medicine options, managed-care
orgartisations would maintain a network of high-quality natural medicine practitioners so
that biomedicine practitioners would have confidence in referral. With quality confrol in
place, the managed-care orgartisations would then be able to develop reimbursement
schemes for natural medicine treatment costs. Jacobs claims that such processes have
recently resulted in the State of Washington's mandate for reimbursement of natural
medicine treatment costs. Although this evolution of the Voluntary Integrated Model
would still involve voluntary cooperation between biomedicine and natural medicine
practitioners and chents, rather than cross-referral arising from social fiiendships, they
would arise through mutual professional "respecf, to meet immediate clinical needs. In
this scenario, rather than natural medicine and biomedicine practitioners continuing to
compete for market share in a crowded market, they may share new opporturuties. "A
vertically mtegrated provider/payer system may easily integrate CAM practitioners into
a complementary system of care" (p. 416).

One objective of this study is to assess how the schism between natural medicine and
biomedicine may be closed, so that a cross-professional cooperative form of medical
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integration may occur Like many others, Jacobs (1999) suggests that the answer lies in
research approved by the biomedical profession. However, he also believes in the power
of marketplace demands arising through continued consumer pressure. He suggests that
the process may be hastened by the hifroduction of partnerships "between industry, third
party payers, private foundations, and the federal govemment dfrected at funding
treatment outcome studies, innovative diagnostic procedures, and novel freatment
interventions" (p. 419). The evaluation of natural medicine services could occur within
the Voluntary Integrated Model through appropriate clinical practice audits, and
potentially result in increased cooperation between the various professions to the benefit
ofthe medical consumer.

8.9 Conclusions
The end ofthe Age ofBiomedical Optimism has created growth opportunities for the
natural medicine profession. The sheer volume of usage of natural medicine services and
remedies has influenced governments to reconsider their attitudes to these practices,
particularly as they are now used by 80% ofthe world's population. Also, as sections of
the biomedicine profession and others have sought to incorporate natural medicine
practice into new complementary medical models in concert with biomedicine, the
unique theories, beliefs and practices of natural medicine have become clearer These
concepts, including homeostasis, holism, vitahsm, the mind-body connection, spirit,
detoxification, digestion and immune system became obstacles to intrasion by scientific
influences, and need to be incorporated in any complete, integrated medical model.
WHO, UK and US experiences with hitegrated medicine appear to have focused on
models of integration of natural medicine practice into complementary models with
biomedicine, reshaped to suit biomedical practice. The resulting dominance of
biomedical practitioners appears to compromise natural medicine practice. However,
Ausfralia provides a different perspective, which is focused on clients' rights and
voluntary cooperation of practitioners and clients without the compromising of natural
medicine practice. The Ausfralian Voluntary Integrated Model provides opportunities
for the process to be enhanced by the infroduction of partnerships between industry,
third party payers, private foundations, and the Federal Govemment. The evaluation of
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natural medicine services could occur within the Voluntary Integrated Model through
appropriate chrucal practice audfts, and potentially result hi increased cooperation
between the various professions to the benefit ofthe medical consumer
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Summary of Research
This dissertation has examined the historical, cultural and political origins of
biomedicine and natural medicine in order to understand the schism that developed
between their practices, and to produce an integrated healthcare model based on mutual
respect, recognition and cooperation. This has involved an examination ofthe evolution
of the paradigms, philosophical underpinnings, practice and societal roles of natural
medicine and biomedicine, with particular emphasis on those that evolved through
European culture. This examination took the form of a substantive narrative history that
drew primarily on a critical evaluation of a diverse range of secondary source material.
The differences between biomedicine and natural medicine, which are represented,
among other things, by education, socio-political power, attitudes and public support
were placed in their historical, philosophical, theoretical and political perspectives.

The prehistoric evolution of medicine was assessed in chapter 2. The biological and
cultural evolution of humans in prehistory allowed them to create magnificent arts and
crafts, and impressive monumental architecture, such as stone temples in which they
practiced thefr religion. The development of religion was probably influenced by
advances in medicine, as the body and soul were cared for, before and after death. The
last Ice Age provided opporturtities for humans to leam the value of cooperation, as they
organised to hunt larger artimals prior to the move to settled agriculture. The
Agricultural Revolution yielded many cultural changes such as settlement, new diets and
new work practices, but agricultural work was harder, and more time consuming than
that required of the hunter-gatherer. Dietary changes, including the consumption of
domesticated artimals, coupled with working and living close to domesticated animals,
transferred many new diseases from artimals to humans, and life expectancy was
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reduced. Humans therefore entered history, which appears to be marked by the
development of writing and recording in Mesopotamia and Egypt, in a depleted physical
state.
The evolution of natural medichie in Ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece and Rome
was assessed in chapter 3. The cultural evolution of Mesopotamia and Egypt yielded
imposing political regimes in which corporatised medicine thrived, probably alongside
informal medical practices. The new corporatised medical paradigms were a
combination of religious, spiritual, magical and medical theories and beliefe. In
Mesopotamia parts of formal medical practice were regulated by govemment, and
physicians could be financially and physically punished for iafrogenesis. The materia
medica of both regions was extensive.

As Greek and Roman medicine consolidated over more than 700 years through its
religious, spiritual, Hippocratic, and other appropriate traditions, it provided a sound
theoretical basis for natural medicine practice that has existed to the present, and which
claims to have generally maintained the Hippocratic requfrement to "do no harm". The
other major influence. Galenic medicine, which purported to refine Hippocratic
medicine, influenced the European antecedents of biomedicine. Although Galenic
medicine remained virtually unchallenged for 1500 years, it proved to be too dangerous
to be used in the 19th century. The iafrogenic and nosocomial illnesses of those two
millennia have possibly contributed to a philosophical and psychological climate
relating to the value of life that still pervades biomedicine. The importance of the
Graeco-Roman period is that it invented rational medicine, which was free from
religious elements, and recognised the naturalistic notion of disease as part of a cosmic
order. Further, it developed concepts of human anatomy and physiology, including the
idea that the function ofthe body could be better understood by investigation and the
application of logic. The development of an empathetic bedside marmer, which was
assisted by the union of science, philosophy and practical medicine, elevated the power
of the client in the healing envfronment, especially when compared with previous
relationships with priest-healers, who had interceded on behaff of gods or the
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govemment. Modem natural medicine practice appears to be influenced by some ofthe
theories and practices ofthe Hippocratics and the Asclepiadeans.

Because Galen dominated Roman medicine, and Christiaruty came to dominate Roman
religion, that medicine and that religion became dominant throughout the Roman
Empire. As the Roman influence m Europe receded during the 3rd to the 5th centuries
CE, some ofthe cultural changes infroduced by the Romans, including Galenic medicine
and Christianity, although diminished, remained. However, the Church eventually
proscribed the study of medicine, encouraged the care ofthe sick in monasteries, and
gained a monopoly on formal medical practice, albeit on a simple basis, for 500 years.

Chapter 4 assessed the influences ofthe Middle Ages. From early in the Middle Ages,
formal medical practice and education were confrolled by the Church, irtitially through
its monasteries, and later through Church-supervised education in medieval schools and
universities. The 14th century European plague, known as the Black Death, caused so
much misery and death that survivors questioned its purpose, and as satisfactory answers
were not forthcoming, the fraditional roles of Church and govemment were challenged.
The Church's response included new campaigns of Inquisitional persecution, usually
involving torture and death, against alleged heretics, healers, witches, Jews and others.
This wholesale slaughter over 300 years occurred with the full cooperation of the
profession of medieval physick, who were rewarded with corporatism of their
questionable and problematic Galenic medical paradigm. The resultant class repression
of women, many of whom were involved in healing, drove the practice of natural
medicine underground, allowing the newly corporatised physick to increase its market
share. However, the informal European natural medicine paradigm continued to be
preserved, predominantly by female healers.

Whereas the European peasantry had previously been united in cooperative pursuits, the
divide-and-mle strategy ofthe power holders tumed peasants against each other, and as
they became distracted, repressed and then disempowered, they grew increasingly
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dependent upon the power holders. Also, as the post-plaguefi^eemarket developed a
cash economy, which further eroded the feudal order of mutual obhgations, the
peasantry became even more individualistic than collective, and the stage was set for the
later development of capitalism.
The evolution of medicine, from corporatised physick to corporatised biomedicine is
assessed in chapter 5. As medieval physick evolved to biomedicine, it further separated
from natural medicine as it developed new paradigms, and made sigmficant gains in
knowledge, skill, techniques, processes, procedures and products. With these also came
the identification and treatment of new diseases, new psychiatric paradigms, and
advances in clirtical science and surgery. Although many diseases may be successfully
treated, the major terminal diseases remain largely incurable and in many cases
increasing in incidence. Scientific medical progress involved the cooperation of basic
research, clinical science and technology.

Chapter 6 deals with the concepts of medical science and medical myth. The incidence
of adverse medical events is of such magnitude to suggest major deficiencies in
biomedical theory and practice. There is evidence that biomedical practice is not always
based on sound scientific theory — and, in some cfrcumstances, any scientific theory at
all. It is also acknowledged that Westem scientific thought itseff contains deficiencies.
This has led to the concept of the division of the totality of existence into separate
entities; that is, a fragmentary world view in which the fi:agments are deemed to be
essentially static. In biomedicine, this is marked by increasing speciahsation, which
ensures that biomedical science became limited to the hard, analytical disciplines known
as the natural sciences, ignoring other, fraditional, approaches to disease. Also, because
concepts of Westem science such as the gairung of certainty by induction are being
increasingly questioned, it is more difficult to separate science from myth. Further, it
appears that capitalist and corporatist influences have compromised and corrapted
biomedical practice: selective funding of research, aggressive marketing, abuses of
power, retention of information, maximising of prices — all support corporate goals for
maximising profits. Also, the professionalising of biomedicine has created a
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commurucation barrier between clients and practitioners; the language of the
professional is incomprehensible to patients, and the overase of technology has placed
an emotional, psychological, and possibly a healing distance, between practitioner and
client. The incidence of adverse medical events suggests that biomedicine is in crisis
wherever it is practiced.

The evolution of modem naturopathy is assessed in chapter 7. The European nature-cure
medical practices such as botanical medicine, homeopathy, massage and hydropathy
were enthusiastically adopted in the US, along with other intemational medical
paradigms such as Chinese medicine. These practices evolved with local influences
from Indian and settler medicine, and developments such as osteopathy, chiropractic,
eclecticism, Thomsonianism and spiritualism to form, from an American perspective,
the eclectic profession of naturopathy. Whereas the term naturopathy appears to have a
relatively narrow and specific application in Australia and Europe, the wider American
perspective suggests that the term is interchangeable with the term natural medicine.

The natural medicine paradigm requfres the adoption of a temperate lifestyle so that
body, mind and spirit may be maintained in balance. As illness usually arises from
imbalance, natural medicine freatments are designed to be safe and efficacious, and
hohstically restore balance to all aspects of an individual's life.

In Australia, natural medicine has been practiced for millenrtia by Aboriginals.
Following colonisation in the 18th century, imported European natural medicine was
influenced by Aboriginal, settler and other intemational medical practices. As Australian
natural medicine evolved, it has enjoyed wide public support, particularly from the
1960s. Ausfralia's most significant contributions to global natural medicine are its
leading colleges and their educational practices, and its professional associations and
their procedures.

The evolutionary line from Regular physick to biomedicine has viewed natural medicine
practice as a competitor in the marketplace, and has continually sought to suppress its
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popularity and influence. However, public attitudes to science, biomedical theory and
practice, and its practitioners, have limited the success of these attempted suppressions.

Chapter 8 assesses the evolution of integrated medicine. The end of the Age of
Biomedical Optimism has created growth opporturtities for the natural medicine
profession. Further, the sheer volume of usage of natural medicine services and remedies
has influenced governments to reconsider their attitudes to these practices, particularly
as they are now used by 80% of the world's population. Also, as sections of the
biomedicine profession and others sought to incorporate natural medicine practice into
new complementary medical models confrolled by them, the unique theories, beliefe and
practices of natural medicine became clarified. These concepts, including homeostasis,
holism, vitalism, the mind-body cormection, spirit, detoxification, digestion and immune
system became obstacles to intrasion by scientific influences, and need to be
incorporated in any complete integrated medical model. Formal WHO, UK and US
experiences of integrated medicine appear to have focused on models of integration of
natural medicine practice into complementary models with biomedicine, reshaped to suit
biomedical practice. The resulting dominance of biomedical practitioners appears to
compromise natural medicine practice within the models. Ausfralia's perspective,
however, is focused on chent's rights and voluntary cooperation of practitioners and
clients without compromising natural medicine practice. The Australian Voluntary
Integrated Model provides opportunities for the process to be further enhanced by the
introduction of partnerships between industry, third party payers, private foundations,
and govemment. The evaluation of natural medicine services could occur within the
Voluntary Integrated Model through appropriate research, clinical practice audits, and
potentially result in increased cooperation between the various professions to the benefit
of the medical consumer. Eventually the model could further evolve and govemment
fimding could possibly be made available.

9.2 Research Opportunities
By its very existence, the Voluntary Integrated Model shows that biomedicine and
natural medicine practitioners can work together for the mutual benefit of clients and
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their professional practices, within an integrated healthcare model underpinned by
mutual respect, recogrution and cooperation. However, as there does not appear to be
any research studies involving this model, claims of its safety, efficacy and economies
must be considered to be merely the beliefs of its participants, regardless of their
conviction. Clearly, this model will flourish only if appropriate studies confirm its
safety, efficacy and economies, so that new enfrants will be atfracted and the
government encourages its expansion through fiinding.

As practitioners involved in the Voluntary Integrated Model apparently exhibit qualfties
of cooperation, sharing and openness, the model provides numerous research
opportunities. An observation by Nester (1999) in relation to Chinese medicine appears
to be applicable: "both quantitative and qualitative research methods should be utilised
to develop [natural medicine] knowledge, with the selection being determined by the
particular type of research question to be addressed" (p. 406). As natural medicine
philosophy, belief and practice are underpirmed by concepts of holism, vitalism, mindbody cormection, spirit, detoxification, digestion and immunity, Nester — commenting
on Chinese medicine — suggests that balanced research is more likely to be conducted
by those who clearly understand these concepts (p. 405). "A knowledge of naturalistic
inquiry is essential because it is required to be able to utilise dialectical and
hermeneutical methodologies" (p. 407). Further, the efficacy of natural medicine therapy
may be evaluated by quantitative research methods.

A better understanding of the Voluntary Integrated Model would result from research
designed to examine its operation — particularly case studies and interviews with
practitioners and clients. These could elucidate such matters as the roles of participants,
modes of communication, expectations, beliefe, observations, personalities and other
personal qualities; the economics ofthe cliitics, the incomes of practitioners, the socioeconomic status of the clients, clinic management and the safety and efficacy of
treatment.
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Govemment, health insurers, managed care providers, the various professions and the
public would be interested in research which tested the safety and efficacy of natural
medicine freatmenfe, whether within or without the Voluntary Integrated Model. This
could also include qualitative research — as Nester (1999) suggests in relation to
Chinese medicine — "to further the understanding of the nature of [natural medicine]
therapy and the factors that contribute to its effectiveness" (p. 409). This could test the
degree of holism in contemporary natural medicine practice, and determine whether the
consciousness, empathy, knowledge and skills ofthe natural medicine practitioner affect
the therapeutic outcome.

This study has shown that for millennia, many differing medical systems have evolved
and provided freatments, deemed by some participants to be effective. The diverse range
of these treatments suggests that the healing process is complex, so research designed to
better understand the healing process would be useful. Kleijnen and de Graen (1996)
state that "considering the role of placebo effects in dafly practice and in clinical
research, we conclude that this topic should clearly be investigated further" (p. 36).
Comprehension ofthe role ofthe placebo effect in natural medicine healing could allow
for the further evolution of natural medicine theory.

Another area of potential research involves an assessment ofthe "real" attitudes of major
political parties, the Government, the Opposition and Members of Parliament to the role
of natural medicine in Australian society. Since the early 1990s there have been
confiising political messages. In 1991, the creation by the Australian Labor govemment
ofthe Traditional Medicines Evaluation Committee (TMEC) to advise ft on the safety
and efficacy of natural medicine remedies was supported by the Coalition Opposition,
even though the power of TMEC rested with its majority natural medicine practitioner
members. Also, bipartisan support was given to traditional safe usage of natural
medicine remedies being accepted as contemporary evidence of safety and efficacy. By
the end of the 1990s, the Coalition govemment replaced TMEC with the
Complementary Medicines Evaluation Committee, and diminished the power of
practitioner interests. Tobler (2003) reports that in September, 2003, the federal
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Coalition govemment forced private health insurers "to scrap 'lifestyle' benefits on
products such as ranning shoes, bikes, gym fees and golf clubs from next year" (p. 3).
Also, the govemment has now "asked the Austrahan Health Insurance Association to
investigate the $1.5 million payouts for altemative therapies last financial year" (p. 3).
The Association has been asked to establish whether therapies such as homeopathy,
reflexology, iridology, reiki, Shiatsu and aromatherapy "are backed by medical evidence,
whether they are regulated and whether they are performed by a [sic] qualified
practitioners" (p. 3). The attitude ofthe Labor Opposition would concem the natural
medicme industry: "But Labor believes the minister is not being tough enough.
Opposition health spokeswoman Julia Gillard said Senator Patterson was merely
'glancing' at the problem of taxpayers' money being wasted on altemative therapies" (p.
3). The Consumers' Association said that "taxpayers' health money should never have
been used ... to subsidise services 'which have no demonstrated health benefit'" (p. 3).

With such political pronouncements as these, it would be timely to assess also the
effectiveness of natural medicine political lobbying. This could follow the suggestion of
Delia Porta and Diani (1999) that an analysis ofthe pohcies of political parties and
governments provides a measure ofthe effectiveness of social movements which "are
formed to express dissatisfaction with existing policy ... all movements make demands
on the political system" (p. 233). They also say that "it is possible to identify four
currently dominant perspectives in the analysis of collective movements: collective
behaviour; resource mobilization; political process; and new social movements" (p. 3).

9.3 Conclusions
The natural medicine paradigm is used by 80%) ofthe world population, and demand for
its usage in Westem societies is increasing. Consequently, states and intemational bodies
appear to be seeking to confrol its influence and usage, and natural medicine is currently
being promoted as a mere complement to biomedical practice and so, appropriately
under fts confrol - as exampled in WHO, US and UK complementary medical models.
As these models of control over natural medicine compromise fts hohstic practice, they
are unsuitable. However, the Austrahan Voluntary Integrated Model allows biomedicine
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and natural medicine practitioners and thefr clients to voluntarily decide to cooperate
within a model underpinned by mutual recognition and respect.

If future research initiatives show that natural medicine practices are safe and effective,
and that practitioners involved in the Voluntary Integrated Model enjoy high job
satisfaction and, possibly, higher incomes, then the incidence ofthe model wifl surely
increase, ff further research can show that the expansion of natural medicine practice
within a community actually decreases overall health costs, then govemment may
eventually provide funding for those practices, so ensuring their further expansion.
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